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THE DEMONSTRATION AT KINGSTON.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 27th.

Addresses Presented and the Premier's Reply.

To the good old Tory City of Kingston is due the credit of holding the first of the series of

splendid Demonstrations which have taken place in Ontario during the year in honour of the

Reform Leaders, and nowhere could the reception accorded have been warmer, or the success

of the Demonstration more complete and gratifying. From six to eight thousand people were
present, including, besides those from the city, many well-known Reformers from the County
of Frontenac and adjoining districts, east and west. Upon the arrival of the two Premiers, a
large procession was formed on Haymarket Square, and, accompanied by several bands, marched
through the streets, which were gayly and handsomely decorated, to the Crystal Palace, where
the speaking took place. The chair was occupied by an old Kingston Reformer, Wm. Ford,
Esq., and in addition to the speech of Mr. Mackenzie, addresses were delivered by the Hon.
Messrs. Cartwright, Mowat and Hardy, Col. Ross, M. P., A. McNabb, M. P., H. M.
Deroche, M. P. P., and Wm. Robinson, M. P. P.

Mr. F. (tildersleeve read the following Address to the Premier on behalf of the
Reformers of Kingston :

—

To the Hon. A. Mackenzie, Premier, <fec.

;

. jThe Reformers of Kingston rejoice to bid you a cordial welcome. We are pleased to see that notwithstanding'
your many and arduous labours, your health, so important to the country, is unimpaired, and we trust it may long
be preserved with your services to us.

It was not to be supposed that you or your Administration would be allowed to enter upon the government of
the country in 1873 without being made the object of attack, however unjustly, by those whom you succeeded
under circumstances so discreditable to them, animated by envy, and smarting under humiliating defeat, baffled
plans, and disappointed ambition ; but we regret for the honour of our country that these unfounded attacks have
been continued with painful iteration and increasing virulence session after session, wasting the public time, hinder-
ing the progress of useful and necessary legislation, and threatening to discredit parliamentary government in the
eyes of the people.

Such a course is unpatriotic, and would only be resorted to by men impelled more by personal aims than by a
desire for the welfare of their country. It also becomes highly unpatriotic when we consider the difficulties these
men left behind them, which had to be disposed of by your Administration. Instead of seeking to embarrass you,
they should have come to your assistance and to the assistance of the country, to help to overcome the difficulties

they had created rather than to aggravate them.
We have no desire that the measures of the Government should not be subjected to the fullest examination and

discussion, nor do we for a moment underrate the importance and usefulness of an Opposition which discharges its

functions fairly and within parliamentary and constitutional limits ; but we hold that the reputation of our public
men is the property of the country, which has a right to complain when attempts are made to tarnish this without
any proper cause or foundation for the slander. We are glad that those attempts have signally failed as they de-
served, and that you still command the willing and loyal support of a large majority of the people's representatives
in the House of Commons and of the people themselves, and that the country still maintains a steady confidence in
yourself and your Administration, and will long hesitate before returning to the former improvident regime.

Making a fair allowance for the fallibility ever attaching to the most able and best men, we see nothing in your
career or in your administration of the affairs of the country that in the slightest degree shakes our loyalty and attach-
ment to yourself as the trusted representative of those great political principles professed by the Reform party, the
success of which principles has built up the great Empire of which we form a part, and has made its polity a guide to
the nations.

The country knows the serious difficulties which you had to encounter when you took office in 1873—the unsatis-
factory state of the public finances, the improvident and impossible undertaking entered into with British Columbia
by the preceding Government as to the Pacific Railway, besides other unpleasant legacies left you ; and bearing ir
mind these things, we have to congratulate you and your colleagues on having so successfully conducted the affairs
of the country hitherto, and we pray that you may long continue in your present position, to bring all those matters,
of such importance to the country, to a satisfactory issue, and to guide the ship of state safely onward amid en-
lightened progress and national prosperity.

We have noticed that a very unfair and unworthy use has been made by your opponents of the trade depression
which has affected this country as well as other countries for some time past. They have not scrupled, for the pur-
pose of making political capital, to charge your Government with being the cause of the stagnation of trade and con-
sequent suffering which has occurred, while they knew perfectly well that such trade depressions are natural
phenomena, recurring and to be looked for with almost periodical regularity in all trading and manufacturing com-
munities, the effects of which can only be properly guarded against by the sagacity and prudence of the traders and
others immediately concerned, and while they knew also that when they themselves were in power the country had
experienced similar visitations, which had ran their course as the present will ; but we think more highly of the in-
telligence of Canadians than to believe that they will be deceived by this device, so unworthy of honourable political
warfare.

_
We sannot conclude without, as Kingstonians, thanking ,you for some things done here by your directions, which,

while the best interests of the whole country have been consulted, yet conferred an honour and a benefit on our city.
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We refer especially to the establishment o! the Military College here, and to the work done in preserving the fortifi-

cations and Government property, which was not undertaken a day too soon ; and we might mention other evi-

dences of the interest }
rou have manifested in our ancient cit3% all entitling you and your colleagues to a cordial re-

ception at the hands of Kingstonians, even irrespective of politics.

In conclusion, we thank you and your colleagues present for accepting our invitation to speak to us on the more
important affairs of the country. We heartily welcome you here. We tender you our continued confidence and
support, whether in or out of power. We hope you will carry away with you pleasant reminiscences of your visit to
the Reformers of this locality, and that it may not be the last time we shall have the pleasure of welcoming you to
the City of Kingston.

Mr. James McGrath read a similar Address on behalf of the County of Frontenac Reform
Association.

Mr. Robt. Carroll read the following on behalf of the mechanics and workingmen of
Kingston :

—

To the Ron. Alexander Mackenzie, Premier of Canada, and the Hon. Oliver Mowat, Premier of Ontario :

The mechan cs and workingmen of Kingston would avail themselves of your welcome presence among them to
signify their approval of your political conduct, and to publicly express their pride and gratification at seeing two of
the most distinguished positions in the Dominion occupied by statesmen whose early history is so pleasantly and
honourably associated with that of this city. As leaders of the Liberal party, your public lives deserve our com-
mendation, displaying, as they always have, an earnest solicitude for the welfare of the working classes, and devoted,
as they ever have been, to the vindication of the principle of equal rights to all. We desire to here acknowledge our
thanks for the righteous Lien Law enacted by the present Liberal Government of Ontario, which has proved a val-

uable boon in protecting the rights of the builder and contractor from being trampled upon as formerly. An
extension of the just principles of this law, so as to shelter the workingman from the loss of his hard-earned wages,
would perfect a piece of legislation which is a credit to the Liberal party, and proves the sincerity of its claims to be
regarded as the true friend of the people.

As workingmen, it is very gratifying and inspiring for us to be reminded, as we are on this occasion by a glance
at the past, that the highest distinction in the land is open to honest worth, and that no social barriers exist among
us to prevent any one qualified in character and talents from serving our respected Sovereign in the most lofty

positions. Such reflections ai*e calculated to promote our loyalty to the Crown and contentment with our country
and its institutions, and to assure us that we live in a community really free, where workingmen are not a despised
class, but where they can even aspire to control the destinies of the Dominion.

Though not insensible to the pressure caused by the depression in trade, we wish to express our continued con-
fidence in the administration of affairs by the Liberal party, knowing as we do that "hard times" are felt more
severely in other countries than ours, and under all kinds of tariffs, and that no Minister can disperse them with a
stroke of his pen or a wave of his hand, their causes being beyond his control. As we believe the Liberal party has
only the good of the people at heart, we have confidence that it will leave nothing undone to promote their true
interests,, and will do nothing that sound and cautious statesmanship cannot approve. We appreciate at what they
are worth the appeals with which crafty demagogues are trying to mislead the workingman, so as to get back the
power they shamefully misused, and we regard our interests as safer in the honest hands of old and tried friends,

than in those clean hands which would " wave us back to our paint-pots" and workshops if they could.

' Hon. Mr. Mackenzie, in rising to address the assembly, was greeted with loud and long-

continued applause. He said : Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, I desire on behalf of
myself and my colleagues to thank most sincerely the gentlemen of the County of Frontenac
and the City of Kingston who have presented to us the addresses which have just been read,

and for their kind expressions of good will. I am sure that this magnificent demonstration is

in itself a sufficient refutation of the very gross and coarse calumnies that have been alluded to

in those addresses. (Hear, hear.) I will not say much in reply to these addresses at present,

as I am to speak in the course of a few minutes on other topics ; I will only say in response a
few words regarding the City of Kingston—my first Canadian home—(cheers)—and those local

affairs in which I can never cease to take an active and lively interest. Standing before this

assembled multitude, I can recall many pleasant reminiscences of bygone years, for it was in the
County of Frontenac that I first tried my hand at chopping and farming—(hear, hear, and
cheers)—and it was in the City of Kingston where I have worked—if not with Mr. Robinson
and his paint pots (laughter), yet at something of the same kind. It is a matter of deep gratifi-

cation to myself to be able to be present and hear your addresses in company with my old leader

and valued friend the Premier of Ontario ; and whatever may be the future in store for either

of us, neither he nor I nor my colleague Mr. Cartwright will ever forget the kindness which has
prompted the writing and the presentation of these addresses. I shall to the utmost of my power
endeavour to merit the approval, not merely of the Kingstonians—for they are only a part of the
great continental Empire which we are called upon to govern ; but I hope to be able so to con-

duct myself in public life as to earn the approval of my fellow-countrymen, and especially of

those who were formerly my fellow-citizens, and who have to-day in this demonstration, and by
these addresses, given such flattering expressions of their kindly feeling towards us. (Loud
cheers.

)

Similar addresses were also presented to the Hon. 0. Mowat, and suitably responded to.

HON. MR. MACKENZIE'S SPEECH.
Hon. Mr. Mackenzie was next called upon, and on rising to address the meeting, again met

with a hearty reception. He said : Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, I feel somewhat as
Paul felt when he was permitted to speak for himself, because I believe (as he believed) that I
am at least before an upright judge ; and I am quite sure that the words I address to you, and
which are addressed generally to the people of Canada, will find a hearty response among a
vast majority of the people of this country. I know full well how difficult a task the Premier
of this country has to perform.

Canada a Country Difficult to Govern.
We have a country vast in extent, vast in its territorial magnitude, vast in respect to its

sectional views, and in its diversity of creed and race ; and it is a task which any statesman



may feel great difficulty in accomplishing, to harmonize all those interests, and bring a genuine
feeling of union to bear upon the prosperity of the country which he has to govern. Under the
most favourable circmnstances any one would feel necessitated to ask occasionally not merely
the indulgence but the forbearance of friend and foe alike in a country like this.

The Government Assailed by Constant Abuse.

But since the day that my colleagues and I assumed the reins of office we have been met
with one continuous strain of coarse and systematic abuse, which appears to have reached its

culminating point at the meetings held by the Conservative leaders throughout the country at

the present moment. (Hear, hear.) But, sir, I am not very much surprised at that, for I

recollect very well the events which were developed in the earlier days of the history of this

country.
Sir John as the Champion of Civil and Religious Liberty.

I was astonished, however, to find that Dr. Tupper, a few evenings ago, in pronouncing the
highest eulogiums upon, his leader, Sir John Macdonald, called that hon. gentleman the well-

known champion of civil and religious liberty. (Hear, hear.) Why, sir, in the presence of

many grey-haired men, the hon. gentleman must have appeared as the personification of the
tyrant—as the sum and aggregate of civil and ecclesiastical bigotry and sectional domination.
(Hear, hear. ) Who does not remember when the hon. gentleman was one of those who battled,

not for the religious equality that was spoken of, but for religious inequality ? Who does
not remember our early struggles forty years ago, when we strove to wrest the public domain
from the hands of one denomination ? Who does not recollect when Presbyterian and Methodist
clergymen were sent to gaol because they dared to perform the ceremony of marriage ? (Hear,
hear.) The hon. gentleman, who is now introduced to the public of Canada for the first time
as the champion of civil and religious liberty, was one of the defenders of that system ; one of

those who strove to perpetuate in our country the dominancy of a creed if not of a race. (Hear,
hear. ) I spent my earliest days in the political agitation incident to these struggles ; my first

political meetings were held in behalf of that cause which has been ridiculed by one of its prin-

cipal opponents being characterized as its champion. (Hear, hear.

)

Early Struggle of Reformers for Equal Rights.

Well do I remember the struggle we had in those days for our rights, and how at last, in
December, 1847, we succeeded in electing that noble man, Robert Baldwin, with a band of

Reformers strong enough to place him in a position to become First Minister of the day, and
settle once for all the question of religious equality, in spite of the opposition of Sir John and
his party. (Loud cheers. ) I know that in a young country like this, passing affairs rapidly
shape themselves into history, public events fast recede from view, and the vast majority of

those whom I now address had. no part in the struggle to which I have referred. But I refer

to it now merely to say this : that the Reformers of this country will remember—those who
were not alive at that time by reading, and those who were alive by having been in the midst
of these events—with gratitude that it was the great leaders of the Reform party who first gave
perfect civil and religious rights to the people of Canada. (Hear, hear, and cheers. ) It has
been asked what is the difference between the parties at the present moment.

Party Organization and Warfare.
We are told by a certain class—certainly not a very numerous or a very influential one

—

that there is no necessity for party organization in Canada, because all that separated parties in

bygone times has been settled ; that the questions that then divided us, now divide us no more.
That no doubt is true to a certain extent ; and it is also true that the men who first settled all

these questions are the men who are most likely to administer the Government in accordance
with the principles of those great measures which were disposed of by the Reform party under
Mr. Baldwin and his successors. And it becomes highly necessary that the party lines which
separated the Conservatives and the Liberals in the olden times should continue to exist, although
I am far from saying that any political party can be justified in carrying party conflicts so far

as to injure the prosperity or prospects of the country. Political warfare ought always to be
respectable, and I can honestly say on behalf of those whom I lead, and I think I can also claim
it for myself, that we have made every effort to make those party conflicts in which we have
been engaged as respectable and as moderate as it was possible to do. It is true we may have
occasionally to speak pretty strongly of the conduct of our political opponents, but I have yet
to learn that it is necessary in party battles to impugn the motives of political opponents, or to
question their veracity, or to pour forth a stream of coarse abuse such as has been indulged in

by that well-known gentleman, Dr. Tupper, and his associates, Mr. Wm. Macdougall and some
others.

Mr. Wm. Macdougall.
.Of William Macdougall I shall say very little. I may refer to some things he has said, not

because they are worthy of attention on that account, out because Sir John Macdonald now
vouches for him as one of his honest friends—one who enjoys with his chief the affections of the
Conservative party, and who must, therefore, be accepted as an authority by that partv. For
Mr. Macdougall's opinions I care very little, because I am not aware that I ever did anything
to incur his good opinion. (Hear, hear, and laughter.) I propose to-day to devote the short
time which I have at my disposal—not to meeting all the charges indulged in by my opponents
at late meetings in this city, nor the charges levelled by the same gentlemen at other meetings,
but I shall devote myself to a few particular points, and as I have to hold other five or six

meetings within the next ten days, I shall devote a portion of my time at each meeting to



developing statements which I could not possibly attend to in extenso at any one meeting In

the first place, I shall say regarding Dr. Tupper what I heard of a good old Methodist saying

about a sermon which he had the good fortune to hear preached many times by a certain

preacher

—

" Bless the Lord, this is the sixteenth time I've heard it, and it just seems to me the

same old sermon, neither better nor worse." (Laughter.) I don't, however, object to a thing

because it is repeated, and, indeed, it is a matter of perfect indifference to us whether Dr.

Tupper repeats his speeches sixteen or twenty times.

Dr. Tapper's "Facts."

I have simply to deal with his statement of facts—yes, facts, we will call them, for Sir John
Macdonald carefully avowed his opinion on the platform here in Kingston that everything tbat

Dr. Tupper stated was a fact. ( Laughter. ) I believe he is the only man in the Dominion who
could have ventured on so extensive a statement. (Loud laughter. ) However, we must take

what we get and be thankful. (Laughter.) It is one source of gratification to us to know that

after we have been in office for nearly four years these gentlemen are unable at this moment to

bring a single statement to the proof of all that they insinuated rather than alleged against us.

(Cheers.

)

Sir John Challenged to make good Outside Statements in Parliament.

Last year, in addressing an audience in my own county, I told them that I should challenge

Sir John Macdonald on the floor of Parliament to make good his statements regarding me. I

lost no time in fulfilling the promise I made, for I repeated the offer the very first day that the
House met. (Cheers. ) I gave the challenge three several times, but to this hour he has never
taken it up. (Hear, hear, and cheers. ) He allowed the whole session to pass, and never made
a single attempt to prove his statements. I offered him a Committee and every facility for the

examination of witnesses on oath, but the offer was not accepted, and now the same stale

slanders are being repeated from county to county as if they had been established by sworn
evidence. Dr. Tupper states them as facts, and Sir John vouches for their correctness. I sup-

pose I can only reiterate my challenge to these gentlemen to bring them up on the floor of

Parliament. (Hear, hear.) [A voice :
" He won't do it."] I don't believe he will, but perhaps

I may overcome his conscientious scruf>les by bringing the matter up myself.

How the Tories left the Country on their Retirement in 1873.

Let me refer for a moment to the position in which these gentlemen left the country. Sir

John says that we succeeded to office on his resignation in 1873, and he resigned, he says, be-

cause he doubted if he had a sufficient majority to carry on the Government successfully. Sir

John simply resigned at the last moment, because he found that if he had gone to a vote he
would have been defeated in a House of his own choosing, for many of the men elected under
his own auspices withdrew their confidence, and would have voted him out of office on finding

of what he had been guilty. He had not the moral courage to face a vote, and now he proclaims
to the country that he was an ill-used man because he was obliged to resign.

Crisis of 1873 and Sir Hugh Allan's Money.
I have been very much amused at the way in which the hon. gentleman and his colleagues

refer to the events of 1873, and to the circumstances which were proved on oath by their own
statements as to the bribing of the electors in the elections of 1872, and the receipt of $360,000
of Sir Hugh Allan's money for the direct purpose of corrupting the electorate of this country.
Why, sir, Dr. Tupper coolly talks of this as a misrepresentation, a mere misunderstanding, and
Sir John says he was defeated because of the circulation of foul slanders against his fair fame.
So that it would seem that we are to be obliged to have another Royal Commission issued in
order to show whether the evidence taken on oath by Sir John's own Government was incorrect
or not. It seems it was all a mistake to suppose that Sir Hugh Allan contributed money for
the purpose of corrupting the electors.

Sir Hugh's "Handsome Subscription."

True, Dr. Tupper says in one speech that Sir Hugh Allan gave a handsome subscription to
the election fund, and Sir John received it in the same spirit. That is the way in which the
affair is spoken of. I do not wish to say a single word disrespectful to Sir Hugh Allan ; but I
believe if there is a business man in Canada who more than any other understands his own
business, that man is Sir Hugh Allan. He is a prosperous merchant, and has done a great dea
of good to Canada in organizing his fine steamship line, and I wish him abundant success in
that and his other enterprises. But I sincerely venture to hope that he will not mingle in
politics—at least I hope that he and Sir John will not mingle in polities together. (Hear, hear,
and laughter. ) He is a Scotchman, a shrewd business man, possessing many of the character-
istics attributed to his typical fellow-countrymen. You have all heard the old slander which
Dr. Johnson first uttered against Scotchmen—that farthings were coined for the purpose of
enabling them to contribute to charitable objects. (Laughter. ) I don't believe that myself,
(laughter), but I do believe that if there is a Scotchman in Canada who knows the value of the
farthing better thau another it is Sir Hugh Allan ; and I don't think he was likely under the
circumstances to give to Sir John and his colleagues a sum nearing $200,000, and to expend on
his own hook—to use a somewhat vulgar phrase— $160,000 more, merely to secure the success
of the Conservative party, as Dr. Tupper says. (Hear. ) That gentleman calls it a handsome
subscription, and asks : "Did not Mr. Cameron, Mr. Cook, and other Reformers spend large
amounts on their own elections?" Perhaps they did ; but they did not spend Sir Hugh Allan's
money ; they did not receive money from any public contractor who was to get a contract in



consequence of having contributed that money. We have Sir Hugh Allan's own sworn evidence,

in which he states that he cared nothing for either of the political factions struggling for the

mastery in this country, but he thought that Sir John Macdonald and Sir George Cartier were
the meu he should deal with, so he courted them assiduously and made a handsome subscription

to their election fund. And now we are told that it was all a mistake, and that Sir John Mac-
donald was ejected from office because of foul slanders. I hear some one in the audience say

that that story is worn out. I don't think it is. (Hear, hear.) It will never be worn out

while Canada has a history ; and it will be a black day for this country if it is ever worn out.

(Hear, hear.)

The "Pacific Scandal" Referred to because the Tories justify it Now.

Not that I attach any importance to it as an electioneering element ; not that I meant to

refer to it at all of my own accord, had not these men. after committing a great public crime,

attempted to justify it in the light of day at the present moment. If they will not let it rest,

if that shocking political crime is to be resurrected by the same men who had perpetrated it, we
shall certainly examine the skeleton and trace its history. (Hear, hear.) The hon. gentleman
seems to think that because the present Administration have difficulties to contend with which
would task the energies of any Government—difficulties which were left to us as legacies by our

predecessors, and which it has been impossible fully to overcome—that it is fair and honest in

him to use all the offensive weapons which have been used in order to cast discredit on the Ad-
ministration of the country.

Difficulties in the Way of the Liberal Government.
When we assumed office we did so when a black cloud was hanging over the country, one

which obscured the fair fame of Canada in sight of every civilized nation, and was watched alike

by the people of England and the United States as belonging peculiarly to the people of Canada.
It rested with the new Administration to dispel that cloud, and induce the people of the United
States and Europe to believe that all the public men of Canada were not tainted with the same
sordid and corrupt motives which led to the commission of that great crime. (Cheers.)

Sir John's Prosperity!

We had to contend with other difficulties at the time. The hou. gentleman claims for him-
self, in one of his recent speeches, that while he reigned peace, prosperity, and loyalty prevailed

all over the Dominion. Why, sir, when we came into office we found a rebellion at Red River
barely cyuelled ; we were in pursuit of the men whom the unanimous voice of Canada had
branded as murderers, and to whom Sir John Macdonald gave §4,000 of the public money to

enable them to escape. Then he attacked Mr. Blake and myself because we offered a reward
for their apprehension in the Legislature of Ontario, and said that it was our fault that Kiel

escaped, and he "only wished to God he could catch him." (Hear, hear, and laughter. ) I

don't wonder a very great deal that the people up in the North-west rose up in insurrection at

the treatment they received. What did this "champion of civil and religious liberty" do on
this particular occasion ?

Origin of North-West Troubles.

He sent out Mr. William Macdougall with a ready-made Cabinet to take possession, as if

they had been the conquerors of the land, without asking the people what their opinions were
as to the mode or nature of the authority under which they were to be placed. The people, not
very unnaturally, objected to being presented with this ready-made Cabinet ; and though Mr.
Macdougall got within sight of the land, he was never able to put his foot on it. The measures
of the Government at that time, as Mr. Macdougall says in his famous pamphlet, went to show
what they could do to punish those who had objected to their course. We were told the other

day that Sir John Macdonald had " bent his energies to draw the North-west Territories."

Mr. Macdougall's Opinion of his Colleagues.

Mr. Macdougall was a member of Sir John's Government, and he ought to know. He sayi

in his pamphlet :

—

I am disclosing no secret of the Council-room when I affirm that in September, 1868, except Mr. Tilley and my-
self, every member of the Government was either indifferent or hostile to the acquisition of the North-west Territory.

When they discovered that a Ministerial crisis respecting the route of the Intercolonial Railway could only be avoided
by an immediate agreement (and immediate action) to secure the transfer of these territories to the Dominion, they
were ready to act. On the same day that Sir John A. Macdonald and Mr. Campbell surrendered the interests of
Ontario to Quebec and Mr. Mitchell, and threw eight millions of dollars into the sea, I carried a proposition to send
a deputation to England with full power to close negotiations for the purchase of one-third of the American conti-
nent as an offset.

We have Mr. Macdougall's evidence to show that these people were altogether opposed to

this act ; and we have also his own testimony to the fact that he was sent out there merely to
enable the Government to get rid of him. He says :

" As to the fact itself—in spite of your dis-

loyal intrigues and the ' parish politics ' of your allies in the East ; in spite of Jesuitical plots
in the North-west and Ministerial connivance and imbecility at the Capital ;" and so on. I give
you this evidence to show you that instead of the country being at rest, it was in a state of tur-

moil ; that instead of these men being entitled to be classed as super-loyal, they imbrued
the country not merely in financial difficulties, but in political difficulties of the gravest
possible character; that instead of seeking to open up the North-west, they opposed it. When
we came into office we found these great questions unsettled. We were obliged to maintain a
regiment of soldiers in Manitoba to keep the people quiet. In the east there was a strong
feeling of discontent. There were everywhere indications of a war of races and interests. And
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we had not meiely to deal with all those difficult questions, but we had to punish the guilty,

and at the same time to do it in such a manner as would show to those who had taken the part

of these men in the North-west that we were not doing it for the purpose of indicating a hos-

tility to either their race or their creed.

Kiel and his Crimes.

You will remember that the ill-usage sustained by the half-breeds of the North-west at the
organization of the territory created a deep, strong feeling of sympathy among the French
Catholics of Lower Canada. They believed that Eiel was a victim, and to some extent that was
true. But Kiel and his friends had to be taught that they had not merely violated the law of

the land in taking possession of the government of any portion of the country, but had violated

it in unlawfully and feloniously taking the life of one of Her Majesty's subjects.

The Stain on Canada's Honour to be Effaced by the New Administration.

All these matters had to be dealt with by the incoming Government ; and when we consider
that along with these difficulties we had to contend with the effects of these men's great political

crime, in its bearing on our financial position, immigration, and otherwise, to speak to the rest

of the world and maintain the fair fame of Canada, I think I can claim that we pursued as

moderate a course as it was possible to do, and that our success has been beyond our expecta-
tions. (Hear, hear.) We have never given any provocation to our opponents to pursue their

present course.

The Pacific Scandal Debate in 1873.—Evidence of Moderation of Liberals.

T ask any man at this day to read my speech in which I indicted Sir John Macdonald and his

Government, and say if anything could have been done more temperately and moderately. And
as that was true of my own speech, so was it of the speeches of every member on the Opposition
side of the House. We felt that a grave crisis in the history of our country had come, and that
while taking action strongly as party men, it was also our duty, in view of the great interests

at stake, that this should be done in as dignified and as becoming a manner as might be
witnessed in a court of justice. (Hear, hear. ) After we assumed office ourselves, I ask any one
to examine the record of our speeches and our motions in Parliament, and our course generally

in regard to matters which our predecessors left in such frightful confusion, and say whether
it was possible to adopt a more moderate course than we adopted.

The Alleged "Midnight Attack," i.e. the Elections of 1874.

I am accused among other things of having made a midnight attack, as they call it, when I

advised the Governor-General to dissolve Parliament in 1872. Does any man, be he friend or
foe, imagine that I was such an idiot as to go on with the business of the country with a Par-
liament elected under the auspices of Sir Hugh Allan's money and its corrupting influence ?

It is true I had promises of support from a majority even of that Parliament ; it is true we
might have gone on for a short time ; but I had a vivid recollection of the folly perpetrated by
Sandfield Macdonald, in 1862, in accepting the very same counsel, which led to the defeat of

his Government, when my honourable friend behind me fell with them. We appealed to the
country in a proper and constitutional spirit. I addressed the electors, pointing out to them
the course intended to be adopted by the Government.

The Election Law anticipated by having Elections all on One Day.

I told them that when the House met it was our intention to have an election law passed
which would make it imperative on all Governments for the future to have all the elections held
on one day. In order to be perfectly consistent—though we are bound by no law, and might
have kept the elections of Sir John and others dangling for weeks, as they did mine in 1872

—

we ordered that all elections in the Dominion should be held on one day except in Cape Breton,
Prince Edward Island, and Algoma, which could not be reached in time to allow it. Thus we
took the earliest possible opportunity of putting our long-advocated opinions into practice,

without resorting to the device that we would wait for a law. We made a law for ourselves,

and bound ourselves by the principles we formerly advocated. The result of that policy,

giving every man who was a candidate the utmost possible chance of attending to his con-
stituency without having candidates from other constituencies to annoy him, was that we
succeeded in obtaining a vast majority in the House.

The Liberal Majority in the House.
Talking of majorities—by the way, the hon. gentleman has stated in several meetings that

our majority was 102, and that it was now reduced to 41. That is a pretty tall statement

—

(laughter)—but I suppose, like all the others, it is what some people at least would call a fact.

The truth is that on no division did we ever have a majority exceeding 76, and in the last ses-

sion our highest majority, in consequence of the sickness of a number of our friends, was
only 52. It is also true that they gained altogether thirteen seats, while we gained four from
them since the general election of 1874. Any one can form a judgment for himself of the
accuracy of the hon. gentleman in that particular statement. But, sir, it is perhaps time that
I should advert to some of the matters which affect public opinion more or less at the present
time as to our policy.

-^ Pacific Railway Policy.

And first with regard to the charges made concerning the Pacific Eailway. I am accused by
these gentlemen of having changed my policy in regard to that road since I assumed office in
the Administration. They say that I formerly proposed to build it in a certain way. I am
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of a promise made to British Columbia that they should build the Pacific Railway within ten

years that it should be commenced within two years and finished within ten—and we have

been obliged to deal with the discontent in that Province consequent upon the impossibility of

fulfilling the rash promises made by our predecessors in office. We have acted on the prin-

ciple of obtaining any mode of progression by which we can at once satisfy the determination

of the people of the rest of the Dominion that we should only proceed in accordance with their

means of building the road—in other words, without resorting to additional taxation for the

purpose—and at the same time satisfy the people of British Columbia that we have been doing

everything in our power to accomplish this object.

Dr. Tupper Repudiates his own Railway Bargain with Columbia.

On two or three occasions Dr. Tupper has referred to our Pacific Railway policy. You will

perhaps be astonished to hear that he was perfectly in harmony with the Administration in

relation to the policy which the Government adopted. But last year, after the speech was
delivered in which he made this agreeable announcement, we had an election in the County of

Renfrew, and I found to my amazement that Dr. Tupper, who was a member of the Adminis-
tration which bound themselves hand and foot by a solemn obligation to the people of British

Columbia to build the road within ten years, had the face to take the ground that they never in-

tended to carry out their promise of building it within that time. They deliberately made a
solemn promise, with the deliberate determination that they would not keep it. (Hear, hear.

)

I said that was a kind of morality which I was quite unable to appreciate, and that I could

not understand how any portion of the people of this country could be satisfied with it. But
such, however, was the Doctor's own statement. Here is what he said regarding our policy

previous to that occasion

:

Dr. Tupper's Opinions in 1875.

" But, sir, the fact of the engagement which the First Minister said was entered into with British Columbia dur-
ing the past season has set at rest and for ever any question as to whether we are in a position that would allow ua
to doubt and hesitate a single instant what course to pursue. I feel that the Ministry of the day are entitled to

the support of this House, and especially of those gentlemen on the Opposition benches, in any measure which
is required to carry out tfie pledge—perhaps a somewhat imprudent pledge—that was given by their predecessors in
relation to this work ; and I feel that they may look to this side of the House for their most energetic support of the
measures they have taken—I believe wisely taken—for the redemption of that pledge."

It is, perhaps, sufficient to quote Dr. Tupper against himself ; but I may just repeat what I
have said before, that in relation to our prosecution of that work we have always taken the
ground that anything we could do fairly and conscientiously with the taxation of the country
we were bound to do to keep our word with British Columbia, whether it accorded exactly

with previous views or not as to the mode of progression. On the other hand, I believe, as every
sensible man who has studied the matter must believe, that the only mode in which that road

can be built successfully is to throw a large population into our North-west Territories. "We
felt that it was incumbent on us to open up a highway to these vast prairie regions, which have
so much to do not only with the prosperity of the heart of the continent, but of the whole
Dominion.

Dr. Tupper on the Steel Rail Purchase.

It was to accomplish that end that the Government, believing that the price of steel rails in

the fall of 1874 had reached the lowest point which they were likely to reach, purchased a suffi*

cient quantity to enable them to secure that object. Now, sir, even Dr. Tupper did not disap-

prove of the transaction at that time. He says in another of his speeches delivered in 1875,

and reported in Hansard :—
" Nor do I intend to detain the Committee with any comments * * * * respecting the purchase of two and

a half millions worth of rails. I think the Committee will agree with me that this purchase was rather premature ;

that considering the enormous price which iron went up to not long ago, and considering also the fact that before
these rails are required the price of iron may be reduced, the Government has not made so good a bargain as they
would lead us to suppose, although I shall be willing to allow them every latitude in a case of this kind. But that ia

an accomplished fact, and I shall say no more about it. I have no doubt that the Government were acting with the
utmost desire for the public good, and I am always ready to give them credit for good intentions when I can."

So it seems that we had the best intentions at the time, and that good, generous, and dis-

interested politician, Dr. Tupper, was willing to consider that we had done the best we could.

Tories Impatient at the Prolonged Life of Liberals.

One session of Parliament passed away, and a second, and a third. Why, sir, the Conserva-
tives supposed in 1873 that we were quite incapable of governing this country at all ; they said
we would not be in office three months. It was only Conservatives who were entitled to govern
this country—only they who were capable of governing it.

Something must he Done.
But when they found that we were passing through session after session with almost un-

diminished strength and activity, they began to think that something must be done, as the tima
for a general election was approaching, and charges must be made if they could not be found ;

and that was the origin of the infamous charge about the steel rails, which, like most of the
others, was insinuated rather than made.

) Direct Charges Scarce.

In fact there never was a direct charge made except in one case, and that was that I had
given information in advance to a relative of my own regarding the tariff on tubing.
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The Way to Meet them.
I prosecuted on the instant the publisher of the newspaper who made that charge, and the

result was the granting of a rule for the issue of a criminal information for libel. If the good
and generous Dr. Tupper is anxious to make a direct and specific charge against me on that
matter, or on others of the kind, let him just imitate the conduct of that publisher, and he
shall promptly be afforded the very same opportunity of proving them.

Acting in the Public Interest only.

I then stated, as I do now, that the Government acted entirely in the public interest ; that
they had no purpose to serve either for themselves or for any one of their friends or neighbours.
From the day we took office to the present hour there has been nothing of the kind upon
which any one of our opponents can lay his finger ; we challenge the fullest investigation, either

before a Court of Justice or a Parliamentary Committee. (Loud cheers.) It was alleged that
a brother of my own was a partner of one of the parties who tendered for a contract for some
of these steel rails. Now, even if that had been true, there was no harm in that. (Hear, hear.)

A brother or any other relative has just as good a right to tender for a public contract as any
one else, provided the tender is fair, square and open. (Hear, hear. ) In this case public no-

tice was given, and a large number of tenders were received. The lowest was accepted in

every instance ; but I state as a matter of fact that it was a deliberate falsehood to assert that

any brother, relation or connection of mine, had any interest or share in a contract, or an
agency for a contract, or anything else of the kind. (Cheers. ) I challenge them to take a
Committee and have witnesses examined on oath to find whether or not I am speaking the
truth. (Cheers.)

Tories Decline a Committee.
That, sir, is the cowardly manner in which they endeavour to stab the reputation of public

men, while they dare not venture on an examination where witnesses could be placed on oath.

And yet this story has been bruited abroad from door to door, and from one Conservative
gathering to another—in fact, it seems that these people have come to the conclusion that if

they are ever to reach office at all it is to be by pursuing throughout the country a course of

systematic slander, by stabbing indiscriminately at the reputations of all who stand opposed to

their progress. But this is by no means a new system of tactics with them.

Slander an Old Habit.

I recollect that in 1854 Sir John Macdonald one day said of Sir Francis Hincks that he was
steeped to the lips in corruption, and the next day joined with him in a new political combina-
tion. They persistently abuse the character of men who have at least borne their share in the

political struggles and the progress of the country equally with Sir John Macdonald and those

who are engaged with him in this disgraceful work. I shall say no more on that head, although

I have abundant testimony at hand at any time, if the matter should be brought up, to prove

the absolute accuracy of my statements.

Progress in Getting Rails on the Line of Railway.
I merely say in relation to the prosecution of this great work, the Pacific Eailway, that with

all the industry we could exhibit, and every exertion that we could make to push that work, it

has taken us all our time to have 15,000 tons of rails carried into the Province of Manitoba.
We have fifty miles laid with rails, and we expect in the course of three months to have 130
miles more ready for the rails. We have used 11,000 or 12,000 tons of these rails in finishing

the laying of steel rails on the Intercolonial, which was required in the public service. Dr.

Tupper told us a few days ago that he was going to carry the war into Africa. Well, I shall

anticipate him a little in that respect, and carry the war some little distance into his Africa.

The Tory and Liberal Rail-Buying Contrasted.

It may be interesting that we should give you a little information about the manner in which
rails were bought by the late Adininis "ration. We havefnever bought a single ton except by publio
tender ; we have never on any occasion allowed a single person connected with the Government
to profit one dollar by any of these transactions. Now, in the last few months these gentlemen
were in office they purchased without tender no less than 6,000 tons of steel rails through a
brother-in-law of a Minister, who got two and one-half per cent, for his share. He presented
false invoices, which revealed on examination that he had got not merely his percentage, but
had charged nearly £1 a ton more than he had paid for them to the manufacturers. We com-
menced an action in order to recover the amount of difference between what he had paid and
what he had charged the Government, and a judgment was recorded in our favour, and against
this brother-in-law of the then Minister, for £4,000 sterling. Another suit is now pending, and
there is no doubt that we shall recover a further sum of £5,000 on these transactions, which
took place just before we went into office.

Comparing Prices of Rails.

They paid for rails when they were delivered on the Intercolonial an average of $S5 53, the
rails being of the very same quality as we bought a few months afterwards for §54 60 delivered
in Montreal. In fact, we were receiving on the Intercolonial rails for which they had paid §85
at the very time that we were making a contract at §54 delivered in Montreal. And yet these
are the men who presume to come forward in the light of day and accuse us of impropriety in

connection with this matter. They say that rails are much cheaper now. No doubt they are
somewhat cheaper, and no doubt, had we foreseen that they were to be cheaper, we would have
bought 10,000 or 15,000 tons less—not any more than that, because it was absolutely necessary



that we should have the rails at that time, and the quantity I have named would fully represent
the whole saving we could have effected. But if we were blameable at all, it was simply because
we exercised a wise foresight in endeavouring to secure for the public the advantages of what
we honestly believed to be the lowest prices we could obtain. If we had taken their plan, and
employed a near connection of a member of the Government, and allowed him to pay what
prices he pleased, and then, after allowing him two and a half per cent, commission, had given
him a handsome advance on first cost, we should certainly have deserved the execration of the
public. This was what was done by our accusers. (Hear, hear.) I don't believe there are five

hundred Reformers in the country—I don't believe there is one—who would justify a transaction

of that sort if perpetrated by those whom he had helped to place in power. (Hear, hear, and
cheers.)

The Contract System Contrasted under Tory and Liberal Rule.

We have endeavoured to the utmost of our power to place the contract system on a sounder
and better footing than ever it was before ; and when I mention the simple fact that out of
nineteen millions tendered for, some sixteen millions worth of contracts were awarded by us to
the lowest tenderer, while the late Government awarded less than one-third to the lov/est, you
will be able to judge of the practical results of our efforts to reform the system of awarding
contracts. (Cheers). I don't say that the late Government gave out contracts corruptly, be-
cause I do not know they did so; I merely give these facts, which, if they had just been reversed
and tested by their suspicious minds, would have formed the groundwork for innumerable
charges or insinuations of corruption. (Hear, hear.) 1 shall now refer for a few minutes to
the taxation of the country.

Our Taxation.

I do not intend to trench on the province of my honourable friend the Finance Minister,
who will take an opportunity of dealing with these subjects in extenso, and in such a way as
to leave nothing to be desired in that direction. I have merely to present a few figures relating

to one particular year of our term of office, and one year of theirs, in order to show who has been
extravagant and who has not, and to meet by one simple statement from the Public Accounts
the misrepresentations on this subject to which we are subjected. You have been told by Dr.
Tupper and Sir John Macdonald that the present Government have increased the expenditure
of the country to a much greater extent than they would have done, or than they did during
their season of power.

Expenditure in 1867-8.

When I tell you that the entire annual expenditure when they took office was $13,687,928,
and that in the last year in which they were in power, viz., 1873-4, it had reached $23,316,316
75—an increase of nearly ten millions in six years—you will see who suffer most by comparison.

, Now, in order to make a fair comparison, let us deduct from the total expenditure of 1873-4,

viz., $23,316,316 75, the abnormal expenditures, or exceptional payments of that year. They
are as follows :—Mounted Police, $199,599 14; North-west organization, $12,262 41; boundary
survey in the North-west, $79,293 60 ; boundary survey in Ontario, $2,430 ; military stores,

$144,906 ; Customs refunds former years, $69,330 02 ; interest on debt over 1872-3, $515,230
34; charges on management (increase), $65,022 46: Total, $1,087,973 97. Deducting this

aggregate from the total expenditures, we have $22,228,132 78 as the total normal expenditure
for that year. Our expenditure for the last complete year of our term of office, 1875-76, was
$24,488,372 11. Deducting the same exceptional items as before, viz., Mounted Police, $369,-

$518 39; boundary snrvey, North-west, $134,105 18; settlers' relief, Manitoba, $83,405 80; and
interest on debt over 1872-3, $1,191,697; in all $1,778,726 37, and we have a total normal expen-
diture on the same items of $22,709,645 74. In order to get the actual normal expenditure for

that year we must also deduct the following items of abnormal expenditure :—Insurance inspec-

tion, $8,032 91 ; Indian grants over 1873-74, $130,166 69 ; sinking fund over 1873-74, $309,-

033 ; weights and measures (new), $99,785 05 ; inspection of staples (new), $537 72 ; adultera-

tion of food (new), $2,601 63 ; in all $650,127 20, leaving the actual normal expenditure on
the basis of 1873-4, $22,059,518 54, as against $22,228,132 78 for those years. (Loud cheers.)

I mention these figures jv.nt to show how absurd and scandalous is their charge that we have
increased the burdens of the public.

Tories increase Expenditure Ten Millions from 1367 to 1373.

It seems it would be perfectly legitimate for these gentlemen in their term of office to in-

crease the expenditure by nearly ten millions, while we are expected, with many vast interests

on our hands not then in existence, such as the government of the North-west Territories, the
maintaining of a powerful police force there to keep the country in order, and the purchase of

the whole territory from the Indians, 'not to add a single dollar to the expenditure of the
country. If we had allowed our expenditure to run up in the same ratio that they did during
their term of office, it would have been $4,915,000 more than it is. But we managed by pru-
dence and carefulness not merely to keep the amount at what was considered necessary in 1873-
74, the last of their financial years, but we have actually managed to reduce it very largely in
1875-76, and it will be reduced very much further, as Mr. Cartwright will show you, in the
current year now about expired.

A Specimen of Accuracy—Customs Officers, P. E. Island.

I now propose to show you what dependence is to be placed on any of the so-called state-

ments of facts which Dr. Tupper gives forth to the country. That hon. gentleman gravely assured
you that his Government had only appointed twenty-two Custom-house officers in Prince
Edward Island, while the present Administration had appointed sixty-five. Now, what would
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you say, what would any one say, when I tell you—and Dr. Tupper must have known it when
he made the statement—that at the time we came into office there were seventy of these officers

in Prince Edward Island, and 1 have the entire list here to show who they were. Yet this

gentleman who states nothing but facts endeavoured to convey the impression that there were now
over three times as many of these officers in existence as there were when we came into power.
I may just say that the list of names which I hold in my hand is open to the inspection of any
one who cares to verify what I have stated. We were told that the legislation of the late Gov-
ernment was most admirable in its character, and very complete and comprehensive in its scope.

Legislation.

We were told that when they took office they found the statute book a blank—no Acts on its

pages except the Imperial Act—and that every Act of Parliament connected with the Dominion
was introduced and carried by himself and his colleagues. Many of these Acts, he says, were
factiously and strenuously opposed by the Opposition. He says further that we have been three
years in office, and that we have repealed none of them, and that we are still running the ma-
chine on the Acts of the late Government; the legislation of the present Administration had either

been copied from old legislation or consisted in the passage of Bills which the late Government
had prepared. I venture to say that the late Government did not leave a single Act of any kind
ready prepared, and that we have repealed—some in whole, others in part—not less than 50 or

60 measures which they placed on the statute book. I venture to say, too, that we have been
the originators of many Acts now on the statute book which have had a connection with the
organization of the Federal Administration and its perpetuation as a new system. The hon.
gentleman must have known when he addressed these wonderful words to you that he intro-

duced an election law no less than five times, or rather he promised five times in the Speech
from the Throne to introduce it, and at last it was brought forth. And what was the effect of

this wonderful law ? Why, it provided for the appointment in every township of the Dominion of

valuators or assessors, in addition to those appointed by the municipalities, and for a revising

barrister in every county. These persons—the mere appointees of the Government of the day

—

had the authority to decide upon whether you and I had property upon which we would be al-

lowed to vote. That Act was received on his own side of the House with such detestation on its

first reading that he never dared to allow it to go to a second. It was swept out of sight. The
first thing we did was to bring forward a full and complete election law, placing the elections

of the country on a sound and satisfactory footing, both as regards effectiveness and cheapness
in working. (Hear, hear.) If his election law had passed, the Government of the day, whether
his or ours, would have absolutely had the franchise in the hands of their own creatures. We
placed it where it should be—in the delegated authorities of the municipalities. The Councils are

elected by the people ; the Council elect the assessors ; electors can appeal to the Council from
the assessor's decision, and to the judge from the Council ; so that they have, as they should
have, the authority in their own hands. The appeal, which as it is now allowed to the county
judge, would have had no existence under his Bill, but the paid emissaries of the Government
of the day would have been traversing your townships, putting down the names of those who
were to be allowed to vote and leaving off those who were not.

Sir John as a Legislator.

Yet he says he originated all the legislation in the Dominion ! I venture the assertion—and
I challenge contradiction by him or any one else—that Sir John Macdonald never did since the
first day he was in Parliament introduce any measure for the organization, or even the comple-
tion, of some great reform. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) Among all the Bills he introduced into

the Federal Parliament, you will look in vain to find anything else than re-enactments of the old
Canadian Statutes regarding criminal law and other matters of that sort, with some amend-
ments, chiefly from the English Statutes ; while if you look over ours, you will find that we
have given earnest and close attention to reforms that were required.

The Supreme Court Act.

He said at one meeting last year—he does not venture it this year, however—that this

Government had merely taken his Supreme Court Act, made some few changes in it for the
worse, and then passed it into law. It so happens that he never had a Supreme Court Bill of

his own. It is true he took $500 without the authority of Parliament and paid it to Judge
Strong to draw up a Bill, which he did, and no doubt it was a very excellent one in its way.
But it is not our Supreme Court Bill ; and even if we had taken it, we surely had as good a right

to copy Judge Strong's Bill as Sir John had, seeing that the public paid for it. (Hear, hear,

and laughter. ) It is true that a Supreme Court Bill was foreshadowed in the Constitutional
Act, and it became at length a burning necessity to have such a tribunal.

Why Sir John never Passed his Supreme Court Bill.

Sir John found that there was a very strong opposition among his Lower Canadian friends against
the principle of the measure, and he neither had the moral courage to compel them to accept
it, nor the industry to frame another. When we came into power we promised it at once ; we
passed it at once ; it is now before the public, and it has proved to be most successful. If there
are two measures upon which we may especially congratulate ourselves, they are the Election
Act and the Supreme Court Act. (Hear, hear.) The latter has served its purpose so well that
appeals to the English Privy Council have practically ceased, and our own judges are found
dispensing the laws of the country in every class of cases.
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The Size of the Statute Book.
Sir John told us last year in his own happy way that the statute-book of the present Adminis-

tration was about the size of Scobie's Almanac—a book which all the old residents of the
country remember very well. I have looked over the extent of his legislation, and I find that
we far exceed him in volume, as we certainly do in material, in every year of his office ; it is a
remarkable fact, but a fact nevertheless.

The Method of Legislating.

As I stated before, Sir John has been successful chiefly because, after opposing for half a life-

time a particular measure or a particular principle, whenever he finds that ohat principle is to be
adopted, and will be adopted by the public whether he favours it or not, he turns in and works
with the majority, and then cries, "Didn't we do that splendidly?" (Hear, hear, and
laughter.) I hear my friend Mr. Ross say that that's an old trick of Sir John's. Yes, it is

;

but it is getting rather stale. We all know to whom the country is indebted for the wise
and beneficial legislation which happily prevails in all the Provinces of the Dominion at the
present day.

No Remedial Measure owns a Tory Origin.

As I said before, I cannot recall a single measure of large scope which a Conservative Govern-
ment originated during their twenty years' lease of power. Such measures were generally taken
up by that party after they had been developed, and. advocated, and struggled for, frequently
in the face of bitter opposition, by the Liberal party of this country. (Cheers.) There is

another point to which I desire briefly to refer, and then I shall make way for other speakers.
It is especially necessary that I should advert to this question, as I think particular attention
should be given to matters where anything approaching a personal charge may be even insinu-

ated. It has been insinuated that I have used the public patronage of the Crown in one or

two instances either to benefit strong political supporters or friends of those who are my
supporters. I shall deal with only one of these here, and I will show you how much, or rather
how little, truth there is in some of the statements made and the speeches delivered throughout
the country.

Mr. A. B. Foster and the Georgian Bay Railway.
You are aware that amongst those cognizant of the great Pacific Scandal iniquity, Mr. A. B.

Foster, a Senator, was supposed to know a great deal about it. It was known that he con-

demned the transaction, and that he was a railway contractor, engaged extensively in this

branch of business, and it is now alleged that the Government gave him the contract for the
Georgian Bay branch as a particular favour, to enable him to recover his shattered fortunes. It

is also alleged that we afterwards took the contract off his hands, and paid him back improperly
the money he had deposited as security, and that in doing so we did an unprecedented act. It

is also alleged that we agreed to lend him a certain quantity of rails, and that these have not
been paid for or returned. Now, with regard to the first allegation, I may say that the con-

tract for the Georgian Bay branch of the Pacific Railway was duly advertised in the public

press.

Lowest Tenderer Received Contract.

Mr. Munson was the lowest tenderer ; but he assigned his contract to Mr. Foster, whom we
accepted as the assignee of the lowest tenderer.

Canada Central Subsidy.

At the same time we granted a subsidy of $12,000 per mile for 120 miles of the Canada
Central Railway, extending from the vicinity of Douglas towards Georgian Bay, the eastern

terminus of the section for which Mr. Munson had tendered. It was evident that the surveys
of the Canada Central Company could be made more cheaply and better if the same party had
the contract for both roads, as a connection had to be made. The Canada Central Company
gave their contract to Mr. Foster, who, as I have stated, had the contract from us for the 85
miles which we were to build. The country proved to be much more difficult in way of railway

construction than Mr. Foster had anticipated at the time he took the contract ; and he asked
for a revision of the terms of the contract, which the Government were unwilling to grant.

Georgian Bay Contract Annulled.
But when he found that he was not likely to proceed with the work as expeditiously as

we could desire, we determined to cancel the contract and pay back the money deposited, paying
him such an amount for the work he had performed as might be certified by the engineer as

earned in the prosecution of the surveys as far as they could be made available by the Govern-
ment in finishing the surveys. This is what is characterized as a gross wrong. What is there

wrong about it ? The contract was fairly awarded. It was fairly annulled, and we undoubt-
edly had the power to annul it ; and for that matter, our predecessors annulled many a contract.

We just as certainly had the power to pay back the money and release the security, and we
did so believing that it was in the public interest to do it.

Sir Hugh Allans Pacific Contract Annulled and the Million Deposit Paid Back.

The previous Government did the very same thing, not in paying back $85,000 as we did,

but over one million dollars to Sir Hugh Allan when they annulled his contract. If it was
wrong for us to annul one contract and pay back the security, how much greater a wrong were
they guilty of when they repaid back about twelve times as much as»we did ! We believed we
were doing it in the public interest ; it has been frequently done in the past, and no doubt will

have to be done by every Government. There is nothing in the matter bearing the faintest

shade of corruption. "
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Amount Paid for Surveys.

They say that we paid him $40,000 or $50,000 for surveys. We paid exactly what Mr.
Sandford Fleming certified in his formal statement that they were worth.

Mr. Shanly's Opinion.

And Mr. Shanly, a well-known engineer, and strong Conservative, says they were worth
88,000 or §10,000 more. This is all before the public, and yet it has been made the foundation
of gross and repeated misrepresentation.

Lending Rails.

Then we come to the lending of 100 tons of steel rails, and the taking by the Canada Central

Company of»127 tons additional. These rails were owned by the Company, Government having
a lien on them for advances. The entire value of the rails was $8, 172, and they were covered
by a security of $30,000 in railway bonds. These rails were wanted to finish the road to Pem-
broke last fall, when it was of the utmost importance to the trade of the country that the road
should be completed to that point. The Government did simply what any individual member
of the community might do—that is, lend anything for a time to a neighbour in order to com-
plete a work of that kind which he had in hand. I will, however, in this particular, again cite

Dr. Tupper against himself.

Lending the Gas Company of Ottawa $10,000.

In 1872 that gentleman and his associates lent, not $8,000 worth of rails which involved no
outlay, but they lent to the Ottawa Gas Company $10,000 in cash, without the authority of

Parliament, without any authority, good, bad, or indifferent, and that cash has not all been
paid back yet. It was very wicked in us to lend 100 tons of iron rails which were not being
used, though we had only a lien upon them, but it was perfectly right and' proper for him
to dip his hands in the public purse and take out $10,000 without any authority whatever.
(Hear, hear.)

Policy of Building the Georgian Bay Branch.

As to the general policy of building the Georgian Bay branch, I shall endeavour to deal with
that exhaustively at another meeting, as I shall with our policy in regard to the whole Pacific

Railway.
Cost of Pacific Railway under Contract.

I shall be able to show that notwithstanding the difficulties we had to contend with west of

Lake Superior, which were not met with in the construction of the Intercolonial, this Govern-
ment, by its wise policy, by its proper system of letting contracts, and by its judicious system
of preparing beforehand by elaborate surveys and examination of the country, has succeeded in

building and letting contracts for the road west of Lake Superior for 220 miles, for less than one-

half per mile of what the Intercolonial cost. (Cheers. ) I think I shall be able to establish

that, so far as the administration of the great public works of the country are concerned, we
have succeeded beyond our own expectations in realizing that economy which every Government
professes to observe and desires to secure, but which very few can reach unless by devoting
their whole energies to the task, and introducing essential reforms in the management of the
public works. I feel, however, that it would not be right to take up more of your time at
present, especially as I purpose before long dealing very fully with everything relating to the
charges brought forward by the leaders of the Opposition at recent meetings. If I am not able
to address the people of Kingston fully on all these topics face to face, I shall at least have the
pleasure of addressing you through the public newspapers of the country. In closing, allow
me again to return my earnest and sincere thanks to the ladies and gentlemen who have come
out to-day to welcome my colleague and myself, and the distinguished statesman from Toronto
and his colleague in the Government of Ontario. For myself and my colleagues let me assure
you that nothing will give us more sincere gratification than to know that we can still command
the sympathies, the support, and the moral countenance of all those men who assisted in 1874
in placing us so successfully where we now stand. (Prolonged cheers.) There is no object of a
personal kind in any man occupying the position I do, if he performs as he ought the duties of
that position. (Cheers.) To be sure it is an object of a personal kind in this respect, that it is

a matter of great pride to be able as a Minister, and particularly as a First Minister, to ad-
minister the affairs of a great country like this successfully, and to the satisfaction of those
who called him to his high position. (Cheers.) It is a matter in which any one may take a
laudable pride, and I can assure you that no one could feel that pride more than I do at the
present moment. I should regret to the last days of my life if I permitted my hand to be engaged
in anything that would cast a shadow or passing cloud—to use Dr. Tupper's words—over my
political or personal character while I have anything to do with public life. (Loud cheers.)

Opposition Tactics.

I know it is the tactics of those by whom we are opposed—I know it was their tactics twenty
years ago, and thirty-five years ago—to drive their opponents out of public life by the grossest
slanders, in order that they may have the field left clear for themselves. I say to them,
"Gentlemen, you can't do it. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) Your slanders shall fall harmlessly
against us, your tactics shall prove a failure, because you have not the people with j

tou." Sir
John Macdonald never did have the people of Ontario with him ; he never commanded a ma-
jority of the people of this Province, and he never will. (Cheers.) He represented a retrograde
policy from first to last.
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The Origination of Confederation.

He takes credit for being the originator of Confederation. Why, on the 14th of April, 1864,

he recorded his vote to the effect that there were no constitutional changes needed. Dr. Tupper
now tells us that at that time the people of Canada were standing gazing in each other's faces,

ready to leap at each other's throats. A terrible state of affairs truly ! I was in public life at

the time, and I never knew of this horrible condition of things until I heard of it fr^*" him. I

do know that on the 14th of April, 1864, Sir John Macdonald voted that there were i*y, insti-
tutional changes needed, and that on the very next day his Government was defeated, and then
he saw changes were needed. (Cheers and laughter.) Why did he so suddenly discover the

necessity of constitutional changes ?

Hon. George Brown and the Liberals in 1864.

It was because Mr. George Brown, the leader of the Liberal party, said, "Gentlemen, you
may keep your places in the Government if you like. We have a majority in Parliament ; we
have defeated you ; but we are willing to let you remain in your places if you only give us the
constitutional changes that you said yesterday were not needed." Sir John and his friends saw
the necessity for constitutional changes with astonishing rapidity—(laughter)—in fact, they
would have given an unlimited number of changes if they were only aliowed to remain in power.
(Hear, hear, and laughter. ) I have known him and his followers to do worse things than that.

Old Tricks of the Present Opposition.

I have been long enough in public life in Canada to know that when Lord Elgin, one of the
noblest and best of our Governors—(cheers)—took a manly course in sustaining his constitu-

tional advisers, these gentlemen hoisted the black flag at Brockville, their mob in London pelted
him with rotten eggs, and in Montreal they burned the Parliament Buildings. We might have
known in 1864, when we defeated them, that something of the same sort would be done again,

and Mr. George Brown told them, " Don't be afraid ; you will get your places. We want our
principles carried out in the Government, and if you are willing to be our tools in that, as you
have been in everything else in the legislation of the country, we would vote to sustain you in
place and power. " They did it; and Sir John Macdonald, in violation of his declaration the
day before that no constitutional changes were needed, determined to carry out those changes
known as Confederation. Now he say3 he did it all. (Hear, hear, and laughter. } He must
surely suppose that people are losing their memories ; that the whole history of the past was
blotted out on the 1st of July, 1867 ; that on that day not only was Confederation inaugurated,
but everything else swept away which could bring to the memories of any one the events that
transpired a few years before. Such are the men who constitute Her Majesty's Loyal Opposi-
tion ; such are they who will constitute Her Majesty's Loyal Opposition after the next general
election in this country. (Loud and prolonged cheers.)



THE DEMONSTRATION AT FOREST.

FRIDAY, JUNE 29th.

Speeches by Hon. Messrs. Huntington and Mackenzie.

The Demonstration to the Premier by his own constituents of the County of Lambton was
held in the village of Forest. The attendance numbered fully ten thousand, every section of

the county contributing its quota, and many prominent Reformers were present from neighbour-
ing Ridings. Upon their arrival from Sarnia, where they had been warmly welcomed the night
before, the Premier and party were met at the station by a large concourse of" friends, and an
immense procession of carriages and pedestrians followed them to the pic-nic grounds. The
speaking, which commenced immediately after dinner, was interfered with by a very heavy
shower of rain, which continued to fall at intervals during the whole afternoon. Nevertheless,
a large proportion of the vast assemblage demonstrated their ardour in the Reform cause and
their high appreciation of the speeches delivered by waiting until the close. The chair was
occupied by Mr. Wm. McGregor, President West Lambton Reform Association, and besides

the Premier and Postmaster-General, the Hon. T. B. Pardee, M.P.P., G. W. Ross, M.P., and
T. Oliver, M.P., spoke briefly, the Hon. A. S. Hardy being prevented from doing so by
indisposition.

The Chairman briefly addressed the meeting, and then called upon Mr. Campbell, Secre-

tary of the East Lambton Reform Association, to read the following Address, which may be
taken as a sample of the many Addresses of welcome and confidence presented to the Premier
and his colleagues at subsequent Demonstrations :

—

To the Honourable Alexander Mackenzie, M.P., &c:
Honoured Sir,—We the Reformers of Lambton, with a high appreciation of your sterling worth and uprightness

as a man, and your ability as Premier of this Dominion, cordially welcome you here to-day.
We have long, with pride and admiration, marked your political career ; and having had the honour of first

calling you into public life, with heartfelt joy we congratulate you on the name, fame, and positiou you have
achieved for yourself, and the lustre you have reflected on the constituency which you represent.

Recreant, indeed, would the Reformers of Lambton be to every nobler impulse of the soul if, after faithful

service done, with a devotion to principle, unwearied toil, and integrity and purity of purpose unsurpassed by
any public man in Canada, they would not now rally round you as they do here to-day, to do you honour.

Then, on behalf of those assembled here, not from blind party zeal, but in behalf of the enlightened intelligence

of men who read, think, and judge, we tender you the cordial sympathy, the unflinching support, the confidence,
and the gratitude of the Reformers of Lambton.

May a kind Providence long preserve you in health of body and vigour of mind, to guide the affairs of State, as
you have hitherto done, with wisdom, zeal, and efficiency ; and, invincible in the consciousness of duty performed
aright, the shafts of malice and detraction will fall harmless at your feet, and your name, enrolled amidst the good
and the true, be handed down untarnished to future generations.

It gratifies us to believe that your colleagues in the Government are equally deserving with yourself of the con-
fidence and esteem of the people, and we cordially welcome to-day those of them who have kindly accompanied you.

With the best wishes for the happiness of yourself and your worthy partner in life, again we cordially welcome
you.

Signed on behalf of the Reformers of East Lambton,
A. McGREGOR, President.

Forest, June 29, 1877. D. J. CAMPBELL, Secretary.

Mr. A. McEvoy next read an Address similar to the above on behalf of the West Middlesex
Reform Association, to both of which Mr. Mackenzie responded briefly.

SPEECH OF THE POSTMASTER-GENERAL.
Hon. Mr. Huntington was introduced and was received with loud cheers. After some in-

troductory observations, he said that he had been represented by some people as a very*, selfish

politician, and whether that was true or not, he certainly felt his selfishness rising a little to-

day when he saw that the electors of Lambton appeared to consider that they had a monopoly
in their appreciation of the Prime Minister of Canada. It was true that they had brought him
into public life, and had given him an opportunity on the floor of Parliament to show what
were his marvellous powers of speech and intellect. But he (Mr. Huntington), and others who
had entered Parliament with Mr. Mackenzie,and were, like himself, young men, had chosen him as
their leader—had placed him in such a position that when the Reform party went to victory he
must be the champion of their rights, and have an opportunity of exercising those abilities
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which to-day made the people of Lambton so proud of him, that honesty which made them
honour him, and those sterling qualities which went to make up the head and heart of a lead-

ing public man, and had given him such a hold upon the affections of the Canadian people gene-

rally. (Loud cheers.) He went on to say, regarding the unwillingness of the Conservative leaders

to hear anything of the charges established against them last session, that if, as they averred,

there was nothing wrong in these transactions, then they need scarcely be so sensitive as to any-

thing that was said regarding them ; and if there was wrong-doing, the guilty parties were
scarcely those who should presume to tender advice as to how much or how little should be
said of it. In allusion to a remark of the Chairman, he said that it was not the fault of the Re-
form party that the Pacific Scandal was alluded to ; for it was their duty, so long as the guiloy

parties were unrepentant, to keep before the minds of the people the facts which had been
proven in regard to it, and the issues upon which the elections of 1874 had been fought and won.
In regard to his own share in bringing the transaction to light—to' which the Chairman had
alluded—he only claimed credit for having done his duty in telling what he knew, and that that

was his duty so distinguished a, statesman as Lord Dufferin himself had admitted in his earlier

despatches regarding the transaction. But later on, when the evidence was brought forward,

he deserved no more credit than the humblest member of the party, as he had been aided in

many ways by friends of his own party as well as by many Conservatives, who felt it to be their

duty to bring the wrong to light.

The Future Conservative Leadership.

He then referred to the question of the future leadership of the Conservative party, and said

that they had had some curious exhibitions not very long ago at one of the Conservative pic-nics,

when Sir John Macdonald had indicated that Dr. Tupper was to be the leader of their party if

anything should happen to him (Sir John). The doctor immediately jumped to his feet, and
even exceeded himself in his eulogies of the great Chieftain who had just bequeathed to him the

leadership of the party. Mr. Wm. Macdougall had taken the opportunity of saying that, while
his heart was still in the right place, he should have great pleasure in following Dr. Tupper as a

leader. The people of Quebec had been inclined to believe that a gentleman from their Province
was to be the possible leader of the Conservative party, as Sir John, at a dinner in Ottawa,
shortly after a certain election contest had been decided, in which a good deal of interest was
taken, had spoken of the successful candidate as the great successor of Sir George Cartier, if

anything should happen to place the Conservatives again in power. They had thought in Quebec
that after the Pacific Scandal the whole Conservative party would not have power enough to

resuscitate Mr. Langevin until he should have repented, and, politically speaking, been born
again. They had therefore been delighted when they saw that Dr. Tupper had been duly ap-

pointed Sir John's successor. It was an ill wind that blew nobody good, and if Nova Scotia was
to furnish the leader, they in Quebec wished her God speed, especially as they would thus
escape a greater evil. (Hear, hear.) They knew the Doctor's peculiar manner of dealing with
facts ; his high appreciation of the intelligence of his audiences ; still, if he was just the kind of

a Tory out of whom to make a worthy successor to Sir John Macdonald—if that was the kind of

a man the Conservatives of Ontario desired to see at the head of their party, they in Quebec
were willing to accept the situation, devoutly thankful that a worse thing had not befallen

them. (Laughter.) There was something very strange to Reformers in the way in which their

Conservative friends set about choosing a leader. Reformers would consider it necessary in such
a case to consult the rank and file of the party to some extent before taking so important a step,

but Sir John Macdonald, Dr. Tupper, and Mr. William Macdougall settled the whole matter for

their party.
Mr. Macdougall and the Purchase of Political Support.

He then referred to the controversy in the newspapers as to Mr. Macdougall's right to a seat

in the Local Legislature, and said that in one of his letters Mr. Macdougall had related part of

a conversation which had taken place regarding Mr. Macdougall's possible entrance into public
life between him and a member of the Cabinet shortly after Mr. Macdougall's return from
Europe . Whatever reasons might have existed against publishing in the newspapers a private
conversation, Mr. Macdougall could not very well find fault, as he had been the first to make the
conversation public. He (Mr. Huntington) happened to know what recollection the member of

the Federal Government referred to had concerning that conversation, and that it was in some
respects quite different from the account given by Mr. Macdougall ; though that gentleman's
story of it had a foundation in fact, it was considerably garnished. Mr. Macdougall had stated
on that occasion that he did not quite see his way to act with either political party, yet that in
view of the fact that he was pressed by his friends to enter political life, he might feel disposed
to go on one side or the other according as the principles they advocated suited him, but that
he never would support a party led by Sir John Macdonald. (Hear, hear.) He (Mr. Hunting-
ton) was not there to say whether or not Mr. Macdougall was right after that declaration in en-
rolling himself as a follower of Sir John Macdonald, but it was quite certain that he was not
always so ready to follow that gentleman's leadership as he now appeared to be. Dr. Tupper at
one of his meetings had stated that certain contracts had been given to Mr. Foster on account of
political favour, and that he had gone over because his financial position was shaky.^ He (Mr.
Huntington) would like to ask that gentleman if he was prepared to apply that rule to the Con-
servative party, and say that every man who crossed the floor to that party did so because his
financial position was shaky! (Hear, hear.) Was he prepared to apply it to the case of Mr.
Wm. Macdougall, or to that of Joseph Howe, or to the multitudes from Nova Scotia who, accord-
ing to his own prediction, will be found supporting him at next general election ? He (Mr.
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Huntington) was not charging that these were cases of sale and purchase, but he simply wished
to show that Dr. Tupper's rule would -work both ways. (Hear, hear.)

i Conservative Style of Warfare.

He wished to refer briefly to the style of attack which had been the rule in the Conservative
pic-nics held throughout the country. It had been a war of acrimony and bitter slander, and
had been carried on in the country among the people when there was none to reply, instead of

face to face with the adversary in the High Court of Parliament, which was charged with the
solemn duty of purging the House of the unworthy men who were its members if these charges
were true. The great desire of Sir John was that he should live and fight until the people
reversed the verdict which they pronounced in 1874 ; and it was to pave the way for that
reversal that he and his friends were labouring so assiduously in the cauge of detraction and
vilification. (Hear, hear. ) They wished to get the people to go so far at. least as to say. "Well,
we don't care very much ; of course Sir John did a bad thiug when he sold a railway charter
for money to buy up electors ; but, then, other people are just as bad." They were making a
deliberate systematic attempt so to deprave the political morality of the people that they would
come to regard the Pacific Scandal as comparatively a slight offence ; and this was being done by
uttering through their leaders and their newspapers the most disgraceful slanders upon the
characters of their political opponents. If one-half the slanders which had been set going by
these people against members of the Government could be fastened upon them, there was not a
man in the Administration but should be in the Penitentiary. There was no parallel for such a
warfare in the statesmanship of civilized countries, and it was a disgrace to speak of the man
who travelled through the country to debauch the political and social morality of the people by
declarations which would make men feel that there was no standard of virtue or principle

—

nothing to live for but personal advantage—no distinction in public life between what was right

and what was wrong. It was a degradation to our country to call such a man a heaven-born
statesman. (Hear, hear.) These men, and those who disseminated their views through their

journals, did not seek to show that Sir John Macdonald was unjustly punished, that the verdict
which the people pronounced upon his deeds was an undeserved one, but to get the people of

this country to say—"Well, he made a mistake, but then we haAre Mackenzie, who was an
honest man before, mixed up in the steel rails affair. Charles Mackenzie got the tubing ; Blake
sold the commutations ; Laflamme robbed the Lachine Canal ; Huntington robbed a copper
mine; and, after all, why should we turn out poor old Sir John in his last days, and fill his place
with a band of robbers ?" The man who would go about the country retailing these stories, or

allowing the newspapers that spoke in his name to retail them as true, was a man whose heart
was blacker than he had ever been depicted in the Pacific Scandal—a man of whom one-halfthe
truth had not been told. Not content with blasting the names of his adversaries by telling

these tales which he knew to be untrue, which he did not himself say were true, he got his

faithful henchman to aid him in dragging down the morality of the country to a level at which
all distinction between political virtue and political vice should be wiped out. If such a thing

as a standard of political morality be admitted at all, then to hold up our public men and say
that Sir John is as good as any of them would be to pronounce the severest censure that could

be passed upon them.
Northern Railway and Secret Service Disclosures.

He then referred briefly to the Northern Railway and Secret Service disclosures, and said

that the Conservative leaders averred that the members of the Government were thieves and
robbers, but they did not prove it ; while the Reformers had charged them with public robbery,

and had proved their charges. Referring to a remark made by a man in the audience with
reference to the charges made against himself by the Conservatives, Mr. Huntington said that
when dealing with political questions he never defended himself from attacks relating to his own
private affairs. However, he might say, without being accused of blowing his own trumpet,
that he had been connected with large interests in his own Province, and had had heavy trans-

actions with bankers and financial men, and up to 1873 no word of reproach against his

personal honour had ever been breathed. (Loud cheers.) The first insinuation had been made
in Parliament by Sir John himself, and he (Mr. Huntington) had had no hesitation in asserting

that up to that time any one who had made the accusation against him to any of the bankers
or financial men with whom he had been dealing, and had represented him as having dealt dis-

honestly or unfairly with them, would have been spat upon by those to whom he made the
accusation. He was able and willing to wait events, and to leave it to the people of this country
to say whether these charges were true or were parts of a policy of slander, and the effects of

events which took place in 1873. Referring to Sir John Macdonald's appeal to his friends in

the House of Commons for protection against the effects of the Northern Railway disclosures,

he said that the country would sympathize with his desire to be protected so far as they could
do so. He then contrasted the general sympathy manifested by the Reform party for the Con-
servative leader during his illness with the brutal attacks made upon Mr. Blake by the Con-
servative party when he was dangerously ill. He concluded by remarking that while they all had
duties to their party, the greatest and highest duty of any citizen, in the interest of civil rights,

was to be Canadian, faithful to the Constitution of their country, stern in their desire for honesty
n the public service, living for their country, and striving to lay its foundations broad and
deep. Let them all for the moment lay aside their differences and utter a sincere desire that
they might be guided in the direction of their political duties, and then whatever mistakes might
be made by a Government would be overshadowed in the end by a firm, patriotic, and Christian

devotion to the duties of citizenship, as under the British Constitution they should be. (Loud
cheers.

)
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THE PREMIER'S SPEECH.
•

Hon. Mr. Mackenzie, on rising to address the audience, was received with repeated" rounds
of cheering. He said :

—

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen of Lambton, I regret exceedingly that the day has

been to a great extent spoiled by the inclemency of the weather ; but I am glad to know that

there are many thousands yet left to hear what we have to say regarding the progress of the

country and the present state of political events. I am glad to be able to have so many of my
colleagues in public life in both Houses of Parliament present here to-day to bear witness to this

magnificent demonstration, which the people of Lambton have made, not in my honour, not in

honour of the Administration of which I am a member, but in honour of the great principles

which have characterized the Liberal party, the banner of which has been borne for many years

higher by the County of Lambton than by almost any other county in the Dominion. I know
that I address one of the most intelligent audiences that can be convened in Western Canada,
and I don't at all deny to my opponents, a small sprinkling of whom I see in the meeting, their

share in that intelligence which pervades this community. I am only surprised that so many of

my Lambton opponents could be found as have been found within the last few months to peram-
bulate this county in humble or grotesque imitation of the great political show led by their party
leaders, interspersing with all their speeches the grossest fabrications—to call them by a very
mild term, though there is a short Saxon word of four letters that would perhaps more truly

characterize them. But, sir, I never dreamt that the people of this county, who read daily in

the Provincial newspapers, who are intelligent from principle, from conviction, and from educa-

tion, would be led astray for an instant by such manifest misrepresentations of the character and
policy of the Administration I have the honour to lead.

Intention of Meeting all Accusations.

I intend at these meetings, of which this is the second, to deal with a series of misrepresent

tations uttered by the Conservative leaders in their respective addresses throughout the country;
and I have only to say in regard to these misrepresentations that I shall have no difficulty in dis-

pelling them in the minds and estimations of all those who, Conservatives or Reformers, give a
fair interpretation to the acts of public men who seek faithfully to observe all the phases as they
present themselves in the political panorama, with a view to give to every one of them his due,

and with a view, where censure is just and well deserved, not to spare that censure because the
individuals happen for a moment to occupy the first positions in the country. I feel it is exceed-
ingly difficult to overtake the extraordinary current of slander and misrepresentation which has
been evolved.

Weights and Measures Act Prepared and Passed by Ltit© Government.
might begin with the very simple matter, say, of the Weights and Measures Act of 1S72

and 1873. You are aware that a certain journal published in this county, distinguished for its

candour and truthfulness, intimated to the public some weeks ago that I was the author, or the
present Administration was the author, of the Weights and Measures Act which recently came
into operation ; and although the Observer of Sarnia promptly corrected the mistake, and showed
that it was a measure introduced and carried by the late Administration, still that journal to

this hour has never corrected that gross misrepresentation—we will call it by that name for

gentleness sake. Sir, even Dr. Tupper himself, even the great stretcher himself—(laughter)

—

was willing to assume the paternity of that measure in his speech last session in the House.
You will observe that up to Confederation, up to the time of the passing of that Act, wre had
our old Provincial Acts in operation, and they would have continued in operation, and the
County Councils would have continued the appointment of inspectors, if they so desired. But
after Dr. Tupper and the late Government repealed those Provincial Acts, we had no power
whatever to restore them. The mere repeal of the existing Act would have the effect of leaving
the country without any standard of measure or value.

Amendment of Act.

We were therefore compelled to bring that measure into operation, but we took good care
during last session, after ascertaining that the working of the measure was unsatisfactory, to
have it so modified as to make it less oppressive on the people, both as regards the administration
of the law and as regards the fees to be paid under it . I say only these few words with regard
to a measure which it would take me a long time to discuss if I were to enter into the details of
the metric and decimal systems supposed to be embodied in our laws. [At this stage of Mr. Mac-
kenzie's speech the rain began to fall so heavily that he was obliged to stop speaking for a short
time. Upon resuming he said :—] I presume the majority of you, unlike myself, believe in
sprinkling instead of dipping—and you are certainly getting it. (Laughter.)

The Public Works Department.
I was about to proceed to an investigation of some other serious charges made against the
Administration, especially those relating to my own department, as you are aware that besides
being leader of the Government I have assumed ever since the Government was formed the duty
©f administering the Public Works Department, which may be called the great spending de-
partment of the country. There can be no question that in the administration of that office
there are peculiar difficulties to be encountered, and there is room in the administration of that
office for a very great deal of public wrong—of public connivance with contractors and others
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who might influence to some extent local political matters, and also, in a parliamentary sense,

influence many members of Parliament. 1 do not at all object to my opponents exercising

their right in keeping a sharp surveillance over all transactions, and criticising severely the
operations of the Minister of Public Works, be he who he may.

The Greatest Care taken in Letting Contractsthnt Political Opinion shall have no Influence.

I assert, in the first place, that since the inauguration of the present Government the most
scrupulous care has been taken to have the contract system so administered that it would be
difficult, if not impossible, for public contractors who are friends of the Government to obtain

any advantage, or that public contractors who are opponents of the Government should suffer

any wrong in the administration of that Department ; and I might state in a very few words
what the result of my system has been. [Here another lengthy interruption took place on
account of the rain. Upon resuming Mr. Mackenzie said :—

]

A Right and Wrong Criticism.

I was remarking at the time the interruption took place, that I blame no political opponent
for any fair, impartial criticism of my public acts. I know well that it is not only proper, but
exceedingly desirable, that every public man should have his conduct fairly reviewed, because,
apart altogether from deliberate wrong-doing, there may be a wrong policy ; a man may be
conscientious and earnest in his desire to serve the public, and yet may have taken the wrong
way of doing it ; and nothing but a just and impartial criticism may rectify the evil that a mis-
guided though honest Minister may inflict on the public. I do object, however, to that kind
of criticism that is directed solely, as in the case of my opponents, towards myself, to the
imputation of evil motives, and the misconstruction of every public act. I object altogether,

in other words, to a policy of slander which respects not private character, respects not well-

known statements of facts, or denials of gross allegations, nor even the names of the female
members of one's family—respects nothing, in fact, that is sacred to truth and honour and
domestic privacy, in order that it may make some political capital for their party. I believe

in government by party. I have long been allied with the leaders of the Reform party in

Parliament and out of it, and in process of time I became leader of that party myself ; but I

would sooner step out of political life to-morrow than have to resort to that species of slander
and misrepresentation which has become the entire stock-in-trade of the present Opposition.

(Loud cheers.) I shall show you in a few minutes how grossly, in a number of cases affecting

matters in my own department, those misrepresentations have been used, how improper their

own conduct in public life has been, and how utterly inconsistent with their own record are the
allegations which they make against me. At Kingston, two days ago, I dealt with some matters
to which I will not refer here further than to say that I pointed out that these very gentlemen
did the same things themselves in the ordinary administration of affairs for which they were
blaming me. ^ I instanced the loan of one hundred tons of rails to the Canada Central Railway
to finish the road to Pembroke, it being of prime necessity to the great lumbering interest that
that road should be finished to Pembroke for getting supplies up last fall. We took as security

$>3Q,000 worth of railway bonds, which I have no doubt are of much more value than the
rails loaned, which (including the 127 additional tons taken) were worth $S,000 altogether. I

pointed out that not only was this a pei'fectly proper and legitimate transaction, but a far less

heinous one—assuming it to be a wrong one at all—than these gentlemen's own transactions

when they lent to a gas company in one of our cities the sum of $10,000 in cash without any
authority from Parliament whatever. I don't say they are to be condemned for that particular

loan
;
perhaps there were circumstances which might give it that complexion ; but I will not

enter into them here. I merely point out how manifestly unfair it is for them to impute
motives to me for such an act, when they themselves did something far worse in precisely the
same way. They may have been right ; I know I was, and that I can justify myself in face of

the public. Sir John Macdonald made a very remarkable statement in one of his speeches in

regard to the letting of contracts. He said, " Let any Conservative try to get a contract, let

any Conservative apply for office, and they would not get it. " I can only say as to applications

for office, I am afraid that I have had more from Tories than from Reformers—(cheers and
laughter)—and some of them from the same gentlemen who have been spouting at these Tory
meetings. Sir John says :

—

Sir John Macdonald on Letting Contracts.

"The latter he did not object to, because he did not appoint his political opponents to office, and he did not ex-
pect Mr. Mackenzie to do so either. But when there was public money to be expended or public works to be erect-
ed, it was the duty of the Government to see that the most efficient contractor should be got, and at the lowest
price. They would see, if they looked at the records of the contracts that had been given out by the present Gov-
ernment for the last three years, that the principle, which was not only a principle of honour and economy, but a prin-
ciple of the law of our land, that the contract should be given to the lowest tenderer who gave the proper security,
had been broken systematically and continuously."

I wish you to observe particularly the strong and emphatic, the almost hyperbolical language
in which the hon. gentleman indulges. He goes on to say :

J " It was a principle of the present Government to make the first question concerning a contractor, " How did he
vote at hist election ?" A man might offer to build miles of railway or portions of a canal at half price, and it by some
hocus pocus he was found to be a Conservative, although his was the lowest tender, Mr. Mackenzie the head of the
Government would tell Mr. Mackenzie the Minister of Public Works it must not be given to that man, but to another
who was true to the cause."

There is a bill of indictment for you. It is one, I venture to say, which would consign my-
self and colleagues to political perdition, but I shall not only deny it, but prove the grossness of
the calumny.
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Mr. Macdonald Challenged in Parliament to Prove his Statement.

• Sir, I challenged him last year to produce his evidence before a Committee of the House of

Commons ; I challenged him the first day of the session to proceed with his investigation and
make his stump speeches in my presence in Parliament, and I twice offered him a Committee of

his own choosing—on one occasion I said I was willing that he should be the whole Committee
himself—(hear, hear)—though I am now bound to say, after his recent speeches, that I would have
some slight suspicion that I would hardly get fair play. (Hear, hear, and chesrs.) What has
been the course of the hon. gentleman in regard to this matter ? He allowed Parliament to meet
and rise without making a sign that Ke wanted an inquiry—without making the slightest

attempt to proceed with his proof—and the moment he is clear from his responsibility as a
member of Parliament he commences his annual peregrinations, accompanied by those who, after

he has stated his so-called facts, stretch them as far as the credulity of their very credulous
audiences will allow. (Hear, hear.)

Goderich Harbour.

I have to call your attention to one particular case, that of the Goderich harbour. Their
system has been this : They name some particular transaction ; they find fault with it—it matters
not though it could be proved immediately that they were wrong—they go on repeating and en-

larging until they magnify it into a first-class grievance. It is then called " a job," and is re-

ferred to afterwards as something proved to be wrong, though their statements have been shown
to be only a simple falsehood. That was the way with the so-called Goderich harbour "job."
They first said that we wantonly passed over a political opponent to reach a political friend.

They found out that this could not be proved. Indeed, we did what we are required by neither

law nor logic to do—we proved a negative. P>ut it was repeated in all their newspapers, and
then it came to be spoken of as the great Goderich harbour job, implying by their use of an op-

probrious term that there was something wrong. They said we passed over a political opponent
to give it to a political friend. Now, sir, I never knew one of the parties, never heard of one
of the parties, till the tenders came before us. But we followed the usual practice in the De-
partment : that when the chief engineer reports against giving a contract to a particular person
for the reasons assigned, we then take the next lowest tender, unless we assume the responsi-

bility of differing from our professional adviser.

Mr. Page's Opinion.

With regard to Mr. Tolton, the chief engineer, Mr. Page—who, by the way, is not an officer

of my own appointment, who has been in the Department half a lifetime, a man known for his

probity and uprightness, as well as for his great ability as an engineer—reported to the Depart-
ment that Mr. Tolton was not a person who would be qualified, in his opinion, to carry out the
work ; that one of his sureties was a person who had given a great deal of trouble to the Depart-
ment in another contract ; and he advised us to give it to the next lowest. He stated, further-

more, that it would be impossible for Mr. Tolton to execute the work at the prices named in his

tender.
Mr. Ellis, not Moore & Co., Received the Contract on Passing Tolton over.

1 } The next lowest were not the persons who ultimately got the contract, but a Mr. Ellis, whose
tender was about $212,000. He was assigned the contract, but declined to proceed, so we passed
on to the next, as is the usual practice. The next was the firm of Mooie & Co., who obtained
the work, and if we made any error in giving them the contract, we committed that error in the
public interest. I have yet to learn it was an error ; it may have been one ; we do not pretend
to be infallible. At all events, we did precisely in that case what has been the recognized prac-

tice of this Department to an extent that would amaze you. Now, in order that you may have
some idea of the correctness of this statement, I have taken a list of the contracts let by the late

Government during the last three years of their existence, and I will read out to you the names
of thi parties who were the lowest tenderers, those who received the contracts, and state the
difference in amount between the lowest tender and the sum obtained by each actual contractor.

And there are cases in which no reason whatever is assigned, except that the tenders were too
low, or that the Minister was not satisfied—nothing but the mere statement of Mr. Langevin,
Minister of Public Works, that he considered the tenders too low. (Hear, hear.)

Specimens of Contract Letting on Lachine Canal by Late Government.

"We will begin with the works on the Lachine Canal. In the case of one contract for piers,

booms, and basins, Mr. Clement Deschamps was the lowest tenderer, his figure being $2,705.
Mr. Dennis O'Brien was awarded the contract at $3,955, or at a loss of $1,250. On contract
No. 3, for two slips or basins, the lowest tenderer was J. Blackie, at $92,222, but the con-
tract was awarded to S. Bonneville, at $101,542, being a difference of $9,320 as against the
lowest ; and the only reason assigned is this, that the Minister instituted inquiries, and the in-
formation was such as would not warrant him in giving the work. (Hear, hear. ) You see there
is no report of an engineer mentioned in the case. Then in another contract J. Courtney & Co.
tendered ^at $381,707, while Lemay & Bowie, whom we happen to know are strong political
friends of the hon. gentlemen then in power, were given the work at $462,284, or a difference of
$80,577. The Minister in this case simply states that the lowest tender was far below the
actual value of the work. J. Courtney & Co. again tendered for another section of the work at

$498, 685, and Messrs. A. P. Macdonald & Co.—one member of which firm is, I believe, pretty
well known in West Middlesex as the Tory candidate and member for years—(hear, hear)-^
obtained the contract at $626,728, or a loss of $128,043. (Hear, hear.) And—would you believe
it ?—the only statement made on giving this enormous amount of money to Mr. A. P. Macdonald,
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whose proclivities you all know, is simply the assertion by the Minister that the other firm ten-

dered far below the actual value of the work ! J, Wood or A. Parr tendered for a small con-

tract at $5,856 ; and it was given to Mr. Michael Hennessy at $8,845, being a difference on this'

small tender of $2,989. Mr. Langevin says that the engineer reports the Avork worth $1 50 per

lineal foot, and the Minister therefore recommends that Mr. Hennessy should get the contract

as he comes nearest that figure. (Hear, hear.)

Specimens of Contract Letting on Welland Canal by Late Government.

Now let us take some of the contracts on the Welland Canal. Mr. G. Harvey, who was well

known as a successful contractor, tendered at $98,700. Messrs. W. H. Manning & Co., of To-
ronto, got the contract at $126,700, or a difference of $28,000. Manning &Co. were assigned the
contract on the ground that the Minister believed that Mr. Harvey had not means sufficient to
carry it on. H. J. Sutton & Co. tendered for another contract at $97,920, but it was assigned to

Mr. John Brown at $120,480 ; this same John Brown was the gentleman who travelled from
Goderich to the Canal, and from the Canal to Goderich, in the general election of 1872, to exercise

his influence against the then Opposition. The contract was assigned him on the ground that

the two lowest were too low, and the next two had each a contract, and so they reached Mr.
John Brown. (Laughter.) I wish you to note particularly that two were*- passed over for the
reason that they had each another contract. (Hear, hear. ) In the next contract H. J. Sutton
& Co. were the lowest tenderers at $100,870, but Mr. John Brown also received this one, though
his tender was $10,31 5 higher. The reasons assigned are exactly those given in the last, namety,
that the two lowest are too low, and the next two have each a contract ; in other words, two
contracts are given to Mr. John Brown over the heads of the lowest tenderers, on the ground
that two other and lower tenderers had contracts already, although Mr. Brown had already one
or two contracts. (Hear, hear, and laughter. ) For another contract H. J. Sutton & Co. were
again the lowest tenderers at $107,380, but it was assigned to R. Mitchell & Co. at $120,380, a
difference of $13,000, and this also was done on the ground that the lowest tenders were both too
low. H. J. Sutton & Co. were the lowest tenderers for the next contract, at $110,500 ; theirs

was $18, 250 lower than John Ferguson & Co.'s, whose tender was accepted on the ground that the
lowest was far too low. (Hear, hear.) In the next case Mr. Peter McGraw was the lowest ten-

derer. I don't know Mr. McGraw or what his politics are, but I do know that a contractor of

that name had a contract on the Intercolonial, and that he was a first-class man. I suppose him
to be the same gentleman whose tender figures here as the lowest, at $261,680. The tender of
John Ginty & Co., well known as strong political opponents of my own, was accepted at $311,-

970, or $50,290 above that of Mr. McGraw. Now, mark the overpoweringly strong reasons there
were for giving the contract to Ginty & Co. The second lowest was too low ; the third had an-

other contract ; the fourth was too low ; the fifth does not offer sufficient guarantees ; the sixth

and seventh had other contracts ; the eighth and ninth were the same as the fifth—that is, their

guarantees were insufficient. (Hear, hear.) Now, I have given you a few specimens of consid-
erably over a hundred which appear in the return I have in my hand, as follows:

—
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Difference on Canals between Tenders Accepted and those Lowest.

I may just say that on the contracts on the Lachine Canal, the Welland Canal, and the Ca-
rillon Canal alone there is a difference of $537,518 between the sum of the lowest tenders, passed
over as I have described, and the aggregate of those accepted. (Hear, -hear.) Yet these men,
in the face of these facts, culled from their own departmental history, have the cool, unblush-

ing assurance to tell the public that I have " systematically and continuously rejected the low-

est tenders."
An Analysis of Tenders Accepted from 1870 to 1876.

When Sir John's speech was made containing this remarkable statement, 1 had a careful

analysis made of the tenders that were accepted by the two Governments respectively during

a series of years, taking in their case their three last years—according to their own statement
—1870-71, 1871-72, and 1872-73, and taking as ours 1874, 1875 and 1876. I have had it pre-

pared, in two ways, one representing the actual number of lowest tenders that have been
accepted or set aside from causes other than those arising from the action of contractors them-
selves ; in other words, showing the number of lowest tenders accepted by the Government.
-John Jones may send in a tender which may be accepted, and then he may refuse to go on with
the work, and then John Robinson becomes the lowest; any person who retires voluntarily from
his tender is not spoken of as a tenderer at all.

The Tory years 1870 to 1873.

In 1870 the late Government let altogether 52 contracts, and of these 32 were accepted as

beiftg the lowest, and 20 rejected for reasons of the Government and not of the contractors
;

so that in the first year quoted they rejected 20 of the bona fide lowest tenders presented to

them. The total amount contracted for that year was $9,135,430, of which the lowest tenderers

got $2,455,325, or about one-fourth of the whole reached the parties who tendered lowest. In
1871 there were let altogether 75 contracts, and of these 58 were assigned to the lowest ten-

derers. The total amount of money expended on these contracts wa3 $4,027,207, tbe lowest
tenders representing $1,765,656, or considerably less than one-half. In 1872 there were 77
contracts let, and of these 50, or nearly two-thirds, were given to the lowest tenderers. Of the
amounts of the contracts, nearly one-half, or $846,540 out of $1,695,313, was embraced in the
lowest tenders. In 1873 there were 76 contracts let, of which 53 of the lowest were accepted.

The total amount of the contracts that year was $5,969,802, and the amount represented by
lowest tenderers was $1,978,351, or about one-third.

The Reform years 1874 to 1876.

Now we come to the first year the present Government were in office, in which 90 contracts

were let. Of these 70 were accepted as being the lowest. You can see at once how the pro-

portion increases. The total amount of money expended by these contracts was $5,500,335, of

which the lowest tenders represented considerably more than one-half, or $2,987,047. In the

year 1875, when we had the new system in complete operation—and I will explain it presently—
there were altogether 73 contracts let, and of these not less than 69 were awarded to the lowest
tenderers. (Cheers.) The total amount of money represented by the contracts that year was
$9,269,766, and the aggregate of lowest tenderers was $9,097,265, or almost the whole amount.
(Hear, hear.) Then in 1876, the last year of which I have a record, there were altogether 30 con-

tracts, 25 of which were let to the lowest tenderers. The total amount for that year was $4,-

665,562, while the lowest tenders represented a sum of $4,297,550, or very nearly the entire

amount. Yet in the face of this record, which these gentlemen had before them, they come for-

ward and make these scandalous statements throughout the country. I challenge them to pro-

duce a particle of evidence in support of the accusations they are making. I give these few facts

regarding public tenders in order to show that this Government have adopted the most scrupu-

lous and exact means in order to reach bona fide contractors.

Old and New Method of Receiving Tenders.

What was the custom when we went into office ? Tenders were advertised for. Five or

six men banded together; Smith would make his tender £? 9,000 above Jones, and Robinson
would make his $20,000 higher than Smith, and Brown his $30,000 higher than Robinson, and
so on. When the tenders came to be known, the two or three who were lowest would retire in

succession, and they would divide among them the one which was accepted. (Hear, hear.)

How they Are and Were Opened.
You will find also that previous to my time the tenders were generally opened by the Min-

ister. I conceived it to be my duty never to open a tender. (Hear, hear, and cheers. ) That is

attended to by my two principal officers, who, after opening the tenders, mark them with the
letters of the alphabet, but not with the names of the persons tendering. Then the circum-
stances are considered, and so far as it is possible the contract is awarded to the lowest. I never
open a single tender, because I desire to come to the consideration of the matter without a par-

ticle of knowledge of who the parties are who tender until it has been decided who should get

the contract. (Loud cheers.)

A Deposit Required from Tenderers to show Good Faith.

Nay, more ; in order to stop this system of jobbing in public contracts, I decided that we
would receive no tenders unless the parties deposited $1,000, or some certain amount, in cash,

and if that tender was the lowest we did not permit the parties to withdraw without forfeit-

ing the deposit. That never was done before.
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The Result as Shown in Cheap Contracts.

And what has been the result of our system ? "VVe have at the present moment 228 miles of

railway under contract from Lake Superior to the Eed River, the largest portion of which is

through a country never before trod by the foot of man, except the Indians, the Hudson Bay
hunters, and our own engineers. There are 10S miles on the one end from Selkirk to Keewatin,
and 116 on the other from Thunder Bay westward, and we will have the whole finished next
year at, as neerly as possible, one-half of the rate per mile at which the Intercolonial Railway
was built. (Loud cheers.)

Proper Security now Required.

Another evil which we corrected with regard to contracts was the practice of trading in
securities of one kind and another. I decided to accept nothing in the way of surety without a
deposit of money, or bank stock or mortgages which would be accepted by any commercial
company, to the extent of five per cent, on the amount of the tender. This condition is exacted
before the contractor is allowed to proceed with his work. The result of these reforms is that
we have now the most complete contract system in the world—(cheers)—and it is one which, as

you can see, operates to the advantage of the public, instead of being a mere means of fattening
contractors of a particular class, or a political instrument in the hands of the Administration.

Petition of Right Law Passed to leave Contractors with the Legal Courts.

SiDce we assumed office we passed a law known as the Petition of Right Law, which enables

a private person to sue the Government if he feels himself aggrieved in his dealings with them,

just as if the dispute was between two privats individuals. Since that law was passed we have
had no less than seventeen suits brought under the contract system of the late Government
against the Administration of the day ; but there is not a single suit in regard to any of our own
contracts. Every one of these suits will cost us a large sum of money, though they are but the

natural outgrowth of a vicious contract system. Now, I invite any member of Parliament,

from the leader of the Opposition to the great stretcher himself—(laughter)—to proceed with an
investigation into any one of our contracts. Thej' tell a story about a contract on the Gatineau

River boom.
The Gatineau Boom Contract.

In this case tenders were to be received until Saturday at noon, and those which had come
in up to the hour advertised were opened. On Monday two envelopes appeared enclosing

additional tenders, but these were, of course, rejected. The parties who had sent these came to

us and said that they had certainly put them in in time at the Post-office, and as we supposed
there might be a mistake, I said to the Deputy-Minister that we had better open these tenders.

One of them happened to be the lowest ; but before we notified the parties at all, an officer in

my department, who had no right to know of the contracts at all, went secretly and notified

Mr. Palin that he was the lowest, and that he might go on with the work. We came to know
afterwards that the lowest were not mailed at all in time, but that the officer I have referred to

had it in his power to give information about the tenders. We agreed, therefore, to carry out
our rule, and we gave the contract to the lowest of those received in time. It was said that I

did this because I wanted to give the contract to a political friend, a Mr. Murphy. I had never
met that gentleman in my life to my knowledge ; I have not seen him yet. I may add also

that the man who sent in the lowest of the rejected tenders came into my office and claimed
consideration on the ground that he was a political supporter. (Hear, hear. ) So that I was in

the position of rejecting the tender of one who called himself a political supporter in order to

give the contract to one whom I had never seen in my life. (Cheers.)

Montreal Examining Warehouse Contract.

Another one :—The examining warehouse in Montreal was let by public competition. The
foundation we did not know much about. It was not known how deep we would have to go for

it, and the contract was given for the superstructure altogether above a certain level, and the
party who afterwards obtained the contract was the lowest by about $1,000. But we knew
there would be a certain amount of additional work in the foundations, and I refused to give
the contract unless the contractors should agree beforehand to perform this extra work at prices

the architects fixed upon as a fair value. They refused to do it. I then sent for Mr. Martin,
the next lowest tenderer, and ascertained his securities. In the meantime the first parties re-

turned and said they would take the masonry work on the foundations at the architects' valu-
ation, and thereupon we gave the contract, they being the lowest for the work advertised.
These are the three cases upon which these gentlemen have sought to base their wonderful
faVric of slander, misrepresentation and falsehood, and nothing else. Could anything be done
more straightforwardly than in the action of the Government in these three cases ? There is

another matter I will refer to if time and weather permit.

Kaministiquia Lands.
I have been charged with being a party to the valuation of land at Lake Superior to an

amount very much in excess of what this land was worth. Well, it is perfectly well known
that the Minister never values land—at least he should not do so, and I never did, though I
may give you an instance in which a Minister did value certain lands. The truth is simply
this. In regard to the Pacific Railway, Mr. Sandford Fleming, the Chief Engineer, determined
that the location of the terminus should be on the Kaministiquia River, which falls into
Thunder Bay about three or four miles from the present village of Prince Arthur's Landing. I
entirely approved of the selection made. It is a river abour 100 yards wide, with deep water
for vessels that navigate the lakes, and we can build wharves there at a tenth part of the ex-
pense at any place eke.
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What was Paid, and the Quantity of Land.

We have paid about $50,000 for the right of way or the proprietary on the banks of this

river of over one hundred acres of land, covering much of the town plot, and over two miles of

the banks of the river.

How Lands are Valued.
When land has to be purchased for public purposes, as for the canals or railways, we appoint

two men, who are believed to be noted for their uprightness, intelligence, and special qualifica-

tions, to value such lands. If the parties owning the property accept their valuations, we pay
the money ; if they don't, then the case goes before the Dominion arbitrators, who take evidence
in the matter.

Valuators on Lachine Canal.

Here is an instance in the case of the Lachine Canal. We appointed Mr. Valois, a very able

and thoroughly capable French gentleman of Montreal, and' Mr. Wm. Darling, a merchant of

Montreal—certainly not known all his life as a political supporter of mine, though I don't know
what his politics are now—and an able man.

Valuators on Welland Canal.

In the case of the "Welland Canal and the dam on the Grand River, I appointed as one man
Mr. James Lester, with an able surveyor, and a gentleman of the name of Livingstone, from
Kingston. We did not hear any word of reproach about any of these gentlemen. No one
doubted their capacity or honour, and though we have had a few cases of arbitration, the result

has been most satisfactory.
Valuators on Fort William Lands.

Now, whom did we appoint on the Kaministiquia ? I wrote to my friend Hon. Mr. Pardee,
Commissioner of Crown Lands, and asked him to give me the name of a surveyor well acquaint-

ed with the Kaministiquia district, and who knew the value of the lands. He named Mr. Wilson,
a well-known surveyor—a Conservative—as one who could be fairly entrusted with the valuation

of this property. I named as the other Mr. Eobert Reid, of London, well known in that city

for half a lifetime as one of the most upright business men that lives in broad Canada to-day.

These gentlemen valued the land, so far as it has been valued— for there are some yet remaining
—and I have no doubt that they did the duty as faithfully as any men could discharge itj But
even if they did not discharge the work properly, am I to be charged with fraud or with favour-

ing certain individuals ? I just recollect that 1 got an angry letter from you, Mr. Chairman,
saying that they valued a lot of yours at $250, for which you paid $300 two years ago. I said

that t could not interfere, but that I would send back the papers to the valuators, and I did in

many such cases. The late Malcolm Cameron owned some land on the Lachine Canal, for which
he paid 36^ cents per foot some years ago, but for which the valuators allowed him only 32^
cents. $» Senator Vidal, the administrator of the estate, came to me and complained of the low
price awarded for the land. I said, " I cannot help it. If you will make out a statement of

your case I will send it to the valuators, and see whether they would feel disposed to reconsider

their decision and give a higher price. This is all I can do, as I am acting solely in the public

interest." It went to the valuators, and they returned a respectful answer that they had con-

sidered the matter, and that however much the price paid by Mr. Cameron for the land the
value they had set on it could not be exceeded. ' These are the kind of men we have been
employing. Dr. Tupper told an admiring crowd that we paid more for the right of way on the
Kaministiquia for that one hundred acres than his Government had paid for the right of way for

eighty miles on the Intercolonial Railway from Halifax to Sackville, or some other district—

I

forget the precise locality named. I may tell you that we can sell half of the land at Kaminis-
tiquia for more than we paid for the whole of it.

Value of Lands at Newcastle.
There is little land on the Intercolonial at the place referred to worth anything, and no one

would take it as a gift if he were obliged to live on it. I replied to Dr. Tupper in the House
of Commons that his colleague, Mr, Peter Mitchell, late Minister of Marine, got §16,000 for two
acres of land on the Miramichi River. In the whole valley of that river there i3 a population of

not more than ten or fifteen thousand people, and these are nearly all in the towns of Chatham
and Newcastle. They wanted, or pretended to want, a place where they might have a deep
water wharf to which vessels of large draught might be brought ; and Peter Mitchell, the
Minister, applied to Peter Mitchell the owner of the land, to purchase it for that purpose, and
agreed to pay $16,000 for it. The land has never been used to this day but for occasional ser-

vices. (Hear, hear.) I don't say whether the price was too large or too little ; but if it was
just, [ think land is very dear in that particular quarter—it is about twenty times the price of

land at the Kaministiquia, where we expect a great continental railway to have its terminus
on our lakes. And yet these are the parties who have the assurance to come before the yeo-
manry of this country and hurl these charges against myself and friends, who have endeavoured
to carry into practical effect the reforms they advocated in Opposition. There are two or three
other matters to which I wish to refer briefly.

Plan of Building the Pacific Railway.
You have seen the accusation that I have been spending a great deal of money on the Fort

Francis locks. Those not intimate with the geographical description of the country from Fort
William to Selkirk will understand that my plan, as developed in my election speech at Sarnia,

and my plan now in regard to the Pacific Railway, was. that it was impossible to carry out the
bargain which the late Government improvident^ and improperly made with British Columbia
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—made apparently with no other object than to be in a position to let enormous contracts and
get enormous sums from the contractors wherewith to corrupt the public of this cou try. Our
object was to keep that promise as far as it could be kept consistently with our means, but we
had determined that upon no account should we tax the bulk of the Dominion for the mere
benefit of ten or fifteen thousand people on the Pacific coast. (Hear, hear, and cheers. ) At the
same time we admitted that we were under a moral obligation to the people of British Columbia
to carry out as far as possible the promise our predecessors had made. They were the trustees
of the public, as we were, and my idea was this—that we should begin at Fort William, at
which point there is excellent water navigation during seven or eight months of the year, as
soon as possible, without waiting for the completion of the surveys west ; that from there we
should build in as straight a line as possible to the crossing point of the Winnipeg River at
Rat Portage (now Keewatin) ; that we should build as much on the west end as would bring us
from Selkirk, on Red River, to the waters of the Lake of the Woods at Keewatin, and on the
east end as much as would take us to the summit waters of Lac des Mille Lacs, or possibly
Shebandowan Lake. We have found that we can build the road between Selkirk and Fort
William, the distance supposed to have been 432 miles, but which is not more than 408 miles
by the surveyed line. We have contracts going on which will enable us to have the road from
Selkirk to Winnipeg River (110 miles) by the end of next season ; and we have contracts to
English River—116 miles—from Fort William westward. At a distance of about 70 miles we
reach the waters of Lac des Mille Lacs. When we reach these two points west and east we have
only a few portages—I think six in all—the longest three miles, the others very short, which
we can overcome by cheap tramways for some years, and then we get into Rainy Lake. From
the east end of that lake to where the railway touches the Lake of the Woods at Keewatin, we
have well on to two hundred miles of clear navigation with one lock to Fort Francis.

Fort Francis Locks.

We therefore took a vote of Parliament and proceeded to build one large deep lock with a lift

of about 23 fset to overcome the obstacles. We ask where is the charged impropriety ? Did
we give the contract improperly to any person ? The whole wrong about it is, according to
these gentlemen, that we did the work, by days' labour instead of by contract. We did this

for the reason that it was an exceedingly difficult part of the country to obtain any information
about for contractors, and that it was very desirable to proceed as soon as possible. The late

Government undertook to build two steamers in this very country by contract, but owing to
insuperable difficulties the contractors abandoned the work, and the Government had to finish

it themselves by day labour. There is one amusing incident in this days' labour connection.

Sir John on the Enormity of Doing Work by Days' Labour.

I had my finger on the spot at the moment Sir John was making a charge of doing the work
by days' labour, and I was in a position to tell him that in that very district and on that very
road he had expended on the Red River road or the Dawson route nearty a million and a quarter
and never gave out a contract. It was a shocking thing for me to employ men by the day, and
put the work in charge of a skilful engineer and foreman, to execute a work which when com-
pleted will give us a highway through our own territory, which we can use for a number of

years until we are able to build the 180 miles in the middle between the sections of railway
under contract, and which remain to be given out.

One Hundred and Eighty Miles of Railway between Fort William and Keewatin
not given out.

I don't know that the means of this country will enable us to do that at an early day, but I

do know that after spending such enormous sums on our canals, it is necessary that we should
act as prudently and economically as we possibly can in dealing with the finances of the country.

I have seen in our local papers that we have increased the debt of the country enormously.
Why, sir, we have not borrowed a dollar except to complete works begun by our predecessors.

We have been enabled in that time to execute works far in excess of that performed by our pre-

decessors and chargeable to income, independent of some heavy woi'ks chargeable to capital

account. Let me read to you a very brief statement of the amount of money that we have ex-

pended on public works, exclusive of railways, during the last ten years.

Comparative Expenditure on Public Works—1888 to 1876.

In 1868, the first year of Confederation, there was expended by the then Government, on
public works, exclusive of railways, $815,210 85; 1869, $670,163 65; 1870, $2,138,237 58;
1871, $3,389,923 ; 1872. $6,215,649 ; 1873, $6,775,161 41. In 1874, our first year, $5,573,048 93 ;

1875, $6,600,362 09 ; 1876, $6,033,378 ; and the estimate for the current year, which closes on
Saturday, $6,792,500. We thus have for the years we have been in office an average of the
enormous amount of six millions ; while their average was considerably under three millions for

their six years. This shows the manner in which the finances of the country have been handled
;

the manner in which the Public Works Department have spent the vast sums of money entrust-
ed to our care ; and I can only say that while we are bound to exercise rigid economy, we are
bound to carry forward the works required in the development of a new country like ours,

where we cannot stand still—where difficulties are constantly cropping up which a wise and
patriotic Government must see and provide for.

New Expenditures caused by Progress of Country.
Of that character are many of the works upon which have been expended large amounts o"

money during the last few years. We had to provide housing for 400 North-western Mounted
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Police ; we had to erect Government buildings for the police and for the maintenance of peace
and order. This has cost a very large amount of money, and yet in our last financial year we ex-
pended half a million less than our predecessors did in their last financial year, though they had
not these difficulties to deal with. I do not propose to go into a statement of our financial

affairs, as the Minister of Finance intends to deal exhaustively both with that subject as well as

with our fiscal regulations at an early day ; and those of you who desire to be informed on these
subjects, as no doubt all of you do, will have an opportunity of reading his speeches in the pub-
lic newspapers.

Public Debt and Interest under Reform Management.
I may say that while we have been compelled to borrow money to carry out the obligations

entered into by our predecessors, the result of Mr. Cartwright's management of his loans has
been that while the rate of interest during the seven years of their administration, upon the
public debt, was 5.43^, or nearly (5^) five and a half per cent., under his administration of

financial affairs it has fallen to 4.97, or something under five per cent. (Cheers.) Yet he has
been charged with being a bungler—a gentleman who is proving himself a worthy successor of

some able financiers who preceded him. Far be it from me to undervalue such men as Sir A. T.

Gait, Sir Francis Hincks, and Sir John Rose, merely because they were opposed to me in politics.

I give them full credit for having been able administrators of their office, though differing on
points of policy. But the ablest administrators cannot always carry cut successfully a financial

system in order to produce the satisfactory results which have followed Mr. Cartwright's ope-
rations. Notwithstanding my desire to give those gentlemen credit to the utmost for their great
abilities—one of them, Sir John Kose, is now our financial agent in London

—

Mr. Cartwright Successful.

I claim that Mr. Cartwright has been more successful than any of them, and I have had a
frank acknowledgment of Mr. Cartwright's success from at least two of the gentlemen I have
mentioned. (Loud cheers.) Yet, forsooth, Mr. Cartwright is a bungler according to these
wandering orators ; I, too, am a failure in the Public Works Department

,

Mr. Huntington's Enemies cannot Pursue Him after Death.

And as for Mr. Huntington, he has been pursued with a venom that would be perfectly un-
accountable but for the fact that he was the man who first put a finger upon their sore spot, in

1S72-3. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) They entertain much the same kind of feeling towards him
that is said to have been exhibited by a countryman of my own on a certain occasion. Donald
was on his death-bed, and when the minister called to administer ghostly consolation, he told

Donald very earnestly that before he passed away he must forgive all his enemies. Donald was
rather loth to admit this article into his creed, even at that trying moment ; but he tried to com-
promise the matter by agreeing to forgive all his enemies but two. (Laughter.) He was told

that this would not do ; it was a true spirit of forgiveness that was required, which would
embrace all mankind. " Well," he says, " if there's nae help for it, I maun e'en dae it, but "

—

turning to his son—"de'il tak' ye, Tonald, if ye forgie them." (Loud laughter.) It seems that

my hon. friend is not to be forgiven in this life, and so deep is their feeling against him that he
may well congratulate himself that their spite cannot follow him any farther, else I fear they
would consign him to a very bad place. (Laughter.) Another matter and I have done.

The Great "Reaction."

You have frequently been told that there is a great reaction spreading through the land.

Well, 1 have been over a good many portions of this Dominion, and 1 have not seen a sign of this

reaction, and certainly none in my own constituency. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) If the laces

I see before me at this moment are indicative of a reaction, then say I, spread just such a re-

action through every county in Canada. (Loud cheers.) But say they, " We have gained a
great many counties since the general election." It is true they gained some thirteen from us,

while we gained four from them. There is an element in the Conservative mind which makes
them follow their leaders, not so much because they admire their principles or approve their

measures, as from a strong, unquestioning, unreasoning instinct.

The Difference of Reform and Tory Parties.

I see some Conservatives here who would admit—as they have admitted—that their party
leaders have been in the wrong, but as a rule they will swear them through anything.
(Laughter, and cries of "That's so.") Now, the great mass of the Reform party are imbued
with an entirely different spirit. They have a spirit of inquiry and investigation ; and it is

little wonder if here and there are to be found some people who should be affected by the constant
stream of slander and abuse which has been poured forth over the country by some of the Con-
servative leaders, when there was no one present to expose their misrepresentations. I just ask
you to bear in mind this one fact— that my repeated challenges have so far failed to get these
gentlemen to call for an inquiry into their charges, in the proper place, and in their responsible
capacity in the House of Commons.

Mr. Gilmour's Opinion.

Mr. Gilmour, member for the County of Charlotte, N. B., in speaking last year of the spirit

which pervaded the Opposition, said: " Why, the leaders of the Opposition are worse than a
famous, or rather an infamous, character of whom we read in Scripture. He did a monstrous,
act of wrong, but he repented and brought back the thirty pieces of silver and then went and
hanged himself. But these gentlemen," continued Mr. Gilmour, " don't even come up to the
moral level of Judas lscariot, and they should certainly have nothing to say here." (Loud
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laughter and cheers.) But with regard to the so-called reaction, it is only noticeable in the ease*
of counties which, like the two Ontarios, were never known to belong to one side or the other"
but have been all along turning first to this side, then to that.

How some Quebec Counties were Gained.
They gained two or three counties in Lower Canada by means which no honest man will

justify—by bringing the power of ecclesiastical thunders and spiritual influence to bear in their-
favour. I shall never be able to say that I gained an election contest by such means as those.
(Hear, hear. ) But it will take them a long time to reduce our majority to any noticeable extent at
the rate at which they are now progressing. It is like a man standing on the banks of the mighty
St. Lawrence, where there is au eddy in the stream, and when he sees a little narrow current
running upwards he rushes back and tells the whole country that the mighty stream has reversed
its course, and, is running from the ocean, though he knows that the great flood of the waters-
flows steadily on, unmindful of the eddies which any petty object may set flowing hither and
thither. (Loud cheers.) I do not believe it possible for the people of this country to bring
about a reaction which would carry into power the men who have committed a great wron<*
and even at this day boldly stand up and justify that wrong. (Hear, hear. ) 1 can forgive the public
man who commits a blunder—I think it should be forgiven—but where there has been de-
liberate wrong-doing, and when, four years afterwards, after the voice of the people has con-
demned that wrong, th;± perpetrators come forward and boldly justify that wrong, they haver-
no right to demand any condonation at the hands of the public, far less a verdict of justifi-
cation.

The Liberal Prospects.

In conclusion, I beg to say that, so far as my knowledge of the prospects of the Liberal party?
of Canada goes, they never looked better or brighter than at the present time. (Hear, hearr
and cheers.) I believe we have so conducted public affairs as to banish every symptom of
religious bigotry, and have reached a state of things in which men of various creeds can live^
happily and peacefully together under the broad folds of that national banner of which, as Cana-
dians, we are so proud. (Cheers.) I believe the policy of reform which the Government has>
initiated and carried forward in every branch of the public service is one that will be sanctioned,
and accepted by a vast majority of the people.

Depression and Protection.

I know that some people imagine that in a period of depression the Government can do a
great deal to resuscitate business and induce prosperity ; but any prosperity we may have is*

owing, not to legislation, but to the hard work, the industry, the productive powers and
energy of our people ; and any attempt to bolster our manufactures by giving them an extra-
vagant amount of protection would simply amount to the imposition of a heavy taxation on the
farmer. (Hear, hear. ) The farming interest is the one that sustains this country. We have
already given to our manufacturers 2£ per cent, more protection than they had when we came
into office in order to reach a larger revenue. I believe that if we were to give any more ifc

would simply have the effect of limiting the amount of our importations. That would limit our
revenue, and we would he obliged to resort to direct taxation in order to meet the financial
wants of the country. It is impossible to offer anything like what people call protection, be-
cause it is neither our market nor that of the United States that controls the world, but that of
England. (Hear, hear.) You can take your choice of selling grain either to the Americans or
to England. The Americans sell grain to England ; we sell ours either to the United States
or England ; and nothing would raise the value of grain one cent except as regards corn—and of
that our farmers consume nearly the whole, except what is used by the manufacturers of whiskey.
1 will say no more on this question at present, as I purpose discussing it at some length on
another occasion. I believe the great mass of the people do not believe that the way to»

alleviate distress is to impose more taxation. The idea is illogical, and cannot commend itself

to any reasonable mind. Our object is to make this a cheap country to live in. The prices of
what we sell are regulated by the English market, and not by anything on this side of the
Atlantic. I again thank you for your kind reception of myself and my friends, and I would
say as my last word to you on the present occasion, that it will always be a proud remembrance-,

with me, that at the moment when slander and personal venom are doing their worst, the
people of Lambton turned out by the ten thousand in honour of the Administration which*

I have led for some years, and which either 1 or some other member of the Reform party wilt

.

have the honour to lead for many years to come. (Loud and prolonged applause.)



THE DEMONSTRATION AT NEWMARKET.

MONDAY, JULY 2nd, 1877.

Speeches of the Premier and the Finance Minister.

North York Reformers held their Demonstration at Newmarket on Dominion Day—the tenth

anniversary of Confederation. In all respects it was a complete success, giving unmistakable
proof of that old banner county's continued devotion to the principles of Reform. From eight to

ten thousand people were on the grounds, the chair being occupied by the member for the Riding,

Mr. A. H. Dymond, M.P. The speakers were Hon. R. J. Cartwright, Hon. A. Mackenzie,

Hon. A. S. Hardy, and Hon. L. S. Huntington ; besides whom the following members of the

House of Commons and of the Ontario Legislature were present: M. Irving, M.P., Q.C ; H.

H. Cook, M.P. ; Dr. Widdifield, M.P. P. ; Thos. Hodgins, M.P. P., Q.C. ; T. Paxton, M.P. P.
;

Dr. Macmahon, M.P. P. ; and John Lane, M.P. P. Previous to the speaking, an Address from the

Reformers of the Riding was presented to the Premier, and also one on behalf of the Reformers
of East Simcoe, to which Mr. Mackenzie replied ; and at Aurora, whence the party drove to

Newmarket, an Address was presented by the Reeve of the village, Mr. Joseph Fleury, both the

Premier and Hon. Mr. Huntington replying thereto.

THE PREMIER'S SPEECH.

Hon. Mr. Mackenzie was then introduced, and on rising to address the meeting was received

with repeated rounds of cheering. He said : Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, I need not

say how much pleasure it gives me to be able to address so very large an audience as is now
,gathered together to hear addresses from some of the public men of the country. I do not

shrink from the ordeal of meeting my fellow-countrymen here or elsewhere to render an account

©f my stewardship as a member of the Administration. Nor did I ever hesitate when I was
simply a member of the Opposition to come forward to speak freely and frankly of the public

questions which at that time were the subjects of thought and discussion. (Hear, hear.) You
Ifcave had throughout the country during the last few weeks abundance of public speaking—such
&3 it is—(hear, here, and laughter)—and it is but fair that the Government whose position

&as been assailed, whose members have been vilified, whose administration of public affairs has

been grossly misrepresented, should, in an occasional manner, find time for addressing the same
people who have heard the gross attacks which have been heaped upon them.

Charges Insinuated rather than Made.
At previous meetings I have taken occasion to refer specially to the charges—or rather the

insinuations—which have found a place in, the addresses ofmy opponents; and I purpose, before
these meetings are ended, to answer every charge which has been insinuated rather than made
against the Government ; for, as you will perhaps have observed, these gentlemen have never
dared to make a direct charge affecting either my own personal honour or that of my colleagues.

(Cheers. ) The oidy person who has made a direct charge against me is now arraigned at my in-

stance at a court of justice, when he will have an opportunity of proving his allegations. (Hear,
3kear.)

The Opposition Invited to Make their Charges Specific in Parliament.
I said last year that the very least that could be done by Sir John Macdonald and Dr. Tupper,

after the statements they had made in their peregrinations through the country last season, was
to bring directly before the House of Commons, as the highest judicial body in the nation, the
eharges which they seemed to prefer against me. (Hear, hear. ) But, as 1 stated at another
meeting, the session came and went, ana no movement was made in the direction ; but no sooner
are they free from the responsibilities of their position as members of the House of Commons
than they proceed to reiterate what have now become the stalest kind of slanders, devoid of

even a particle of foundation in fact. (Hear, hear, and cheers.)

Opposition Expectations of Office.

I have observed that thft addresses of my opponents—to which I must necessarily allude—at
these meetings consist of two classes of subjects : one is the reviling of particular opponents,, and
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the other is the indulgence in delightful anticipation of the time when they should again become
Ministers of the Crown. (Hear, hear.) They seem to think that it is a matter of the utmosS
solicitude to the people of this country that they should become its rulers—[A voice :

' 'They never
will !"]—that their admiring audiences are anxious for the day to arrive when a new Pacific

Scandal may be formed out of the same elements which composed the old one. (Hear, hear.f

They seem to imagine that the people of this country have forgotten— as if they could ever for*

get—the event3 of 1872 and 1873. They appear to think that because some admiring Tories

speak of the accusations, which at that time were clearly proven, as slanders and misrepresen-

tations, as a " gross outrage"—so one man characterized )t
—"on the Conservative party," that

every person has forgotten that there was no slander about it— unless, indeed, one can slander

these people by telling the truth of them—(laughter)—no misrepresentation ; that every-

thing was established clearly, conclusively, on their own evidence ; that they retired from office

sooner than face a vote in a House of their own election ; that so completely had public opinion
stamped them as guilty of that outrage which my hon. friend the Postmaster-General brought
against them, that they quailed before the stern voice of an indignant people. (Hear, hear, .and

cheers.) And now they think that the just verdict which the people passed on them is to foe

reversed ; they speak of the matter as if they were grossly ill-used. I am reminded by the

remarks which they make on that crime of a story told of a certain clever law^yer and his client,

The client was indicted for the crime of horse-stealing. When he was tried, the lawyer made so

clever an appeal to the jury that they brought in a verdict of acquittal. After the trial was
over the lawyer said to the man, "Now, Joe, that you are acquitted, tell me frankly if you stole

that horse." " Well," said Joe, " I thought until I heard y<>u address that jury that I did steal

the horse, but now I must say I have my doubts about it " (Loud laughter, ) These people seem.

to have grave doubts in their minds whether such a person as Sir Hugh Allan ever existed, and
whether they ever got that additional ten thousand for which they asked ; indeed they seem to

think it impossible that such a thing as the whole transaction ever could have happened. (Hear,
hear.) We are met hereto-day to discuss political events which affect the history of this

country, for we are fast making political history for Canada.

Object of Meetings.

We are met to review the events of last session. I am here to defend the actions of the
Government for the last four sessions, and I venture to say that when the statements I have
made at previous meetings and those which I shall make at this and at other meetings yet to
be held, as well as the statements which my hon. friend the Finance Minister has made to-day,
and those he has yet to make, are reported in the public press, they will cause the slanders
which have been uttered against us to drop like tattered garments from those who created them for
their own purposes. (Cheers.) What possible object could I and my colleagues have in doing
the things which they charge against us ? Would it be any object for me and other members of the
Administration to enter on a course of utter political dissipation, and thus dig our own graves
in the estimation of the electors of this country ? (Hear, hear.) I have been sixteen years in

Parliament in Opposition—as well as a member of an Administration, either in the House of

Commons or in the Provincial Legislature, and during all these years, I may have been charged
with errors of judgment—I may have been guilty of making political blunders which should,
perhaps, consign me to a less conspicuous position than I now occupy.

A Free and Just Criticism of Government Policy Invited.

Let these blunders be pointed out—let there be a free and impartial criticism of every act of
my Administration—yes, of my life, public or private— (loud cheers)—but let not mvself and other
members of the Government be made the subjects of a mere system of reviling, of gross slanders
which have no real existence even in the heated imagination of those who utter them - (cheers}
—those gentlemen who are so very anxious to till our shoes and occupy the places from which they
were driven by the indignant public opinion of an indignant country. (Loud cheers.) Still I am
not very sorry that these gentlemen have made their perambulations through the country,
because if we are right, the right will appear when the people have heard both sides of the
story ; and if we are wrong, we deserve no mercy at the hands of the electorate of the country.
Conscious of our political uprightness, we court the fullest enquiry, the freest investigation into
our political history. (Hear, hear.

)

Tory and Reform Loyalty.

We were told last year that the members of the Administration weie disloyal. They were
graciouly pleased to exempt myself from that charge ; I was the only loyal man in the Govern-
ment, in Sir John Macdonald's estimation. That is a very, very stale device on the part of our
Tory friends—(hear, hear)—and reminds me of what the great Irish orator, Edmund Burke,
said when the charge of disloyalty was brought against him by Mr. Oswald. He said, '*

I yield
to no man in respect to His Majesty, in loyalty to the Throne, but I do not think I am bound
to extend the same feeling to His Majesty's man-servant, his maid-servant, his ox, and his ass.'

r

(Laughter and cheers.) It is too late in the day to bring charges of that sort against the
Liberals of this country—(hear, hear)—against the men who proved themselves the upholders of
British constitutional liberty ; the men who have brought this country to the pitch of perfection
it now occupies as a civilized and well-governed country, and have enacted laws in it which
command the all but universal respect and allegiance of the people. Yet we are to be treated
to something of this kind year after year in order to throw discredit upon those who are Her
Majesty's Ministers for the time being.
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A Tupperten Representation of Times anterior to 1867.

We are to-day celebrating the tenth anniversary of the new confederated system of govern-

ment. We were told a few days ago by Dr. Tupper in one of his speeches that there was a

fearful time just before Confederation ; that the people of Lower Canada were staring at each
< other's faces, ready to spring at each other's throats, and that we in Upper Canada were also

:in a terrible state of commotion. I never heard so before. (Laughter. ) It is true there was
^great difficulty in governing this country, with the population in Lower Canada so much in

excess of the English-speaking population.

The Real Trouble in Government.

The people of the Lower Province having peculiar feelings, possessing laws of their own,
•and a different social and political system, there was some difficulty in harmonizing all the

.interests involved.

The Liberals first Advocated the Federal System.—Sir John against any Change to
the Last Moment.

And as long ago as 1859 the Liberal party of Ontario suggested a system of Confederation of the
Provinces which might have the effect of removing these difficulties. Sir John Macdonald and
his Conservative allies opposed this until they were defeated in 1864, when he became a convert

to the system, and we succeeded as a Parliamentary body, through his subserviency to office, in

carrying it ; for he was willing to let us carry anything on the face of the earth, so long as he
might thereby retain offiee. (Laughter and cheers.) We said to him on the occasion I have
referred to, " Since you are so fond of office, stay in office, only give us the principles we want

;

,rgive us the measures and you may have the office. " (Cheers.

)

Tories think that we should always let them Govern.

And because we were so generous then, they think we should do the same thing now, when
"'Iney have nothing to give us but what we have already. You have no doubt followed the
^course of the discussions during the last four sessions in the House of Commons. And you have
<3ao doubt followed it also in our Canadian House of Peers—the Senate.

The Senate a Strong Tory Aggressive Machine.

You know that the Senate is rilled by appointments by the Government. Most of you are

>£»ware that since the formation of the Senate 01 appointments were made to it by the late Ad-
iiministration, every one of them but two being their own political friends. You are aware,
-doubtless, that the Senate has been used, for the last two sessions particularly, as a political

-engine of the most effective character, so far as they can make it so, in assaulting the Govern-
rment. You are aware that the Senate, instead of showing itself a thoroughly independent part

• of the Government machine, has allowed itself to degenerate into being a mere political weapon
in the hands of those who gave it existence. I don't complain of that. I simply point out the

;$act.

Tories very mild in the Commons, where they have no Power.
The Administration were too powerful in the House of Commons to permit any unfair

.-advantage to be taken of it there ; and as they could not assail us in the popular branch of the

.legislature, to which the people themselves sent their representatives, they made their assaults

mpon as in the Upper House, where our representation was so small as to be practically power-
less in stemming the torrent of attack which they set loose upon us there. In the session of

11874, immfdiately after the general election, when we had a majority of between 70 and 80,

tihese gentlemen were as dumb as you please ; they had not a word to say ; they were afraid

tthat we would bring up their political crimes as means of attack.

Never was Desirous to Revive the Shame of the Pacific Scandal.
I never did that ; and at this moment I would not care even to discuss an event which cast

*so black a cloud over our political horizon, which dimmed Canadian patriotism, and told to the
ryhole civilized world that we had a class amongst us who cared nothing for the honour of their
"-country, provided they subserved their own personal and party ends. (Hear, bear.) I say I

'would not enter upon the discussion of that event, or refer to it, but for the Lict that these
^gentlemen themselves constantly refer to and endeavour to justify the Pacific Scandal. What
i3ias been their course ever since ? In 1874 and 1875 we had no assaults upon our policy.

Railway Act of 1874 Approved by Conservatives.

^
When I introduced the present Pacific Railway Act, it passed through the House absolutely

^without the alteration of a single word or syllable—without the addition of even a comma to its

^contents. Within the last two years that policy has been attacked with the utmost virulence.
"We are accused of adopting a different policy with regard to the Canada Pacific Railway from
*he one we adopted when we took office. Suppose we do. I am adopting the policy we are
-driven to from circumstances. I would adopt the policy of driving along the grass sooner
tthan ruin my horse and waggon by driving along the clay; and if I saw somebody ahead of me
vwho came to grief in the mud, 1 would be a fool to follow him. (Hear, hear.)

Sir John's Pacific Railway Policy.
They committed the Government to a promise to British Columbia to build the road in ten

jjears. We have now only four years more in which to redeem that absurd promise. [A voice :

" How are you going to get out of it ?"] Well, you will be surprised to learn how well we will
That gentleman doubtless supposes we have no resources. That is exactly what our opponents
Gaelieved.
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Tory Belief In Reformers' Inability to Govern.
They believed and prophesied that I would not he ahle to carry on the Government from the

first ; that they would be back into power in six months, because the Liberals were unaccustom-
ed to government, and 1 would be unable to control my followers. But one session and a
second passed away, and they were not able to assault a single measure. The third session besan,
and then they commenced to show their teeth. Tne thing was getting serious. (Laughter.)
They determined to precede the fourth session by a pilgrimage through the country in order to
give zest and force to their Parliamentary assault.

Tories now Attacking what they formerly Approved.
We found them attacking the very things which they previously approved of. I was able to

show at Kingston that Dr. Tupper cordially approved of the policy which he is now assailing.

In one of his speeches he admitted that the late Government had made an improvident bargain,
and now he asserts they made no bargain at all.

Tupper Denouncing now the Railway Policy.

He declared last session that our course with regard to the Pacific Railway was a most ex-
travagant one, and that we had no right to assume that they ever intended to build the road in

ten years, notwithstanding the bargain they had made. (Hear, hear.) I said that up to that
hour 1 had believed that when a man or a Government said, they would do a thing, or bound
themselves by a solemn bond to do it, they would have to do it. (Hear, hear.)

Tupper never meant to keep Promise to Columbia.

Now he tells us that they never meant to do it, they were not bound to do it, and that we
are acting a shocking part in attempting to do it. But to mark the utter inconsistency of these
people, let me point to a speech of Sir John Macdonald's the other day. Dr. Tupper declares in

the House that we are guilty of extravagance in doing what we are doing in trying to budd the

road. Sir John, on the other hand, says that if he had been left in power, or could get into

power, the Pacific Railway would be built immediately, and everybody would get all the work
they wanted. (Hear, hear, and laughter.) That is the course they regularly pursue ; there is

not a particle of their present ground of attack which is not in direct antagonism to their pre-

vious convictions—if they ever are troubled with such things as convictions—and their repeated
assertions.

Steel Rails.

You know what railing accusations—steel railing accusations, I should say—(loud laughter)

—

they bring against my Department, for they are not quite so particular about their mode of attack

as a certain character mentioned in Scripture was. I have asked them time and again to specify

some particular point on which they wish to make a charge of wrong doing against me. Let
them assert that any Minister, any member of Parliament, or any connection of any Minister or

member of Parliament had anything to do with any expenditure of Government money, and I

shall give the assertion a direct contradiction and challenge them to prove it in a court of justice

or before the House of Commons, just as they please. (Loud cheers.) I feel that not only is

the political welfare of the Liberal party in the hands of myself and my colleagues, but the

honour of the whole country. (Cheers.) I am bound to say to the people of Biitish Columbia
as well as to those of the other Provinces of the Dominion, that we are doing everything in our

power at once to respect the bargain made with British Columbia and keep faith with the people

of the older Provinces of the Dominion in telling them that we shall do nothing that will impose
an enormous burden of taxation on the people at large. (Cheers.) That is the polity which
We have cut out for ourselves, it is the policy we have so far adhered to, and it is the policy

which was thoroughly approved of by Dr. Tupper at one time and condemned by him at another,

when he found himself driven to straits. So with everything else.

The Tariff Policy 1874 and 1376-"National Policy."

Mr. Cartwright has told you how Dr. Tupper denounced us in 1874 because we raised the

tariff, and in 1876 because we did not. In 1870 he denounced everybody, because we did not

impose a duty on coal, wheat, and other cereals. In 1871 he voted to abolish the very law he

had been so industrious in promoting ; he committed the shocking crime of infanticide—he

killed his own child, and then trampled the creature in the dust. (Hear, hear, and laughter.)

We are asked to give way to such men as these (Cries of " Never.") It may be true, as the

Doctor says, that the Finance Minister is, compared with some people, a bungler ; that I am a

signal failure in the Public Works Department ; but we are both willing to leave these questions

to the judgment of the people rather than to the ipse dixit of the member for Cumberland.

(Hear, hear, and loud cheers.

)

George Brown and the Government.

It may be true, as the Doctor's chief avers, that I am merely upheld by George Brown, and

that the moment George Brown falls I must fall. It would almost seem, according to their

statements, that Mr. Brown travels around with us like our own shadows. 1 have not the

slightest doubt that the fertile imaginations of the Tory leaders could see at this moment the

Brown can accomplish with tongue and pen. (Hear, hear, and cheers. ) And, sir, whenever a fat

of political ague seizes them they see George Brown standing like a nightmare before them.

Cheers. ) His very name is a source of terror to their ranks ; and they tnink they belittle mt
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by telling the public that Geerge Brown runs the machine. I only wish he were ; no one would
be more delighted than I to recognise my old and able leader, who battled so long and so well
for popular rights in this country, in the highest place which the Canadian people could give him.
(Loud cheers. ) Such utter folly as these men talk could only be perpetrated by persons who
believe the people of Canada are a set of idiots. (Hear, hear.) Mr. George Brown is not in the
House of Commons ; he is not on this platform, and it is the merest trifling with public senti-
ment to be wandering away from the proper subjects of political discussion to assail individuals
who are not before the country, but who exercise a beneficial and righteous influence in their
own particular way on public events in this country. (Cheers.)

Sir John on Laflamme.
At some of their recent meetings, Sir John spoke with a great deal of knowledge, and a great

deal of violence, of certain of my colleagaes. He says regarding Mr. Laflamme, the Minister of
Justice :

— " There never was such an outrage as his appointment to that high office. Mr. La-
flamme was a sharp attorney of Montreal, a man who had never taken a place as a juris-consult

since he had been born, a man who had been denounced by a judge in England as having in-

duced his client to make a false affidavit. Then there was the Lachine Canal job in which Mr.
Laflamme was shown to have been guilty of fraud. Not only that, but his election was being
contested on the ground of personal corruption ; he had admitted the charge of corruption, but
the charge of personal corruption was now before the Courts." It is almost incredible that a
man who has occupied so distinguished a position as Sir John Macdonald has occupied in this
country, should commit himself to a statement so far from the truth

,

Sir John Asserts that no Colleague of his ever Obtained an Office ! Ten so
Appointed since 1867.

He stated the other day, with regard to his own late colleagues, that he had no recollection of

one of them who had been a member of the Administration and who afterwards accepted an office

of profit under the Crown. My hon. friend the Finance Minister pointed out at Kingston that
no less than eight or ten since 1867 had become Lieutenant-Governors and judges in the course
of five years, while we have had six such appointments in the course of five years. He appointed
at the rate of two per annum, and we at the rate of one and one-half. Now he seeks to assail

a learned gentleman who happens to be my colleague, one with whom he has sat in the House,
and who is represented by all the lawyers in Montreal as one of the first men at the bar of that
Province.

Laflamme and the Lachine Canal "Job."

He assails him in the coarsest and most vituperative style, and asserts that he was mixed up
in some job about the Lachine Canal. That is, to use the plainest Saxon, a gross falsehood from
top to bottom. (Hear, hear.) He never had anything to do with a job, or anything of the sort,

in connection with the canal. He was guilty, as many Conservative gentlemen were guilty, of

owning some land through which the canal had to pass, and he had the good taste never even to

speak to me, when he was a private member, about the valuation of this land. Valuators were
appointed to go and value the land according to the best of their judgment.

Darling and Valois Valuators on Lachine Canal.

No one has presumed to assail the valuation of the land, which was conducted fey Mr. Dar-

ling, an old-time Conservative, and Mr. Valois, a respectable French gentleman of Montreal. But
because Mr. Laflamme had the misfortune to own some land on the canal, for which the valu-

ators allowed less than one-half what it cost him, they asserted that he was trying to impose on
the Government. They started this story and got it retailed in their newspapers, and then they

began to speak of it as the " Canal Job," just as they did about the so-called " Goderich Har-

bour Job," when there is not a single particle of jobbery or dishonesty in it—not the shadow of

moral wrong. (Cheers.)
Sample of a Previous Prime Minister.

This is a sample of the way in which a gentleman who was once the Prime Minister of this

country maligns his opponents for the mere purpose of making political capital. Does he im-

agine that the moral understanding of the people of Canada has got down to the same level as

his political tergiversation ; that it is possible tor those who read the newspapers and are familiar

with the debates in Parliament to accept the merest statement of any man when he assails so

grossly the character and standing ot an individual, and that individual occupying the high posi-

tion of Minister of Justice in this Dominion ? (Hear, hear, and cheers.

)

Tory Weapons Assailing Personal Character.

If the time has come—as they seem to think—when it is fair to assail the fair fame of every
man in public life, to misrepresent actions, and manufacture charges when they cannot find them,
then it is indeed time that the people of this country consider what they are to come to if such
a species of attack is to be permitted. (Hear, hear.) I regret exceedingly having to refer to

these matters in the strong language I am compelled to use. I loathe the nature of such attacks,

and shall avoid, as far as it is possible, that species of attack and that species of defence which it

is necessary to adopt if I am to expose the full misconduct of those to whom I refer.

Independence of Parliament Act—Anglin.
Sir John has also at some of his meetings assailed the Government because, as he says, they

violated the Independence of Parliament Act. You know the circumstances connected with
Mr. Anglin's afEair It was not a contract, but simply the printing of certain documents sent

him by the Postmaster-GeneraL When we came to know it we at once said, V No doubt it is
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wrong that anything should be done with a member of Parliament that could be said to be of

the nature of a contract, and we immediately stopped it. (Hear, hear, a'.jd cheers. ) That was
a year and a half ago. Nothing was sa.d about it in 1876 ; they waited until last session, though
it was all over a year before.

Mr. Bowell, Anglin's Accuser, a Violator of the Law.
It is now known that Mr. Mackenzie Bowell, who made the attack on Mr. Anglin, had been

guilty of exactly the same thing himself with the late and the present Administration. (Hear,

hear.) He received in the course of a few years well on to $1,000, while sitting as a member of

Parliament supporting Sir John's Administration.

Currier, Stevenson and Sir John also Violated Independence of Parliament Act.

Another gentleman, who has been a supporter of Sir John Macdonald for thirteen or fourteen

years, Mr. Currier, was continuously, from 1867 to his resignation last session, a contractor with
the Government. Mr. Rufus Stevenson, the Conservative whip, was also in the same sense a
contractor with the Government, It turned out, too, that Sir John Macdonald was a contractor

with himself. (Hear, hear.) He employs the firm of Macdonald & Patton—one of its mem-
bers being Sir John A. Macdonald and the other Hon. James Patton—to do Government work,
and Sir John A. Macdonald, Premier and Minister of Justice, pays Sir John A. Macdonald,
lawyer, for that work. Yet he has the assurance to assail members of the present Government
for having caused this state of things.

Members should Avoid Business with Government when that is Possible.

There can be no question that members of Parliament should scrupulously avoid any
kind of transaction by which Government money can by any possibility reach them. I know
there is nothing in the minds of those who received these moneys which leads me to think for

a moment that one-half of them knew that the trifling sales they made to the Government
were ever made at all. They accused Mr. Workman, of Montreal, for example, because he
sold some $273 worth of goods to an officer of the Government unknown to me, and consisting of

articles which they could not get elsewhere. "Why not represent the matter fairly ?

Sir John and the Indemnity Bill-He Acquiesced in it.

Why say as Sir John did the other day in one of his speeches, in regard to the Act which I

introduced and passed last session to relieve from penalties those who had unknowingly been
engaged in such transactions ? Sir John says .

— " Before that Bill was introduced, it was placed
under his (Sir John's) hands, and he was asked to second it, because some of the friends of the
Opposition were said to have unwittingly come under the law. Mr. Mackenzie Bowell, who was
the owner of a newspaper, was said to have been paid by the Government a subsidy to the ex-

tent of six and threepence, and that he had forfeited his seat. He (Sir John) declined to second
the Bill or to support it, and Mr. Mackenzie went to Dr. Tupper, who also declined. But,
after Dr. Tupper and he (Sir John) had told Mr. Mackenzie that they would not support the
Bill, he (Mr. Mackenzie) introduced it and carried it." It is quite true, as Sir John Macdonald
says, that he and I had some conversation about it—though I understood that conversation to
have been private, and I never made use of it in public—but as he has chosen to stamp the
whole thing as a malicious lie, I will tell you exactly what passed. I asked Sir John Macdonald,
as leader of the Opposition, to have a conversation with him about this matter. I pointed out
that there might be a dozen members in the House—we knew of a few—who might possibly be
subjected to a penalty of £500 a day for every day they retained their seats, and 1 suggested
that it would not be wise to pass a Bill granting an indemnity to members, but which need not
in any way affect their seats, this being a matter for settlement by the law. Sir John Macdonald
said he entirely approved of such a measure, and he asked me to prepare a Bill in this sense,

and he would see his friends. I saw Dr. Tupper before this, and he promised me his hearty
support to the Bill. I prepared the Bill in accordance with the understanding to which Sir John
Macdonald and I had come, and I sent it to him to look at. He sent it back without a word
of approval or disapproval. I afterwards sent him a note asking him if he was prepared to

second it, it being, so far as principles were concerned, a joint effort of his and mine. His note
in reply was that he could not second it, as most of his friends were opposed to it. I next sent to

Dr. Tupper, and he replied that he approved of the measure, but as his friends were divided on
the question he could not second the Bill. I do not say he approved of the Bill formally after 1

gave him a printed copy, but I do say he agreed to the policy which was foreshadowed before

that Bill was printed. Another accusation Sir John Macdonald made is this :
—

" Gentlemen,
there is not a more shameless system of bribery than that which has been carried on by the pre-

sent Government, whether it be by buying up men by giving them contracts as in British Co-

lumbia, or by buying them up by office as in Prince Edward. In every Province you will find

the most unblushing system of corruption directed against the representatives of the people. It

is bad enough to buy a vote, but when the Government sets to work deliberately to corrupt the

whole representative body, to seduce the representatives of the people from their duty by offer-

ing them inducements, there is a blow struck at the very basis of representative institutions—

>

and that blow has been struck by the present Government."

Sir John's general Accusation of Buying Members should be made Specific.

No language could be too strong to denounce such a statement as this. I recollect reading an
incident related of a man who was known to be a very profane swearer. He was taking a load

of pumpkins up a long hill, when some boys came up from behind, took out the tailboard of the

waggon, his horses sprung forward, and he looked back to see all his pumpkins rolling down
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the hill. He sat speechless, and the boys said, " Why don't yon swear?" " I can't ; why no lan-
guage can do justice to the occasion." (Loud laughter.) No language, I say, can be put in the
mouth of man to denounce so shameless a pieceof political profligacy—to denounce such a speech as
that from a gentleman in his high position—a statement so scandalous in its conception, so in-

famous in its utterance. (Hear, hear.) Let him name a member or a man who, as he says, wa3
bought by the giving of a contract. Surely he does not refer to the case of Mr. Anglin, for, as

every one knows, 1 had no firmer and few abler supporters in Parliament than the member for

Gloucester from the moment 1 first took office. We had worked together in almost everything
since I sat in Parliament ; and it is a curious thing if one is to be obliged to buy one's staunchest
friends.

Mr. Anglin's Position.

Mr. Anglin is known as a distinguished member of the Roman Catholic Church, as the
editor of the Freeman newspaper, one of the ablest journals in the Dominion, and an indepen-
dent supporter of the Government. It will be remembered he spoke in the strongest terms of

condemnation on the famous Argenteuil speech of my hon. friend the Postmaster-General—such
was not the case with a very large number or those sitting opposite the hon. gentleman. Mr.
James Domville brought a charge against the Minister of Customs that he sold goods to the
Government—a charge which was wholly untrue. When I came into office 1 found this same James
Domville had a contract for delivering railway spikes on the Intercolonial at $96 per ton,

although I was getting them delivered a few months later on the Pacific Railway at $54 per ton.

Yet James Domville, like Sir John Macdonald, had the assurance to bring this accusation and
to make these gross attacks against honourable gentlemen on my side of the House. Sir John
last year declared that no Conservative could get a contract—that, no matter who was the
lowest, it was taken from him and given to a supporter of the Government. A statement with
less foundation in fact could hardly be imagined. I have endeavoured at the other meetings
which I have attended to deal with specific charges made against the Government, and as I

have stated at these meetings, it is my intention to go over these charges one after the other,

so that when reports of my speeches are published, they will form, I hope, a very conclusive

answer to most of the attacks made upon us by the Conservative orators at their meetings.

Public Tenders—How Dealt with by Tory and Reform Governments.

I have given data to show that while we passed over less than one-sixth part of the amount
of the lowest tenders sent in to us, they, for the three years they were in office, had passed over

two-thirds of the lowest tenders. This will show you how scandalous and untrue is the position

of affairs with regard to contracts as stated by them. You will find in reference to all the other

charges and insinuations they have made, that there is the same conclusive answer.

General Questions of Policy.

I should have liked at meetings like the present to deal with great questions of policy, to

forecast the future of the Dominion, to refer to our present political system and to what I con-

sider has been its grand success—to congratulate ourselves, on this the anniversary day of our

Confederation, upon the fact that that system has resulted in the practical equality of every

Canadian, which was not enjoyed before 1866

—

The New Political System.

—a system which gives to Ontario and all the other Provinces the complete management of

their own affairs. At the same time we have undoubtedly very serious difficulties to contend

against, with a vast territory to govern, which we are practically unable to enter upon at the

present moment.
North-West Territory.

Lieutenant-Governor Laird governs a country as large as the whole of Siberia, perhaps the

largest territory governed by any single man, and that country has to be settled and its latent

resources developed. We can invite all the nationalities in Europe to combine with us. We
have now Germans, Icelanders, besides people from England, Ireland, and Scotland, pouring

into that country. So with many other great questions affecting more or less the whole of the

people of this country. All such matters might fairly be discussed in very long speeches were

it not that we are compelled to attend to these false charges in older to dissipate in the minds

of all the belief that there was a shadow of truth in any of these things that affect the personal

honour of Ministers or the political character of the Administration. I would urge on you to

continue your services in the cause of Reform—services long ago acknowledged by all Canadians

m relation to the distinguished men you have hitherto sent, and to continue to support the

gentleman who now represents you, and who has been a warm friend of the Administration,

and a zealous member of Parliament in relation to all the business that comes before the House.

I allude to Mr. Dymond.
Milling and Agricultural Interests and Protection.

A friend sends a note to this effect :—" Explain why the milling and agricultural interests

are not receiving that attention in the tariff that their position demands." I don't know that

their position does demand it. I do not even think it is possible for the Government to give

protection, but I do say this, that if the Government could protect and make everybody rich,

without making any one poor, we would be very happy to do it ; and if any one shows me how
one man is to be made rich without taking money out of another's pocket I shall lie very glad

to do it. It is the markets of England that regulate the prices of the great staples that we
grow, and our people can sell their peas to England or the United States as they choose—they

will sell wherever they get the best prices ; but now you cannot impose any protective duty
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on articles coming into this country that will raise prices, when the prices here are regulated

by the prices in England. It cannot be done. It is quite true that in one respect the miller

nii<dit be benefited, as we supply the great bulk of the flour to the mining regions of Nova
Scotia ; we might compel them to take our flour at higher prices by preventing them from buy-

ing from Portland or Boston. But this could not be done without inflicting an injustice on
those people. (Hear, hear.)

Coal and Grain Different Speeches from Opposition in Different Places.

Perhaps you will feel disposed to take Dr. Tupper's panacea—that is, the imposition of a duty
upon American coal coming into Ontario, and thus force Nova Scotia coal up here. Dr. Tupper
has been speaking at London and other places where they use a great deal of American coal, but
he had nothing at any of these places to say regarding a duty on coal. He said a good deal,

however, about a duty upon grain. He will go down to Nova Scotia, where he will avoid
saying anything about a duty upon flour, but he will enlarge upon a duty upon coal. (Hear,

hear, and laughter.) The difference between him and me is this, that I am not afraid to say

the same thing at one place as at another—(cheers)—while he is like a certain western orator

who was delivering a speech in a place which was rather doubtful in its political complexion.

At the conclusion of his address he said. "Gentlemen, these are my sentiments, but if they don't

suit you they can be changed." (Laughter. ) I have not time at present to discuss this protec-

tion question as fully as I would like, but I may say generally that there has been a cry from
the manufacturers for a higher duty than 17£ per cent. Mr. Thomas White, one of the principal

protection writers, declared that 15 per cent, was high enough, and that any man who was not
contented with that did not deserve any. We thought we could laise more revenue—and my
hon. friend told you we required more—by increasing the duty by 24 per cent.

A Protective Policy would Destroy Revenue and Require Direct Taxation.

The manufacturers demanded more, but were refused because we believed that it would not
yield as much revenue, and if we did not raise the revenue we required from customs and excise

we would be obliged to resort to direct taxation. We might impose a duty that would exclude
every piano, every sewing machine, and all other manufactures, but the result would be a total

loss of revenue and a consequent imposition of direct taxation. (Hear, hear.)

Working Men to Protect.

I see you have a motto here, "Mackenzie, the workingman's friend," but I would like to

know what motto would apply to me if I should, by carrying out protection for its own sake, by
carrving out the policy of protection, make the rich man richer and the poor man poorer—for

that is, after all, just what it means. 1 Hear, hear, and cheers.) If everything else is to be pro-

tected labour must have its share, and I will be obliged to nail up a notice at every frontier

town and every seaport, and say I am bound to protect the working men by preventing immi-
grants from coming in and competing with them and thus reduce the wages. (Hear, hear.)

According to those who are so loud in their cry for protection, everybody is to be protected but
the working man, and he is to pay for the protection of the rest. (Hear, hear,) Some of these

orators go to the country districts and urge the farmers to cry for protection. They say " The
Yankees impose a duty on our grain, why should we not impose one on theirs ?" There is no
reason in the world why we should not, except the rather important one that if we did we couldn't

get it. (Hear, hear, and cheers.)

Yankees to be Taxed if we can.
Does anybody imagine that if I could get the Yankees to pay our taxes I would not arrange

the tariff to do it ? Does anybody believe that the Americans who merely send their grain, etc.,

through our canals, would pay a duty merely for carrying it through Canada ? They have
channels of their own, and it would benefit nobody and injure many, and especially those in the
Lower Provinces who depend on us for trade, as we have to depend on them for other
articles.

A Farmer's Testimony.
My friend Mr. Rymal, who is a farmer himself, and a good one too, tells a story in illustra-

tion of this question. He had fifty bushels of barley to sell, which he took to Hamilton and
sold for $1 50 per bushel to the Yankees, and bought a hundred bushels of corn at 50c. He took
back twice the amount of feed for his animals that he took away, and $25 in cash besides. Now,
those people who are er> ing for protection would prevent Mr. Rymal from making money in this

way, as if every farmer does not know well enough how to make money 1 (Hear, hear.)

The Fat Cattle Trade.
Another farmer says :

—"I import so many cattle from the West. I bring in corn to feed
them, and send the beef to England. Why don't you allow me to import these cattle without
duty ? I make the trade for your steamships, and as I cannot get cattle in Canada I must
therefore import them." But trade must be cramped, and every avenue of profit in buying and
selling closed, in order to affect these people by protection.

Manufacturers have now a Large Protection.

The truth is, that manufacturers now have a very respectable protection, if they choose to
call it by that name. We call it a revenue tariff, and I tell you every tariff imposed for purely
protective purposes would be paid by the farmer who has no protection and cannot have it.

(Hear, hear, and cheers. ) It is merely begging the question to say that they are to be protected
also. It cannot possibly be done . Several years since we had a duty on grain for one and a
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half years, but I would ask any one here if he remembers how much he got out of it? We had
it in opera; ion for a year and a half, and it brought in some 880.000, but this was collected
from people who did not know that there was a duty, and next year it would have brought in
no revenue at all.

No Class Legislation.

Let us have legislation of a broad and generous kind, which will recognize all classes of the
community ; let us not seek or admit anything in the shape of class legislation. Look at the
speech of Mr. Evarts, Secretary of State in the adjoining country, the other day, wherein he
frankly admits that protection was ruining their trade. At one of the late meetings of the
Cobden Club in London, at which the American Minister was present, one gentleman said he had
visited the port of London that day, and there was not a single representative of the Stars and
Stripes in that harbour. This is one of the effects of protection as a principle. A certain

amount of duty we must have in Canada in order to i aise our taxes. We have to have revenue,
or the alternative of direct taxation, and perhaps the people of North York would like to see a
Dominion collector going round from door to door collecting taxes for the purposes of the Federal
Government. I don't say that legislation might not be initiated that would benefit the millers,

but it would be to an almost inappreciable extent. It would do them no good, for what good
they got in one way they would pay in another, plus the cost of collection. I do not intend
going into this matter more fully, as my friend Mr. Mills, who is a farmer himself, and has given
great attention to it, will take up the question at one of these meetings shortly. I wish to thank
you again most heartily for the kind manner in which you have received me, and to assure you
that it will give me a great deal of pleasure to be present at another such meeting if circum-
stances will permit me to attend. (Loud cheers.)

A Resolution of Thanks and Confidence.

Mr. M. Jones moved, seconded by Mr. Joseph Stokes—
' That this meeting desires to return its sincere thanks to the distinguished members of the two Governments and
tod gue6ts who have favoured North York with their presence to-day, and to express its full and continued con-
ace in the Mackenzie and Mowat Administrations."

The resolution was greeted with cheers, and carried unanimously.

THE FINANCE MINISTER'S SPEECH.

Hon. Mr. Cartwright was received with loud cheers. He said—Mr. Chairman, Ladies and

Gentlemen, it may be true enough, as the chairman has just said, that but few of the present

audience have heard me speak, but I think I may truly say that most of you have heard of me,

and perhaps a good deal of what you have heard of me has been somewhat to my disadvantage ;

and that is one reason why I have embraced with great pleasure this opportunity of assisting in

the vindication not only of the Government of which I am a member, but more particularly in

my own vindication against the charges which have been scattered over this country and—though
in a much milder form—repeated within the walls of Parliament. I believe that perhaps, after

all, such assemblies as the present afford Ministers far better opportunities for a lull and frank

discussion of those great questions of public affaire, in which all take an interest, than ordinary

Parliamentary discussions. I am aware that it is not the view always adopted by public men,

but in my experience in Parliament I have found that the great diversity of subjects which we
are obliged to discuss, and the irrelevance which is necessarily imported into our discussions, not

unfrequently render it difficult for any except old and experienced public men to trace any

particular subject through all the meanderings and wanderings it is obliged to follow in the course

of a debate.

A Bitter Political Contest.

Now, I need hardly say to an intelligent audience like the present that everything points to

the fact that the approaching political struggle will be one of unparalleled intensity and bitterness.

It is quite clear that the Opposition are determined by every possible means, whether foul or fair,

to win back the places which they dishonoured five years ago. (Hear, hear.) It is quite clear

that there is nothing that they will stop at in the way of misrepresentation, nothing that they
will not have recourse to, if they can thereby win public favour to their side. It would seem
that a veritable political Armageddon is impending ; and although these gentlemen who are now
prowling up and down Ontario may not be able, like their spiritual prototype, to succeed in

deceiving the very elect, certainly they will lose no opportunity of deceiving the electors of

this Province. And inasmuch as they have made certain special charges against the

Government, it was just as well that an opportunity should be taken to meet these

charges, so that every one choosing to examine into the evidence on which they were founded,

and the answers which we shall give them, may be able to see clearly which, of the two parties is

best entitled to be believed by you and the electors of the country at large.

Policy of the Opposition.
Now, there is one thing remarkable in the attitude of the Opposition at the present time.

They do not, because they cannot, come before the people of this country professmg themselves

to be pure or upright men. On the contrary, they are utterly unable to deny that they have
committed many grievous errors—that they have done many things wh* vh have brought down the

just indignation of the people of Canada on their heads. Their or : plea and argument is that if
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the people could only find out the truth, my hon. friend the Premier and his colleagues are not
one whit better than they. Now, if this be true—if it be true that Canada is reduced to the
degrading position of having to choose between two sets of knaves under different colours—then I

say your duty is not to replace men whom you know on their own confession to have misused
their places in order to accomplish their private ends ; not to restore to a new lease of power the
present First Minister and his colleagues, but to wash your hands of both of us. No problem is

more hopeless, as was well said by Mr. Carlyle, than that of educing an honest policy out of the

joint action of a community of knaves ; and if, as these gentlemen say, all our leading public men
are so steeped in corruption, it is your duty, as it is your right and privilege, to choose from
among yourselves honest men who will fairly and faithfully administer the government of the country.

(Cheers. ) I come before you putting forward no such vile plea as that. I say that although the
present Ministry are not infallible ; although they may have committed mistakes, as every man
is liable to do ; although under circumstances of great difficulty they may not have always been
able to choose the best and wisest course—though it may be that the course which we honestly
believed to be the best and the wisest cannot be proved to be so—yet we do claim that on the
whole we have honestly administered the affairs of our country ; we come before the electors

seeking their support on the ground that we have done the best we could, and that that best,

though not perfect, yet is as good as could reasonably have been expected. (Loud cheers.

)

An Old and Stale Trick.

It is an old and rather a stale device when men have been charged with a particular crime that

they should seek to direct attention from the subject by accusing the men who have brought them
to justice of similar offences. (Hear, hear.) If men proved guilty, on their own confession,

before a Commission appointed by themselves, of the gravest corrupt practices—if men who, at the
same time, have been proven by the most incontestible evidence to have been also guilty of the
grossest extravagance, and who furthermore by the unanimous verdict of the country have shown
themselves (in many important matters) incompetent for the proper discharge of their duties, should
again present themselves as candidates for your favour, there is nothing more natural than that

they should seek to divert your attention, should seek to turn away your minds from the con-

sideration of the offences they committed, by charging their successors with precisely similar

crimes. And that is exactly what has been done, and what is being done now ; in that consists

the whole real policy of the Opposition of this country. (Hear, hear.)

A Special Charge.

There is one special charge to which I purpose specially directing myself, which they have
taken every opportunity of brioging against this Government. Knowing that on many occasions

we have proved them to be guilty of very great extravagance, they retort on us by saying that we
also are extravagant, incompetent, and corrupt. On the floor of Parliament they have attempted
again and again, but they have signally failed to prove these charges ; but in these pic-nic orations,

when they are left to themselves, and no speaker is allowed to address the audience on our behalf,

they are constantly repeating charges which have been already disproved. I must ask your
indulgence if, in reviewing this charge, I must necessarily inflict on you some tedious arrays of

figures and facts. This is unavoidable ; for though it is very easy to make the most sweeping
charges, to refute them in detail will require some considerable demand on your time and atten-

tion. Probably, gentlemen, of all the charges which the Opposition ever preferred against the
Government, this, as being the most unfounded, is the one which they take most delight in

repeating ; and certainly to any intelligent audience, to any assembly of Canadians who are even
superficially acquainted with the financial history of Canada for the last twenty years, it must seem
a monstrous piece of impertinence in these gentlemen, possessing such a financial record as theirs

is from 1867 to 1874, or, still worse, from 1855 to 1867, to dare to advance such a charge against

any man or any Government. (Hear, hear.

)

Leading Facts.

There are two main facts connected with those gentlemen's proceedings which I would trouble

you to bear in mind. When they took office in 1867 they found the annual average expenditure

of this country to be something like thirteen and a half millions, in round numbers. When they
retired from office in 1873 they had committed this country to an aunual expenditure of twenty

three millions three hundred and sixteen thousand dollars, being as nearly as possible an increase in

little more than six years of ten millions of dollars on the whole of the ordinary expenditure of the

country.
Additional Liabilities Incurred.

But that was not all, because they had at the same time incurred further liabilities amounting
to no less a sum than nearly three millions additional to the $23 s 316,000 already mentioned. Lest
there should be any doubt as to the accuracy of this assertion, I will give in detail the several sums
which go to make this additional amount of three millions of dollars of liabilities which they
incurred, but which had not then become part of the permanent charges on the revenue. In the
first place, over and above the total expenditure of 1873-4 there must be added to the interest on
the public debt the sum of $225,000, being the second half-year's instalment of interest on Mr.
Tilley's loan contracted in September, 1873, which did not enter into the public accounts of

1873-4, the money having been borrowed so late in the year that only one half-year's interest could

be charged against that item.
Before proceeding I may as well observe here that I am not necessarily condemning those

several expenditures, but I am simply pointing out to you the position in whrch they had left the

finances of the country whim my hon. friend the present First Minister assumed power. To re-
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sume my analysis. They had also entered upon a system of Indian treaties with the Indian tribes

of the ^-orth-wt-st which have involved an additional expenditure of $200,000 per annum. Further,
they had created a Mounted Police which, if maintained at the footing they had fixed, involved a
further expenditure of $150,00*) in round numbers. They had provided in the statute book for,

and had expended, a considerable sum of money in preliminary steps for organizing a system of
weights and measures, which the present Government found themselves bound to carry out at an
annual -:ost of $100,000. They had passed two Acts regulating the statutory increase of salaries

in the Civil Service and the mode of superannuating civil servants, whereby a considerable annual
addition to the public expenditure was necessarily incurred, the amount probably averaging some
$25,000 a year, or amounting in the three years of which I am now treating to some $75,000.
A very large portion of the Intercolonial Eailway had not been finished, and as the present Gov-
ernment had to provide for the working of that railway, it is quite clear that to the gross expendi-
ture of 1873-4 there will have to be added from three to four hundred thousand dollars for the
working expenses of that portion of the Intercolonial Railway which was not then in operation,

but whieh has since been completed. Then by the terms of the treaty with Prince Edward Island,

they had provided that the ( overnrnent should also work the railway on that island and maintain
the steam communication between the island and the mainland, by which a further charge of

$250,000 over and above the charges incurred up to the end of 1874 must be added to our annual
expenditure. Lastly, they had entered into such numerous contracts in connection with the
Welland and Lachine Canals, for the completion of the Ottawa Canals, for the completion of public
buildings and a great variety of other works which I need not enumerate, that the sum of from
twenty to twenty-five millions of dollars was required in order to discharge the engagements they
had entered into, in respect to these works, in the short space of three years from the time they
left office, and that too without providing to auy considerable extent for the most serious one of
all, the cost of constructing the Pacific Railroad. In other words, they not only raised the public
expenditure ten millions of dollars within six years, but they also left behind them debts and
liabilities requiring a further outlay of $2,675,000 per annum before we could pretend to say that
we had irade provision for discharging our positive obligations.

Record of the Present Government.

Now, in three years from that date, how stands our record ? I am giving you, I may say,

these figures in gross at present, but I will go further into details in a few moments. I shall in-

clude the year which expired yesterday, and though I am not in a position to give the exact figures

—though I speak under correction, and may be astray to the extent of a few thousand dollars, I

venture to say that we have defrayed all the charges which these gentlemen defrayed ; have de-

frayed this additional $2,675,000 of liabilities, and in addition have provided for other services of

importance, which I shall enumerate presently, and yet we have done all that without adding, at any
rate, more than three or four hundred thousand dollars to the sum total which these gentlemen

had incurred when they left office. But what of that ? I may prove that these gentlemen increased

the ordinary gross expenses of the country from thirteen and one-half to twenty-three and a half

millions in the course of six years, and in going out of office left nearly three millions a year more
unprovided for ; but this if done by them is set down as a proof of administrative talent, while it

is a mark of the grossest extravagance for my hon. friend the First Minister and his colleagues, no
matter under what circumstances, to have caused an increase in the public expenditure by $300,000
or thereabouts in three years. That is the charge against us. We have actually expended one-

tenth part of their contingent liabilities and saved the balance, and they are horror-stricken at our

wastefulness ! 1 will examine the grounds for making this and other charges, and leave it to you
to say if these men are the men who should bring "forward such a charge against this or any
other Administration. You will please remember that I am now speaking of the year just closed

—that is, the financial year 1876-7. I will presently discuss and compare our expenditure for the
year 1875-6, to which these gentlemen have very naturally chiefly directed their attack ; but I

desire to impress upon your minds this simple fact, that whereas these gentlemen, under various

pleas more or less valid, had found themselves compelled to add ten millions absolutely, and
thirteen millions, including contingent liabilities, to the average public expenditure, being at the

rate of nearly two millions a year during the term of their administration, we in three years have

added only $300,000, although we were" obliged to provide for an absolute increase of three mil-

lions as a leuacy bequeathed us by our predecessors. Perhaps you will understand better still how
far we are liable to this charge if you place on one side those two great items of subsidies, public

debt, and sinking fund, and the ordinary charges on revenue, and confine yourselves to examining
our respective expenditures for ordinary purposes. On doing this, you will find that this extra-

vagant Administration had in those three years cut down the general public expenditure over which
a Ministry can fairly exercise control from about tight and a half millions in 1873-4 to very little

over seren millions in 1876-7, that being the sum which will probably be found to equal the total

expenditure for the year which terminated yesterday. (Loud cheers.)

A Dishonest Attack.

I desire to devote a few words to a specially dishonest and unfair mode of attack levelled at us.

It has been alleged very freely (though not often in the House of Commons), that after all we are

responsible for most part of the large sums which had been attained in 1873-4—because, forsooth,

we were in office for nearly two thirds of that year ! I doubt if so preposterous a charge was ever
before brought forward in any civilized community enjoying a Parliamentary Government. I
think this audience is far too intelligent not to perceive that the men who framed the estimates

for 1873-4 and carried the measures on which the expenditure was based, who gave out the contracts
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under which the greater part of this expenditure was incurred—that these men are of necessity-

responsible for it ; but lest there should be any doubt as to who are the real parties responsible for

the great addition to our expenditure which took place in 1873-4 over 1872-3, I propose to give
you a short summary of the main items which compose the addition to the expenditure of the pre-
ceding year. You will remember that in 1873-4 something like four million dollars in round
numbers was added to the general public expenditure—that expenditure which is known as charge-
able to the ordinary Consolidated Fund. Here are the chief items, and I will leave it to you to say
how tar we are to be held fairly responsible for these additions. The first item, and the largest

one, was the assumption of the Provincial debt and the subsidy to New Brunswick, amounting to

$850,000 per year. Now, if there were two men in Canada who more than any others protested
against that unfortunate measure it was Mr. Mackenzie and myself. You have only to refer to

the records of the debates of that period to find how strongly we opposed granting the additional
bonus to the Provinces, and that we did all in our power to prevent it, knowing that we were not
in a position at that moment to be generous, and that, considering the liabilities already under-
taken, it was an act of thegrossest folly to saddle ourselves with nearly one million additional to
our permanent debt. Then came the outlay caused by the admission of Prince Edward Island, quite
apart from the expenditure in connection with their railway, to which I have referred, amounting to

over $500,000. 1 repeat now, as I have often said before, that I do not in the slightest degree blame
the people of Prince Edward Island, in view of the enormous liabilities which we had incurred,

for insisting on securing very excellent terms for themselves ; but it is utterly absurd for these
gentlemen to allege, as regards the admission of Prince Edward Island—carried by them, and arranged
by them—that we are to be held responsible for one jot or tittle of that expenditure. Then they
chose to increase the indemnity granted to members of Parliament, and to make many other additions

to salaries of officers, entailing an addition of between $300,000 and $350,000. Then they were
good enough to render it necessary to have an extra session or two, and although they may perhaps
plead that they submitted to that extra session rather unwillingly, still, inasmuch as they were the
culprits to be tried, I think they should in all fairness be charged with the cost of bringing them to

the bar of justice. The amount of this expense was $200,000. Then they made certain altera-

tions, to which I do not object, in the mode of conducting the Post Office business, resulting

in an addition of about $300,000 to the public expenditure—although, of course, mostly balanced
by receipts. They also organized the Mounted Police force at a cost oi about $200,000, although
that only represented a part of the actual expenditure of that year. There remains about
$225,000, being the additional half-year's interest and sinking fund on Mr. Tilley's loan, for which
we were in no way responsible. They had also given out contracts for a great variety of public

works usually chargeable to income, amounting in all to $250,000 in excess of the sum expended
in 1S72-3. Further, they had contracted treaties with various Indian tribes involving an additional

expenditure of $100,000. They had also incurred a great variety of amounts lor miscellaneous^

expenditures amounting to between $850,000 and $900,000. In round numbers these items made
a sum total of about four millions of additional expenditure. You will observe that of these items

which I have recited, there is not one over which we, when we assumed office in 1873, could have
exercised any control whatever, except, indeed, part of the election expenses. All the rest of these

expenditures were formally and advisedly contracted by these gentlemen, and I repeat that no

more dishonest or more puerile attempt was ever made than the attempt to charge us with being

responsible for the chief portion ot the increase of 1873-4, because we assumed office after four or

five mouths of that year had elapsed, and I need hardly say 1 have far too much confidence in your

intelligence not to believe that once that matter is brought fairly before you, you will not be

deceived by these charges.

Comparison of 1873-1 and 1875-6.

1 now propose, having dealt briefly with the general facts as between 1873-4 and 1876-7, to

deal in some detail with those as regards the expenditure we incurred in 1875-6. You will

observe that in 1873-4 we had attained a gross expenditure of $23,316,000. In 1875-6 our total

expenditure ranged to about $24,488,000, showing an excess over 1873-4 of something like

$1,172,000. Now, if you can bear one circumstance in mind it will greatly facilitate my dealing

with the subject. Our expenditure at present is divided into three great heads. The first is

interest on public debt and subsidies, which are known as " Fixed Charges," and which, when

once incurred, are absolutely outside the control of any Ministry. The second is known jjs

" Charges on Revenue,"—that is to say, charges in running the Post-office, working the canals and

railways, and various other minor matters, such as expenses of the Customs and Excise, which are

in a certain sen-e charges on both sides of theaccoum, and although, in a certain measure, under

the control of the Government, still practically they must almost be regarded as items of fixed

expenditure.
Real Test of Economy.

The third and largest division is known as " Ordinary Expenditure," and consists of such

items as civil government, administration of justice, ordinary public works, and other things of

that kind, forming an expenditure by which the real extravagance or economy of a Ministry can

always be best judged. If a Ministry is found to be largely increasing its ordinary expenditure,

and is unable to give verv good and "satisfactory reasons for so doing, you may be sure that they

are dealing somewhat extravagantly with the public funds ; but if they are found steadily confin-

ing this expenditure within its existing limit, and, still more, if they are found reducing it largely,

you mav be sure y< ur resources are not being idly and uselessly squandered. I will pass over for

a moment the ordinary expenditure and charges on revenue, and take up the charges on the public

debt and subsidies. Under this head in 1&73-4 the expenditure was $10,255,000, in 1875-6 it
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was $11,122,675, showing a difference of about $870,000 on fixed charges for those two years. It

becomes a matter of the greatest importance, seeing that this §870,000 compris-'S the great bulk of

the excess as between 1875-6 and 1873-4, to ascertain how far this Government is fairly chargeable

with any extravagance in respect to that amount, and also to ascertain who are the parties really

responsible for incurring in it the first instance. Now, for this increase, be it bad or be it good,

I do not say that the late Government were necessarily blameworthy, but I do say that they are

directly and entirely responsible for it. In the first place, I desire to say that of thi3 increase of

•$870,000 the sum of $150,000 is purely nominal—that is to say, it represents simply the amount
of accumulated interest on Sinking Fund investments, and therefore appears on both sides of the

account, or else interest on moneys advanced by us for specific purposes, on which we get back five

per cent. Making this deduction, there will remain about $700,000 more or less to be dealt with.

That sum of $700,000 you wall find is composed almost entirely of the interest upon the expendi-

ture for capital account in the building of public works for which they, and not we, are directly

responsible.
Who are Responsible for Additional Interest ?

In the two years to which I am now referring there was expended on sundry public works
$14,077,297. I will give you a list of these public works, going over them in detail, and I will

then ask you, or any fair-minded man, how far the present Administration may fairly be held
responsible for the $700,000 additional interest on the public debt. First there is the item of

$522,000 spent on the Lachine Canal ; next a sum of $963,000 spent in completing sundry canals,

chiefly in the Ottawa region ; next, $2,616,000 spent on the Welland Canal ; then $457,000 on
the Parliament Buildings ; then the sum of $3,644,000 for completing the Intercolonial Railway

;

then $889,000 on what is known as the old Nova Scotia and New Brunswick system ; then $88,000
on the Prince Edward Island Railway ; then $1,265, 000 expended in completing necessary surveys

on the Pacific Railway ; and $3,627,000 for works of construction thereon. Now, I admit freely

that if those works had been voluntarily undertaken by us, that whether good or bad, in any case

the full responsibility might rest upon us, and that these gentlemen might fairly say, " You knew
that the country was in a distressed condition, and you should, therefore, have been cautious

about engaging in these works ;" but of all the list which I have enumerated let any man show a
single public work which was not commenced by these gentlemen or declared by them to be abso-

lutely necessary in the true interests of the country, and for which they had not given out con-

tracts and irretrievably committed the people of this country before my hon. friend the Prime
Minister took office at all. These being the facts, I would ask under what possible circumstances

these hon. gentlemen can make a charge against us that we added largely to the public debt,

for the payment of interest on those $14,000,000, every penny of which was incurred for works
which they had put under contract or had declared to be imperatively necessary for the interest of
this country.

Question and Answer.
These gentlemen ask me, " How can you speak against us in regard to our management of the

finances of the country—how can you charge us with extravagance in having raised the total ex-
penditure from thirteen millions to twenty-three millions, when you yourselves have added over

$1, 100,000 to the general total outlay of the country ?" Well, my reply is that I have shown that

of this sum $150,000 was a purely nominal increase, being merely a cross entry on both sides of
the account, and I have further shown that $700,000 of the remainder was paid as interest on sums
we were obliged to borrow in order to carry out public works to which these gentlemen had com-
mitted the country, and that the balance is only a fraction, and a small fraction, of the vast mass of
liabilities left behind by them.

Ordinary Expenditure Compared.
I shall now refer to the mode in which they dealt with the item of " Ordinary Expenditure "

while they were in office, and I shall then compare their mode of dealing with" ours, and leave
you to judge for yourselves which of us is open to blame in that particular. When they assumed
office the actual total expenditure for ordinary purposes amounted to barelv $:j.630,OOO. When
they left office they had contrived to increase this part of the public expenditure to $8,324,000,
being an increase of $4,700,000, or nearly 150 per cent., in a period of some six or seven years.
(Hear, hear.) We, on the other hand, commencing with a total amount of expenditure of $8,324,-
000, did, indeed, nominally increase the expenditure to $8,569,000 in two years, but we are to be
gravely told that though it is perfectly right and proper that they should nearlv treble tlie public
expenditure in six years, we are to be hurled from power as persons guilty of the grossest extra-
vagance, and a set of corrupt incapables, because we added in the space of two years the sum of
$240,000 to the public expenditure. Now, I wish further to call your attention to the fact that
even of this $240,000 for the boundary survey between Canada and the United States, no less a sum
than $134,000 was not actually spent in the year 1875-6, but, on the contrary, everv penny of it was
expended in 1873-4, though, owing to the fact that that survey was conducted by Imperial officers,

we were not able to obtain an audit until 1875-6, and hence it appears in the accounts for that
year. If you withdraw from the $8,569,000, ordinary expenditure for which we were responsible
in 1875-6, that sum of $134,000, and add it to the $8,324,000 for which these gentlemen were
responsible in 1873-4, you will have this result, that the actual verified expenditure for that year
(I say verified, because there were other items like this properly chargeable to 1873-4, which I do
not propose to take into account) was $8,460,000 in round numbers, whereas our actual expendi-
ture for 1875-6, deducting that sum, amounted to $8,454,000—or in other words, our
ordinary expenditure was absolutely at the end of the two years a trifle- less than theirs, although
we had been obliged to provide for a great number of extraordinary calls from which the late Gov-
ernment were free.
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Extraordinary Calls.

First, there was a considerable amount for the expenses of the Supreme Court, which I put
roughly at $7.r),000 or $80,000 ; then we had further to provide a certain sum for Canada's ex-

penses at the Philadelphia Exhibition, which was clearly an extraordinary expenditure. There
was also the loan to the Mennonites, amounting to $100,000, though a portion of this sum will

be charged against the year just closed. We had further to provide for the relief of the unfor-

tunate settlers in Manitoba to the extent of about $83,000 ; we had granted pensions amounting
to some $50,000 to the shattered relics of the old veterans of 1812, and in regard to it I may say

that if you are disposed to condemn Mr. Mackenzie's Government for that act, we will bow in all

meekness to your censure ; but if that be the worst act of extravagance which can be charged
against us, I mistake very much the feelings of the old pioneers of North York if Mr. Dymond
or any other of our supporters lose a single vote on account of that expenditure. (Loud cheers.)

Then, gentlemen, in carrying out the policy of our preci ecessors—which I don't condemn, and
which I am not censuring, but to which I have a perfect right to call your attention, because it

was a policy which they encouraged, and for which they must share the responsibility—we made
such additional treaties with Indians as involved a cost of $200,000 more. Our Mounted Police,

in spite of our utmost endeavours to keep the expenditure within smaller limits, cost $150,000
more than that service had been debited with in 1873-4. We were spending on public works
chargeable to income $120,000 or thereabouts more than they had done, but it must be borne in

mind that it was in carrying out contracts and works upon which they had entered before we came
into office ; therefore this result accrues, that whereas we had to provide for extra expenditures

over and above that which had fallen upon their shoulders in 1873-4 to the extent of

eight hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars, we were enabled to do it for something
like four or five thousand dollars less than they did. (Cheers.) If you will now
pass on to the third great subdivision of the public expenditure—that which is com-
monly known as "Charges on Revenue"—you will find that whereas their original charges

in 1867 amounted to $1,885,000, they contrived to augment it in the course of six years

to $4,736,000—(hear, hear)—or in other words, they nearly trebled it. We, in the two years

between 1874 and 1876, augmented it from $4,736,000 to $4,796,000, being a total increase

of $60,000, every penny of which, I may say, was caused by the necessity of putting in force

the Weights and Measures Act, which they left as one of their many legacies to us, good, bad,

and indifferent. We may, perhaps, have been to blame for putting that Act in force ; we ought,

perhaps, to have kuovvn that no good thing could come from such a source as Dr. Tupper

—

(laughter)—who was the original author of that measure, but certainly we are not fairly charge-

able with extravagance, because when they left the Act on the statute book, and incurred a large

expense in milking preliminary expenditures, we felt that we were obliged to expend a further

amount for the purpose of carrying into operation the Act which they themselves had passed.

(Hear, hear.) It is true that though on some points we managed to reduce the expenditure very
considerably, on others we were obliged to make some additions to that expenditure.

Post-Qflice Outlay.

For example, we have been obliged to make some increase in the Post Office Department, and
I will just take this opportunity of saying frankly that it is very possible that if three or four

years ago we had been able to foresee the full extent of the extraordinary depression which has
overtaken this country—I say it is possible that under such circumstances my hon. friend the

present Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario (who was then Postrnasier-General) would have hesitated

in carrying into effect the changes (involving considerable augmentations to the expenditure)

which he saw fit to make in some portions of his department. You will find, however, that for

these changes the public have received a benefit far beyond the extent of the increase to which I

have alluded ; for you will please bear in mind that of all the departments of the public service,

the Post Office Department is the one which most directly contributes to the advancement in

education of the people, to the diffusion of useful knowledge, and to the improvement of com-
munication between the several sections—(hear, hear)—and without debating just now how far we
were justifiable in making the increase which I have named, I do claim that if a point is to be
Strained at all, it might very fairly be strained in this particular direction. (Hear, hear.) Now,
although our total increase of expenditure was barely $60,000 over that of 1873-4, we have had
thrown on our hands the whole expense of maintaining the Prince Edward Island Railway,
amounting to about $220,000, and almost all the original Intercolonial Railway. Yet, notwith-
standing those great additional expenditures, including that involved by the enforcement of the
Weights and Measures Act, as I have already stated, we have kept the total expenditure to

within about $65,000 of that attained by our predecessors. (Loud cheers.) I will give you in
brief the result of our extravagant management in these years. The year 1875-6 is the one most
unfavourable to us, and the year 1873-4 tne one most favourable to them, because we had not then
begun to experience the effects of the policy to which t\\ay had committed us. Nevertheless, you
will find that during that year the sum total of our expenditure for " Ordinary Purposes " was
really below thei-s for 1873-4, while during the year that is just closed you will find that against
the total expenditure on their part of eight millions and a-half, if the account be tiuly stated^

we have succeeded in reducing the total expenditure to .seven millions, and that our utmost gross
amount for 1870-7 in all probability will not exceed that of the year 1873-4 by more than between
three or four hundred thousand dollars, every penny of which was required to pay interest on
money borrowed to defray liabilities incurred by them. And I leave it, to you, I leave it to the
whole people of Canada, to say who are justly to be helcLresponsible for that addition^ Looking
at these matters from a broad standpoint, I think I have shown you how very small ground there
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is for the charges that have been levelled against us of gross extravagance in the administration
of public affairs ; but lest any among you should desire more minute information, it may be more
convincing were I to go over the general items of ordinary expenditure in detail, comparing the
expenditure of 1873-4 with 1875-6.

Analysis of Expenditures in 1875-76.

The first great item is that of Civil Government. Under these gentlemen's administration that
item had swollen in 1873-4 to the sum of §883,000 ; under our extravagant administration it was
reduced to $841,000. In that one item there was a saving of $42,000. In the administration of
justice, on the other hand, the expenditure of the late Government was §450,000, and our expen-
diture $544,000 ; but you will bear in mind that this sum included the total expenses of the Su-
?reme Court, various incidental expenses connected with the administration of justice in the
forth-west and British Columbia, and certain expenses arising out of the creation ot County
Court judges in Nova Scotia. As our opponents had over and over again declared that the Su-
preme Court was a matter of necessity, and had over and over again promised in Her Majesty's
speech to introduce an Act to create such a Court, I am justified in saying that they at least

have no ground for complaining of our action. But wholly apart from this, it was a matter of the
greatest desirability to the legal profession, to all persons having lawsuits on their hands, that
they should not be compelled to go from home to carry on a tedious ami protracted litigation be-
fore the English Privy Council, but that Canada should have a final Court of Appeal in which all

Canadian causes should be finally disposed of. The next item was the police, which cost for main-
tenance under their administration $56,000, under ours only $13,000, though this is elderly

caused by a transference of part of the force to another head. In the item of Penitentiaries, on
which these people had expended $395,000, I find that under the administration ol Mr. Blake it

has sunk to $312,000. Under Legislation their total expenditure was more than $784 ,000, while
our total expenditure was $627,000. In the item of Geological Surveys the expenditure is almost
stationary ; the outlay in both years was $97,000. On Arts, Agriculture, and Statistics their ex-

penditure was $19,000, ours $67,000, but this latter sum included the expense in connection with
the Philadelphia Exhibition, amounting to over $50,000. The census had cost $39,000; it was
now $10,000. The expenses of immigration had risen in our reyimt from $318,000 to $385,000,
but that included the advance of $60,000 made to the Mennonites, for which good security had
been given. The Marine Hospital charges remained the same as before. In the matter of pen-
sions we ha&added $50,000 to the sum total for the old veterans of 1812. The sum total of the
superannuation expenditure had increased from $6 4,000 in their time to $101,000 in ours. You
will observe in this matter of superannuation that whereas it commenced at $12,000 in 1871, it in-

creased at the rate of from $20,000 to $30,000 annually till it reached $64,000 in 1874, and that
the whole expenditure, such as it is, is incurred under their own Act and in accordance with regu-

lations of their own drawing. In the matter of Militia and Defence the difference is very slight. The
ontlayon Public Works in 1874 was $1,826,000; in 1876 it was $L948,000,oran increase of $120,000;
but my hon. friend the Minister of Public Works will no doubt explain that he was obliged, when
he came into office, to go on with the numerous works these gentlemen had undertaken. They
had seen fit to incur very heavy obligations for numerous minor public works chargeable to in-

come, and we were obliged to carry their arrangements into effect ; and I am very sure that you
will impute to him no blame, because he, as Minister of Public Works, thought it his duty to com-
plete these enterprises. Under the department of Ocean and Paver Services you will find that the

expenses increased from $407,000 to $546,000, partly caused by the transference of the several

bodies of police from that head to the head of River and Steam Service, and partly by the purchase
of two large and valuable steamers for lighthouse purposes. The great increase in the expenditure

for Mounted Police I have already referred to. In Indian grants our total expenditure under that

head was necessarily increased from $146,000 to $276,000 ; and in the matter of Dominion lands

in Manitoba we had succeeded in making a reduction of $70,000, having reduced that expenditure
from $283,000 to $212,000. In the matter of Dominion forces in Manitoba we have reduced the

expenditure from $209,000 to $81,000.

Summary of Results.

Putting it briefly, we may summarize the results as follows :—First, the "excess of 1876 was
caused wholly by the necessity of providing for public works commenced by our predecessors ;

secomlly, that if the ordinary expenses of 1876 be adjusted by the subtraction of the cost of the

boundary survey, it was absolutely less than that of 1874, in spite of the many additional and ex-

traordinary items ; thirdly, that I have every reason to believe that the ordinary expenditure of

1877 will be less by one and a half millions than that of 1874, notwithstanding that we have to

provide nearly $900,000 for new services ; fourthly, that the true gross expenditure for 1877
will hardly exceed that of 1874, in spite of all those additions and the payment of $1,250,000 for in-

terest and sinking fund on monies borrowed to prosecute works commenced by them.

Precautions Taken.

It is not my intention to enlarge upon the fiscal policy of the Government ; that is a subject so

extensive that it will require to be treated of upon a separate occasion by itself ; but I desire to

call your attention to the fact that when we came into office we thought that this country was in

a position which required additional taxation. We thought there was danger of a considerable re-

duction in the imports of this country, and we deemed it our duty to take precautions to maintain

the equilibrium between our expenditure and cur revenue. There are some who now declare that

it was our duty in 1874 to foresee how far the great depression that has overspread the country

might go, and that we were justly censurable, because, although we took considerable precautions,
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we did not go far enough. That may be very well, but allow me to say that most assuredly Her
Majesty's Opposition had no gi-ound to bring that accusation against us. Why, sir, when I first

rose to propose additional taxation, they decried me as an alarmist, as one running down the credit

of this country and wantonly disturbing the whole course of trade. They alleged that 1 was delud-

ing the people'; and when I talked of the necessity of putting on new taxes, asserted most positively

that 1 was acting in gross ignorance of the situation. I leave it to you to say what would have
been the position of Canada to-day if we had lost one hour in imposing those taxes, or had been in-

duced on the faith of these assurances to stake our whole future on such a chance; I am prepared

to admit frankly that I did not anticipate such an extensive depression as has fallen on the country;

and that although we had made ample provision for a sharp gale, we were not prepared for such a

commercial hurricane as we experienced. It is the duty of a Government to make fair and reason-

able calculations—not to anticipate evil before it comes, but to be prepared and ready to meet it

when it does come. The calculations of a Government should allow what appears to be a sufficient

margin, but should not anticipate an extreme case. Such extreme cases, when they arise, must
be met as they come, and I no more admit that the Government or the Finance Minister of the

day are to blame for not having prepared in 1874 for such a state of things as we had to deal with
in 1870*, than I would say that the captain of a vessel was to be censured because he did not im-
mediately on quitting port prepare his ship as he would do when overtaken by a tempest. And I

say the preparations we made and the taxes we imposed—although it was not possible to foresee

the full extent of the depression, or to guard entirely against all chance of a deficit—still have been
so far useful that we have passed through this unexampled crisis with less of injury and danger to

the body politic than was the case on former occasions. And had our words been listened to when
pressed on Parliament in 1873, at the time of the assumption of the Provincial debt, and of the
admission of Prince Edward Island, one costing $850,000 and the other $500,000 per year, there

would have been no fear of a deficit to-day, no matter what reduction might occur in the ordinary

revenue.
Time to Pause.

The time for interference was in 1873, when the debt was assumed and Prince Edward Island

admitted. But the Government of that day refused to listen to our advice, and we must bear the
consequences of their folly. As to my estimates of the probable receipts of 1876-7, I am now in a

position to say that our expectations would have been fulfilled to the letter had not our calculations

been deranged by the occurrence of an unusually bad harvest, which reduced our receipts at the

very least from five to ten per cent. , both in customs and excise. Those of you who have studied
the fiscal policy of this country, and those who know how deeply the welfare of all classes and ranks
are connected with that of the farming population, will understand me when I say that no calculations

can be expected to come within five or ten per cent, of the fact, when we have to contend with
such a harvest as that which overtook us last year. But if this be made a ground of attack on us

—

if it be a cardinal fault in a statesman not to foresee eighteen months ahead, what calamities a bad
season may inflict on the country, what are we to say of the amazing accuracy of the forecast of

coming events displayed by Mr. Tilley in 1873, and still more by Dr. Tupper in 1874 ?

Dr. Tupper's Prophecy.
I have here the speech of Dr. Tupper on the occasion of the imposition of the tariff of 1874,

to which I will call the attention of the people of Canada, in which Dr. Tupper has recorded for

all time how very accurately he foresaw the present position of this country. " He (Dr. Tupper)
maintained that it.was not necessary to impose a single dollar of additional taxation on the people.
* * * The hon. gentleman (the Finance Minister) had admitted that he had miscalcu-
lated the true resources of the country. He (Dr. Tupper) was encourage 1 by this to venture
another suggestion, and that was that instead of imposing the three millions of new taxation,

and instead of deranging the trade and business of the country, and instead of trying a new
experiment, he would let well alone, and rest upon the tariff which he (Dr. Tupper) had shown
him he might rely upon to yield an additional one and a-half millions year after year." Mark
this well. Not only did we not need new taxes, but we were to have an additional one and a-half

millions year after year. He then proceeded to say :
—" He (Dr. Tupper) maintained that it was

not necessary to impose a single dollar of additional taxation on the people. * * * Look
to where they would, to the east, west, north, and south ; look in every direction they would,
except into the inner consciousness of the Finance Minister himself, and they found everything
in as prosperous condition as any country was in on the face of the globe." Nor was Mr. Tilley

one whit behindhand. He, in 1873, almost at the very moment I was opjiosing the enormous
additions which he was making to the general expenditure of the country, was good enough to

speak in this wise:—"Supposing there should be no increase in the importations and general
trade of the country, which is supposable, but which certainly will not be realized." That was
Mr. Tilley 's position—no mere chance expression, mind you, but his deliberate opinion, main-
tained and justified from one end of his budget speech to the other—it was " sujiposable " that the
importations of 1873 might not increase, but as for expecting a diminution and such reverses as

we have had to contend with, such a contingency never entered into Sir John Macdonald's
calculations, or those of Mr. Tilley, his Finance Minister that was, or into those of Dr. Charles
Tupper, his Finance Minister that is to be. What I call your attention to is this :—I am not
condemning them for what they said ; but I wish to point out to you how much in error they
were when in 1873 and 1874—when any man who had read the signs of the times could not fail

to see indications of the great and disastrous reaction which was coming over this country—their

advice was such that, had I taken it, 1 would assuredly have had to deal, not with one or two
deficits, but -with, four successive deficits of huge dimensions. And let me ask you, had I gone to
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England, with a deficit storing me in my face, to borrow money, I ask you what would have been
my reception there ? What would have been the credit of Canada to-day ? The credit of Canada
was safe, because the Government of Canada had the manliness to look the thing in the face, and
impose taxes which, if not quite sufficient to clear our way of difficulties, was sufficient to save
our credit, and enable me to borrow for Canada large .sums in the markets of the world, on better

terms than ever Canada had been able to borrow before.

Is a Deficit Proof of Incompetence ?

I notice that not only Dr. Tupper, but even Sir John Macdonald, who is generally a good
deal more cautious if not more accurate in his statements than the lion, member for Cumber-
land, has been pleased to impute the fact of one deficit having existed as a signal proof of the

incompetence of this Administration, and more particularly of the Finance Minister thereof.

Now, gentlemen, out of their own mouths will they be judged. Let us assume that every deficit

"which occurs, no matter under what circumstances, no matter what misfortunes may have over-

taken a country, is a clear proof of incompetence on the part of those charged with the adminis-
tration of atfairs.

Sir John A. Macdonald's Record.

Knowing something of Sir John's own previous financial history, I thought it well before

coming here to order the officers of my Department (without any reference to me) to prepare a
short statement of Sir John's financial record during the eight or ten years which he administered

the affairs of Canada without the invaluable assistance of Dr. Charles Tupper. From this

statement I find that during the year ending 31st December, 1858, the total revenue was $5,270,-

627 ; the total expenditure was $8,645,944, being a total deficit in that year of $3,375,317.

(Hear, hear.) In the year ending 31st December, 1859, the receipts were $6,597,017 ; the expen-

diture $8,091,761, being a total deficit of $1,494,744. In the year 1860, the receipts were

$7,436,585 ; the expenditure $9,440,576, or a total deficit of $1,973,989. In the year 1861 the

revenue was $7,543,926; the expenditure $9,542,934, or a deficit of $1,199,008. Jn 1862 the

receipts were $7,377,165, the expenditure $9,441,497, the amount of the deficit $2,064,332. In

other words, he had a deficit the first of these years of 39 per cent., the second 18 per cent., the

third about 21 per cent., the fourth about 21, and the fifth nearly 22 per cent. (Hear, hear.)

Now, if, as Sir John asserts, the existence of a deficit is a manifest evidence of the incompetence

of an Administration, and in order that you may understand what benefit yon may expect from
the change, if you turn out this incompetent crew, and put in that incompetent crew, I will

briefly give you some figures which will show what these deficits would represent, provided they

were incurred on an expenditure at all equivalent to the expenditure of to-day. As you vill have
observed, our deficit of about $1,900,000 occurred on a total expenditure of about twenty-four and
one-half millions, or, in other words, it amounts to a little over seven and one-half per cent, on
the total annual expenditure ; but if you take Sir John Macdouald's deficit, representing as it

does 39 per cent, on a total expenditure of eight millions, you will find by a very simple calcula-

tion that it is precisely equal to a deficit of $9,560,200.23 on an expenditure of twenty-four and
one-half millions. (Hear, hear.) That is to say, if he had been in power in 1876, and had
managed affairs as successfully as he did in 1858, he would have had a deficit rather in excess

of nine millions. (Hear, hear.) Applv the same rule to the succeeding year, and you will find

that his deficit would have been $4,523,923.63 ; the next year, $5,137,059 ; the next, $5,129,761

;

and had not Mr. Sandfield Macdonald come in and interposed his praiseworthy notions of

economy, Heaven only knows what the end would have been. (Hear, hear, and laughter.)

"Answer a fool according to his folly."

I should not, perhaps, speak of matters of this kind in a tone of levity, though there is the
best of authority for "answering a fool according to his folly"—(laughter)—but if these men
imagine that what has happened in the two periods I have mentioned is forgotten by the people of
this country; if they fancy that Sir John Macdonald, after twenty years of power, can escape
all reference to his past record, while they are at full liberty to make all manner of charges
against the present Government, then I say they mistake the temper and very greatly underrate the
information of the people of this country. (Hear, hear.) The financial history of the leaders of

the Opi>osition covers two very distinct periods. They were in power during a period of infla-

tion as well as during a period of severe depression. They grossly abused the one ; they failed

utterly in meeting the oilier. All lessons were lost upon these men; and though I do not profess

to say—as I was not then very intimate with the financial affairs of the country—to what precise

extent Sir John Macdonald was censurable for the enormous deficits which existed fiom 1858 to

1865, yet I do say this, that of all the men in this country, it least becomes Sir John Macdonald
to reproach any man, or any Government, with a deficit under such eircumst: nces as those under
Trhich the last occurred, and if he persists in doing so, 1 refer—as I have a perfect right to

do—to the deficits he incurred in his own time, and the huge percentages they amounted to. It

is true, 1 may be told that all these occurred before Confederation ; or, in other words, that they
had no Dr. Charles Tupper ; that Sir John was relegated to the tender mercies of such "inferior

members of the Cabinet" as Sir Alexander Gait and Sir John Rose; that he had no Charles
Tupper to prescribe appropriate financial rente-dies; no sage of Cumberland to look "east and
vest, and south and nor.h, and everywhere except into the inner consciousness " of that visionary

ilarmist, the present Finance Minister—no wise medicine man to ?ee, as clearly as Dr. Tapper
did in 1874, that there was no ground for fearing a diminution of imports, and no necessity for

imposing additional taxation.
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Tapper on Blake and others of the Administration.

Dr. Tupper, moreover, was good enough to give a short sketch of a few of the members of this

Administration. He declared that I was incompetent, that my hon. friend the Minister of Public
Works was a signal failure, and when he came to speak of Mr. Blake he hardly had words
sufficiently strong wherewith to express his contempt for that gentleman. He told his hearers

that he was a good lawyer, but an excellent example of how easily a good lawyer might become a
poor politician. (Laughter. ) Now. of myself 1 will say nothing, and Mr. Mackenzie is here to

speak on his own behalf; but I think I know something of Charles Tupper, and I believe I know
something of Edward Blake—(cheers)—and I am not very greatly surprised that such a man a3

Charles Tupper should express such an opinion of Edward Blake. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) I

can only say that the bare idea of Dr. Tupper pretending to measure Edward Blake suggests to

my mind, as it will to many of you, the natural difficulties experienced by the people of Lilliput

in trying to take the measure of Mr. Gulliver. (Hear, hear, laughter and cheers. ) Dr. Tupper is

a learned physician ; I don't know whether he is equally well acquainted with belles-lettres as with
medicine, but his remarks upon Mr. Blake bring most forcibly to my mind certain lines of

Alexander Pope's upon a similar happy criticism attempted by the various Dr. Tuppers of that

era:—
Pope on Tupper.

The critic's eye, that microscope of wit,

Sees hairs and pores, examines bit by bit

;

How part relates to part, or they to whole.
What moulds the features, what inspires the soul,
Are things the sage of Cumberland will see

When man's whole frame is obvious to a flea.

(Loud laughter.) I hope Dr. Tupper will forgive the comparison; at all events he will please

remember that it is the late Alexander Pope's—it is not mine. (Hear, hear, and laughter.) 1 am
bound to say, however, that the Doctor is an exceedingly energetic and lively flea, that he some-

times makes himself very troublesome, and that he possesses another attribute of that animal —he
is very difficult to catch. (Loud laughter and cheers.) You may put your hand on him here, and
lo ! he is there—(renewed laughter)—and when you think you nave him there, he turns up as

lively as ever in another corner. (Renewed laughter.)

Political History of Dr. Tupper.
But, as Dr. Tupper is, as I have shown you, the sole hope of the Opposition, the sole element

in which the men of 1860 differ from those of 1867 and 1874, it is well worth our while to examine
the grounds upon which the Opposition rely on him as a financier and political leader, if it should
be his fate again to figure on the arena of the Treasury benches. I am not very well versed in the

politics of JSova Scotia, but I remember that in 1864 they had a considerable interest for us, and
at that time Dr. Tupper led a well-organized and powerful party in Nova Scotia, to which he had
succeeded on the retirement of Mr. Johnson. He was then Premier of his native Province, with a

remarkably well-organized party at his back ; he had before him the work of carrying Confedera-
tion in one of the most loyal Provinces of Her Majesty's dominions. There were many reasons

that made Nova Scotia disposed to be amenable to any requests which emanated from the Home
authorities. They were always glad to fall in with Imperial policy

;
glad to do anything to

advance the interests of the Empire. How did Dr. Tupper fulfil the task imposed on him ? How
did he satisfy the people of Nova Scotia ? Where are the proofs of his marvellous skill in the

management of his own political affairs ? Where of his financial or administrative ability ? Let
us glance at them in detail. When he came to Ottawa in 1867 he was himself the sole represen-

tative of the Province who supported Dr. Tupper—the sole relic of the well-organized party which
he led in 1864 ; and from that day to this, after three years of his leadeiship, that paity have not
been able to raise their heads in their native Province.

Nova Scotia in Revolt.

That very Province, naturally one of the most loyal Provinces in the whole Dominion, was by
his arbitrary conduct and unfortunate management driven to the very verge of revolt. (Hear,
hear.) Then, too, this gentleman who is proclaimed as the sage of finance—the man who is to
restore our credit, revive our trade, protect our manufacturers, and restore you all to the very
pinnacle of prosperity—had so well arranged the terms of Confederation for his own Province, had
shown himself so well advised in the settlement of the financial terms on which Nova Scotia was
admitted to Confederation, that before twelve months had elapsed we were obliged, because he did
not know the first elements of his business, to tear up the whole financial basis of Confederation, and
pass a resolution entirely destructive of one of the most vital portions of the whole British North
America Confederation Act, because we were informed that if we did not do so Nova Scotia would
revolt. (Hear, hear.)

Arguments Used.
I very well recollect the arguments which were used to some of the more refractory members

—

of whom I was one—who objected to the step which was then proposed to be taken. We felt that
there was great danger in meddling with that portion of the Confederation Act of all others, but
we were told—he can guess by whom—that Dr. Tupper had made such a mess of the matter that
there was simply no alternative. We were told that he was the veriest child in matters of
finance (and, upon my word, I scarcely think he has grown much since)—(laughter)—that he had
to carry Nova Scotia by hook or by crook ; or, as an eminent statesman from a si>ter Province
was wont to express it, "Confederation at all hazards and d—n the expense!" (Loud
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laughter.) I don't doubt that Dr. Tupper will recognize these arguments ; he will remember who
whispered these things along our benches, and probably quite appreciate the generosity which,
inspired them. Now, I may be told that I myself voted for granting these better terms to
Nova Scotia. That is quite true, and that has been made a matter of reproach to me. All the blame
to which I am entitled is that I waived my own judgment in this matter in deference to that of
old and experienced public men in whom I confided, and for that I must accept my fair share of
responsibility. But what is to be said, what sort of censure should fall on the man who, after
inheriting a strong and solid party, found himself unable to administer the affairs of his own Pro-
vince in such a way as to bring even a decent support to the Government of the day, who left one
of the most loyal Provinces in Canada on the verge of revolt because he would not pay the slight-

est attention to the openly expressed will of the people, and finalby brought it into the Union on
terms according to his own showing so absurd and unjust, and in such a state of alarming dis-

content, that we had to patch up matters at the expense of a large sum of money, and a most
serious breach in the terms of our general compact ?

The Depression.

In conclusion, I may say that I perceive these gentlemen take great credit to themselves for the
great prosperity which certainly attended Canada during the two or three last years of their
administration of affairs, and they are never tired of going about the country pointing to the
prosperity of 1872 and 1S73, and to the depression which now exists, and drawing what they say
is the inevitable inference, that when you turned these corrupt men out and placed the present
Government in power, the wrath of Providence fell upon you, and therefore your only chance is

to turn us out and put them in again. That is the kind of argument in which they indulge ; and
probably they are wise in their generation. It is tolerably clear now that the greater part of our
difficulties -are being surmounted, and that in a short tine, perhaps in a year or eighteen
months, the natural resources of the country will again assert themselves ; we will enjoy a fair

if not a full amount of prosperity ; the present depression will pass away ; and should another turn
of the political wheel bring these gentlemen to the top of it, they will be able to point to the fact

that when they were in office the country was prosperous, when they were driven from power
depression and disaster overtook us, and when they got back to their old places an era of prosperity

again dawned upon the country. (Laughter.) If 1 believed that general prosperity could be
restored by so simple a process as turning out the present Ministry and putting others in their

places, I would say you could not rid yourselves of us a day too soon. If any personal sacrifice on
our part will bring even a partial measure of prosperity to the country, we are not, I hope, so small-

minded thnt we should care to retain our places one moment longer than we believed we were fill-

ing our offices in your interests. I have not come before you claiming that we are infallible, but
I do claim that to the best of our power and ability we are endeavouring faithfully and honestly

to discharge in your interests the high trust you have, reposed in us. Whether our policy is the
best for the country, whether the course we have adopted is the best and wisest that could have
been adopted considering all the circumstances, is a question which we leave to the calm and honest
judgment of the electors of Canada, and I for one have no fears for the result. (Loud and long-

continued cheers.)



THE UNIONVILLE DEMONSTRATION

TUESDAY, JULY 3rd.

The Demon stration of the Reformers of East York was hardly less successful than that of their

neighbours of the North Riding. The decorations and general arrangements made by the Com-
mittee at Unionville were perfect, and the attendance on the pic-nic grounds numbered over five

thousand. Mr. W. H. Duel, President of the East Riding Reform Association, presided, and

addresses, to which both hon. gentlemen replied, were read to the two Premiers, on behalf of the

Association, by the Secretary, Mr. VVrn. Eakin. The speakers were Mr. Jas. Metcalfe, M. P. foi

the Riding, Hon. Mr. Mowat, Hon. Mr. Huntingtou, Hon. Mr. Mackenzie, and Mr. Joseph

Rymal, M.P.

SPEECH OF THE PREMIER.

Hon. Mr. Mackenzie was then introduced, and was received with loud cheers. After some
introductory remarks he said :

—

Co-operation with Local Governments.

I observe that some of the Tory newspapers are objecting to Mr. Mowat and myself appearing

together on the same platform, on the ground that I myself among other Reformers objected in

by-gone years to the Government of Qutario being controlled by the Government of the Dominion.

I don't take back a single word of those I uttered on that subject. (Hear, hear.) But, sir, it is

far different now. We don't interfere with Mr. Mowat's legislation or administration, and I am
quite certain he does not interfere with ours.

Reformers should Act Together.

I can see no reason why old-time Reformers in the Province of Ontario and old-time Reformers

in the Dominion Government should not meet the people and speak together of the matters which
refer specially to their respective Governments. (Hear, hear.) I am glad, therefore, to have the

opportunity of meeting with Mr. Mowat, and I wa^ thinking to-day, while listening to his remarks,

of how much I had already forgotten of Provincial politics since I had the honour of serving

nnder Mr. Blake in the Ontario Government. His remarks proved most conclusively to my mind
how wise was that system of government which was initiated by the agitations of the Reformers

in 1859, and practically carried into effect by the Reformers in 1867. By that system of govern-

ment the Dominion authorities are divested of everything relating to municipal and school matters,

of everything relating to all local political questions, and are thus enabled to devote their entire

time and attention to those larger questions which must necessarily occupy a Government which
controls the destinies of one-half a continent. We have in the Dominion an abundant amount of

work without seeking to interfere, as the late Government did, with the administration of affairs in

the Province of Ontario. In those times the Government of Ontario was but the mere creature of

the larger Administration—(hear)—they were like one of those jumping-jacks which you may see

in the windows of a toy store ; the authorities at Ottawa pulled the string, and the automatons at

Toronto did the dancing.

No Meddling with the Local Authorities.

It will be an evil day for the Dominion and the Province when the Federal Government seeks

to interfere with the autonomy of the Provinces. (Hear, hear.) It is much better in every way,

better in the general interest, that each should pursue its own particular line and attend to its own
affairs, just as the municipal bodies of Ontario are practically uncontrolled in any way by the

Government of that Province, whoever may be in power. It is one of those things upon which

we may be allowed to congratulate ourselves at such a meeting as the present, that our system of

government, from our school sections upward to the Federal Government, is one of the most
artistically correct in the world. (Hear, hear. ) I will now refer briefly to some of the charges

which have been made against us by our opponents.

The Present Administration not a Coalition.

One of these accusations against my Administration is, that although I had declaimed loudly

for years against any coalition, I took the first occasion to form a coalition myself. There could

not be anything further from the truth in many respects. A coalition Government means a Gov-

ernment ibrmed by parties of opposite political views on some subjects, which they have agreed

either to ignore or destroy ty their joint action. Sir, in the Govwnment I formed we were all united
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—(hear, hoar)—united upon every question of public policy that con! 1 come before us. We were
united, in the tivsr. place, in condemning the late Administration ; we were united in condemning
the transactions which caused their political death, and upon the questions which we proposed, if

our Administration survived, to submit far the consideration of Parliament immediately after-

wards. This being the case, there remained no real ground of attack on that score ; but, merely
because Mr. Cartwright and Mr. Scott in previous years had been associated with the other

political party, they accuse us of having formed a coalition. Why, sir, Mr. Gladstone was once
one of tin' most prominent v ri'ers in the ranks of the Conservative party in England. He said he
had reason to leave that party, and he became not merely a member of a Liberal Administration,

but he became leader of that Administration, and is now perhaps one of the'most radical of all

the radical leaders in broad England. (Hear, hear.) Ho one can say that he formed a coalition

because he left the party with which he hid been associated, and no one in England does say so.

Kot only did the gentlemen to whom 1 have alluded leave the other party and join the great

Liberal party of Canada, but hundreds and thousands of others left the party which dishonoured

their country, brought shame and reproach upon the very name of Conservative, and forfeited— it

was at one time supposed for ever—the good opinion of those acting in political accord with them
in previous ) ears. (Hear, hear.)

Conservatives more forgiving to their Leaders than Liberals would be to theirs.

It" it has turned out—as it appears it has—that every other member of the Conservative party

should be disposed to forget all the past, to forget the transactions of 1872 and 1873, it simply
proves that they are to be more forgiving than the Liberal party would be if their leaders had
acted in a similar manner, and more forgiving than we hope the Liberal party ever will be if their

leaders should act in such a manner. (Hear, hear, and cheers.)

The Country not Dependent on any Set of Men.
Tt is a small matter that a political leader, or a whole batch of political leaders, should be

swept out of power ; it is a small matter if all the public men of the country should have to retire

from their places, because, sir, the occasion will always bring forward men to the service of the
country. Another generation will soon be in the front, and the places that were supposed to be

emptied to the destruction of the country would soon be found to be tilled with men as capable as

those who preceded them.

Reversal of Pacific Scandal Verdict now Sought.

But, sir, it is quite another and a different thing for the leaders of a political party, after they
have been pronounced guilty of a great national wrong by the voice of the people, to seek so to

degrade the public opinion of the country as to get it to reverse the righteous verdict it passed
upon their misdeeds, and say that men who have once betrayed a great public trust are to be put
back to their old places. (Hear, hear.) Let no such theory as that obtain the countenance of the
people. If the Liberal leaders ever desert their principles ; if they advocate any wrong ; if they
perpetrate any acts of heinous misgovernment which ought to consign them to political destruction,

oy all means send them to that destruction, rather than they should bring reproach upon our good
name as a party, or upon our common country. (Loud cheers.

)

Better any Leaders should Suffer than the Country be Shamed.
Better a thousand times that our leaders should sutler to the utmost the just punishment of

their crimes than that that great safeguard of good government, the moral sense of the people,

should be dulled and blunted by the condonation of great public crimes. (Loud cheers.) I do
not say that the Conservative party, as a party, is guilty of political turpitude, but they have
always held principles in antagonism to those prevailing amongst the Liberal party.

What Tory Principles Lead To.

And if they had their views carried into practical effect, this country would be now as much
misgoverned as it was fifty years ago ; and popular rights would not now be enjoyed as they are

under the Liberal principles inculcated by Reformers in all parts of the country during the whole
of its progress from infancy to its present manhood. (Cheers. ) I do not say they are to be blamed
for the acts of their leaders in 1872-73 : but I do say if they join hands with these leaders and say
that those acts were acts to which no moral blame could be attached, then they are to be held as

responsible for these acts and particeps criminis in their transactions. (Hear, hear.) Let them
have a monopoly of all such transactions, say I. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) it might be said of

them as was said by a certain Republican orator to his Democrats opponent out west. He said :

"I don't say that all Democrats are horse thieves, but I do say that all horse thieves are Demo-
crats." (Loud laughter.) Now, I don't say that all Conservatives are guilty of these things, but
I do say that all these things have been done by Conservatives. (Hear, hear, and laughter.)

The Object of Late Tory Demonstrations.
What has been the sole aim and object of the late Tory demonstrations ? They were held for

the purpose of convincing the people ot the country that a great wrong was done to their party

leaders when they were ejected from office because of the Pacific Scandal busiuess. That is one
of the purposes of their meetings.

Trying to Reduce all Others to Their Own Level.

The next purpose is to endeavour by all means to make it appear as though the present Govern-
ment are as bad, or nearlv as bad, as they are themselves. There is no advocacy in any one of

those speeches of a single high-toned principle—r.o advocacy of anything bearing the stamp of

patriotism or statesmanship. The whole ol their orations have amounted to a coarse, verbose
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criticism and a gross misrepresentation of every aci of the Government that they could possibly
misconstrue, and the making of statements which every one of these people knew to be untrue. I
am simply amazed at the hardihood of such men appearing before the public and making such
statements as they do make, knowing the people to be a reading and intelligent people.

Nova Scotia foremost in securing Responsible Government.
I supposed that I knew tolerably well the people of Nova Scotia. I have mingled to a consider-

able extent among them. I know their leading men, both in Church and State ; I have the
greatest respect for their intelligence, for their early love of constitutional liberty, and look back
with pride to the efforts and exertions of such men as Joseph Howe and his compatriots in giving
Nova Scotia, and Assisting to secure for Canada, that constitutional system of responsible govern-
ment which we now enjoy.

Dr. Tupper's Ontario Mission.

But I think I must surely have misapprehended the character of the people if the gentleman
who is now residing in Ontario, in the person of Dr. Tupper, is either a fair simple or fair repre-

sentative of the people of his native Province. Does this gentleman imagine that he is to be pro-

jected at once into our social and political system like an evil meteor ; that he is to spread con-
tagion and moral disease—I was going to say moral obliquity—in reference to our political system,
which he seems to think is becoming his special mission ?

How Tupper Ruined Howe.
Does he suppose that we have all forgotten how poor Joseph Howe—one of the noblest specimens

of our public men in his best days—was sent by the Nova Scotians to England to protest against
the forcing of their Province into Confederation, and how Dr. Tupper was sent by Sir John
Macdonald after him, and followed him in much the same character, if not in the same shape, as

the shark follows the ship ; how he succeeded in polluting the political atmosphere, and in damn-
ing for ever in the sight of all men him who was almost the idol of the people of Nova Scotia for

his past services to that Province ? The work in which Dr. Tupper was then engaged was one
which gained him the execrations of the Nova Scotia people, and this has been shown by the
miserable support they have given him in his own Province. Yet he ventures to come to Ontario,

and to attack, in his own peculiarly coarse way, every public man who stands in his path, hoping
to succeed by sheer abuse in driving his opponents out of his way, so as to enable him to carry lii3

destructive poison over the fair fields of Ontario. It shall never be done. (Hear, hear.)

>
Ontario not a Good Field for Tupperian Operations. I

He will find that the day will never come when such transactions as his name is connected
with, either in Nova Scotia or the broader field of Dominion politics, will be forgotten by the
people of this country. It is true that these gentlemen, last year and this year, have been having
a sort of field day to themselves, because we have the Government to administer, and you all know
what difficulties the Ministers of the Dominion have to contend with in bringing to order the
chaotic system which we found on coming into office. The difficulty of conducting a vast system
of public works and all the initial difficulties had to be contended against. The readjustment of a
deranged financial system, the reconcilement of differences of a sectional character which naturally

existed between the various parts of the Dominion, were difficulties that every one who understands
them will know made it all but impossible for us to attend as many public gatherings as we would
have liked to do in vindication of our own course and in reply to the attacks of our opponents.

Canada possesses an Independent Reform Press.—The Tory Press no Influence.

But we have reason to be thankful that we have a magnificent Reform press in all paitsof the

country, that it reaches nearly every household, and that the leading organs of the Tory party

have so debased themselves by misrepresentations, calumnies, and personal attacks that at this

moment they have become almost totally destitute of a particle of influence in the community. I

therefore appeal through these gatherings, and the speeches that we have time to make, to the
intelligence of the editors of the Reform press, to present to the whole people what we can present

to comparatively but a small number. In speaking for a few minutes of events connected with
the administration of affairs in Canada, let me call attention to one or two points in which «it is

sought to show you that our only defence against the attacks of our opponents is in showing that

our predecessors did exactly the same thing.

Example of Tories no Justification for any Wrong Act, but their course Debars
Attack upon Liberals.

Far be it from me to cite their example as any justification of any single act of mine. (Hear,

herr.) I know I should have very little standing room in your prese nee if my defence was b.sed

upon anything so weak as that ; but when they say, as they <,o say, if not directly, certainly

inferentially, that we are guilty of certain things, they mean, of course, that these things are wrong.

If they are wrong, how are they to justify themselves in relation to matters exactly in the same
line which they have done ? I say we have done nothing that can in the slightest degree justify

the attacks winch have been made upon us ; but I say further, that if you charge that these things

are wrong, here are your own actions in regard to the same matters ; how do you justify them ?

I do not plead their example at all. Let us take two or three cases in illustration.

Sir John on Contracts.
^ Sir John says that if a Conservative tries to get a contract, even if he is the lowest tenderer, he

is passed over, and the contract given to some friend of the Government. I might characterise

this assertion in one short Saxon word, and say it is untrue ; but i am willing to do more, and

show you what the results of our system of giving contracts and of their system have been respec-

tively.
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The Truth about Contracts.

I went into the matter at considerable length at a previous meeting, and I may just say briefly

that during our three years of office, out of 193 contracts let, 164 were giveu to the lowest tenderers,

while out of 280 contracts let in the previous four years only about 193 reached the lowest
tenderers.

Amount of Contracts under each Government.

We laid out works to the extent of $19,198,350, and out ol that total amount the lowest

tenderers received $16,144,475 ; while they laid out during the four previous years $20,827,752, and
of that only $7,045,872 reached the lowest tenderers. (Hear, hear.) In other words, we had
sixteen out of nineteen, they had seven out of twenty, given to the lowest tenderers, and yet the
Conservative leader has the effrontery to come before a public audience and say that this Adminis-
tration monopolises the contracts for public works in favour of political supporters. We have so

scrupulously avoided doing this that we have been accused by many friends of walking too straight,

and leaning back so far that there was danger of our falling backwards.

Mode of Opening Tenders.

I pointed out at Forest that my plan was not to open a single tender myself, but to leave that

duty to my principal engineer. The officers of my Department open all tenders, classify them, and
decide upon them without reference to the names at all. That has been my system, and I invite

any person to say if such a slander as Sir John uttered, when he used these words, was not one of

the basest acts of which a public man can be guilty. (Hear, hear.)

Comparative Meanness.

Mr. Mowat, in dealing with Mr. Cameron, said that he thought that that gentleman had done
rather a mean thing in misrepresenting certain figures in the Public Accounts ; but I can only
say that if that is his idea of the meanest thing that Mr. Cameron can do, he had better come up
to Ottawa, and we will enlarge his ideas on that subject. (Laughter.)

Steel Rails.

I have found at nearly every meeting I have attended some person or other who was anxious
to know something of what I had to say about those famous steel rails—(laughter)—and although
I have dealt with that subject at another meeting, I will briefly state a few facts to you in regard
to the Pacific Railway matter generally. You are aware that almost every charge brought against

us, except those against the financial policy of my hon. friend the Finance Minister and that? with
regard to the Public Works Department, have been principally in connection with the building or

the attempting to build the Pacific Railway.

i Pacific Railway a Subject Tories should Avoid as a Plague.

I did think in 1874, at the general elections, and for a year afterwards, that if there wa3 a
subject of all others that would be scrupulously avoided by the Conservative leaders, and the Con-
servative party generally, it would be the Pacific Railway. (Hear, hear. ) I did think, sir, that
if there was anything which they would wish to be buried out of sight and forgotten, it would be
that subject. That they do not choose to do so just shows how far that moral obliquity which
characterises the leaders of that party will carry them when they imagine at this moment that it

is competent for them to criticise in a hostile spirit the honest energetic efforts of their successors

to keep the bargain which they had made with British Columbia, and keep it within the terms of
the resolution of the House of Commons, which declared that no increase in the existing rate of
taxation should be made for the purpose of building that railway.

Arrangements with British Columbia—Vancouver Railway.

We had reason to believe when we entered office that arrangements might- be made with the
Province of British Columbia ; we sent an agent there to see their Government, and we did
ultimately make an arrangement through Lord Carnarvon by which we were to build a road upon
Vancouver Island some seventy miles long. We were to expend a certain sum per annum on the

mainland. For the present we were to abandon the road on the west end, from Lake Superior to

Lake Nipissing, and build from Lake Superior westward within a term fixed at 1890. These were
the terms we thought we could fulfil, but we took care to make them conditional on a non-increase

of taxation. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) It was of the utmost importance to the peace of this

country that this should be done if at all possible.

Sir John Advising Secession.

"We knew there were threats of secession rife in British Columbia, and that Sir John Macdonald
in his address to the electors of Kingston had actually advised the people of that Province to

secede if the road was not built in ten years.

Tories stimulating Discontent in Columbia.

We knew that every effort was being made in that direction to stimulate the people to active

hostility to the Government of the Dominion, and that instead of the late Administration aiding

us in our endeavour to carry out a practicable modification of their own absurd terms, they treat-

ed us first with silent and then with active hostility. So careful were we in regard to the public

interest that we promised, in regard to the railway itself, that no contract should be let without

the authority of Parliament, except on Vancouver Island, the Pembina branch, and the Georgian

Bay branch. This being the position of aifairs in the fall of 1874, we had reason to believe that

we could get the Georgian Bay branch from near the mouth of the French River, eastward to tlie

point of the ultimate terminus by the Act of 1872.
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Georgian Bay Branch necessary to do Justice to the East.

It was not our intention to build around the two great lakes—Huron and Superior—for many-
years to come ; but you will bear in mind that the Province of Ontario had a large amount of
money invested in the Grand Trunk, with a port on Lake Huron at Sarnia. I am sure that none
of you will forget that the Government had a large amount oi money given through the Province
of Old Canada to the Northern Railway to reach another port on Lake Huron. We found it

necessary, in order to do justice to the eastern Province, to have railway connection with Georgian
Kay, which would place them on an equal footing with the west with regard to trans-continental

trade finding its way by Lakes Huron and Superior to the terminus of the road. If there were to

be a change of Government to-morrow, the new Government would be compelled to build that

branch in order to do justice to the Province of Quebec and the eastern Provinces. It is a distance

of less than four hundred miles from the mouth of French River to Montreal, and when there they
were one hundred miles nearer the Pacific terminus at Lake Superior than they are when thev are

at Collingwood. "We were in fact building a part of the great trans-continental system which has

its terminus at Halifax, the greater portion of which we own, to Quebec. We had reason to believe

that about ninety miles of the Georgian Bay branch could be built in about two years ; and we
knew we had about 70, 80, or perhaps 100 miles to build from Pembina noithward to the main
line on Red River, and from Red River eastward to Lake Superior we had about 410 miles.

Steel Rails Bought on Mr. Fleming's Recommendation by Public Tender.

It was for the purpose of building these sections that these steel rails were bought, at a time
when the Chief Engineer, Mr. Fleming, urged on the Government to buy them, as he believed the
prices of iron and steel had fallen to the lowest point they had ever reached or were likely to

reach. We advertised in all the leading commercial newspapers for tenders. We received tenders,

and gave the contract to the lowest tenderers, for 50,000 tons of steel rails. Of these, 12,000 tons

have been required for the Intercolonial, so we have only 38,000 tons applicable to the parts of the

Pacific Eailway which I have alluded to. You are aware that the Senate defeated the Nanaimo
an I Esquimalt Bill ; and though we have 5,000 or 6,000 tons in British Columbia, we are not able

to use them, though they may be used within a comparatively short period if we succeed in letting

the contracts on the main line. The Georgian Bay branch, for reasons which I will explain, was
not proceeded with, and we did not require the rails we expected to use at the time we bought
them. These are the facts, and they are facts Dr. Tupper knew in the session of 1875. I gave
extracts at a former meeting from his speech on that occasion, in which the utmost he had to say

was to express a doubt that we had been somewhat premature in -he purchase, but he said he was
always ready to give the Government credit for good intentions.

Rail Purchase All Right at First.

It was all right then, and it was all right up to the time when they found they could get no

charges that had any foundation, and so set to work to make them. (Hear, hear.) It was

insinuated that I had let the contracts to favourities ; that a brother of mine was interested in one

of them. I might let such an insinuation go for what it is worth. I have lived thirty years in

my own county, and whatever may be said of my political opinions, there are not twelve men in

that county who would suspect me of moral wrong. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) And 1 hope the

people of Ontario, before whom I have stood for sixteen years in Parliament, will not readily

believe that I could be guilty of political wrong intentionally. (Loud cheers.) As I said, I might

have passed that insinuation over ; but I prefer to meet it directly, and state that no brother or

other relation of mine received, directly or indirectly, nearly or remotely, in any kind of way,

good, bad, or indifFerent, a single cent of profit in that or any other public transaction. (Loud

cheers.)

No Person Connected with Mr. Mackenzie had any Interest in Rail Contracts.

While I characterized this as a base falsehood, as I do now, I said that my brother or any
relative of any member of the Government has a perfect right to be a contractor provided there was
nothing wrong in the issue of the contract. (Hear, hear.) But the entire story was made out of

whole cloth—there was not a particle of truth in it. A firm in Montreal, in which my brother was

at one time a sleeping partner, were agents of the firms in England who were tendering ; but before

they became agents at all in this matter my brother withdrew from the firm rather than have the

slightest doubt cast upon my position in the matter. (Cheers.) Supposing he had been a member
of the firm who acted as agents for the English firm, it does not follow that there was any wrong-

doing ; but as it is, there never was a more shamelessly untrue accusation brought against a public

man in this country. (Hear, hear, and cheers.)

Why don't the Tories at least Attempt to Prove their Insinuations?

And why don't they proceed to the proof if there is anything wrong ? Why don't they take a

Committee and investigate the matter ? I offered them a Committee for two years in Parliament,

so that they might calftheir witnesses and put them on oath, and so ascertain what foundation

there was lor the story. The reasou they don't do so is because that would spoil their little game
—(hear, hear)—and stamp them as a set of calumniators. So, instead of coming forward boldly

ami makmg a charge in proper form, they go through the country saying to the people, " Well, the

thing looks bad ; he may not be guilty, but—well, the thing has a bad look about it." (Hear, hear,

and laughter.

)

A Tory Lady's Views.
I was amueed at hearing wThat a very respectable old Conservative lady said to a friend of mine

in Hamilton the other day. She belongs to an old Conservative family, reads all the Tory news-

pap eis, and is a veiy strong Conservative heiself—for of course we cannot get all the good people
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to come to us in a day. (Laughter.) She expressed to my friend her very great sorrow that Mr.
Mackenzie should be guilty of doing such things as those. (Laughter.) " But," said my friend,

" Mackenzie didn't do it." "Well, now," said the lady, "do you think they would put such

things in print if there was not some foundation for them ?" (Loud laughter.) " Yes," said, my
friend, "I'm quite sure they do ; and what would you think of the Conservative leaders if they did.

so and so ?"

No Pretence of being a Christian.

"Ah !" she replied, " there is a great difference ;
for you know Sir John doesn't pretend to be

a Christian, and Mr. Mackenzie does." (Loud laughter.) With a certain class of good people you

see my opponents get the advantage of me, as their friends deal more lightly with them, because

they don't pretend to be very good Christians. (Laughter.) I promised at Kingston the other

day to mention something regarding the Georgian Bay branch scheme. I notice that in one of the

recent Conservative speeches, and in a recent article in a newspaper—I need hardly mention its

name—(hear)—it is stated that we gave Mr. A. B. Foster the contract without tenders being

invited.
Georgian Bay Contract.

It is simply impossible that any public man or any newspaper could make a statement of that

kind without knowing it to be incorrect. (Hear, hear.) Every person knows that tenders were
publicly advertised for many weeks for the work on the Georgian Bay branch ; that we received a
considerable number of contracts ; that the lowest was not Mr. Foster's, but Mr. Munson's, a
gentleman of whom I know nothing, but who dated his tender from Boston. He was a good deal

the lowest, and he afterwards sold his tender to Mr. Foster, whom we accepted as the contractor

in lieu of Mr. Munson. It is shown by the official papers that this is correct.

Canada Central Subsidy—Mode of Granting.

Then we are told that we gave, without any tenders being asked, the sum of $12,000 per mile
to the Canada Central Company in order to connect that road with the Georgian Bay Branch. Of
course we did. There were no contractors that could have tendered for that olfer. My friend Mr.
Mowat granted so much to the Whitby and Poit Perry Railway, the Toronto and Nipissing, the
Victoria, and other roads. He could not ask tenders for these grants. We took the power from
Parliament in the previous year in the Pacific Railway Act, to give a road connecting with the
Georgian Bay branch the sum of $12,o00 per mile as a bonus. This was not given to Mr. Foster,

but to the Canada Central Company, and that Company let the contract—as they were bound to

do under Order in Council—to some one, and that some one happened to be Mr. A. B. Foster, who
is one of the piincipal proprietors of the road.

Money to bs Advanced on Rails.

In that Order in Council giving $12,000 per mile there is a provision that when any rails are

laid down for this extension anywhere upon the line of the road, 75 per cent of the value of the rails

shall be paid to the contractor. The quantity of the rails so laid upon the road was about 2,000
tons—I forget the precise number ; and Mr. Fleming, the Chief Engineer, valued these rails at

$48, of which seventy-five per cent, would be $36 per ton, the amount that was paid.

None of tbe Rails Bougnt.
And yet you have been told within the last few days that we bought two thousand tons of rails

from Mr. Foster, fov which we paid him $48 per ton. There was not a single rail bought from Mr.
Foster ; but after the Order in Council was passed, under the Act to which these gentlemen
assented, he received 75 per cent, of the amount at which the Chief Engineer valued the rails.

That is absolutely the whole story.

Lending tbe Central Company Rails.

But they say we lent the Canada Central 100 tons of rails. Yes, we did, just as you would
lend a friend a few rails to keep the cattle out of his crops, if he could not obtain them otherwise.

The truth was, that it became highly necessary to complete the road from Pembroke to Renfrew

—

a distance of about 40 miles—so as to be in readiness for the fall trade to the lumbering districts.

That took 3,600 tons of rails. They were short 100 or 200 tons, and they asked one of my
colleagues in my absence for this loan of that quantity of the rails that we had given an advance
kpon. They really belonged to the Company, but we held a lien for the amount of the advance
upon them. That quantity was lent, and they took 227 tons, their gross value being $8,172.

A Shocking Crime for Liberals to B.slease Lien on 227 Tons of Rails.

This is one of the cases which I will illustrate by. a reference to their own conduct in the same
respect. They say it was a shocking thing to lend a few tons of rails to finish a road to a point to
which it was in the public interest that it should be finished.

All Right for Tories to Lend $10,903 in Cash.

Suppose it was wrong—which Ave do not admit—what right had they to lend to the Ottawa Gas
Company $10,000 in cash without Parliamentary or any other authority, which they did several

years a<co 1 (Hear, hear.) 1 don't think I need say a word further on that subject ; for it will be
perfectly clear to every one who wishes to give a fair hearing to both sides, that nothing could be
more upright than our course in that matter. (Cheers.) I have frequently compared our purchase
of rails with the last purchase made by these gentlemen, and you are doubtless aware of how tar

they have any show of right for complaint in the matter. Ours were bought by public competition
at the lowest price that was known at the time, though <>f course they have gone down to a lower
priae since, but not quite so low a.b they say. Last summer we purchased rails by public com-
petition for £3 15s. at Prince Edward Island, ana we are buying some this week at about £7 15*»-
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We took advantage of what we believed to be the lowest state of the market, and the utmost that

any person can say is that we should bave waited a little longer. As to that, we could not have
waited much longer.

Difficulty in Transporting Rails to Interior.

With all our industry we have only succeeded in getting fifteen thousand tons delivered at

Winnipeg, on the Red lliver, and we shall be able this year to have enough graded to take twenty
thousand tons in that particular neighbourhood. We have laid fifty miles west of Thunder Bay,

and we yhall have seventy before the year is over. The purchase was therefore a wise one, and one

that could not have long'been delayed, and it is also to be remarked that in everything, from first

to last, we acted upon the advice of the Chief Engineer.

A Mode of Slander.

Let me refer to one system of slander the Conservatives have adopted. When I produced a
letter from Mr. Fleming advising this or that course, tbey say, " Why, he is sheltering himself

behind one of his officers." They say, "You are the Minister; you are supreme, and you can
overrule your officers. What right have you to act upon their responsibility ?" My reply is that

Mr. Fleming is in his place as an adviser of the Government, and I would not dream of going
against his advice as an engineer having a technical knowledge in such matters. But when I act

in any possible instance without his advice, they find fault, and say that it is my duty to follow

the advice of the Chief Engineer.
They use Mr. Fleming.

Mr. Fleming has been obliged to leave the country on account of his health. He was Chief
Engineer to the Intercolonial Railway, he has conducted all the operations of the Pacific Railway,

and I need not say to most of you that perhaps no man on the continent of America is more cele-

brated as a civil engineer, aud certainly no one more entitled as an engineer to the confidence and
respect of any Government. Yet the moment his back is turned, we find passages in the Tory
newspapers declaring that Mr. Fleming has been driven away because Mr. Mackenzie had quarrelled

with him, had ill-used him, had overruled his advice. It was said that Mr. Fleming was not
allowed to do what he conceived to be right in these matters, and articles were written to show
what a scandalous thing it was that an unprofessional man like Mr. Mackenzie should set aside

the technical knowledge of an able engineer like Mr. Fleming.

Letter to Mr. Fleming.

I requested my Secretary at once to deny these statements. Then one of their newspapers
writes as follows :

—

" The Ministerial papers wish to deny that there is any ground for the statement that the Premier and Mr. Sand-
ford Fleming have not been on cordial terms since the contradiction by the latter of a statement made by the Pre-
mier in the House. We plead guilty to being the authority for the original statement, and maintain that it is the
fact. Mr. Mackenzie and Mr. Fleming parted more in anger than in sorrow, and the Chief Engineer will not be likely

to resume his position under the present Government— all Ministerial declarations to the contrary notwithstanding.
We might be more specific, but our statement is sufficiently plain to be understood Mr. Mackenzie emphatically
6tated a certain fact ; Mr. Fleming as emphatically denied it. Result—gloom, coldness, aud the departure of Mr.
Fleming."

This is a pretty strong statement. I requested my Secretary to write to Mr. Fleming and call his

attention to this article, and here is the letter, which was received a few days ago :

—

Mr. Fleming's Letter.
31 Queen Victoria-street, E. C,

London, 5th June, 1877
Wm. Buckingham, Esq., Secretary Minister Public Works, Ottawa:

My Deau Sir,— I have this day received and am obliged to you for your note of the 21st May, enclosing an article

from the Toronto Mail of the 19th ult. , respecting my absence from Canada. The writer of the article is undoubtedly
far astray in the statements which he makes and in the reasons which he submits respecting my absence, and it is

natural to suppose that I should wish to have them contradicted. The Minister of Public Works has never, to my
knowledge, evinced the slightest desire to have me removed from the office of Chief Engineer of the Pacific Railway.

On the contrary, he has frequently expressed a wish .that I should continue in the position which I have occupied
since the beginning of the survey. This wish was repeated before my departure from Ottawa, on the occasion when
I stated to him that for private reasons it was absolutely necessary that 1 should for a time relinquish the active

duties of my office. There has been no difficulty in getting on with the Minister ; there has not been the slightest

determination displayed by him or by any person, or by or on the part of any member of his Government, not to

work with me, as far as the Pacific Railway is concerned. On the contrary, due consideration has invariably been
given to my opinions and suggestions, and, to a very large extent, theMinistei and the Government have been guided
by them. It is not to be expected that during the fourteen years I have been a public servant in a somewhat pro-

minent position that there should not at times be differences of opinion between myself and those under whom it was
my duty to act. 1 have occasionally found myself differing from them, and my opinions rejected. I have never, how-
ever, shrunk from expressing my views fearlessly whenever I have felt it my duty to submit them. Latterly my
professional opinions have generally been assented to, and the Government has been guided by them, and I have had
infinitely less difficulty in conducting operations on the Pacific Railway under Mr. Mackenzie than I had as Chief
Engineer of the intercolonial Railway under other authority. I am not aware of any differences of opinion between
Mr. Mackenzie and myself at this moment ; there is certainly nothing material, or that would in the slightest neces-

sitate any change in our relations. Personal and domestic duties alone compelled me to ask for leave of absence,

and with that in view, 1 spared no effort up to the moment I left Ottawa to complete everything, and leave my office

in such a condition that little difficulty woidd be experienced in carrying on the work during my absence. I sub-

mitted to Mr. Mackenzie likewise, that owing to the advanced state of the survey, my absence would now be possible

without great inconvenience to him or to the Government, and especially as 1 left an able man to act for me uutil my
return. Mr. Mackenzie, somewhat reluctantly as it appeared to me, but most kindly, yielded to my views, and in

consequence I am now enjoying a respite from the active duties of my office, which I trust I may to some extent

have earned.
Believe me, etc.,

(Signed) SANDFORD FLEMING.

(Lond cheers.) I have another letter, received since, which 1 will not read, but in which he states

in effect that he regrets exceedingly that the animosity which prevails in political circles should be
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snch as to deprive him of that rest which he needs so much, and which it appears he is not to he
allowed to obtain. I can tell you that no officer under the Government, no character in public life,

no person on earth, will get a moment's peace if their peace stands in the way of these persons'
advancement. (Hear, hear.) They will sacrifice everyone but themselves in order to accomplish
their ends. Like Artemus Ward, they are willing to sacrifice all their wife's relations.

Tories Inducing Civil Servants to Betray Confidence.

They are sometimes willing to do what no honorable man would do—to burrow among the offices

of our Department to obtain secret information and ascertain what is going on. In fact,

to such a disgraceful extent has this system of espionage been carried on that we rind it some-
times impossible properly to carry on the affairs of the country. Now, with regard to the steel

rails and other questions, I do not pretend to justify our course by anything they do, but I say,

suppose we do wrong in the direction you intimate, let us examine your record in the very
same respect. We say that we purchased these rails at an average price of $54 60 per ton ; we
purchased them by public tender, by open competition in the market ; we gave the contracts to
the lowest tenderers, and received what Mr. Sandberg, the celebrated Iron Inspector, said were
the finest rails ever manufactured in England—manufactured on a patent got up by our engineer
—in every possible way the finest article every made, at $54 60 by open competition.

Comparative Prices and Mode of Buying Bails by both Governments.

They purchased, during the last few months of their reign, about 6,COO tons at an average
price of $85 53—(hear, hear, and cheers)—and at the moment we were making a contract for

$54 60 we were having their rails laid, purchased without tender at $85 53. (Cheers.) That
is not all. I regret exceedingly to have to say one word, even in self-defence, which has to

reflect on other persons ; but if these gentlemen compel us to allude to their misdeeds the fault

is not ours. Their rails were not only purchased without tender, but they were purchased
through a relative of one of the Ministers, who was paid 2J per cent, on the purchase, and that

relative paid about £1 sterling per ton less to the manufacturers than he charged the Govern-
ment, and they paid him the full amount of his charge.

Judgment obtained against Agent of late Government for False Invoices.

I had no doubt in the world that this assertion would be denied point blank by these gentle-

men, but in order to place the matter beyond the range of dispute, and in order to show I was
not indulging in insinuations, I brought this person before a court of justice in England and got
judgment the other day in our favour for £4,000 sterling, but we now find that the person
against whom the judgment was rendered cannot be found. (Hear, hear.) The Government
are now proceeding in another instance of the same kind, and I have not the slightest doubt
that we shall obtain judgment for about £5,000 sterling more.

A Loathsome Business Exposing snch Transactions.

While I loathe the task which public duty may sometimes impose upon us, of exposing the
transactions of our opponents, still if these people are resolved to challenge enquiry it rests with
themselves to do it. I have borne a great deal in the interests of what I may call a phase of

{mblic morality, because I cannot conceive anything worse than a number of public men chal-

enging the actions of those who happen to be the administrators of the Government for the time
being, simply for the purpose of obtaining a party advantage.

The Difference between the two Parties.

What was the course pursued by my hon. friend the Postmaster-General when he had reason

to believe that a great public wrong had been done ? Did he go to public meetings in the

country and insinuate that a great public contractor had been engaged by the Government of the

day to advance money to corrupt the whole electorate of the country ? (Cries of " No, no," and
cheers. ) No, he coolly and deliberately placed a notice in the paper stating that he had reason

to believe that this had been the case, and that if he had a Committee of the House he would
be able to establish that such a wrong had been done. Why do not they proceed in the same
way ? (Cheers. ) Do they imagine that we shrink from the ordeal of a Committee ? that we
appoint a commission and appear before it in the triple character of judge, criminal, and
counsel ? This is the difference between the two parties in this country ; and I think I can

safely appeal to the electorate of this county, who have always been true to party principles

more than to a party, to say whether we have not in all things they have brought against us

been true to our principles as Liberals, and to say if we are not in a position again to come
before you and demand a renewal of your confidence. (Cheers.)

Kaministiqnla Lands.
Another charge which they bring against me at their meetings, and it was also brought up

in Parliament at the close of last session, is that I have given enormous prices for land at

Kaministiquia River. Dr. Tupper gravely told the people that not only had we chosen a wrong
place, but he said that there was a difference of some 24 or 42 days (I forget which) between the

melting of the ice at Prince Arthur's Landing and at Kaministi(iuia. When I tell you that the

distance between the two places is about as far as from this grove to Unionville, you will under-

stand just how far he was stretching that particular subject. (Loud laughter.) It reminded

me of one of his early attacks in 1876 on the steel rails question. He was giving his views in

his own style, as if he knew what he was speaking about, which is very often far from being

the case. It is a way he has, and he is certainly remarkably successful. He was talking about

iron and steel, and he went on to say, M For instance, there is Mr. Dowlais, one of the leading
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men in the trade in England," etc. Now, it so happens that there is no snch man, as Dowlaia
is the name of the iron works. (Loud laughter.) It was exactly as if an Englishman had said,
" I'm w« 11 acquainted with Mr. Grand Trunk—(laughter)—he is one of the best railway mana-
gers in Canada." (Renewed laughter.)

Fort William Termlnns Selected by Mr. Fleming.
In relation to the Kaministiquia lands I can only say that Mr. Fleming selected the locacion,

and 1 know he is right, so far as I am able to judge. We know the ground, which I am quite
sure Dr. Tupper does not ; and, whether right or wrong, the place has been selected on the
opinion of the Chief Engineer, and I believe it is the right one for reasons which are abundantly
sufficient. We have a frontage of two miles along the river. Dr. Tapper said there was no set-

tlement there except some one who had put up a rough shanty. I was there fifteen years ago,
and 1 know that nearly all the land was sold before we even commenced to make the survey
for the railway. I should say that the survey was ordered by the late Government. Two up-
rightmen were appointed to value the land—Mr. Hugh Wilson, a surveyor, and Mr. Robt. Reid,
of London—and whatever was paid was paid on their valuation, and I have no doubt it is a pro-
per one.

How Lands were Valued Formerly.

Let me tell you what I found on looking over the records of the Public Works Department
within the last ten days. What I am about to relate occurred in 1854, within a few months of

the time when Sir John Macdonald became a Minister in the Coalition Government that succeed-
ed Sir Francis Hincks' Administration, Mr. A. P. Macdonald, who sat in Parliament while his

sons had contracts on the Intercolonial Railway, is well known here as the contractor who took
a contract to construct the Chats Canal, which was to be three and one-half miles long, and was
to cost, at his price, about $1,670,000. It went on for a number of years. The rock—for there is

no land—is in a place where there was no settlement, and where there is none now. There is a
horse tramway across the portage at the present moment, and that Government paid Sir Hugh.
Allan §50,000 for the right of way through property for which you would not give $50, and
this was done without valuation by anybody, but simply on the order of the Minister to pay the
money. 'Hear, hear.) Mr. A. P. Macdonald expended—or at least received—§482,000 as expen-
diture upon it, and then the thing was abandoned as utterly useless, because the then engineer of
the Department, Mr. Clarke, reported that the right place to construct it was about half a mile
to the left, where it could be done for half a million, and was about one-sixth of a mile long.

These are the men who accuse us of complicity in doubtful transactions with Mr. Foster or some
person else. If this harping on transactions about which no shadow of wrong-doing has ever
been established is to be continued, we will he able to go a good way back and unearth a great

many things which are now supposed to be buried for ever. I feel, ladies and gentlemen, that I

have taxed your time and attention too far—(cries of " No, no ; go on")—and I will now resume
my seat, as there are two gentlemen to address you yet. I can only say, in conclusion, that what I

have not said to-day, which I should like to have said, I will endeavour to say elsewhere, and
you who read the newspapers will see what answer we make to the accusations of our opponents,

and come to your own conclusions as to who is right and who is wrong. (Cheers. ) I thank you
most cordially for the great kindness you have shown to us to-day. It is an encouragement to

every public man to persevere in his duty to have an opportun<ty of speaking to so large ><n

audience—one which reflects at once the intelligence of the people of this country and the interest

they take in its public afaus. (Loud and long-continued cheering,)



THE DEMONSTRATION AT CLINTON.

THURSDAY, JULY 5th.

Speeches of the Postmaster-General and Premier.

The Clinton Demonstration by the Reformers of Huron surpassed in numbers any that
preceded it. Indeed so vast a political gathering was perhaps never before seen in Ontario out-
side of the cities. The attendance was variously estimated at from fifteen to twenty thousand,
among whom were leading and representative Reformers from all the Ridings of Huron and
a considerable number also from adjoining constituencies. Upon the arrival of the two Premiers
and party from Goderich, an Address of welcome was presented by Mayor Malcolmson on
behalf of the Corporation, and subsequently Addresses were presented at the pic-nic grove by
the Central Reform Association of Huron, Messrs. Mackenzie, Huntington and Mowat replying
thereto. Speeches were afterwards delivered by Hon. Messrs. Pardee, Huntington, Mowat and
Mackenzie, the other members of the House of Commons and Local Legislature present being
H. Horton, M.P., Tkos. Greenway, M.P., Col. Ross, M.P.P., and A. Bishop, M.P.P.

At Goderich 1 where the Premier and friends had gone the day before, an Address was pre-

sented by Mayor Finlay, and in the evening a large meeting was held in the Market Square,
where the Hon. Mr. Mackenzie and Hon. Mr. Huntington each spoke for about an hour, and
replied to an Address presented by W. R. Squire, Esq., on behalf of the Reform Association.
A grand torch-light procession thereafter escorted the hon. gentlemen to the station, to meet
Hon. Mr. Mowat, whence they were accompanied to the residences of Mr. M. C. Cameron, ex-
H.P., Q.C., and Col. Ross, M.P.P., whose guests they were during their stay in Goderich.

HON. MR. HUNTINGTON'S SPEECH.
Hon Mr. Huntington was next introduced, and was very warmly greeted by the audience.

He said it afforded him unqualified pleasure to have the honour of addressing the electors of
Huron, assembled before him in a multitude so vast and respectable. He remembered an
incident which happened when on board a steamer going out of Quebec. Several army officers

and a wedding party were on board, and as they passed down the stream they noticed flags and
bunting flying from the ships, bands playing, and at every cove the labourers and sailors came
out and cheered. These officers thought these honours were for them, and expressed themselves
as very grateful. But there was a laugh at their expense when it was known that the father of

the bride was a great shipbuilder, and that the honours were for his daughter, as she sailed away
on her wedding trip. (Laughter.) If it had not been for the recollection of this incident he
might have felt disposed to appropriate some of these ovations to the chief of the Reform party,
whom he supported, and the principles to which they were allied.

No Sign of Tory Reaction.
He had heard that there was a reaction against this Government and against Mr. Mackenzie,

and he had come up to Ontario to see evidence of the reactionary movement. He had been
aiong the line of railways from Kingston west, and had seen the great assemblages that gather-
ed to do honour to the leader of the Liberal party and the principles he represents, and every-
where he had seen the same evidence of reaction as he met here to-day. i Cheers. ) It was high
time that the public should have an opportunity of seeing the leaders of the Government after

the movement inaugurated at Kingston by Sir John and Dr. Tupper. He thought Mr.
Mackenzie, as well as his colleagues, entertained the same view. He thought no honour couid
be conferred greater than that which day after day had been conferred by Reformers on them as

an evidence of confidence ana good-will. No one could make light of the fact that a public man
who is worthy or the confidence of those who support him must be sensitive to the appr. iation

of his friends. To serve a people who did not appreciate must make even an honest maL falter,

but it must be an encouragement to a public man to go on and labour earnestly and faithfully

for a continuance 01 that confidence and honourable reward that everywhere Reformers nad in

store lor the chief of the Retorm party.

6
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Reformers always the Pioneers of Liberty and Progress.

He was not so ignorant, nor were they so ignorant, nor were those who take an interest in the
history of the great Reform party so ignorant, that it was necessary to recall the part that had
been played by the Reformers of these noble counties in the west in the great constitutional
battles that had been fought during the past forty years. Whenever a great reform has been
advocated, whenever public opinion has Tbeen sensitive to wrong, whenever the people make an
effort for the purpose of distributing power unfairly held by a few autocratic men, then the
work has been done by Reformers, or by the children of Reformers. He had come here to ex-
press his opinion, but it was far from his intention to be distasteful to any one ; and while he
would be frank, he wished to say he had no desire to hurt Conservatives. But facts were
stubborn things, and sometimes they could not be mollified. (Hear, hear.) Dr. Tupper, at one
of the recent great demonstrations in honour of Sir John, spoke of the latter as a great and
good man, and pointed with pride to the record of this great legislator, and his earnest devotion
to the development of the principles which underlie the legislation of this country. Now, Dr.
Tupper is but a recent importation into Ontario, but it was said he intended to run for one of

the Reform constituencies of the Province, and take the lead in the "amelioration" of this

country. He (Dr. Tupper) might have told his hearers that Sir John and his party were violent

opponents of the secularization of the Clergy Reserves, which to-day were a noble monument for

the benefit of the people of this country. After struggling year after year against the wishes
of the people, but in the interest of the Family Compact—which then had more influence man
to man than it has to-day—opposing this reform, when he saw his majority had dwindled away
he accepted the leek and shilling, and carried the great measure, because Reformers were willing

not to put him out of office. Reformers have not been so anxious of office as to sacrifice their

principles. In this as in many other cases he (Sir John) was prepared to reverse his engines, so

to speak, and turn tail upon his professions. He had also opposed Representation by Population,
but his resistance to this measure was not carried very far, and they were to-day realizing the
benefits it conferred. He (Sir John) was called the father of Confederation. Sir John Macdonald
opposed Confederation. He yielded only when his Government felt the ground slipping from
under them ; and then it was that the coalition with the Reformers of Upper Canada was form-
ed, and they came together with the determination to carry out Confederation upon such a basis

as was agreed upon. He (Sir John) never glorified very much over the Constitution he made.
You would think from the way that Conservatives talk about Sir John and his carrying Con-
federation that he was a William Lyon Mackenzie or a Louis Joseph Papir.eau. Apropos of this

question of Sir John's excellence, they need not be surprised that Sir John himself has ample
appreciation of the great statesman who stands behind him, and they heard at these Conservative
pie-nics that if the mantle were to fall from Sir John it must fall upon Dr. Tupper. (Laughter.)

There was a little of " You scratch me and I'll scratch you" in this determination. There were
JB««\y respects in which Dr. Tupper would be a success. (Laughter.

)

Langevin Deposed as the Prospective Conservative Leader.

As a Quebecker he (Mr.Huntington) must call their attention to the sense of relief he and his

co-provincials felt at the announcement of the new leader. He asked his hearers to remember
the session of last year, when that great and good man, Mr. Langevin, who had been ousted
from power with Sir John, was returned to Parliament. When he came to Ottawa it was
found that some of the people there, some of the Ontario members of the party, were afraid to

touch him for fear their fingers would be covered with pitch, and so, to put him in line, Sir John
consented to attend a dinner which was given to Mr. Langevin, and at this dinner Sir John gave
him all the excellence that he would have bestowed on St. Peter or St. Paul, and told him that

he was the new leader from Lower Canada—the successor to Sir George Cartier. And they of

Quebec thought the man to succeed Sir John was Mr. Langevin. He (Mr. Langevin) did not
make them feel good, and they therefore accepted the crumb of comfort which this second
declaration concerning the leadership gave. They felt like the Frenchman in the story he would
relate. In the stage-coaching days in England the travellers were generally provided with beds
on either side of the halls of the hotels, in which they could rest while waiting for the coaches.

In one of these beds once upon a time lay a little Frenchman, a painter, anxious to secure the

coach for Wolverhampton. He was very much disturbed while trying to rest by two of his

fellow-travellers snoring. Towards morning the poor Frenchman heard a gurgling sound in the

throat of one of the sleepers, and the snoring for his part ceased. The Frenchman at once cried

out, "Thank God that one ees dead." (Laughter.) It was with such a feeling that the people

of Quebec learned of the political dissolution of the distinguished member for Charlevoix.

The Conservative Party Fighting Without a Policy and Only for Office.

His experience of political struggles in the times which are past told him that when two
great parties have been preparing themselves for mortal combat there was some great principle

at stake, and upon which the people differed. He asked those who had read the speeches of the

Tory leaders to say, if they could, for what principles they were contending. All these speeches

contained was the praise of Sir John Macdonald. There was no record in history of a man
having his virtues extolled as Dr. Tupper extolled the virtues of Sir John Macdonald. There

was nothing more fulsome or extravagant in history in the sense of eulogy than these gentle-

men going about the country as humble admirers of the virtue reflected by the member
for Kingston. They had made great speeches, but he asked, beyond the eulogy they contained,

what were the great principles round which they asked the Conservative party to rally? They
say an election is coming on ; that there is a reaction in this country which will drive Mr.
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Mackenzie and his friends from power, and they say that they expect to get their places. But
was there no other object in this great struggle—in this commotion which they are raising?

Was there nothiug to right for but the restoration of Sir John to power ? Was there no princi-

ple to which he is allied—no doctrine which he wished to promulgate ? Was there nothing ho
wished to put upon the statute-book to improve the condition of the country ? Excepting

perhaps the question of protection—upon which the two parties are divided—he failed to see a
single plank in the Conservative platform. When Sir John fell in 1874 he fell under circum-

stances which forced his party to suffer with him, and which had the effect of demoralizing that

party. When Sir John felt his party deserting him, and his adversaries were being returned in

overwhelming majorities, he declared in private, and now he repeated it in public, that he would
make the people of Canada reverse that verdict; and it was for the reversal of that verdict that

these Conservative pic-nics are being held. It was for that purpose that Dr. Tupper told the

people that Sir John had done right in taking money from Sir Hugh Allan. The Conservative

party went to the country for the sole purpose of inducing the people to declare that the sale of

the Pacific Charter for the purpose of carrying the elections was a fair, an honest exercise of

constitutional authority. They have no other measure afoot. They prided themselves about

the Pacific Railway, but on this subject they were now as dumb as dumb could be. They have

not a word to say about it; no policy on this great undertaking. True, they spoke regarding

the fiscal policy of Canada, but Sir John's protection resolution read both ways. Their object

was to quiet the Pacific Scandal: to reverse the verdict that had been given. The people, of

Canada must be compelled to reverse the verdict, and declare, according to Dr. Tapper, that

Sir John did right to sell the charter, that he did right in taking money from a man who waa
only his friend for a moment to put down his political opponents. He asked all, Reformers or

To lies, if he had overstated the case, and if his description was not true to life ? And thia

being so, it was not much of a wonder that the boasted reaction could not be found. In answer
to a question about the steel rails, Mr. Huntington said he was able, and so was the Premier, to

give his querist all the information he wanted on that topic if he would behave himself ; and
when he was informed he hoped he would lay the unction to his heart. (Laughter.) He had
said a little while ago that the Conservative party, led by their chiefs, was prepared to go to the

elections without one shred of principle—without a desire to place a great measure on the statute-

book—the only object being to induce the electors to reverse the verdict of 1874.

The Demoralizing Process Explained.

He desired to call attention to some of the details by which this was to be accomplished. Of
course you could not bring the Conservative party to abandon all its principles. You could not
take a party of gentlemen and induce them in a suspicious case to forget all their mothers taught
them concerning honesty being the best policy, &c, but you could overcome their scruples by
stunning them. There are certain men with such a strong sense of what is right and proper that
you cannot induce them to do wrong unless you drug them. There are men who cannot be
made to follow in evil paths by ordinary temptation. But if you can reach the ear of these, and
make tUem believe that every man is a liar, that there is no morality, you may after a while re-

duce them to total depravity. That was just what they found in politics. By a judicious exer-
cise of stale slanders, by a judicious exercise of charges of "land sale jobs," &o.— which if they
were true, as represented by the leaders of the Opposition, would consign to the penitentiary
Mr. Mackenzie and his Cabinet—it is hoped to destroy that sense of honesty which prevailed
among the better class of Conservatives in 1874, and bring them up drugged to the polls with
the idea that while their leaders are bad, the others are no better. Thus demoralized, the Con-
servatives will be prepared to do battle as a folorn hope ; but they will be under the necessity of

waiting for a change with a great deal of fortitude.

Burning Questions Settled by the Present Government.
He had given them a leaf out of his book in regard to Sir John's speech, and he thought it

was only fair to call attention to some incidents with which they were familiar. This would
strengthen their devotion to the great party of .Reformers. When Mr. Mackenzie took office

he found the country exercised over the burning questions of that time. These questions had
become allied with the politics of the country, and Mr. Mackenzie found himself pledged to deal
with them. He found his adversaries prepared to take every advantage, to sow the seeds of dis-

sension and discord in this country, to arouse the prejudices of the various nationalities ; but
with a wise regard for his principles, by a cool, generous, and patriotic statesmanship, he ap-
plied himself to the settlement of these questions. They had the Manitoba affair to settle. Sir
John Macdonald had with one voice ordered money to be given Riel to keep out of the way,
and with another voice cried, " 1 wish to God I could catch him. " Next, Dr. Tupper, who went
to the North-west, returned with the declaration that»those people would revolt. Next, Wm.
Macdougall inarched up the hill with twenty men, and then marched down again. They fouud
many dilriourties in this matter. The Conservative papers were trying to fan the flame by work-
ing on the feelings of the French and the Catholics, and the Conservatives themselves gave it as
their ( pinion that Mr. Mackenzie was not able to deal with these matters. With what success
he hail d<4alt with them they all knew. And there was not a Conservative to-day who would
dee«are that he had not made a fair and successful settlement of this North-west business—it

was the best possible arrangement under the condition of things. Then there was the burning
question of the New Brunswick School Law, and they knew how that matter had been settled-

Next there was the British Columbia muddle, which, perhaps, was the worst thing left by the
late Government. Yet this British Columbia difficulty has been so arranged as not only to main-
tain the confidence of the Colonial Office in the Canadian Government, but to give satisfaction

to the Columbians themselves.
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Sir John and Sir Hugh—A Knightly Colloquy that Might have Taken Place.

He next alluded to the relations between Sir John Macdonald and Sir Hugh Allan. Suppose
these two gentlemen had been successful in their joint transaction, and that Sir Hugh had com-
menced to build the road. In their business relation in connection with the road Sir John
would some day have to say to Sir Hugh, "There is a curve in that road at a certain point, and
you must change it." " I cannot change it," Sir Hugh would reply. " But you must," would
be given in answer by Sir John. The reply would come from Sir Hugh as he significantly put
his hand in his pocket, " Ah, I have got some letters in my pocket, Sir John, some telegrams

;

I furnished you with some money, and you wrote receipts for the same ; if you want me to
straighten out that road, I'll straighten out you by producing the papers." Did he (Sir John)
believe that Sir Hugh Allan entered into the bargain for any other reason than that of being
able to carry Sir John round in his pocket and making money out of him ? Sir Hugh Allan
cared no more about Sir John Macdonald than he cared about the men who furnished cargoes
to his ships. And had Sir Hugh had the good fortune to have secured the Pacific contract,

whom did the people think would have been the leader of this country ? Sir Hugh Allan or
Sir John Macdonald—the one who furnished the money to bribe the electors, or the cowardly
traitor who forgot his duty in the fear of being beaten, and prostrated an old and noble party
by binding himself hand and foot to a commercial ring? This was the man who, at the recent
pic-nics, was said to be the man before all others—the ideal of the Conservative party, and who
to-morrow would only lead his followers out to a victory of death, obtained through means
which would stink in the nostrils of every honest man in a constitutional country. His banner
was not fit for an honest man to be seen under. Let them make another supposition. Suppose
Sir Hugh did not succeed in raising sufficient money to carry on the road. Suppose Mr. Mac-
kenzie should fall and Sir John come back into power—[in answer to a voice calling out "Post-
office," Mr. Huntington said the post-office was an organization for the transmission of intelli-

gence to men who could read and write— (great laughter)]—suppose that Sir John should be re-

stored to power, did his hearers think Sir Hugh Allan would go in with the Opposition ? Did
they not think his pocket was still full of evidence of that nest of conspiracy ? What reason

had they for thinking that the man who would send for "another ten thousand " had not in a

hundred ways bound himself to this old commercial man ? The testimony taken in the investi-

gation showed that Sir Hugh Allan had declared that he was in possession of evidence which
would make these gentlemen dance if they did not do what he told them. They knew how he
made Sir George Cartier dance when the latter wanted the road to run north of the Ottawa.
He would not say every Conservative was bad, and condoned the acts of Sir John Macdonald,
but he would repeat the words of the American politician who declared that every Democrat
was not a horse-thief, but every horse-thief was a Democrat, and leave his hearers to apply it.

(Laughter.)

Ontario and Quebec Liberals—Tory Attacks upon the Latter.

He should have been glad to have made some allusion to the circumstances under which he
was placed, and being a guest among noble hosts to have said something of the Province f>om
which he came, but he had taken up almost too much of their time with other subject" Ontario

contained a great people, with strong evidence of regard for political virtue. And thi.* was only

to be expected, as in this Province was the cradle of Reform ; and it was here the people had
been able, by their ability and material prosperity, to do most for the great cause in honour of

which they as Reformers did battle. He came from a Province where they were in some re-

spects less favoured thari*the people of Ontario, but the Liberals theie were not less devoted to

the great principles for which they were both contending. There was a time when the great

leaders before 1837 were distrusted, and treated with contempt, and their lives were in danger,

but they were ever industrious in furthering the principles for which they suffered. But these

men had foiesight, and they laboured on for responsible government ; and it was to these men
of forty years ago, whose principles and struggles they honoured to-day, that were owing all the

great reforms that had been secured. Their names were now revered by all. There was a bright

roll in the Province of Quebec who desired to see the country governed constitutionally, and
who made great sacrifices and did as much as any others in their way for the advance of reform.

Growing out of this party there has always been in Lower Canada a party fighting for Reform,
with more or less success. They have been maligned, as the Reformers of Ontario had beeu
maligned, but having received these great principles from the men who struggled for constitu-

tional liberty, they were prepared to maintain them. He would say that the Libeial party in

Lower Canada, knowing the circums-tances under which it was placed, had conducted itself iu

such a way as to win the admiration of ajj lovers of freedom. Its leaders had always been faith-

ful ; its leaders to-day were faithful ; and there was not one of them who would not spit upon a

proposal to sacrifice his principles. His hearers would remember Mr. Dorion, him whom they
said left the House with a lie upon his mouth, and with what distinction he fought the great

battles of his time. There were still left men like Mr. Dorion, good and true, from whom the

country would receive good service. They were as devoted and as earnest as any of those lie

(Mr. Huntington) saw assembled before him. Mr. Mackenzie, to aid himself in the government
of this great Dominion, this line young country with its great r< sources, had selected colleagues

from every Province of tne Dominion. He (Mr. Huntington^ thought in the selection of his col-

leagues that Mr. Mackenzie had shown a great deal of wisdom. But ;it the pic-nics of the Con-
servatives had they not heard it declared that the Prime Minister, the Liberal leader, was a great

failure, that another was a scoundrel and h disgrace to his profession. &c. ? It was something
in this way that Sir John Macdonald attacked the present Minister of Justice, a Lower Canadian,



and one of the most prominent members of Parliament, and one of the most prominent lawyers
of his Province. Mr. Dorion. the first Reform Minister of Justice, was attacked when he went
on the Bench ; his successor, who has been filling a position in the Supreme Court of the Do-
minion, was characterized by Sir John as a know-nothing : and now they turned their abuse on
Mr. Laflamme. Sir John said this Laflamme had committed some very enormous frauds in re-

gard to the Lachine Canal. Mr. Larlamme, with other gentlemen, owned some land which it

was thought would be necessary for the Lachine Canal. The Tory papers came out with the
declaration that Mr. Laflamme had got hold of those lands in consequence of information fur-

nished him by the Prime Minister concerning the location of the Canal. A law-suit sprang out
of the matter. The respondent, who was a leading Conservative, had in his charge all the accu-

sations and insinuations that could be inserted ; but the only question that the Court noticed

couoerned the legality of a "by-bidder" at an auction sale. In England, for a hundred years,

it was a question whether "by-bidding" was legal or not. In 1867, however, the question was
settled by a judgment in which Lord Mansfield decided in favour of it, but the other judges de-

clai ed for the other side. In this country the judges held that the French law, which prevailed

in Lower Canada, permitted "by-bidding," unless a party could prove that "by-bidding" had been
to his detriment. The Court decided in the sense he had mentioned, some of the judges sug-
gesting that there should be legislation regulating this question of "by-bidding." The Min-
ister or Justice was, so far as regards his abilities and his personal honour, beyond criticism, and
one worthy to follow his predecessor. There was a warm spot in his (Mr. Huntington's) heart
for the Keformers of Huron, who had stood by him in the struggles of the past. He felt greatly
encouraged by the reception awarded them to-day. Such honours he accepted as a sufficient re-

ward for all the traducing and vilifying to which they had been made subject by their enemies.
(Loud applause.)

SPEECH OF THE PREMIER.
Hon. Mr. Mackenzie was received with loud cheers. After some introductory observations

he said :— It has been my intention at those meetings which we have attended, and those
which we propose attending, to speak of specific subjects at each meeting, so far as that is prac-

ticable. But I find that at nearly every one of those gatherings there are two or three indivi-

duals who are exceedingly desirous, no doubt from the purest patriotic motives, to obtain some
special information on the subject of steel rails. (Laughter.)

Bringing Slanderers to Book.
Now, I propose before I go any further to ask the gentleman who interrupted Mr. Huntington

while he was speaking by making some remarks on the subject of steel rails, to come right for-

ward to the platform and tell us what he has got to say on the subject. (Hear, hear, and
cheers. ) I am quite serious in making this request ; I know you will all allow him to ask his
questions on that subject, and then if I don't succeed in convincing even him that there was
nothing wrong or dishonourable, nothing to complain of in my conduct in regard to the steel
rails matter, I shall be willing to give up political life. (Loud and long-continued cheers.)

Mr. Johnston states his Case on Steel Bails.

After Mr. Mackenzie had repeated his invitation several times, a person, said to be Mr.
Johnston, Deputy-Reeve of Wawanosh, made his way to the platform and proceeded to deliver
a speech. He said that "he and others were very anxious that Mr. Mackenzie should explain
" how he came to make that purchase of steel rails. It had been represented that a great many
" thousands of millions of dollars—(roars of laughter)—had been spent very foolishly in the
" purchase of steel rails when the market was at the highest point ever known. (Renewed
" laughter. ) At that time, when the market was higher than ever it had been before—(laughter)

—

" the Minister of Public Works, a man who, having formerly been a workingman himself, they
" naturally supposed would be better fitted for that position than any one else, went to work
" and purchased all these rails at the highest price—(laughter)—when they were not needed.
" He wanted to know why they had been bought at such a time, aud why it was that these rails
" were lying rusting all the way from Manitoba to Halifax, so that the country had to be put
" to the expense of buying paint to keep them from becoming entirely useless ? " (Roars of

laughter.) He was proceeding to refer to other matters when Mr. Mackenzie intimated to him
that after allowing him to ask what questions he pleased regarding the steel rails mattei, he
was certainly not going to give up the time allotted for his speech in order that Mr. Johnston
might address the meeting on other topics. Mr. Johnston having been asked if he had said all

he wished to say on the steel rails question, and having answered in the affirmative,

Nailing Falsehoods on the Spot.

Mr. Mackenzie proceeded :—I have often noticed that there is nothing like nailing these
people on the spot— (hear, hear, and cheers)—and that I am right I think you will all be convinced
within five minutes. I know that not a single one of them who come to meetings for the pur-
pose of making interruptions, under shelter of the crowd, is able to come on a platform and
open his mouth without putting his foot in it. (Hear, hear, and laughter.) This gentleman
be-ins by asking me why the Government bought this quantity of steel rails when they were
not requiied, at a time when the prices were higher than they had ever been known before.

Price of Rails Under Late Government, $S5—Under Present Government, $54 per Ton.
Now, what will he say, what will his friends who put him forward say, when I tell him thafe

at the very time that we'bought these rails at $54 60 per ton we were receiving a delivery of
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6,000 tons of rails bought by the previous Government at $85 53? (Hear, hear, and cheers.)

He says that $54 60 was the highest price ever paid, and I have the figures to show that they
bought thein at a price of $31 per ton higher than the figure we paid. Perhaps that .gentleman

will go to his Tory leaders and ask them to refund the money. (Hear, hear.) Not only so, but
we bought them by public competition; we advertised for tenders; we received a great many
tenders, and we gave the contract to six or seven parties, all of them the lowest tenderers. They
bought 6,000 tons without any tender at all at the price 1 have named. Kay, moe ; they gave
a commission of 1\ per cent, to a brother-in-law of one of themselves to buy the rails. He
bought them and charged the Government of Canada £10,000 more than he paid the manufac-
turers of the rails. (Heur, hear, and loud cheers.) And when 1 tell you this I tell you nothing
but what is proved from the record. We brought an action against this brother-in-law, and
recovered one judgment tor £5,000, while another judgment for a similar amount is progressing to

execution. (Cheers.) Sir, it is simply amazing to me that any one of those people should have
the hardihood to come before a public meeting and mention the subject of steel rails. It is one
of the most convincing proofs of the absolute truth of one of the doctrines of my infancy, that

the heart of man is by nature totally depraved.

Tory Depravity and Original Sin.

And I think, sir, no one can doubt after this that the heart of the average Tory is deceitful above
all things and desperately wicked. (Hear, hear, and laughter.) I am sure you will pardon me
for taking one of my old Calvinistic doctrines as an illustration, of the political depravity of

the Tories. Let me give you in a few words, though 1 have given it elsewhere, an exact state-

ment of facts in connection with this matter.

The Steel Rails Story Growing with Age.

This gentleman says we bought an enormous quantity of steel rails, and that they are lying rust-

ing from Halifax to Manitoba, and he says that we purchased paint at an extravagant figure to paint

the rails so as to preserve them. (Laughter. ) Well, that's the first I've heard of the paint part of

the story. ( Laughter. ) It is an entirely new element in the matter. Before this steel rail snow bit 11

reaches the end of its journey, goodness only knows what additions will be attached to it. (Laugh-
ter.) We bought 50,000 tons, of which 15,000 tons are already laid. We have under construction

at this moment where the rails are not laid about 200 miles, which will be almost finished within
the next nine months, and it will take us all our time to get the rails carried there i hat have
been bought for that specific purpose. Now, when I tell you in the first place that ihese tails

were purchased by open competition on the advice of the Chief Engineer, who informed us that

there was no time to be lost; when 1 tell you that the contractor was bound by the terms
of the contract to have a certain amount of the work doie in a certain time, aid that we were
anxious as far as possible to implement the engagements which our predecessors had made; when
I tell you that we bought rails at the lowest price ever known since the tim«- steel rails were first

manufactured—and I do not ask you to believe anything that cannot be verified on th«- record (I

have the iron and steel lists of England's commercial recotd in my possession, which show what
the prices were from first to last, and that they were uev«-r bought at such low prices as we
bought them at)—you will see how much foundation there is for the charges which the Tory
leaders make in regard to this transaction. But supposing it wer»- all true that, as these gentle-

men allege, they were bought far too soon, that we bought them when he prices were consider-

ably higher than they afterwards were, it might be called an error of judgment, and nothing
more—though I deny that we committed even an error of judgment, because * e proceeded solely

on the advice of the Chief Engineer, and on the btlief of almost every iron merchant in the

world that the prices had touched bottom.

Another Contrast of Prices, Then and Now, on Spikes—$96 and $54.

But I have a little more to say on this subject. When we came into office, I found that a

gentleman who was a member of Parliament, and is now a strong suppor'er of Sir John .\>ac-

donald, had a contract for delivering spikes on the Intercolonial Railway at &96 per ton. A few

months afterwards I obtained a contract by open competition for the delivery of the same class

of spikes at Fort William at $54 per ton. (Hear, hear, and* cheers.) I also found t hat the same
gentleman was supplying common iron nails to the railway authorities without competition

—

without inviting tenders—at the rate of $6 50 per keg. I purchased >hem almos* immediately

after my entrance into office at $3 10. (Cheers. ) I found further, that the previous Government
were paying for ordinary iron for the Intercolonial, purchased without) tender, lrom 4| to 6£ cents

per pound, when I could buy it at every blacksmith's corner at 3£ cents.

Nails and Steel Springs—Prices Then and Now.

fhey purchased steel springs for the Government railways, without tender, at 21 cents per

pound. I bought the same articles immediately afterwards for 74 cents. (Cheers.) And yet

these are the parties who dare to have the assurance to come forward at their meetings and
impeach alike the policy and the honour of persons tilling, like myself, the position of Ministers

of the Crown. There never was a more cowardly attack made on any person, living or dead,

than that contained in the chaiges which these people attempted to fasten on my colleagues

and myself in regard to this matter. I have frequently had to challenge the Conservative

leaders who go before meetings in the country and reiterate these charges, to name a Committee

of Investigation on this or any other subject they choose. But 1 need hardly say that they did

not accept the challenge ; for they knew that if the matter were investigated and witnesses put

on oath, every one of these insinuations would disappear like mist before the rising sun.
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Huntington's Method of Attack Contrasted with Tory Attacks.
What was the course pursued by my honourable friend the Postmaster-General, when he

had a charge to prefer against the late Government ? Did he go back to some Tory driving-park
at Gorrie, or some other such place, and insinuate that everything was not just as it should be
—that he was afraid they had done so and so—that if certain matters were investigated such
and such might be the case? No; he came before Parliament and said, " I have reason to
believe that the Government of the day have deliberately bartered a great charter for money
with which to carry the elections." He asked for a Committee in order to prove his charge

;

but they refused a Committee, and appointed a Commission, before whom Sir John Macdonald
appeared in the triple capacity of counsel, prisoner, and judge. (Hear, hear.) You all remem-
ber the famous cartoon in Grip, in which the same gentleman sat clothed in ermine as a judge on
the Bench, another Sir John stood somewhat demurely in the dock, and another stood up as
counsel to prosecute the prisoner at the bar. (Hear, hear, and laughter.) Sir, we do not move
in such circles. If we are wrong, we are willing to be judged by the act. If we have com-
mitted a mistake, we leave the country and Parliament to judge of that mistake. The only
motion they brought before Parliament on the subject of steel rails was one which indicated
simply that the purchase had been prematurely made. They did not venture to convey any
other impression, and that motion was defeated by the largest vote the Government received
during the session of 1876. (Cheers.) And still this well-worn subject is made to do duty like

a stalking-horse at every Conservative meeting throughout the country ; and if there is present
to-day an honest, fair-minded Conservative, I submit to his judgment the simple facts I have
stated, and ask him if for a single moment any one of his party would be prepared to condemn
our conduct in relation to the facts which I have stated ? (Cheers. ) Now, sir, let us advert for

a few moments—for you know I have to get through before six o'clock, and shall therefore have
to hurry through a great many topics which I should like to have touched upon pretty fully

—

to some of the questions connected with the policy of the late Government, and the policy
which we have seen proper to adopt.

Conservative Policy.

I see before me very many of the grey-haired veterans who have settled this country, and I

see also a multitude of the faces of young persons whom I desire to indoctrinate to some slight

extent with the general views which I have of the policy of the Conservative Government which
existed before our own, and of the policy of the Conservative leaders of the present time. You
will all remember that in 1867 Sir John Macdonald, Mr. Howland, Mr. William Macdougall, and
a few other choice spirits were making a tour through the country, telling the people there

was no further occasion for continuing the lines which had separated the two political parties in

the past, and asking them to join io a grand union of parties having only one purpose in view
—that of governing the country wisely and well.

No More Party Lines the Tory Cry in 1867.

So, cried they, let us cast aside our late designations of Tory and Grit, and let us use them
no more for ever. Well, sir, a small proportion, probably about five per cent, of the whole
electorate, believed in this profession, but it soon turned out that these no-party professions

were used simply to obtain a temporary majority by what we may very fairly term a catch vote.

I knew at the time that it was utterly impossible for these men to carry out their professions of

no-party allegiance with which they came before the public.

The End of the so-called No-party Government.

No sooner were the elections over than the miserable representative—the only representative

at the time—of the Liberal party in the Cabinet was sent about his business en the pretext of

being made Lieutenant-Governor of Manitoba, and the Cabinet became a purely Conservative

one ; for Alexander Morris, one of the most decided Conservatives in Canada, the present Lieu-

tenant-Governor of Manitoba, was selected to fill Mr. Macdougall's place as the representative

in the Cabinet of the Liberal party at that time. In 1872, as soon as they managed to get a

term of administration, the union and progress principle was cast adrift, and they hoisted the

party flag again, and their sole aim and object became apparent.

The Tory Flag Hoisted after the 1872 Elections.

That object was not, as they had falsely alleged in 1867, to secure the perfection of our sys-

tem of government, but simply to endeavour to get and keep themselves in power. Their sole

object in coming before the country now is to oust the present Administration and put them-

selves in their places. In England it has-been known that the Government would resign, and

the other party,, feeling that there wa3 nothing to justify them in assuming the reins of Govern-

ment, would decline to do so. This has happened once and again within our own lifetime.

Office the Only Object of Tory Politics.

But the question with these gentlemen is not what principles are to be defended in Parlia-

ment, or what the Conservative party is to do when it gets into office ; the fiist question with

them is to get there, and then they will trust to chance and circumstances to enable them to

meet the obligations of the moment. (Hear, hear.) Now, sir, you will remember this that

the Liberal party remained out of office ior twenty years, and they accepted it upon such con-

ditions as would not merely give them office, but the hope of carrying our their principles.

Anything for Office Sir John's Motto.—Events of 1864.

In 1864, the Liberal party defeated Sir John Macdonald's Government. One day Sir John

spoke strongly against all constitutional changes on principle ; he said there was no necessity
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for any change whatever, and he refused his assent to any change. That was on the 14th of
April. On the 15th his Government was defeated, and then, sir, we said to him, " If you
choose to adopt the constitutional changes that we have prepared for your needs ten years ago,
you can retain your office—only give us our principles." And they did it. (Loud applause.)
They would do anything on earth—they would revolutionize this country ; they would sever its

connection with Great Britain ; in fact, I believe in my heart there is nothing that the principal
Tory leaders are not prepared to adopt as a policy—provided it serves to keep or to get them into
office. And what has been their course this year, and indeed for the last two years ? It has
been one of uniform contemptible denunciation of their opponents, with no object in view,
without having any principle at stake, but simply an endeavour, first, to unite all the Conser-
vative party together ; and, secondly, to detach, if they can, some of my supporters in Parlia-

ment or in the country, so as to enable them to reach office.

Office, Office the Staple of Tory Speeches.

I have read their speeches, one after another, and except their violent denunciations of my-
self and my colleagues as incompetent, as blunderers, as traitors, as fraudulent men, as every-
thing that can be conceived to be bad, there is absolutely nothing in them but intimations that
they would have such and such a majority in such and such provinces at the next election, and
that they are sure to get in power within the next few months. (Hear, hear.) 1 believe, and
I have always believed, that it would be most disastrous to the Liberal party to remain in power
one moment longer than they can keep their principles and carry them into effect by practical

legislation. (Cheers.) And although I do not pretend to be larking in a feeling of pride in the
position I have received at the hands of the people of Canada, I do say that I would take in-

finitely more pleasure in sitting on the furthest back bench of the House of Commons as a
pxirely independent member of Parliament than to occupy the first of the Treasury Benches if

compelled, in order to occupy that seat, to propound a policy at variance with my previous
utterances to the great party which 1 have the honour to lead. (Loud applause.) Sir, 1 hope
there is still left in this country such a thing as high-mindedness in political life. (Hear, hear,

and loud cheers.) There is such a thing amongst the public men in England, whom it is our
humble desire to imitate—those who govern the empire of which we form a part. There was such
a spirit in such men as Disraeli and Palmerston and Derby, and who will doubt its existence in

the minds of such great political leaders as Gladstone and John Bright? (Loud applause.) I

had an opportunity, two years ago, of mixing with these men, and of listening to their debates,

and of noticing the decorum which characterizes all their utterances ; and I observed the entire

absence of the extreme democratic violence which pervades the would-be aristocratic class of

this country. (Hear, hear.) But, sir, until we learn to use our own political system and our
own Parliamentary life with a view—to use my own words uttered in 1874, and which I re-

iterate now—to elevate the standard of public morality in this country, you will never find that

the great political parties which must manage the Government in this country have reached or

can occupy properly the places the country has assigned to them. I do not shrink for one
moment from any investigation which these gentlemen may institute into any matters affecting

my own conduct.
The Way to Meet Libellers.

The only charge of a personal kind affecting myself was one which was printed by an imperti-

nent and insolent journalist, who stated in plain terms that I had done a certain wrong. I

immediately took proceedings against him in a court of justice, and if anybody chooses to make
a similar charge in regard to the steel rails, I shall give him an opportunity of proving his charge
in a similar way. (Hear, hear.

)

Indications of Confidence in the Governmental Policy.

I am glad to know, not only by the presence of this vast multitude to-day, but from what I

have learned at other gatherings, that there are indications everywhere over the country that the
policy which has been pursued by our own Administration in the past has commended itself to

the people of Canada. I may refer to what happened the day before yesterday. Dr. Fortin,

who was Speaker of the House of Assembly of Lower Canada, was the member for Gaspe. I knew
him well, as a very worthy gentleman, though when we were in Parliament together he sat on
the side opposite to me. He was unseated for bribery at the election—not by himself, but by
his agents. A new election was ordered, and Mr. Fortin, who was formerly elected almost with-

out opposition, was opposed by our friend Mr. Flynn, of Quebec, a man who had the disadvantage

of not living in the county, but who was elected by hundreds of a majority. (Loud cheers.) Mr.
Speaker Anglin has been again elected member for Gloucester by a majority of 350, notwith-

standing all the abuse which has been heaped upon him, and the gross injustice with which he
has been treated by the Conservative press. Every kind of means is being used by our oppo-

nents which they hope will help them in carrying the elections. In Lower Canada the Liberals

of that Province—I mean the political Liberals—have been denounced by the supreme ecclesias-

tical authority there, and the Opposition hope that this will prevent the free exercise of the
franchise by the electors of that Province.

How Charlevoix was Lost.

It is well known that it was by such means as these that Charlevoix was lost to us. Mr.
Langevin was unseated, the whole Court, Catholic and Protestant, concurring in the opinion that

the means employed in his favour were improper, unjust, unlawful; aud after he was unseated he
was returned to Parliament by so small a majority that it was a mere chance whether he was
returned or not.
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The Reaction In Favour of the Government.
Then in the county vacated by my honourable friend the Minister of Agriculture, Mr. Pelle-

tier, the Liberal candidate, was defeated by a small number, his defeat being doubtless due to
this same influence and agency; but a few weeks later, when that agency was removed, one of our
own friends was re-elected for the Local Legislature in the same county—thus indicating that,
instead of there being a reaction in favour of the Conservative element in political life, the
reaction has set in the other way, and that there is no shadow of a doubt of the main Provinces
of the Dominion retaining almost, if not entirely, the relative positions which they now occupy.

Present Party Relations of the House of Commons.
I was^not surprised at our losing some counties since the general election. We then elected

about three-fourths of the whole House, or at all events 133 or 134, while the total number was
206; and we knew that some seats which were carried might be lost to us on a future occasion.
The total result since the general election is that we lost 13 seats, and the Opposition party 4,

leaving a difference of 9 from what it was at the general election.

Sir John the only Tory Leader.

I know very well that with the great Province of Ontario, if there is any difference it is simply
because such causes as those I have alluded to have prevailed, namely, that the Conservative
party are determined to reunite on their late leader, no matter what may have been his sins, no
matter what are his proclivities. They are determined again to unite on him, to let him carry
their banner as of old, hoping that his personal popularity and the great ability which distin-

guishes him as a public man will enable him to recover and retain his old place. That is a matter
which will rest with the people of this country themselves. I am not disposed to boast, because
boasting, like scolding, accomplishes little.

Perfect Confidence in the People.

But I am merely disposed to say this—that I have not only entire confidence in the people
of my native Province, but in the public opinion of the country, which I believe to be sound
over the greater part of the whole of this Dominion. But, sir, whether they shall succeed or
not, whether that wave which they call a Conservative reaction shall bear them into office or
not, it makes no difference whatever to the policy of the Liberal party. (Hear, hear, and
cheers, ) Our policy is to carry out our views when we are in the Government, and when we
cease to be able to do that we will be willing to pass out, as my friend Mr. Mowat did in
1864. .

The Liberal Policy in 1364.

He and his friends had a majority in the House ; it is true it was only a majority of some
one or two, but still it was a majority. The Opposition was rather factious, as the same Op-
position are now, and the consequence was that they had votes of want of confidence every day;
in fact we had them for breakfast, dinner, and supper. (Laughter. ) It was impossible for one
of us to go out and wash our faces for fear we would be voted out in our absence. (Laughter.)
But Mr. Mowat and his colleagues, rather than submit to this kind of constant torture, resigned.

their seats and let the Conservatives come in. A month afterwards they were defeated, and
then they adopted the Liberal policy, and gave us anything we wanted if they were only allowed
to retain their places. (Hear, hear.

)

The Commercial Depression.

A good deal has been said of late regarding the commercial depression which has existed over
the country for the last two or three years ; and in that respect the Liberal party has undoubt-
edly been most unfortunate. We came into power at the moment that Mr. Tilley, the Finance
Minister of the late Government, had announced his belief that the importations of the country
could not be kept up, and that more taxation would be necessary next session.

Mr. Tilley's Announcement of More Coming Taxation.

We came in at the time when our moneyed institutions were feeling the strain imposed by
the inability of dealers to sell their lumber and manufactured goods, and by the general want of

prosperity which prevailed alike in Great Britain and the United States. And, sir, we had to

contend with these and other difficulties. My friend Mr. Mowat has alluded to-day to some of

the causes of the prosperity which existed from 1867 to 1873, but he did not mention the one
great fact that during that period the sum of nearly $17,000,000 had been expended on the In-

tercolonial, and on the Ontario railways not less than about $20,000,000.

The Cause of the Inflation from 1867 to 1873.

These enormous sums being circulated through the country gave a temporary and fictitious

prosperity to many branches of trade, and when these heavy expenditures ceased, those branches
were the first to feel the depression. The Government were then the first to have the blame
thrown upon them of having accomplished something like an injury to the country.

The Interest of the Government is all in Obviating any Depression.

Some people appear to think that the Administration had some object to serve in producing
a depression ; but it must be very obvious that not only our prosperity as individuals, but as a
Government, is bound up in the prosperity of the country, and that we are bound by our interest

as well as by our duty to do all in our power to promote that prosperity. When our manufac-
turers made a demand for more protection, it was in vain that we pointed out the fact that in

the United States, where protection was adopted as a principle, the result was that prices were
much higher, money was much scarcer, and labour worse paid than in Canada. (Hear, hear.)
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It was in vain that we pointed to the interest of our working classes, as they are called ; though
the truth is we are all working men in this country (hear hear) ; we have all to live more or less

by the exercise of our industry.

Effect of Protection on Labour and Prices.

But on behalf of the great mass of our working population we pointed out that according to
official statistics in the United States the prices of labour rose from 1860, when their protective

system began, to 1873, when an agitation of a decided character sprang up against it, exactly
sixty per cent. ; that is to say, a man who received $1 before received $1 60 then, while the
prices of commodities entering into household consumption rose 92 per cent. ; so that the work-
ing man who has to buy his clothes, his food, his tea, and everything required by himself and
his family, would have to pay 32 per cent, more than the increase in the price of his labour. In
other words, he was a loser to that extend ^Hear, hear, and cheers.) We found at Philadelphia
last year that we could hire all the men we wanted in that great city for 90 cents to $1 10 green-
backs per day, while at Ottawa we had to pay $1 25 in gold to our workmen. (Hear, hear.)

But the manufacturers, many of whom were our own political friends, were under the impression
that a system of protection would not only benefit them, but the farmers as well, by opening up
a home market for agricultural produce.

Protection to Farmers a Delusion.

Well, sir, it is an utter delusion. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) It is utterly impossible that
the prices for farm products can be raised here except by a rise in the markets of the world, and
these are controlled by England. (Hear, hear. ) I remember making a tour in the WeLtern
States a few years ago, just before I assumed office. I not only made a tour on the railway, but
I drove a good deal across the country. I found on inquiry among the farmers of Iowa that

while we were getting $1 15 in gold for our wheat, they were getting 87 cents in greenbacks
;

and in the matter of cattle we were getting nearly 40 per cent, more than they were, on account
of the long transportation. They found these rates so unprofitable that they almost ceased pro-

duction. At the same time I met a clergyman who came from that country every year to visit

his friends in London, and he could pay his passage both ways and have something over on the
difference between the cost of a suit of broadcloth in Canada and in Iowa. (Hear, hear.) I

found that every agricultural machine was about 50 per cent, higher there than here, and' with
regard to boots and shoes and many other articles the same was true. (Hear, hear.) I tell you
this system of protection for protection's sake is a fallacy and a mistake, and the effect it would
have upon such of you as are farmers would be, that you would get nothing more for your pro-

duce, and you would pay perhaps 50 per cent, more for everything you have to buy. (Hear,
hear, and loud cheers. ) I have to appeal to the great farming community of this country. I

know I cannot sustain myself or the Administration except with their help and support.

Protection to Manufacturers only a Momentary Benefit.

I have to appeal to the manufacturers as well. I pointed out to them a year ago, when they
came to me, that it was quite possible we could benefit them by excluding all other manufac-
tures of the kind manufactured by themselves, thereby enabling them to charge their own prices

;

and when they say that they would still be able to sell at their old prices, one naturally asks,

"If you can, why do you ask for protection ?" As to the effects of protection, I would instance

the shipping interest of Great Britain.

Protection Exemplified in United States Shipping and British Shipping.

Up to 1860—at which time the British tonnage laws were repealed, and the laws of naviga-

tion changed to throw open the commerce of Great Britain to the whole world—because there

was freedom of commerce in the United States' marine, their ships pushed far ahead, and even
threatened soon to overtake our boasted British supremacy on the ocean. But after the re-

strictions were removed in England—after a man was allowed to build a ship of such a shape as

he pleased and to go where he wished, this open competition had such an effect that the Biitish

marine bounded forward, and it is now double what it was at that time, and is so far ahead of

the United States' marine that the latter is not worthy to be mentioned in comparison with
that of Great Britain. In 1873 the foreign trade of the United States at the port of New York
was in the proportion of 73 per cent, of American bottoms, to only 27 per cent, of those of all

other nations. Last year, under the operation of the system of protection which now prevails,

there were twenty-one per cent, of American bottoms, seventy per cent, of British bottoms, and
about ten per cent, of those of all other nations. I mention that as a simple illustration of the

effects of protection.
Exportation of Cattle.

A great trade has sprung up lately in exporting cattle to England, that being the determin-

ing market as to the price of beef as well a 3 of grain. A large number of farmers, distillers,

and brewers are importing young and lean cattle from the Western States and then exporting

them. A large amount of corn is being imported, and it would confer no appreciable benefit on
our farmers to have a duty on that article, while it would have the effect of stopping a great

and lucrative trade. I will give you an illustration which is taken from the experience of my
friend Mr. Rymal, who is himself a farmer. He took fifty or sixty bushels of barley to the

Hamilton market and sold it at $1 50 per bushel. (I assume a price.) He bought the same
quantity of corn for some fifty cents per bushel. He took the same number of bushels of corn

back as of the barley he had brought to market. He had from it food for his cattle and had
some $20 in cash besides. That is an illustration from which you will see plainly what would
be the effect of protection upon the agricultural interest, and what is the effect of allowing our

farmers to buy in the cheapest market and sell in the dearest.
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Pleasant to Protect Everyone, and Make All Rich.

Nothing would give me greater pleasure or satisfaction than that I should be able to make
everybody rich by protection, provided nobody had to pay for it. But it will occur to you, and
to every one who considers the subject, that it is utter nonsense to talk of finding a royal

road to wealth.
No Royal Road to Wealth.

Wealth is only obtainable by industry, and we are not such fools as to sell peas or any other

articles to the United States if we can sell it for a higher price in England. Our produce will

naturally go to where the highest price prevails. Prince Edward Island sells all her oats to

England. We send a good deal to the United States. We send a large quantity of peas to the

Unitad States, as well as our surplus wheat, though Dr. Tupper says we do not grow enough
wheat for our own consumption. (Laughter.) While I do not admit the accuracy of that,

suppose we do not, what would happen ? We should be compelled to buy some flour and wheat
in a foieign market, and be thinks it would be a great benefit for us if we were compelled to

buy some for our own consumption and pay taxes for it when we got it. ( Hear, hear, and
laughter. ) That is his logic. Look at the matter as you please, you will find that the only true

road to national wealth for the farmer, the mechanic, or the manufacturer, is to remove all

restrictions from trade that it is possible to remove.

The Effect of the Repeal of the Corn Duties on British Farmers.

I am old enough to remember the time when the great anti-corn-law agitation was carried

on in England. I have heard George Thompson and his compeers, Cobden and his friends, at

meetings, denouncing these corn laws, which imposed a duty on wheat and other grain though
they could not raise enough for their own maintenance, and I remember that the farmers were
almost rioting in some districts, believing it would be ruinous to them if the duty were abolished.

The fact is that they became very much more prosperous since than they had been before. At
that time the average rent in England and Scotland, if not in Ireland, was about £2 sterling,

and when I was in the old country in 1875, I found that the same farms rented for £3 ; and
farm servants who had formerly been receiving £10 or £12 sterling and board, were now receiv-

ing from £20 to £24 and board, and their houses were very much improved.

Agriculturists Prospered on Removal of Protective Duties.

In fact, when the protection wa3 removed, the whole agricultural interest seemed to bound
forward into a state of greater prosperity, which affected landlord and tenant alike. If we are
true patriots, we have to work, not for the benefit of one class, but for the benefit of the entire
interests of the country which we have in our hands, and it would be an evil day for Canada if

the attention of our farmers were diverted from its proper functions by their endeavouring to
make money by vainly obtaining a duty in the shape of protection to cereals. It could not be
done except in the single article of corn. As regards the manufacturers, as I have already told
them, they might for a moment get a higher price after the duties were increased, but the effect

would certainly be to introduce disorder and disorganization into our whole trade system.

A Revenue Tariff or Direct Taxation.

You have now a 17£ per cent, tariff for revenue purposes, and if we impose more you will

get a higher price for your boots and shoes, machines, &c. But we must have a revenue, and as

we could not rahe it on a higher tariff, you would be obliged to pay property taxes or a poll tax
to make up the deficiency. There would be nothing left for us but to appoint an assessor to go
round and make a direct levy on the people, and that is something which, I fancy, none of you
would like to see. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) Apart altogether from the question of its wisdom
as a fiscal policy, I am sure I have only to mention it to show that it would be neither palatable

nor convenient to you that such a system should prevail for raising a revenue. (Hear, hear.)

I am aware that in some counties certain gentlemen are very fond of calling themselves the
farmers' friends. I believe Mr. Farrow figures in this county in that capacity. Dr. Orton pro-

poses protection as a panacea for all the ills that farmers' flesh is heir to, and I remember once
giving great offence to that gentleman by saying that I thought he knew a good deal more about
calomel than he did of what was good for the interest of the farmers. (Hear, hear, and laughter.)

I am afraid these self-styled farmers' friends are rather suspicious gentlemen, and that they
fancy that our farmers are a very simple lot of people. They are like the demagogue out West,
who appealed to the sympathies of the farmers because, as he said, he was a farmer himself,

his father was a farmer, and so was his grandfather. " In fact," he said, " I might say I was
brought up between the rows of corn," when some irreverent fellow in the crowd shouted out,

"A pumpkin, by thunder !" (Laughter.) I don't want to call any one names— (laughter)

—

but I'm half inclined to think that these two gentlemen, who so loudly proclaim themselves as
par excellence the farmers' friends, will be found, if you only probe them, to be but very sorry
specimens of a certain kind of vegetable. (Loud laughter.) I think you will see that, to put it

mildly, this remedy of theirs has a very suspicious look about it. They say, " Don't the
Americans put so many cents a bushel on our wheat ? Why not put as much on theirs V

Willing to Tax Americans if we can Collect it.

I say "Yes, by all means, if you can only get it." (Hear.) I am willing to tax the Ame-
ricans as much as you please, if you can only collect the tax after it is imposed. We tried it

once, and the result was that a number of loads of wheat came in before the change in the tariff

was known, but after that they avoided our shores, sent their wheat to England through other
channels, or in bond, and so the entire amount we collected in about a year and a quarter was
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only about $120,000, and the next year we would have got nothing. (Hear, hear.) Our canal
traffic would be injured, and the mills which are built all along the frontier for the milling of
United States wheat would be left idle. A miller asked me at Newmarket why we didn't give
the same protection to flour that we gave to other manufactures, and I said :

" Simply be-
cause it would be of no use to you. Your flour is sent to England, or to any other place where
it can be sold."

Tax on Flour Wrong and Useless.
" Now, suppose a duty were imposed that would enable you to go to the Lower Provinces

(where they raise no grain worth mentioning, and no wheat), it could only be got in this way.
The fishermen in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island have a considerable
trade with Portland, Boston and other towns in the United States. They sell their fish and
bring back flour, generally as ballast, carrying it for 10 or 15 cents per barrel. If we were to
impose a duty of 25 or 50 cents on flour it would destroy these people's trade in time, which
amounts to perhaps 40,000 or 50,000 barrels per year. To the extent of that duty on the flour

which goes by Boston and New York our millers might get the advantage and no more, and that,

if spread over the millers of this country, would afford them perhaps one-ninth of a cent psr
barrel on the flour made in Canada." (Hear, hear.) But even if it did afford them more, how
can you go to work and tax the people's bread in the Lower Provinces unless you allow them to
tax something elsewhere ? (Hear, hear.)

The Tax on Coal—Cost of Free Coal In Goderich.

They tried last year to carry a tax on coal. I asked a manufacturer in Goderich, who is not
a political friend of mine, how much he could get coal delivered for at his establishment. He said

$3 per ton ; but if he had to take his coal from Nova Scotia he could not get it delivered below
$7 per ton. (Hear, hear. ) Yet it was deliberately proposed that the great Province of Ontario
should tax itself, injure its manufactures, and starve out the people in our cities who use coal,

by imposing a duty on that article.

Protection as a Principle only Just when all Enjoy it.

As soon as you begin a system of protection for protection's sake, everybody must be protected,

and then the country will be so much the worse off by the cost of doing the work of collection.

Whatever policy is adopted in these matters, it should be one which affects all persons alike, and
does equal justice to all classes of the community, whether farmers, mechanics, or manufacturers.
(Cheers.) But there is another phase to this question. I have said to the manufacturers,
" Gentlemen, if you are determined to have protection as a system, that system must extend
over all."

Labour must be Protected by Excluding Immigrants.

" There are mechanics coming in thousands from England to Canada and the United States,

and if you are to have protection on the articles you make, we must have protection for our
labour. We must not lower the price of wages while we raise the price of your manufactures.
(Hear, hear.) You must go to the very foundation, and protect our labourers as well as others."

I now propose to refer to two or three statements made by Sir John Macdonald at some of the
recent Conservative gatherings. There is nothing, I am sure, which tells more upon the public
than to find disinterested conduct on the part of Ministers and public men generally ; and when
Sir John said that not one of his colleagues ever accepted lucrative offices while they were Min-
isters of the Crown, he made a statement which no doubt commended itself to the people to whom
he spoke. Sir John says :

—

Sir John on his Colleagues' Greed for Permanent Offices.

"Sometimes they disappeared from ill-health, sometimes because they could not secure their elections, and some-
times because old age had come upon them ; but I don't now remember a single one of my colleagues who sought a
refuge for himself in a public office after having been honoured with a seat in the Cabinet."

Now, if this statement had been strictly correct, it might have been a matter upon which they
might indulge in a little self-congratulation, though, for my own part, I can see no reason why
distinguished members of the Cabinet should not fill important offices in the country. (Hear,

hear. ) But let us see how his statement tallies with the truth.

Specimens of Sir John's Colleagues who would not " Seek a Refuge."

Mr. William Macdougall was a member of his Government since 1867, and he was appointed
Lieutenant-Governor of Manitoba. (Hear, hear, and laughter.) Mr. W. P. Howland was a
member of his Cabinet, and he was appointed Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario. Mr. Archibald
was a member of his Government, and he was appointed Lieutenant-Governor of, Manitoba, and
afterwards of Nova Scotia. Alexander Morris was a member of his Government, and he was ap-

pointed Chief Justice of Manitoba, and afterwards Lieutenant-Governor of that Province.

Christopher Dunkin was a member of his Cabinet, and he was appointed to a seat on the Bench.
Joseph Howe, a member of his Administration, was appointed Lieutenant-Governor of Nova
Scotia. Sir Narcisse Belleau, a member of his Government, was appointed Lieutenant-Governor
of Quebec. Mr. Hugh Macdonald, a member of his Cabinet, was appointed a judge in Nova
Scotia. Mr. Tilley was a member of his Government, and was appointed Lieutenant-Governor of

New Brunswick ; and Sir Edward Kenny, another of his colleagues, was appointed Administrator
in Nova Scotia. (Hear, hear.) When Sir John Macdonald ventures before any audience in

Canada to make such a statement as that, he must not #nly have a very bad memory (laughter),

but he must fancy his hearers know nothing of the political history of their country. (Hear,

hear. ) 1 have given you a list of ten Cabinet Ministers who were appointed to office, being at

the rate of two per year while they were in power. *
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Reform Ministers who Accepted Office.

What has been our record in the same respect during the, four years we have been in office ?

We appointed Mr. Dorion Chief Justice of Quebec ; Mr. D. A. Macdonald, Lieutenant-Gover-

nor of Ontario ; Mr. Fournier, a Judge of the Supreme Court ; Mr. Ross, Collector of Customs
at Halifax ; Mr. David Laird, Lieutenant-Governor of the North-west ; and Mr. Letellier,

Lieutenant-Governor of Quebec. We have made six appointments in four years ; they have
made ten in five years ; so that they made at the rate of two per year—we made at the rate of

one and a half per year, of the very class of appointments which he condemns. Now, I don't

condemn it.

Chief Justice Dorion.

I think, for example, it was extremely fitting that such a man as Mr. Dorion should be made
Chief Justice of his native Province. I think he was more entitled to such honour than any
man then in public life. His name I can scarcely mention without a feeling of reverence, for

if ever I had a sincere affection for one of my own sex—I have had an affection for the other

—

I had that affection for Mr. Dorion. A man so pure-minded, so religious, so devoted to his coun-

try, so disinterested. I have never known in my whole political life—(loud cheers)—and, sir, even
this man has been assailed over and over again in the grossest and most virulent style by the

leaders of the Opposition. Mr. D. A. Macdonald was appointed Lieutenant-Governor of On-
tario. He was a distinguished Catholic, a native of Glengarry, where his grandfather was born.

It was supposed by some people that because he was a Roman Catholic his name would be re-

ceived with disfavour ; but I am proud to say that no man could have more successfully performed
the duties of his office than he has done, and that no one deserved his office better. (Hear,

hear, and cheers.) So with the rest of the appointments I have named. 1 might name others

made by them before Confederation, but during the time that Sir John was either Premier or a
leading man in the Government.

Specimens of Sir John's Colleagues before 1867 who would not "Seek a Refuge."

They appointed Mr. Draper a judge, Mr. Vankoughnet a judge, Mr. Morin a judge ; Mr.
Morrison and Mr. Sherwood were made judges, and Mr. Spence a Collector of Customs. All
these gentlemen were members of Conservative Administrations, so that we have here a list of

sixteen of such appointments as those to which Sir John referred, and all made within a com-
paratively short space of time. And yet Sir John told you the other day that he did not re-

member a single member of his party who had accepted a lucrative office after being a Cabinet
Minister.

Reform Legislation.

At another meeting Sir John undertook to jeer at the legislation of the Reform Government,
and Dr. Tupper very coolly told the people that the measures we passed were measures that
they had prepared and left in their pigeon-holes when they left office. Well, I can but say that
the only things that we found in their pigeon-holes—and we found them in very great abun-
dance—were appointments to office, made after they had lost the confidence of Parliament.
(Hear, hear. ) They did not leave a single measure of any kind, prepared or partly prepared,
from which we derived a particle of benefit.

Tories Preparing Offices for Friends, not Acts of Parliament for their Successors.

I may tell you that instead of leaving measures partly prepared, they seemed to have occu-
pied their time during the year before they went out of office—and when they must have known
that a cloud was hanging over their heads, and likely to burst upon them with extreme violence
—in preparing every conceivable sort of scheme for keeping themselves in power ; and during
the last month of their regime, when they found they had no hope of remaining in power, they
created offices by the score and. by the hundred. (Hear, hear.

)

The Appointments made in October, 1873.

You will find in the records that are published, that on the last day before they had given up
the ship they had made many appointments, and they deliberately altered the date of the letters

to make them look as if written upon the 6th instead of on the 7th. Did this gentleman who
never appointed one of his Cabinet to office remember when he made that statement that on the
22nd of October, 1873, the very day on which Parliament met, he appointed one of his colleagues,

Mr. Tilley, to a Lieutenant-Governorship ?

Mr. Tilley as Lieutenant-Governor.
That the Government hung on for two weeks after that time, but the appointment remained,

and that the very day they went out Mr. Tilley, after telling the House that he intended resum-
ing the debate next day, got his commission and walked off—a Lieutenant-Governor?
(Hear, hear.)

Mr. Hugh Macdonald as a Judge.

Mr. Hugh Macdonald at the same time had his appointment as a judge in Nova Scotia ; he
kept sitting in the House with Mr. Tilley, though, like him, he knew his appointment was made.
The only thing necessary was the signing of the commission, and it was signed the same day.
(Hear, hear.) Yet the leader of these two gentlemen tells us that for the life of him he cannot
call to mind a member of his Government who accepted an office ! (Laughter and cheers.) Sir

John says that for long years he was occupied in introducing the civil and criminal laws which
were to govern the country ; that many of these laws the then Opposition strenuously and
factiously opposed ; and that many of our laws are but copies of old legislation.
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The Way Sir John Prepared his Legislation.

Well, that is a pretty extensive statement—even for Sir John Macdonald. (Laughter.) I
can only say that a great many of the laws which he says he spent long years in elaborating
were copied by the clerks in his office, with some slight amendments, from English laws. None
of the laws to which he refers were original, but they were merely copied into Dominion
statutes. Up to the time that any particular law was changed, the old laws prevailing in the
Province of Canada continued to have force, and as soon as they were enacted in the Dominion
books they became Dominion statutes. What he did was simply to introduce the old statutes,

making such amendments as were necessary in the new state of affairs. He says we opposed
him " factiously and strenuously." Well, if he is to hold any more meetings 1 would like him
to take the journals of the House and the reports of the debates with him, and show the public
from the records a single one of these laws that we opposed factiously and strenuously. (Hear,
hear.

)

An Invitation to Show the Proof.

Let him point out one that we opposed at all. Why should we oppose criminal laws which,

we must have ? Instead of doiDg anything of the kind, we devoted ourselves as an Opposition
to cementing the new system, and I was repeatedly complimented, as Mr. Huntington and
other members of the House will remember, as the "distinguished member for Lambton,"
because I assisted them when some of my colleagues were not very strongly disposed to do so.

The statement is utterly devoid of truth ; it is just as far from the facts as his statement that
we used their measures, and that we did not repeal any of them.

The Volume of Liberal Legislation.

Why, Mr. Blake, as Minister of Justice, passed through thirty Bills last session. We passed
altogether forty-three Bills, and by these we must have repealed fifteen or twenty of the
statutes that Sir John referred to. Let us look for a moment at the bulk of their legislation

and ours. The number of Public Acts passed in 1867 was 17 ; in 1868, 58 ; in 1869, 45 ; in

1870, 40 ; in 1871, 34 ; in 1872, 43 ; in 1873, 66 ; and 1874 (our first year), 53 ; in 1875, 56 ; in

1876, 39 ; and in 1877, 50. And of Private Bills there were introduced and carried in 1867, 4
;

in 1868, 10 ; in 1869, 28 ; in 1870, 19 ; in 1871, 24 ; in 1872, 74 ; in 1873, 60 ; in 1874, 67 ; in

1875. 42 ; in 1876, 36 ; and in 1877, 38. The average number of pages of statutes which we
passed was 429 ; the average number of Acts, public and private, 95 ; while their average number
of pages was 386, and of public and private Acts 74£. (Hear, hear.) Now, sir, let me enume-
rate a few of the leading Acts which this Government introduced and carried. You all know
that during our first session we introduced and passed an election law which simplifies the
general election system very materially. By the old plan, which Sir John maintained to the
last, it required three or four months to get over an election. He issued the writs for his own
counties first, and then for ours, so that he could send his men into our counties and keep us
constantly fighting with all the influence of the Government. When we came into power we
voluntarily gave up any advantages we might have under the old law, and as soon as possible

passed a Bill by which all the elections are held on one day. (Loud cheers. ) ^
Controverted Elections Law a Measure by the Liberals.

Thus you find that our opponents are taking credit for being the authors of the Controverted

Elections Law. Why, sir, that is purely and wholly a Reform measure. Mr. Blake introduced

it, and they voted it down ; and after the election of 1872, when they had got the use of the

Pacific Scandal money, when they knew that they had not a majority of over twenty in the

House—and we reduced it on one occasion to sixteen—when they found they could no longer

a v, resist the passage of the Controverted Elections Law, they took Mr. Blake's Bill, reported,
' v introduced it themselves, and passed it. It was a good one in some respects, but Mr. Blake

on coming into office put it into proper shape.

How Tories and Liberals Managed the Intercolonial.

When we came into office we found that four commissioners were conducting the affairs of

the Intercolonial Railway, one on a salary of $4,000 a year, and the others on a salary of $3,000

a year, one of them being a member of Parliament. I introduced an Act at once to abolish the

Commission and make it a duty of the Minister of Public Works to conduct the Intercolonial

Railway as a public work in Canada, and we saved by that means the sum of $10,000 per year.

The Military College.

So we passed laws relating to the Military College, we amended the Libel Law, passed the

new Building Societies Act, the Registration of Shipping Bill, and the Supreme Court Bill. Let
me say a word or two about the last named of these.

Supreme Court Bill.

Sir John said at some meeting that he had prepared the Supreme Court Bill. He never pre-

pared a Bill of any sort about the Supreme Court, but he did pay a Toronto judge $500 to pre-

pare a Bill, which we did not accept, though we had as good a right to use it as they, seeing that

the country paid for the Bill. That law was promised several times, but they never were strong

enough or determined enough to pass it. They had an opposition to it in Lower Canada which
they could not overcome. We passed it at once, thus providing in a broad, patriotic sense for a
final Court of Appeal in our own country, instead of sending litigants to England, where many
of our comparatively poor people had been ruined, and where the rich had almost a certainty

of winning against the poor suitors. Sir John and his friends factiously opposed the measure.
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They tried to prevent it being made a final Court of Appeal, and at one of his meetings last year,

thinking he had the secret ear of the Colonial Office, that he could move the strings in England,
he told the people that a little bird had whispered to him that our Act would be disallowed.

The "Little Bird" that Told Falsehoods.

But that little bird is something like some Tory leaders. It could not, or does not, always
tell what is exactly true. Our Act has not been disallowed, but, on the contrary, it is the ad-

miration of English and Canadian lawyers for its completeness, and it has been eminently
successful in its operation.

The Election Law.

I forgot to tell you how often an Election Law was promised by the late Government. They
mentioned it in the Speech from the Throne about five times. They introduced one once, but
it was such an abortion that none of their own friends would have anything to do with it, and
the brat was put quickly out of the way.

The Insolvency Act.

They promised repeatedly to introduce an Insolvency Act. They got Mr. John Abbott, a
prominent man on the Conservative side, to introduce one, the Ministry conveniently shirking

responsibility in the matter by getting one of their supporters to introduce the Bill. When they
had succeeded in carrying it they said, " Well, didn't we do that splendidly?" They say we
only amended the Insolvency Law. They had none to amend. The law did not in any s^nse

belong to them, and they are trying to assume the parentage of a respectable infant, when they
had murdered their own. (Laughter.) We promised the Bill, we introduced it at once, and
passed it, assuming the responsibility ourselves, though I am bound to say it is an extremely
difficult matter to satisfy the public on a question of insolvency.

Sir John as a Workingman Champion*
Sir John received an ovation from the working men on the strength of a law which he passed,

and which he claimed was to save them from a great deal of annoyance, but they found that in-

stead of protecting them it resulted in their persecution ; but Mr. Irving and Mr. Blake pre-

pared a Bill, which was amended last session, and which provides for the same freedom of con-

tract between man and master as in any other case. (Cheers.) Then we have a law relating to

corrupt practices at elections, such as will have the effect of securing purity of election. (Hear,

hear, and cheers.

)

Extradition.

So with the question of extradition. Thac has been in the hands of Mr. Blake, and. as you
all know, there is no man in Canada more competent to deal with such a subject. (Cheers.) Our
Act of last session is the first complete Canadian Act on the subject of extradition, and it will

effectually prevent the evil of making the United States a harbour of refuge for the criminals of

this country, and the evil of making Canada the resort of runaway criminals from the other side

of the line.

Maritime Jurisdiction.

If you look at the journals of the House, you will also see that the subject of maritime juris-

diction on our lakes has also been dealt with by some of the lawyers ; for our inland marine was
subjected to certain inequalities which were not felt by our ocean marine, which was governed
by the British admiralty laws.

Fire and Life Insurance.

We also dealt with fire and life insurance, and many other subjects of more or less importance.

We are quite willing to submit our legislation to the intelligent consideration of the people of

Canada.
Mr. Blake and his Assailants.

I have one word to say in regard to an absent colleague. I regret exceedingly that any man,
and especially one who was once a Minister of the Crown himself, should Lave spoken of my .col-

league the late Minister of Justice, Hon. Edward Blake—(cheers) —as one of the speakers did the

other day at the meeting not far from here. The man who would traduce the character of a

gentleman who is by all odds one of the ablest and most upright men who have ever li^ed in

Canada—(hear, hear, and cheers)—in such a manner as was done zt that meeting, can only be
branded as an unprincipled coward— (hear, hear)—and I do brarid him as such. I don't care

what they say of me when I am present, for then every man can defend himself, and no man can
do that better than Mr. Blake if he were here. On his behalf, and on behalf of the Government
generally, I would just say that we look with unutterable disgust on the man who could pen or

utter such sentiments as have been used regarding the late Chancellor Blake ; a man whose dis-

tinguished services to his country will never be forgotten ; a gentleman who was a leading man
in the Reform party, and who reluctantly left Parliament for more onerous duties, and now he\
is to be subjected to the coarse abuse of every shameless Tory who cares to drag an honourable
name in the mire. Such men as these need never hope to obtain again the confidence of the peo-

ple of this country. (Hear, hear.) Mr. Mackenzie thanked the people for having turned out in

such immense numbers to hear him, and urged them, as the best way of showing their appreci-

ation of true Liberal principles, to do their best to return men to Parliament who would aid iv

giving effect to those principles. (Loud and long-continued cheers.)



THE DEMONSTRATION AT FERGUS.

SATURDAY, JULY 7th.

Speeches of the Hon. Messrs. Mackenzie, Cartwright and Mills.

As at Clinton, the pic-nic at Fergus was preceded by several impromptu demonstrations of
welcome to the Premier and his colleagues. En route from Goderich the day before, the party
were met upon the arrival of the train at Seaforth by a large assemblage of Reformers, and an
Address was presented on behalf of the Reform Association of the town, by its President, Mr.
Wm Gray. At Berlin a similar gathering, accompanied by the German band, had assembled,
and hearty cheers followed the arrival and departure of the train, the time of stoppage not
being sufficient to permit of the presentation of an Address. In the evening, at Guelph, the
Drill Shed was crowded by an audience of from fifteen hundred to two thousand ladies and
gentlemen, and an Address, expressing the fullest confidence in his Administration, was read to
the Premier by Mr. George Elliott, President of the South Wellington Reform Association.
In reply, Mr. Mackenzie spoke for nearly an hour, and was followed by his colleagues, the Hon.
Messrs. Huntington and Mills, each of whom was very cordially received by the audience.

A reception and torch-light precession closed the day's demonstrations.
At Fergus, next day, the Demonstration was but a repetition of those which preceded it.

An immense procession escorted the Premier and party to the grove—Kinnettles—where a
gathering of some ten thousand afterwards assembled, the Chair being occupied by Col. Clarke,
M.P.P. for the Riding, besides whom the following members of the Commons and Ontario
Legislature were on the platform :—Hon. Mr. Mackenzie, Hon. Mr. Huntington, Hon. Mr.
Mills, D. Guthrie, M.P., Col. Higginbotham, M.P., Jas. Young, M.P., I. E. Bowman, M.P.,
Dr. Landerkin, M.P.., M. Irving, M.P., Jas. Massie, M. P.P., J. H. Hunter, M. P. P.,

D. D. Hay, M.P. P., and T. Ballantyne, M.P.P. The Secretary of the Reform Association,

Mr. John Craig, read an Address to the Premier, a similar one having been presented to him, on
the arrival of the train at Elora, by Col. Clarke, M.P.P., on behalf of the Reformers of that
village. Mr. Mackenzie responded briefly to both Addresses, and speeches were subsequently
delivered by the Finance Minister, the Minister of the Interior, and the Premier.

THE FINANCE MINISTER'S SPEECH.
The Hon. Mr. Cartwright was first called upon, and was received with loud cheers. He

said : Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, looking round upon this enormous assemblage I

have only one regret, and that is, that I fear I shall hardly be able to send my voice far enough
to reach the very large number who have met to-day to hear, what I hope they will find to be,

a fair and frank discussion of the policy of this Government ; but although it may not be possible

for me to make myself heard by you all just now, 1 trust that through the columns of the
public press you will be able to read, and after reading to examine and judge for yourselves of

the truth of the facts which, on my own behalf and on behalf of my colleagues, I am about to

present to you to-day.
Object of

%
these Gatherings.

Now, as my hon. friend the Premier has explained elsewhere, our more special purpose in

addressing these assemblages is to refute certain very unfair and unfounded charges brought
against the present Government, not openly and boldly upon the floor of the House of Parlia-

ment, but at places where it would necessarily be impossible for us to be represented or to ob-

tain a hearing.
Desire of the Government.

What we desire is, that the people of Canada should examine carefully the various speeches
which have been addressed to them by the leaders of the Opposition, and the answers which are

given by the various members of the Government. We ask you to examine and weigh the
evidence which we present to you, and when you have done so, we feel no fear of the verdict

which the intelligent electors of Canada will record.
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Special Charges Against the Government.
Now, there are two special charges which have been brought against this Government, which

more particularly affect the Department over which I preside. With one of these—that of ex-

travagance in our administration of affairs—I have dealt on another occasion, and as my remarks
on that head will be fully reported in the course of a few days, I will refer you, so far as the
details go, to the speech itself, which will appear in the several newspapers supporting our cause.

But as this charge is one which naturally and properly excites a great deal of interest among
you, I will take this opportunity of calling your attention, very briefly, to certain prominent
facts which I have elaborated in more detail in the speech referred to, and which I hope will

show you, particularly when you have examined the proof I there submit, how utterly baseless

and unfounded that charge is. On that occasion I showed that whereas the present Opposition
have made it a special charge against us that we have shamelessly, and in defiance of our
speeches and promises, greatly increased the public expenditure of the country, they themselves
had raised the total gross expenditure from thirteen and a half millions in 1867 to nearly twenty-
three and a half millions in 1874. That is to say, these fair-minded gentlemen complain loudly
that whereas they in six years had added ten millions to the gross annual expenditure of the
country, we, up to the year which has just closed, have increased that expenditure by some
three or four hundred thousand dollars—I cannot give you the exact figures, because these have
not yet been fully made up by my Department. But, at all events, the sum I have named
is not likely to be very largely exceeded. I showed also that for a large portion of even that
increase we are in nowise to be held responsible, as a considerable amount of it is due simply
to cross entries in the shape of interest on the accumulated investments of the sinking fund of

the public debt. I might be well content to ask you under what possible circumstances these
honourable gentlemen can make a charge of extravagance against any Government that it has in-

creased the public expenditure by about one-third of a million, while they themselves increased it

by ten millions. I might well leave that simple fact to speak for the mode in which the Ad-
ministration of this country has been conducted respectively by themselves and by us. But
that is not all ; for before leaving office they had taken care to incur various contingent liabili-

ties which we could not possibly avoid meeting, and which have amounted to little less than
three millions of dollars additional annual charge on the public funds. Therefore we have a
just right to say, that besides adding the sums which I have named to the annual expenditure
since 1867, they would have added three millions more up to the present time had they remained
in office, whereas we have only added between three and four hundred thousand dollars.

(Cheers.)
Best Test of Economy.

I further showed that, in that great branch of the public service which is known as

,
" Ordinary Expenditure," and in the administration of which the economy of a Ministry is best
shown, whereas they had increased their total expenditure from three millions and a half to

eight millions and a half in the course of six years, Mr. Mackenzie and his Administration have,
up to the end of the year just closed, succeeded in reducing that expenditure from about
18,400,000 to about $7,000,000 in round numbers—(cheers)—having effected in that branch
which best shows the true administrative ability of any Government, in these three years, a
reduction of nearly one and a half millions, and that, too, in the face of the fact that we have
been obliged to provide for many expensive services not included in the ordinary expenditure
of 1873-4, or in the unprovided liabilities above mentioned.

Increase of 1873-4 over 1372-3.

Following up that line of argument, I showed conclusively, I hope—and for the details I
refer you to the speech I then delivered—that the enormous increase which had occurred in

1873-4 was wholly and entirely due to measures of the late Government, over which we had no
control. And if these gentlemen attempt before you and others to put forward the paltry plea

that because they were turned out of office in November, 1873, they were not responsible for

the expenditure of a year for which they had drawn up the estimates and given out the contracts

under which these expenditures were made—if they venture again to say that we are respon-

sible for that expenditure, then I refer you to the details of the items of which that increase

was composed. I do not believe that they will find an audience in Canada, no matter how un-
intelligent, who, when these items are detailed, will fail to see the strict and literal accuracy of

the statement I have made, that for that increase in 1873-4 the late Government was entirely

responsible.

The Details Given.

This increase is mainly composed of such items as these :—$820,000 for the subsidy to New
Brunswick, and for the increase of the interest caused by the assumption of Provincial debts.

It is a matter of notoriety that I myself, as well as my colleagues, with perhaps one exception,

opposed that measure to the utmost of our power ; and if you look at the records of 1873, you
will find our votes recorded in opposition. The next item in point of magnitude is about
$520,000 for the admission of Prince Edward Island—a measure conducted by these gentlemen
themselves. Then there were $225,000 for the half-year's interest of the loan contracted by Mr.
Tilley in September.

Who are Responsible?

Are we responsible for items like these, or for the increase of $300,000 made on account of

certain alterations in the mode of keeping the post-office account, or for $350,000 caused by the

additional indemnity to members, and by an increase of salaries in a variety of services, or for

the increase of $200,000, caused by the institution of the Mounted Police, or for $100,000 addi-

7
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tional treaty money to the Indians ? These are the chief items that go to make up the four
millions to which I alluded, and I leave it to you if for any one of these items any fair-minded
man can hold the present Government responsible.

Comparison of Deficits.

Then, too, as these gentlemen have chosen to impute the occurrence of a deficit to gross
incompetency and want of statesmanship in the present Government, I took the opportunity to
recall to the minds of the people of Canada what sort .of deficits, not ranging over one or two
years, but over six or seven years, marked the Administration of Sir Jobn Macdonald and his
friends from 1858 to 1865. I showed that whereas the total deficit we incurred amounted to
barely seven and a half per cent, on the total expenditure for the year 1875-6, in the year 1858
their deficit amounted to thirty-nine per cent, on their annual expenditure ; in other words,
that their deficit in proportion to their means was five times as much as ours, and that that
proportion was nearly kept up for four or five years ki succession. That is my case, and I ask
nothing better than that you should one and all consult the public records and ascertain for
yourselves which of the two parties has adhered more literally and accurately to the facts in

the statements we have severally made.

Special Business—The Fiscal Policy.

_
On the present occasion, however, my special business is not so much to deal with the ad-

ministrative as with what may more properly be called the fiscal policy of the Government. I
am aware that this subject is one that admits in some of its phases of considerable argument,
and what I desire to call attention to is this, that in dealing with the affairs of a widely ex-
tended country like ours, the Government of the Dominion must make it their first aim to
administer, so far as they know how, justice equally to all classes therein, and, even if they
desire, for political or other purposes, to favour a few friends, they are bound to consider care-

fully how far the favouring of those friends might affect the interests of the whole general public
and the interests of the Administration of which they are the responsible heads. I know that
when any country has been visited by a severe commercial reaction, such as we have experienced,
even when it is clear that it arises from causes which no man or Government can control, no
inconsiderable amount of the distress is certain to be charged to the incapacity of the powers
that be. That is a very trite and a very well-known axiom in political science.

An Old Saw.
There is an ancient saw—I have forgotten its exact words, but I think it runs somehow thus :

that one bad harvest tries a Government, a second bad harvest shakes a Government, and a
third bad harvest breaks a Government, no matter whether that Government be a good or a bad
one. We have had one bad harvest, and no doubt it did try the Government, but 1 trust you
are not going to have your faith put to a further trial by a second one, and, indeed, I am happy
to say that there exists a good prospect that the energy and industry of our people this year
will be crowned with a reasonable amount of success.

Mark of Demagogue.
It is also a trite and well-known axiom of political science that when a country is in a state

of distress, then is the opportunity for your true demagogue ; nor can you find a surer mark or

a better mode of distinguishing between the demagogue and the statesman than in this—that

the demagogue, of whatever rank or station, will always be found imputing that distress to the

Government of the day ; while the true statesman will search carefully into the causes of that

distress, and will deem it, as it assuredly is, a political crime of the first magnitude to stir up
the feelings and passions of the people by holding out hopes of succour which he knows no
Government, no power on earth can grant. Gentlemen, if it is true, as some of these people

assert, that the Government can stop hard times by a wave of their hands, and restore pros-

perity by mere legislative action, then I say that although the crime of refusing such succour

would be very great, it would be insignificant when compared with their folly in such refusal.

Interest of a Government.
Every man knows that a Government, whether good or bad, must be anxious that the

country as a whole should be prosperous and contented ; and if we honestly believe it in our

power by legislative action to restore prosperity to the homes of Canada, it stands to reason we
would be most anxious and desirous to do so at once. But if we are unable to see that the

remedies which have been suggested would fairly meet the disease, we may at least claim that

you should believe that we are honest in our convictions when we refuse to use those remedies,

inasmuch as no persons, as I said, would profit as much as the Government by tbe cessation of

hard times and the return of prosperity. Now, gentlemen, in connection with these hard

times very different policies and very different explanations of their origin, and (as might be

expected) very widely different remedies, have been proposed by the heads of the two political

parties into which Canada is now divided.

The Two Policies.

It may be well for me to spend a few words in reviewing briefly, first, the two policies which
are presented by the two political parties ; secondly, the explanations which are given of the

present distress ; and, lastly, the remedies which 'each side suggests for its cure. There is one

policy of which 1 am myself the exponent here to-day, which holds that all taxes are a necessary

evil—an evil which every people must endure, but one which no Government is justified in in-

flicting except for the good of the whole public. There is another policy which holds that the
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more tn^ps you lay on a people the richer they become. There is one policy which holds that

the tanJl should be framed for revenue purposes, and for revenue purposes only, and another

which holds that the astute statesman will so frame the tariff as to enrich a few monopolists at

the expense of the whole people. There is one policy for the people and one policy for a small

fraction of the people, and, as might be expected, you have one set of men who steadfastly deny
that it is possible for you to grow rich by ever so persevering a system of taking money out of

one pocket and transferring it to another ; another set who maintain that Canada is to grow
wealthy by doubling every man's wages and by trebling the prices of all that those wages can

purchase. There is one policy which may be defined as a policy of truth, of justice, and of

common sense, and another which may equally well be defined as an appeal to every false sen-

timent—to every ignorant prejudice—to every eelfish instinct. There is one which may be

called a revenue policy, and another which is called—I think miscalled—a protective policy,

though I cannot see at all that it protects even those whom it proposes to protect. The first of

these is the policy of the present Government, and the latter is the policy of the present Opposi-

tion. I might add, only that Dr. Tupper might take it as a personal matter, that one is the

policy of the true physician, and the other is the policy of the quack. (Laughter.)

Two Explanations of Distress.

The explanations offered for the present distress, the severity of which I do not at all deny
(it is a lamentable fact which we must all admit and deplore), are almost as diverse as the

policies which have been enunciated. Now, there are some of us—old-fashioned fossil Tories

like myself, for instance—who entertain such absurd old-fashioned notions as to believe that if

a community is unfortunate enough during a period of three or four years to spend a good deal

more than they earn, and at the same time, from uuforeseen misfortunes, to earn a good deal less

than they expected, they will be likely to fall into circumstances of pecuniary distress. Now, the

people of Canada during a period of three or four years did, from causes which I need not now
enumerate, import something like ten or twelve millions a year more goods than it was
judicious for them to buy, and it is equally true that during the same period, from some unfore-

seen misfortunes, the people of Canada earned upon an average some six or seven millions less

than they expected to earn. If you add these sums together for a period of four years, you will

find that, one way and another (in all probability), for I am now putting the thing in a general

way and not pretending to minute accuracy—we spent in those four years about forty or

fifty millions more in purchasing goods than we really could afford. Well, unluckily, at the
same time our purchasing power was reduced by about twenty or thirty millions, or, in other

words, we were some eighty millions poorer than we expected to be at the expiration of that

period ; and, at the same time, not only were some of our best customers very badly hurt by the
commercial reaction, which jjxtended over almost every civilized country as well as ours, but it

is also true that many of our people had transferred themselves from fairly productive pursuits

to others which at the best can only be called distributive. Now, my position is this, that

this unfortunate distress, which, as I have said, extended over pretty nearly the whole
civilized world, was produced by a combination of the causes I have named, and not by any
which a Government could control. If this explanation, whose only merit is that it is plain and
Bimple and true, does not satisfy you, there are sundry others to be given more in accordance with
the gospel as expounded by Sir John Macdonald and Dr. Tupper, which, so far as I am able to
ascertain what they mean—and it is not always an easy task as regards their speeches in the
House of Commons or at the meetings of their supporters—is this, that Canada some four or five

years ago, in a fit of temporary insanity, parted with her true guides, philosophers and friends,

in the persons of these hon. gentlemen, and hence the outpouring of Divine wrath upon her un-
fortunate people ; hence came wars and rumours of wars ; hence bad harvests ; hence com-
mercial reactions ; hence every sort of ill that human flesh is heir to, including, I presume,
earthquakes in South America, and tidal waves in the Pacific, all of which, as you know, have
occurred in unwonted abundance since Sir John went out of office. At any rate all these things
were subsequent to, and therefore necessarily consequent on that event—at least if Dr. Tupper is

to be believed. And, lest there should be any injustice done to Dr. Tupper, I will read from
Hansard his explanations of these unfortunate circumstances, as given in the House of Commons
last session :

—

" We have had a period of seven years of our national existence of unexampled prosperity, and no country in the
world presents a more brilliant example of what a country did achieve in such a short period as seven years. This
has been followed by three years of adversity. But, sir, we have these two periods —a period of unexampled pros-
perity, and that which the hon. gentleman rightly characterized a few evenings ago in this Parliament as one of deep
distress. Now, sir, we not only have these two periods, but we have them separated by a sharp line of demarcation,
and that line marks the change in the Government of this country."

I have only three objections to make to that statement. One is a slightly important one,
and that is that it was not true that we had seven years of unexampled prosperity. During
the first three years of Sir John's Administration the imports and revenue were almost sta-

tionary. Our imports in 1867 were seventy-one millions ; in 1868 they were sixty-seven mil-
lions, and they had reached only seventy-two millions in 1869. In 1873-4 they had fallen again
from the figure they had reached in 1872-3 by about three millions ; in other words, his seven
gears' unexampled prosperity shrink into three when you come to apply the ruthless test of
figures, though I admit that that is a trifling inaccuracy compared with some statements that
emanated from the same source.

Problem for Dr. Tupper.
In the next place, if Dr. Tupper thinks that prosperity is a proof of the goodness or the bad-
of a Government, I ask him on the first opportunity to explain to an intelligent Ontario
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audit^e how it was that the period of 1857-8 to 1867, when Sir John had almost absolute con-
trol, was not a period of unexampled prosperity, but was one marked by deep distress and heavy
and prolonged deficits. When he explains this, I shall be happy to follow him with a counter
refutation of his doctrines.

Two Remedies.
Leaving Dr. Tupper and Sir John to arrange this little problem at their leisure, I dare say

it will not surprise you to find that the remedies we propose for the depression are still more
widely apart than are our several explanations of its causes. It is not our fault that our remedy,
like our explanation, is of a very plain and prosaic character. We do not believe that we
can obtain prosperity by Acts of Parliament. We believe that the people of Canada have spent
a good deal more than they should have spent, and have earned considerably less than they
should have earned, and I am sorry to have to tell you that, under the circumstances, very
much of this distress is entirely unavoidable, and that there is one way out of it, and only one.
The people of Canada can only grow richer by the exercise of greater frugality and hard work.
I know well that this is not a pleasant doctrine, and I have no doubt that I would be better
received in certain quarters if I were able to say that all that the people had to do was to sit

still and be made rich by legislative interference. That is not the way that this magnificent
country was reclaimed from primeval forest. Every one of you knows that such of our people
as have grown rich have done so by energy, determination, and hard work. So have they
grown rich in the past, so are they now growing rich, and so may they continue to grow rich.

Undoubtedly a Government may do something under such circumstances. It is bound to stop
all unnecessary outlays, and set an example of frugality ; but it is not bound to advocate doc-

trines in which it is incapable of believing, and from which it does not see that any real genuine
good can come to any considerable part of the community. Now, sir, it need not be wondered
at that my plain, prosaic explanation, and still less my plain, prosaic remedies for that distress,

will not suit the lofty geniuses who planned the Pacific Railway, and who planned also the
Pacific Scandal. (Hear, hear.) These gentlemen disdain to advocate, either by precept or ex-

ample, these tame, trite doctrines of working and saving. Perish such vulgar ideas ; they have
their panacea ready—they can make you all rich by Act of Parliament.

Tupper the Canadian Jack Cade.

It is true their system is somewhat old and stale ; indeed it may not improperly be described

as a modern adaptation (not improved) of some of the projects of tfiat lamented reformer, Jack
Cade. Mr. Cade, who, if he had lived to-day, would, 1 dare say, be the Dr. Tupper of his

/ country, declared his intention of passing an edict that on the day he was made King of Eng-
^ land every man should have his wages doubled, and should only work on half time ; that the

one-hooped pot of ale should have twelve hoops, which should cost no more than one hoop ; with
divers other reforms of a highly practical character, including the immediate suspension (sus.

per coll. ) of all lawyers—the cost of the whole to be defrayed by the public treasury—on the
principle so lucidly explained by Dr. Tupper that the more taxes you put on, the richer a coun-

try becomes. Jack Cade was a protectionist in his day, a man of large views, and in advance
of his time, and it is a thousand pities that his career was ruthlessly cut short by the benighted
people whose interests he was trying to advance.

Careful not to Commit Themselves.

Now, if you examine in detail Dr. Tupper's and Sir John's speeches on this subject, you will

all notice that whatever they call themselves they do not commit themselves to anything
whatever. I defy any man to read Sir John's resolutions or his speeches and say whether he

J has not left himself ample room to refuse to put on a single cent of additional taxation if he
does not find it convenient to do so—(hear, hear, and laughter)—while the whole gist of Dr.

Tupper's speeches was that their 15 per cent, ad valorem duty was as good as our 17£ per cent.,

and if he got back to office he would prove, no doubt, that it was better to have his 15 per cent,

than to retain our miserable 174- Our crime is a curious one. We have absolutely refused to

declare that black shall henceforth be white, or that if you subtract one from two, you will

have three remaining, that being, I think, a pretty fair representation of the theory that by the

imposition of additional taxation you will make the people richer. We have refused to suspend

the ordinary laws and operations of nature pro bono publico ; nay, more, we doubt the wisdom
of attempting to do so by statutory enactment. I do not deny that if these gentlemen could

show that we have that power, we should be held seriously blameworthy for so refusing ; I only

venture to insinuate that if we are unable to deliver men from the consequences of misfortunes,

more or less brought about by their own acts, we in doing so only act in conformity to the ordi-

nary rules which have hitherto been applied by Divine Providence to the government of the

world. I know of no Government on earth that can possibly deliver a free country from the

consequences of its own follies and misfortunes without the active co-operation of the people

themselves. We may deplore the existence of these consequences and try to alleviate them ;

but the remedy lies in the hands of the people composing the community from one end of the

country to the other. Now, I propose to examine in some little detail some of the arguments
advanced by Dr. Tupper and his friends in regard to this question of protection.

Two Kinds of Protectionists.

I would say, in the first place, that I fully recognize the difference which exists between the

two classes which may be said to compose the protectionist body. There are certain protection-

ists who are moderate and reasonable in their views—who, as far as I understand their position,

are hardly protectionists at all in the proper sense of the term, but who very naturally and rea-
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sonably feel much aggrieved at the unfortunate policy which the Government of the United
States has persevered in for so many years. This is quite a distinct and different thing from
the ordinary protection as advocated by the other persons of whom I speak. When I speak of

protection generally, I wish it to be understood that I refer to the second and not to the first of

these classes—not that I am able entirely to agree with many of my friends who advocate those
particular views of protection, but because there is a wide and sharply-defined line of demarca-
tion between these two classes. I think it is highly desirable that you should give this question

the most careful and serious consideration.

Results of Protection.

What I desire to do is this. I desire, first of all, to show what protection will cost this coun-
try ; next, the number of people amongst us who may fairly be said to be benefited, even for a
short time, by a protective policy ; and lastly, to show something of the ultimate moral and
political effects that would result from the adoption of a so-called protective system. I lay it

down as a maxim that in every free country where free government is properly understood, no
Government is justified in imposing any taxes unless it be for the benefit of the whole people.

That is a principle for which you have long fought and have successfully carried out, and are

doubtless prepared to maintain. If the protectionists can show that the additional taxes they
propose to impose are for the benefit of the whole people—are, in other words, just taxes, they
will then have made out their case ; but the onus must rest on them, or on any man who pro-

poses to impose additional taxes, of showing that these taxes are necessary and just
t
and in the

public interest.
Cost of Protection.

In dealing with this subject, then, I wish to call attention to what protection really and actu-

ally would cost the people of this country. I do not mean to say that the manufactures which
now exist, and which in spite of the hard times are in many quarters continuing to flourish

amongst us, cost anything like the sum that other manufactures which require a still heavier
tariff would be likely to cost. Probably most of our genuinely successful manufactures would be
carried on without any tariff at all ; and I am very strongly of opinion that if any man in Canada
finds himself unable to manufacture an article without receiving a protection of 174 Per cent, or
more, that man will prove to the people of Canada a tolerably expensive luxury. It is com-
puted by statisticians in England and the United States, that every hand—man, woman, or child

—employed in factories produces on an average very nearly $1,200 worth of manufactured goods
per year. Now, 17£ per cent, on that sum amounts to no less than $210 per annum, and therefore it

is perfectly clear that in any manufacture started here requiring protection to the extent of 174
per cent. , for every hand so employed the people of Canada in some shape or other pay a tax
of $210, and a considerably higher amount if the tariff is increased. It has always appeared
to my mind, in the case of new manufactures requiring a tariff additional to our present
duty, that they are but a dubious gain to the country ; and when people talk, as they are now
doing, about readjusting the tariff, I want to put it plainly before you what that readjustment
would do for you; how many hands it would employ ; and lastly, what it might probably cost. In
1876 we imported in all about ninety-four million dollars worth of goods. Of this amount, after
careful calculation and examination, I am inclined to think—although the best computation
must necessarily be but an approximate one—that it would be possible if we imposed a suffi-

ciently heavy protective duty to manufacture something like thirty million dollars worth of goods
within the country.

Numbers Interested.

Applying the rule that I have just laid down, it follows that the manufacture of these goods
would employ some 25,000 hands—not full-grown men, but factory hands generally. I have to

observe that the goods that can be manufactured are goods from which we derive the greater
part of our present revenue, and that therefore the first difficulty that would meet you would be
that, whereas we get in round numbers about $6,000,000 of Customs duties on goods imported
into the country, you would lose that duty, and would have to make it up by direct taxation,

which, while pressing heavily on the whole community, will press more severely upon the farm-
ing community in particular. That represents a portion, and perhaps not the largest portion,

of the loss which would be sustained, inasmuch as all the deputations that waited upon me on
the subject, and with whom I had conversation, admitted that, in order to carry out that re-

adjustment on a large scale, the present tariff would have to be at least doubled ; in other words,
although by a certain readjustment some thirty millions of dollars might be added to the pro-
duction of Canada, and some twenty-five thousand people employed in producing that amount of

goods, you would have to pay at the very least twelve millions of dollars for the luxury of seeing
them made in Canada, or at the rate of about $400 or $500 per head year by year for every one of
the hands who would be employed.

Diversion of Labour.
As for the plea that this would bring population into our country, I may say that the ex-

perience and example of the United States shows conclusively that that would not be the effect,

but that there would be instead simply a diversion from the ranks of the farming community and
of the artisans dependent on them to those of factory hands, and that the productive power of
the country would be lessened by what these twenty-five thousand hands would have produced.
I don't deny that it is possible by a certain readjustment of the tariff to give employment to a
considerable number of additional factory hands, but I distinctly assert that you would not in-

crease the productive power of the country, and besides, in addition to the present heavy weight
of indirect taxes, you would have direct taxation in a very onerous form levied upon you, and you
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would be obliged to pay as much again in order to maintain these manufactures which these
gentlemen say can only come into existence under such a tariff as I have described. Now, to
take up the next branch of the question. Suppose that we made this gigantic change—suppose we
reversed our whole fiscal policy, and compelled the people of Canada to pay $12,000,000 per year
for the support of some twenty-five thousand factory employees, what portion of our people might
expect to be benefited thereby ? As to this question, I have no better statistics to give you than
those in the census returns of 1871. They are not entirely accurate, but it is reasonable to pre-
sume that the various classes of our population have increased in about the ratio therein dis-

closed. Those of you who have paid attention to this subject will know that out of the three
and a half millions of people residing in Canada in 1871, something like one million were then
employed in various more or less remunerative pursuits. They were divided as follows :—500, -

000 were put down as agriculturists, although that number should have been 100,000 more, be-
cause among the unclassified list were probably no fewer than 100,000 who were really agricul-

tural labourers. Then came the very large so-called "commercial" class, 75,000; professional men,
39,000 ; domestic servants, 60,000; and finally what is known as the "industrial class," 213,000.

A Gross Fallacy.

No fallacy has been more widely spread than that of supposing that this so-called protective
movement would extend protection and encouragement to these 213,000 people. Were that
true, I admit that the question would be a very much more serious one than it is, and it is one of

the best proofs of the gross ignorance, and I might almost say gross dishonesty, with which this

question has been treated, that the advocates of protection claim these 213,000 as persons who
would benefit by a protective system. They omit to point out the fact that at least nine-tenths

of these are artisans of various kinds, employed in the rural districts, depending upon the far-

mers, and affected just as much as they are by the goodness or badness of the harvest. I am not
going to rest my statements on mere random assertions, but will give you in detail the numbers
of the various classes composing this 213,000, as far as it is possible to do it without too minute
elaboration. Of these 213,000 scattered over every part of the country—not massed together in

large cities, but dependent upon the welfare and prosperity of the farming community, there
were in 1871 :

—

Milliners 8,374
Seamstresses 7,377
Tailors 7,700
Shoemakers 16,123
Fishermen 18,362
Lumbermen 9,900
Shipwrights 4,250
Bakers 2,600
Butchers 3,598

Blacksmiths..., 15,694
Carpenters 32,581

Coopers 4,449
Masons 5,888
Mechanics 5,408
Waggon-makers 5,625
Glaziers 4,116
Saddlers 3,102
Millers 7,134
Printers 2,700

and a great variety of brick, tile and other such manufacturers, making in all a total of about
190,000 to be taken from the 213,000 I have named, leaving from 20,000 to 25,000 persons em-
ployed in various factories who may be more or less interested in the movement in favour of pro-

tection, including all occupations not euumerated. That is a matter of importance, because it

shows conclusively that I have been generous in this estimate, and that I have given them a
very considerable number of classes who I know from their own confessions and statements are

holding their own in the midst of these times of depression, and do not require an additional

tariff. In any case, take it as you like, you have this result, that, apart from the number whom
you might possibly employ by means of such a readjustment of the tariff as I have spoken of,

and who, let me repeat, would not be added to our population, but only diverted from one form
of industry to another, there are perhaps from 20,000 to 25,000 people who can be considered by
any stretch of imagination likely to be really benefited ; in other words, perhaps one-fiftieth

part of our total population.
Justice to All.

Now, God forbid that I should say that this Government or any Government should overlook

the interests of even the one-fiftieth part of our population, or refuse to see justice done to the

smallest class in the community. If they show their claims to be just, I shall be the first to

give them that justice to which they are entitled ; but Heaven forbid also that for the sake of

this one-fiftieth part of the population we should do a rank injustice to the other forty-nine-

fiftieths. (Hear, hear, and cheers. ) Now let us consider a little in detail what our friends the
manufacturers really ask of us. I have had a good deal to do with manufacturers myself, and
am pretty largely concerned in the prosperity of that interest, and I know that there has been
very considerable distress among that class.

What is the Governmont to do ?

I am extremely sorry for this, not only in my heart but in my pocket also ; but I cannot
help asking these men, " What do you wish us to do?" Do you ask that the Government of

Canada should lay it down as a maxim that we are to relieve you from the results of even un-
avoidable misfortunes, or from your own mistakes ? If you lay down that policy, to what are

these things to grow ? It would simply come to this, that every time there was a commercial
crisis, every time the markets were glutted or the farmers had bad harvests, the Government
would have to step in and afford relief. In other words, if the misfortunes of one class of the

people were made good at the public cost, the misfortunes of all other classes would have also to
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be made good; If manufacturers are to be relieved at the public expense from the consequences
of mistakes or misfortunes, why should not farmers also be relieved out of the public purse if

their harvests are bad ? If commercial men are overtaken by a crisis they must also be relieved,

and if professional men do not obtain a sufficient number of clients they would have to be
maintained at the public expense. Nay, why should not distressed politicians like Sir John
Macdonald and Dr. Tupper also come in for a share of relief? (Laughter.) You laugh, but
why not ? Where are we to stop in this doctrine of universal protection ? There is a third

point involved, which perhaps has not been touched upon sufficiently, but it is one which every
Canadian should consider well.

Social and Political Result.

You have to consider what will be the consequence of the future protective policy in its

moral, social, and political aspect. I said a year ago, when discussing this subject on the floor

of Parliament, that there is one reason which weighed with me very much ; and I pointed out
at that time that although it could be shown that the adoption of a protective system would en-

rich a few, it would enrich that few only. It would make a few rich men millionaires, while
it would make poorer the great bulk of the community.

Rings and Loobies.

I also pointed out that once you open the door, once you depart from the broad, clear

principle of a revenue tariff or taxation imposed by the people for the benefit of the whole /

people, you throw wide the gates to every imaginable species of bribery, corruption, and dis- v
honesty. I said that wherever you have a protected interest, at any rate in the sense in which
these gentlemen speak of protection, you must have rings ; wherever you have rings you will

have bribery and corruption. You will have a permanent lobby exercising its despicable trade
in the halls of the Legislature, and though you may have banished corruption from the electorate,

you will find you have only sent it a step further, and established a dangerous system of lobby-
ing that will be ready to bribe members of the Legislature in order to obtain the benefits of pro-

tection for this or that favoured few* I ask whether it would not be enough to destroy the
virtue of any Parliament ? If you consider the tremendous engines of corruption you thus put
in the hands of dishonest statesmen, I think you will see that the moral and political aspects of

the question are of the very gravest importance. To give you but one instance. The other day
a very worthy man was addressing me on this subject in my own office. He was largely in-

terested in manufactures, and he said to me, "If you adopt this policy, I tell you candidly
you will enable me to reap a handsome revenue out of the five or six hundred thousand dollars

I have invested in manufacturing enterprises, and which now do not pay me one sou." He was
a man who would have scorned to approach me with a dishonest proposition, but yet I could not
help thinking to myself " if you are likely to receive such enormous benefit from the policy you
advocate, what would some other men in your place be likely to do if they thought they could
obtain a handsome percentage on the money they had invested in manufactures ?" Now, you can
work out that problem for yourselves.

Cause of Corruption In the United States.

It has been worked out in the United States, and I speak of what I know when I say that
one of the greatest causes of the corruption which has grown so prevalent in American politics

is, that their fiscal policy is so contrived as to make it worth the while of men possessed of many
millions to distribute some of their millions among the Congressmen and the Senate of the United
States to obtain protection for certain special industries there. (Hear, hear, and cheers.)

Element of Discord.
Then, too, these gentlemen should consider carefully what an element of discord they would

import into our young Confederation by this policy of protecting certain interests at the public
expense. I know well what would have been the result if in 1876 the Government had felt it

to be their duty to come down and make a considerable addition to the taxation of this country.

Dr. Tupper's Confession.
My hon. friend, the Premier, when I closed my budget speech of 1876, went over to Dr.

'

Tupper, and said, "Now, Dr. Tupper, confess, are you not disappointed ? Were you not going
to point out to the Maritime Provinces that the iron heel of an Ontario Finance Minister was
crushing them down for the benefit of the large and rich Province of Ontario ; were you not
disappointed that we did not announce an increase of the tariff? " To do Dr. Tupper justice, he /
did not deny the soft impeachment—(laughter)—though, with that address and promptitude \J

which characterizes him, though he had prepared a thundering harangue upon the folly and
wickedness of increasing the taxes of the people at that particular time, he rose to the occasion,
and with equal vehemence denounced me because I had not made any addition to the taxation.
(Hear, hear, and laughter.) Now, if we had unhappily listened to the voice of the charmer and
adopted a policy which would have appeared to favour one part of the Dominion at the expense
of another, it would have driven in a wedge which would have tended directly to the separation
from us of the more distant provinces of the Dominion. But as statesmen and as patriots we
are obliged to consider, not the interests of one part of Canada, but of the whole—not the
interests even of our friends, whom we should have liked to have served, but the welfare of the
whole community. (Cheers.)

True Interests of Canada.

I must add this, that no man can desire more than I do to see our Canadian towns grow and
thrive. But, whilst I admit that it is our duty by all honest means to foster that growth—while
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I desire ^o see all classes prospering in this country, I have for a long time become convinced
that a system or a policy which tended to promote the unhealthy growth of towns at the expense
of the rural districts is most disastrous to the true interests of any country. In other lands the
mistake has been made of diverting men from the wholesome cultivation of the soil and cluster-

ing them together in the unhealthy slums of great cities, thus leading to an artificial increase of

the city population. To such a policy I am from conviction and observation steadily opposed.
I do not desire to see my fellow-countrymen deserting agriculture to seek the temporary excite-

ment and advantage of certain city vocations. Such a forced and artificial growth must of

necessity be of a temporary character; for, after all, the cities of Canada are not what make
Canada. They are the healthy outgrowth of our rural populations, and anything tending to
injure the rural population will ultimately injure the growth and demoralise the population of

the cities themselves. Looking at the many signs and symptoms in American politics indicating

a return to a better fiscal policy, if we were now to yield to the suggestions made to us, we
should not only weaken the hands of those desiring to open a fair reciprocity of trade between
us and the United States, but we would at the same time open the door for a great amount of

smuggling, such as at one time went on from this country to the United States, and which in

the case of a high tariff on our side would undoubtedly occur very speedily from the United
States to Canada.

Premium on Smuggling.

The experience of all countries has shown, and the experience of every man who has studied

the subject will bear me out in saying, that the moment you make articles easily transportable

from one place to another—with only an artificial barrier between two countries, such as exist

between this Dominion and the United States—the subject of heavy taxation, you will offer a
premium for smugglers from Gaspe to Sarnia. These are all difficulties which have presented

themselves to my mind and to the mind of the Government. I merely call attention to the

general facts—it is quite impossible for me on the present occasion to go into minute details

—

to show how certain results 1 have pointed out would follow from the adoption of such a policy

as has been suggested to us.

Policy of the British Empire.
Then there is another consideration. I do not want to impeach the loyalty of our adversaries.

Sir John is a K.C.B., he is a titular Privy Councillor of England, though for reasons not
generally known he has never during five years found it expedient to go to England and qualify

himself to advise Her Majesty Queen Victoria in that capacity. I am not going to say why Sir

John has been so modest or so dilatory in presenting himself in order to qualify for that high

position, but since he has arrogated to himself the right to speak for the loyal men of Canada

—

since he has presumed to say or insinuate that he, and he alone, can be trusted to be loyal to the

British Empire, I ask him and his friends to ponder well on this plain fact, that if they adopt the

system they now advocate of raising a high and broad wall of protection around our country

they will be flying in the face of the policy of the whole Empire, and will be doing that which
English statesmen of every hue of politics are agreed is a mistake and an injury, and that the

parties who would be hurt most would not be the American manufacturer, but the English

manufacturer, who is manufacturing without any aid or assistance from his Government, and in

whose markets we are at perfect liberty to compete. Let them remember that their policy is

one which, so far as any commercial policy can do so, must tend to the disruption and separation of

the ties which bind us to the mother land. (Hear, hear.) Much has been said of the distress

which now exists in Canada. I have asserted again and again that the distress in Canada was
not a local distress. I ventured to give some explanations of the causes leading to it,

and I have always insisted that we in Canada were only suffering our share—and perhaps, if the

truth were known, a very small share—of the great wave of commercial reaction which is spread-

ing over the civilized world.
Universal Depression.

fhe other day I had occasion to examine with some care a very long and elaborate essay on
the cause of the unusual commercial depiession now existing, written by a gentleman of high

repute, an authority of the highest character on this subject, the late Walter Bagehot, editor of

the London Economist. Mr. Bagehot went very minutely into the causes for this distress, and
showed that, so far from its being local or confined to Canada, it extends not only over Great
Britain and the United States, but over Germany, Italy, Austria, Hungary, Russia, and also

over France—the latter being a country which, from various circumstances, was as little likely

to suffer from that depression as any country in Europe. Now, consider what this means.
France contains 36,000,000 of people ; Great Britain 32,000,000; the United States and ourselves,

44,000,000; Germany, 40,000,000; Italy, 26,000,000; Austria and Hungary, 30,000,000; and
Russia, 85,000,000. You will see that not less than 300,000,000 of people, comprising nine-

tenths of the civilized world, are suffering at this moment from commercial distress, produced
in a great measure by the same identical causes, though in our case it was aggravated by an un-
usually bad harvest, a misfortune from which most of these countries were exempt. Not only
is nine-tenths of the civilized world so affected, but that nine-tenths contains probably nine-

teen-twentieths, or very nearly that amount, of the really available wealth of the whole world.

They have Governments of the most diverse kind, fiscal systems of widely opposite character,

and yet we find the self-same distress prevailing and the same complaints on the part of manufac-
turers, the same difficulty in disposing of manufactured goods, the same falling off in prices—in

fact all those symptoms which, according to Dr. Tupper and Sir John Macdonald, are sure signs

of misgovernment on the part of Alexander Mackenzie and his colleagues, and most particularly

of that most infamous of his colleagues the present Finance Minister of Canada. (Hear, hear, and
laughter.

)
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One Cause of distress.

I venture to say that in my poor judgment one of the most serious misfortunes under which
we labour is to be found in this, that unhappily, from various causes, a very considerable num-
ber of our people have withdrawn from the pursuits of agriculture and the various handicrafts-

connected therewith, and have devoted themselves to what may be called unproductive pursuits.

It used to be said in old times—although I suppose it will be considered a worn out doctrine
under the promised millennium of Dr. Tupper—that no more than one man out of twenty of the
population could be withdrawn from productive pursuits without risking a permanent impover-
ishment of the whole community. Let us now see how the population of Canada is distributed.

We have 700,000 or 800,000 able-bodied men in Canada, who may be regarded as the real pro-

ducers and creators of wealth in this country, and of this number probably between 500,000
and 600,000 are directly employed in agricultural pursuits, and of those who are called the
" industrial classes " at least nine-tenths are dependent upon agricultural pursuits and the
welfare of the farming community. I find in Canada that out of these 700,000 men somewhere
about 75,000, in round numbers, have transferred themselves to commercial pursuits, otherwise
known as shopkeeping in its various branches, or to professional employments. I should be the
last to say that a very large number of these persons are not most usefully employed, but I do
say that, when you come to consider that statement in detail, I think you will be disposed to
agree with me that in that diversion of so disproportionate a number of our people to unpro-
ductive pursuits is to be found a very considerable cause of the extravagance and consequent
depression which now prevails. In 1871 we had nominally 75,227 persons employed in the so-

called commercial pursuits. From these are to be deducted about 25,000 who are properly
carriers—that is, engaged in transport—leaving about 50,000 who may be described as merchants
or shopkeepers of one kind or another. Then there are '".bout 39, 000 professional men, though from
these I deduct about 14,000 teachers, as I look upon them as being as usefully employed as any
part of our population ; the remaining 25,000 go to make up our doctors, apothecaries, notaries,

lawyers, and clergymen. I don't wish to utter a single reflection upon the usefulness of any one
of these classes, but if I am to believe the statements which I hear from members of almost
every one of these professions with whom I come in contact, they are all largely overstocked,
with perhaps the single exception of that of clergymen ; and precisely the same thing occurs
with respect to that portion of the community engaged in commercial pursuits. In fact, the
state of affairs seems to be that in almost every one of those pursuits there are at least three
men now-a-days trying to make a living by doing two men's work, to the great injury of all

concerned.
Diversion to Non-Productive Pursuits.

Now, I think it will be admitted that 75,000 of the very best of our people are by far too
many to be engaged in non-productive pursuits. I will not venture to say exactly how many
of them are unnecessary, but I don't think I would be overstating the matter very much if I

fiessed that out of these 75,000 we could well spare 25,000 for more productive pursuits.

am a Canadian born and bred, but I have always felt that, excellent as our system of education
is, much as it is to be desired that it should expand and flourish, still it is very desirable that
that system should be so directed that it should teach our young men in the country that they
make a great mistake for their own prosperity and peace of mind when they quit the honour-
able occupation of farming or of ordinary handicrafts to join the multitudes of useless shopkeepers
or half employed professional men. (Hear, hear, and cheers. ) As I said before, I don't wish
to cast any reflections upon those engaged in these pursuits per se. Many of them are wanted ; but
in view of the fact that these occupations are nearly all so overcrowded, it is a great mistake
that so many of the very pick of our farming population leave the farms on which they are use-

fully employed and go to the towns to engage in what are supposed to be lighter occupations.

You must not only deduct from the national wealth the useless expenditure of those people,,

which may be put at $600 per man as a low estimate ; but you must remember that when they
are thus uselessly employed, they cease to produce at all, and the consequence is that the country

must maintain them, "besides losing the value of their productive labour. If you calculate the

cost of maintaining 25,000 men at $600 each, and add to that the sum of $400 or $500 apiece

which they might earn in productive pursuits, you will be able to judge if there must not be a
very considerable impoverishment of the country from that source.

Wliat this Diversion Costs.

I think it may fairly be computed that the loss the people of Canada sustain from that

unfortunate diversion of useful labour from the farm and the workshop to the counter and the

professional desk is not less than from $20,000,000 to $30,000,000 per year, a sum equivalent to

the whole taxation required to carry on the government of the Dominion of Canada. (Hear,

hear. ) According to ordinary statisticians, the largest standing army you could possibly main-

tain would be 35,000 men, and if you have twice that number and more employed as I have de-

scribed, you readily see what a burden this standing army of 75,000 men must be to the

country.
Main Sources of Wealth to Canada.

After all said and done, the three great sources of our wealth are our farms and their

products, our forests, and our fisheries and ships. I do not say that our manufactures should

be abolished. I do not undervalue their importance, nor do I say that there aie not valuable

sources of wealth in our mines, but at present the wealth of Canada must proceed mainly from

those three great sources named above. (Hear, hear. ) If there are manufactures which we are

able to carry on fairly in this country; if there are any for which we have peculiar facilities,, Canada
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will of necessity afford them but a small market, and they will have to seek a foreign market. I
say, therefore, that protection for those manufactures is a mistake, and could do them no good,
because we cannot protect them abroad ; they must enter into fair competition in the open
market with their rivals, and win their way by their brains and energy ; and I have no doubt
they will prove, as many of them have already proved, formidable rivals in such other markets
of the world as are opened to them on reasonable terms.

Sir John Macdonald Consistent.

Now, gentlemen, I desire to be fair to our opponents, and I am bound to say that when the
leaders of the Opposition, and notably when Sir John Macdonald advocates protection, though
he does it in his own fashion—and in such a way that it would be utterly impossible for the
most adroit protectionist to nail him to anything unless it suits himself—he is perfectly consis-

tent in doing so, for from first to last during the greater part of his career his determination
has been to carry on the government by a well-organized system of bribery. (Hear, hear.)
First of all he bribed individuals, then he took to bribing constituencies by grace of Sir Hugh
Allan and others, and then he went in for bribing whole Provinces. And Sir John Macdonald,
if he is put back in power, will, if it suits his purpose, go to work to bribe whole classes of the
community ; and I am willing to admit that such is his skill in the art of legerdemain, that he
is able to go the whole round of the circle, first bribing, or making believe to bribe, one class of

the community, then another, and so on, and finally leaving them at last all far poorer than he
found them, but still believing that they had all got a good thing out of Sir John Macdonald.
(Hear, hear, and laughter.) Those of you who know anything of the system of lobbying which
is carried on in Washington, and of the political engines there set to work for purposes of cor-

ruption, will understand in a moment how well a protective tariff could be manipulated by the
right man in the right place ; how it could be manipulated for the advantage of any Government.

Why Sir John Wants a New Tariff.

I don't wonder that Sir John's mouth waters to get hold of it. I don't wonder that he sees

as in a vision whole hordes of hungry manufacturers all asking only this one little matter of

protection—all willing to send him "another ten thousand " if that can be conceded. Now, I

deny once and for all that any person can frame a tariff that would enrich the people except by
the simple process of remitting taxes ; every tax that I remit is so much gained by the people
of Canada, and every tax I put on, no matter under what guise, is so much out of the pockets
of the people. But if you wish for a different policy you can have it. There is no difficulty in

allowing yourselves to be hocus-pocused in the guise of a readjustment by which a good many
believe they will get richer, and by which undoubtedly a good many of you will become poorer ;

but you must not expect the present Government to stoop to such tricks to retain themselves in

power. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) What we can do honestly and fairly to help you we will do.

Convince us that we can make you rich by putting on taxation and we will only be too happy
to do it.

Sir John and Dr. Tupper.
It is true in this matter of protection I am bound to say that there is a very considerable

difference between Sir John Macdonald and Dr. Tupper. Sir John, whatever his sins may be,

is an able and remarkably intelligent man, and anybody who heard him speak in Parliament in

defence of protection and in defence of his resolution, and heard the lamentable and miserable
failure which he made in that speech, would see what an intelligent man he is. He is so intel-

ligent that he was unable even to appear to believe what he himself was saying. (Laughter. ) Dr.
Tupper, on the contrary, rises quite equal to the occasion. His speech was far better than Sir John's
was, the quality of the two speeches being in inverse ratio to the relative intelligence on fiscal

and other matters of these two hon. gentlemen. Sir John is a man of whom it may be truly

said, " Video meliora, deteriora sequor." He knows the right when he sees it, though it may
not please him to follow it. But, as to Dr. Tupper, having followed him pretty closely, I have
come to the conclusion that he is mentally colour blind, that he cannot tell right from wrong,
that he cannot tell fact from fiction, or truth from falsehood, and therefore I have to a very
great degree ceased to hold him responsible for any statement he may utter.

Duties on Coal and Flour.

One thing, however, is noteworthy. Wherever he has spoken on this matter I observe he
is very true to the instincts of self-preservation, and he has been particularly careful not to say
anything that can alarm the susceptibilities of the special audience he may address. When he
goes down to the Lower Provinces he goes as a determined advocate and champion of a duty on
coal ; when he comes to Ontario he advocates a sharp duty on flour ; but he never says any-
thing about a tax on flour in Nova Scotia, nor about a tax on coal in Ontario. As this policy
of imposing a duty of so much a barrel on flour and so much a ton on coal, and the advantages
to accrue therefrom, has been one of the standing arguments in favour of protection, I will en-

deavour to show you what would be the result of such a system. Suppose the people of Nova
Scotia required some 500,000 barrels of flour per year, and suppose the people of Ontario re-

quired to use, say, one million tons of coal, and suppose we carried out their theory and put
a tax of one dollar or fifty cents on each barrel of flour imported into the Dominion and two
dollars per ton on coal, that being the lowest tax which would leave any chance of enabling
Nova Scotia coal to compete so far west as Guelph with American coal. Let us now see what
result would flow from this precious bit of protection to the people of Canada. In the first

place, I beg to say that, bearing in mind that the price of wheat is regulated bythe price in
England, I don't believe that any farmer or miller here would receive any substantial benefit

from the duty proposed to be imposed on flour imported from abroad. But one thing is certain,

that the people of Nova Scotia on the first necessary of life would pay a tax of about §500,000,
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not into the public treasury, but for the benefit of a few millers and forwarders in Ontario.
Similarly, although the people of Ontario require, and will continue to require, cheap supplies of
fuel as among the first necessaries of life, yet were those ideas to be carried out, you would
have to submit to a tax of from one to two millious of dollars on imported coal, which is to a
great extent a raw material in most of our manufactures, as well as a positive necessary of
life to a large number of the community. That tax would be paid for the benefit of a small
class of coal-owners in the Province of Nova Scotia.

Cost to Country, and Why?
The result would be that the people of Nova Scotia, without contributing a penny to the

general public revenue, would pay a tax of $500,000, and the people of Ontario, without con-
tributing a penny to the general revenue, would be taxed to the extent of one or two millions
for the benefit of the owners of coal mines in Nova Scotia. (Hear, hear. ) The country at large
would be just two and one-half millions poorer than it was. And all for what reason ? Simply
and literally because, thanks to certain natural advantages, Americans can bring their coal to
the pit's mouth for ninety cents per ton, and are then within 300 miles of their market, while
the coal miners of Nova Scotia would require two dollars for the same purpose, and would be
still 1,200 miles away from you. We are asked to put on a tax of two and a half millions ad-
ditional, not for the benefit of the whole people, not to go into the general treasury, but to go
into the pockets of a few gentlemen scattered here and there in one end of the Province of On-
tario, and. a few others at the remote end of the Province of Nova Scotia. (Hear, hear.)

Case of the United States.

Over and over again in the course of this controversy has the example of the people of the
United States been appealed to. These protectionist orators say :

'• Your theories may be all

right, your doctrines may be sound, but look at the example of the people of the United States.

They were protected ; they have made themselves into a manufacturing people to their own
great benefit, and to the advantage of the whole people. They have reduced their debt, and
have become wonderfully and universally prosperous." Statements like these are becoming
much fewer than they were. Unfortunately, they are the exact reverse of the truth. Those
who appreciate the terrible depression which exists in the United States at the present time
have begun to understand that a policy producing such results cannot be much relied on. But,
lest you should suppose that I am ignoring the case of the United States, that for my own ends
I am misrepresenting the real condition of the people of that country, I desire to give you the
most unimpeachable testimony in the shape of an extract from a speech delivered in Congress
by an eminent American politician who dared to speak of the situation in the United States as
follows, no longer ago than last February.

Speech of Mr. Ward.
" We are all familiar with the accounts of unparalleled and increasing destitution among our

own working population. Let not repetition dull our minds so that we cannot see, nor steel

our hearts so that we cannot feel, the force of facts so often told and so well authenticated.
" In some of our larger cities the present is the third winter when two-thirds of the unskilled

labourers have been unable to find employment. *****
'• Multitudes of temperate, industrious, and well-trained mechanics, and of young women

with honourable independence of character and sensitive about receiving charity in any form or

shape, have lost all hope, and in the depths of destitution and despair are begging to be saved
from lingering death from hunger by being sent to places intended for the reception of vagdfnts

and criminals. * *******
"The representatives of the Boston Board of Trade assert that the people of Massachusetts

are deeply impressed, as are man}' others in all parts of our country, with the fact that difficul-

ties and depreciation are besetting every branch of industry. These formidable disasters are

not confined to the great cities, but even in the smaller manufacturing towns, also, are found

people seeking for work, and the general cry is :
' I*t is our trade relations that are wrong and

unsound ; what have you to suggest to lift us out of the slough of despond V
" *

Condition of Lahour in Cities of United States.
11 In this prospect are the facts as we now find them to be thrust aside as if of no moment, in

the present depressed condition of our trade and manufactures ? Year after year the plight of

our labouring men throughout the country, and especially in the regions dependent on manufactures

and commerce, has grown worse and worse. Year by year since 1872 the attractions presented to

the labourers of Europe have sensibly diminished, until in the last fiscal year the immigrants to our

shores were less by nearly three hundred thousand than they were four years ago, the actual reduction

within that time having beenfrom 437,750 to 169,986. These new comers go, it is to be supposed,

to friends who are ready to receive them, chiefly in those parts of the country least affected by
the prevalent distress."

There you have the opinion of a leading American representative, delivered on the floor of

Congress, as to what that system has done for that country.

Is this the System for Canada?
Is that the system, so tried, so proved, so experienced, which we show such incom-

petence, such blindness, such gross ignorance, such want of statesmanship in refusing to adopt ?

(Hear, hear. ) What ! new, when Canada is in a state of deep distress and depression ; when
the people find it hard enough to pay their way, is this a time when we should put further bur-

dens upon their backs ? (Hear, hear, and cheers.) I leave it to you now; and next year, when
you will have to decide what policy you will have, to give the answer; and I say, without

fear, that the intelligent and honest judgment of the people of Canada will render just such a

verdict as they have rendered before. (Loud and prolonged cheers.)
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SPEECH OF THE MINISTER OF THE INTERIOR.

The Chairman, in a few complimentary terms, introduced the next speaker,

Hon. David Mills, -who said—Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, I have a great deal
of pleasure in coming here to-day to speak for a short time to this very large and intelligent

assembly. It is one of the advantages of representative government that it compels all parties

—those who govern and those who would if they could supplant the Government—to appear
before the people and defend the policy which they have pursued in the past or propose for the
future. The public men of the country are obliged to take the electors into their confidence,
and explain and defend what they have done already and what they propose to do, although I

must say that I have been unable to discover what the Liberal Conservative chieftains propose
to accomplish should they again be called to power by the people of Canada.

Rights of the People.

Yon know that Sir John Macdonald denies that the people have a right to know what the
policy of a Government or its opponents, should they succeed, is to be. He says you must look
only to the past. You may be competent to judge of what has been accomplished, but nothing
more. As to the future, it is not to be a matter of judgment or of conviction, but of faith, or
perhaps I ought to say credulity. On more than one occasion he reminded my hon. friend the
First Minister that he did wrong in going to the country with a well-defined public policy.

He said that Mr. Gladstone erred in the same way, and on the occasion of discussing the answer
to the Speech from the Throne the first session, he declared that even the Liberal party in

England were of his way of thinking, and he read an extract from the Spectator to verify what
he said. But the extract was by no means broad enough to cover the ground Sir John Macdon-
ald had taken. What it did say was, that it was very questionable whether Mr. Gladstone had
a right to submit as a part of his policy the remission of customs taxes. It was a declaration

in advance, if he succeeded, how the tariff would be changed, and it was, moreover, presenting

to a large number of the electors a consideration which might improperly influence their votes

It was argued that to submit certain fiscal changes to the people at an election was approaching
very closely to the prohibitory law against bribery. Now, I am not going to discuss this parti-

cular case. There was, no doubt, a time in the British Isles when there was very much to be
said against a member being held to reflect the opinions of those who elected him ; when
some of the great cities in England were without representation ; when Glasgow, with 10,000
well-informed men capable of exercising the elective franchise, had less than thirty electors j,

when many constituencies were private property, and the owners had the right under the law
to present the nation with a representative in the House ofJCommons : there was some force in

the doctrine that the few who stood within the electoral pale were not in a position, nor wer*.

they entitled, to speak for the great body of the nation, its wealth and its intelligence, that
remained without,

A Change of Policy.

But what is the position of the Conservative party at this moment ? They are seeking to

secure popular favour by changes in the fiscal policy of the country. They promise to the
labourer better wages and more constant employment. They are promising to all classes of

producers higher prices. Having been barred by recent legislation from giving bribes, not
having access to the public treasury, they seek to purchase support by the promise to make
each richer at the expense of his customers or his employers, without taking anything from
them. You observe, then, that conservative as are the leaders of the Liberal-Conservative
party in Canada, they are obliged in some way to labour for the sanction of public opinion.

We know what the views of the old Tory party were. We know their cardinal doctrine of

high prerogatives. We know that they professed to be the special friends of the Crown. We
know they claimed more than the Constitution allowed, and having made their claim, they ex-

pected the chief magistrate of the nation to be their patron. Tbey rallied to their side every
one who was interested in the perpetuation of an ancient abuse—every one who enjoyed a
monopoly or a special privilege. But Toryism is dead, and its voice has been choked by the
dusts of time. Where now are the opponents of Responsible Government ?—where the advo-
cates of Church and State ?—the denouncers of Municipal Institutions ? They are an extinct
race of warriors. The Liberal-Conservative party, the modern representative of this dead race,

are obliged to fight against the progressive tendencies of the age upon other grounds. The
platform upon which the Tory party stood has been destroyed. Sir John Macdonald and his

friends now recognize the force of the apostolic injunction to become all things to all men, if by
any possibility they can win some over to their ranks to give them aid and comfort at the next
election. I believe that when that time arrives it will be found that they have greatly under-
estimated the general intelligence of the people. I believe they will find that, although the
public indignation against them for their incompetency and corruption may have cooled, the
electoral body of this country are not prepared to reverse the judgment which they so unmis-
takably pronounced in 187.4. They are not prepared to agree with Dr. Tupper that he and
Sir John are able, honest, and greatly wronged public men.

A Mutual Admiration Society.

STou have, no doubt, observed that Dr. Tupper and Sir John Macdonald began their political

campaign by giving recitals as a Mutual Admiration Society. You know that there are occasions
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when it is highly improper to employ puffers. But we don't intend that the public shall be de-
ceived. When they are just agoing, they will be knocked down at their true value. They are
putting themselves up as patriots, but they will be taken as the greatest frauds that have ever
appeared in public life. Dr. Tupper told the electors of Kingston that Canada owed them a
lasting debt of gratitude for bringing into public life and keeping there "Canada's greatest"
statesman. He defended the Pacific Railway Scandal. He inveighed against those who ex-
posed this disgraceful transaction, and predicted the return, of Sir John to power, sustained by
an immense majority. Sir John Macdonald said to the people of Kingston :

—"You have heard
Dr. Tupper. You know his scrupulous accuracy and his prescience. Good people of Kingston,
listen to me. All Dr. Tupper has told you is strictly true."

Criticising the Government.

These champion proclaimers of Conservative reaction and prophets of evil to the Reform
party have, wherever they have spoken, declared the present Government to be wholly incom-
petent. They say that Mr. Mackenzie and his colleagues have violated every pledge they have
ever given ; that they had shamelessly falsified their principles ; that they had preached econo-

my and practised extravagance and corruption. I am not here to-day to specifically answer
this indictment—I am not here to plead not guilty, and to establish that plea by adequate and
convincing evidence. These charges have been specially levelled against the First Minister,

and he has set himself to the task of answering them, which he has so far done with a com-
pleteness that must be satisfactory to those who have heretofore given the Government their

support.
Principles of the Reform Government.

The fundamental principles of the Reform party are the constant recognition by the Adminis-
tration of the supremacy of Parliament, the administration of public affairs in obedience to
and under the sanction of law. As a party we hold that we should legislate in accordance
with the enlightened spirit and the progressive tendencies of the age. We hold that the Gov-
ernment should always be carried on in accordance with the well-understood wishes of the ma-
jority of the people. We do not say that the majority are always right. But when we think
them wrong, I trust the leaders of the Reform party have sufficient honesty and sufficient public
spirit to retire from office, and to take their places with the minority, until, by argument and
public discussion, we can again get a majority to think with us. I hope we have had some re-

gard to those principles, and if it can be shown that we have in any degree departed from them,
we ought to amend our practice accordingly. We know that it is possible for an honest and
capable Government to be injured by its own neglect of public discussion, and we are here to-

day to deny what is untrue, to refute what is sophistical, to state what we believe is true, and
to defend what we think is right, so that not only those who are present, but the whole of the
people of this country, may see with unclouded vision things just as they are. I trust that the
Government will not prove recreant to the great principles by which the Reform party are
united, and by fidelity to which they are alone entitled to direct the affairs of this country.

Opposition Pretensions Disposed of.

It would have afforded me peculiar pleasure on this occasion, did time permit, to enquire
into the pretensions of those public declaimers who are putting forward with so little modesty
their claims to superiority. It would be to me very gratifying to examine their political re-

cord as Ministers, and to point out how far their conduct as advisers of the Crown fell short of

sustaining those pretensions now so confidently made. I would take issue with them upon this

ground :—I deny that they have ever exhibited any of the qualities which entitle a public man
to be regarded as a statesman. No men ever called by the favours of fortune to govern a nation
had a more splendid opportunity—no Government ever more disgracefully failed. There is not
a question with which they were obliged to deal, where more was required of them than to ser-

vilely imitate what had been done elsewhere, where they did not signally fail.

Sir John Opposed to Confederation.
You know that Sir John Macdonald has recently claimed to have been the author ot our

Federal system of government. In no proper sense is he the author. He is no more the author
than James II. was the author of the Petition of Right. He opposed Confederation. He dis-

sented from the views held by a majority of the Committee to whom the question was referred,

and declared himself in favour of a legislative union of the Provinces . He claims to be par ex-

cellence a practical statesman, and yet with this fact before him, that wherever the Anglo-Saxon
race have gone they have failed to" establish a consolidated government over a large extent of

country, he persisted in his scheme. The old thirteen colonies which afterwards became the
United States, the several colonies of British North America, the several Colonies of South
Africa, and the Australian group, were all historical protests against the suitability, if not
against the possibility, of having a single Government ruling a people distributed over so vast an
extent of country, and who, although they may in time have some common interests which may
unite them for certain common purposes, must for ever have local interests peculiar to each sec-

tion, about which every other section can know but little- and which must, if dealt with by a
common assembly, be the constant source of discontent or corruption. I think I might lay
down as an axiom this proposition :—That under representative institutions a people can only
be honestly governed by a single Parliament in cases where there are general subjects to be
dealt with by the assembly, in which the people everywhere have a common interest. Measures
whicl; may be of very great moment in one section of the country will never be adequately
considered by the representatives of those whom they do not concern. But whether you agree
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with me or not in this view, the fact remains all the same, that we were divided into provinces,
each of which had its own political organization, around which certain historic associations
clustered, and which could not be obliterated without great detriment ; and this Idol of the so-

called Conservative party proposed that these elements of national vitality and public spirit

should be destroyed, and a single mound on the plain erected to make us one people.

More Evidences of Incapacity—A Telling Indictment

But there are other still more obvious evidences of the incapacity of the late Government

—

of their inability to comprehend the facts and the circumstances with which they were obliged
to deal. I might refer to the acquisition of the North-west, and the half-breed rebellion ; the
attempt and the failure on three occasions to carry an election law ; the attempt and failure two
sessions to carry a Supreme Court Act, and the promised introduction of the Bill a third session,

which was not kept. They opposed the trial 'of controverted elections by the Courts; they
opposed simultaneous elections ; they opposed vote by ballot ; they gave us the Washington
Treaty ; they admitted British Columbia upon terms not necessary now to discuss ; they pro-
mised a railway from Lake Nipissing to the Pacific Ocean in ten years ; they sold a great public
trust for money to corrupt the electors ; they gerrymandered the constituencies ; they sought to
retain the power of appointing irresponsible partisans as returning officers, who would, in vio-

lation of their oaths and of the law, refuse to return opponents whom the people had chosen.
These together make a list of acts and measures indicating greater incapacity, downright dis-

honesty and corruption, than can be found crowded together in the same time in the history of

any other country in which representative government is established.

Anxious to Depart.
Sir John Macdonald told the electors of Kingston that he had been thirty-three years in pub-

lic life ; but many of those who had in the beginning of his political career supported him had
gone to their graves ; that he felt that it was almost time for him to go too. Buried saints, it is

said, perfume their graves ; but what an odour of sanctity envelopes his political life ! It stems,
from a report of his speech, that his friends earnestly protested against his early departure. They
were not willing that he should join those unknown saints of the Tory party, who had at one
time fought in the ranks, but had years ago fallen. He was persuaded to remain. He saw that
it would be a selfish act on his part to desert the post of duty as a party leader in this world,
while there remained in power those incompetent men whom he had so long resisted at so much
personal discomfort and at such a pecuniary loss. It would indeed have been an unpatriotic
thing to have joined the company of those old supporters, instead of remaining to fight the pre-

sent Government. You know, ladies and gentlemen, what great sacrifices Mr. Pecksniff made
for Tom Pinch, and you cannot doubt the unambitious and disinterested efforts put forward by
the leaders of the Opposition to wrest the country from the unclean hands of Mr. Mackenzie and
his colleagues.

The Betrayer of Nova Scotia.

Dr. Tupper, Sir John tells us, deserves well at the hands of the people of Canada, because,

he had, single-handed, manfully fought the battle of Confederation in Nova Scotia, and had by
his great exertions brought his Province into the Dominion. We have here at leastfone point

of difference between Reformers and Dr. Tupper. I say that he did not deserve well—that if he
fought single-handed he fought treacherously, he betrayed his Province, and earned for himself

the detestation of the people. Our whole theory of representative government is government
carried on according to the well-understood wishes of the people. The Legislature of Nova
Scotia was elected, not to destroy its own authority, not to change the political existence of the

people, but to govern the Province. I deny that it is a sound political doctrine that you may
do evil that good may come; that because Confederation may be a good thing, therefore Nova
Scotia was properly dragged into the Union against her will. I deny that Dr. Tupper is entitled

to the thanks of the people of this country, because, contrary to the wishes of the people of

Nova Scotia, he did, by an arbitrary, corrupt and unconstitutional act, trick that Province into

the Union. Nova Scotia had tried Dr. Tupper and had lost all confidence in him. She opposed

Confederation partly because he cursed it with his support.

Imagination, not Facts.

Dr. Tupper has attacked the Government and charged it with corruption, but he has not put
forward a single instance which shows that the Government have sought to purchase support.

He makes assertions, and refers to transactions that have an historical existence, but which do
j

not prove what he affirms. The Doctor's facts leave much to be supplied by partisan bias and
the heated imagination of their author. There was once an American painter who invited a
friend to see what he regarded as a most accurate representation of the Israelites just across the

Red Sea. " Where are the Israelites ?" said the friend. "I see," said the artist, "you are

not a good critic of art. This picture is intended to be true to life. You see the picture of the

water there before you. You are supposed to be standing upon the Egyptian side of the sea.

The sea is many miles in width. It is a great stretch of water. How could you, then, expect

to see the Israelites when they are -on the other side?" "But," said the friend, "where are

the Egyptians? I don't see Pharaoh and his host.'' " Another instance of false criticism,"

said the painter. " The Egyptians are in the bottom of the sea. You see, sir, the picture is

true to nature. What you cannot see in nature is not made visible in the picture. You have

simply a great stietch of water before you." (Laughter.) Now, Dr. Tupper's evidence oi

corruption is of the same kind. He says that Mr. Mackenzie made a contract for steel rails.

He says Mr. Mackenzie has a brother Charles. He says the rails were purchased at a
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certain price. But everything else is wanting. The other statements are not among the fact3.

They are the creation of that fa culty which is to most men the fool of the other senses, but to
Dr. Tupper it is worth all the rest.

. Tupper as a Prophet—His Object.

The Doctor has confidently predicted that the present Government will be driven from power
by a wronged and indignant people. I tell him I don't believe it. When the time comes for

testing the question, I oelieve it will be found that the facts will falsify his prediction. We
know—you know—what all this cry means. It means that these two leaders are out in the cold,

and want to get in ; are hungry, and want to be fed ; naked, and want to be clothed ; tired

—

constitutionally tired—and want to rest in office. They were—in the discharge of a great public

trust, which they betrayed—appointed to serve the public ; they served themselves—they took
their master's goods' by which to make to themselves friends ; they have been indignantly cast

out, and out they will remain so long as wrong is reprobated by the people of Canada. (Hear,
hear. ) Sir John and Dr. Tupper have been busy telling the farmers that they have grievances
which ought to be redressed. They tell the working men that they are their friends. They
appeal to the miner and manufacturer to aid them in regaining power. They address themselves
to all classes, like Canning's friend of humanity to the needy knife grinder. They say, " How
hard the times are ; how destructive is the potato bug ;

your hat's got a hole in it, and so has
your breeches. Tears of compassion stand ready to fall as soon as you tell us your pitiful story.

We have come out just to tell how we love and pity you." The farmers do not complain of any
special grievance. There is nothing they produce for which they do not find a ready market.
Farmers are told that when Sir John was in power the country was prosperous. Every mechanic
found a ready market for the products of his skill. Their object in such a course is to regain

power. They say in effect to the people, " We want to do you good ; we want you to put
Mackenzie out and put us in, and thereby confer a benefit upon yourselves." These hon. gentle-

men tell you we have been very extravagant. Dr. Tupper a few years ago said that my hon.

friend had added three millions to the taxes of the country ; and Dr. Tupper now says that the
taxes imposed upon the products of other countries are not paid by the people of Canada, and,
therefore, we have not been putting taxes upon you—they are paid by foreigners.

Agricultural Protection.

I have a special interest in coming here to-day, because in my last election Dr. Orton visited;

my constituency, and undertook to convince the farming portion of the community that they
were very wrong in electing an out-and-out free trader. As such it will afford me special inter-

est to discuss with you the question of protection to agricultural industry. The protectionists,

may be divided into a great many classes.

Retaliation—Opposition Inconsistency.

They all favour retaliation against the United States because the Americans have imposed a
tax upon the produce of Canada, and they say we are actually paying the national debt of the
United States. Dr. Orton stated in my constituency that the people of Canada have paid near-

ly three millions of dollars per year into the Treasury of the United States. I have taken some
interest in looking into this question of retaliation, and last session I was amused at these
gentlemen crying out in favour of retaliation, exhibiting as they did such confused ideas on
taxation. We had on kerosene a duty of fifteen cents, which, on 8,000,000 gallons ought to
have yielded a revenue of $1,200,000. The Americans have a duty of forty cents per gallon.

If we adopt the policy of retaliation we ought to have increased our duty from fifteen to forty
per cent. Did Dr. Orton and the other advocates of retaliation propose this ? No ; they
abandoned tbeir policy, and supported the Government proposition, by which the tax was
reduced to six cents a gallon. If they had faith in the policy of retaliation, they ought to have
opposed us and asked for more. The oil interest is doing little in Canada. In Bothwell, where
scores of wells were in operation ten years ago, there is not one to-day, and if we were to adopt
the principles of these gentlemen, we ought to prohibit this oil coming in from the United
States. Now Dr. Orton says, if the Yankees put a tax of twenty per cent, upon Canadian
horses the Canadian farmer loses that amount. Why then did he relieve them from this tax
on kerosene oil ? He says in regard to the taxes put upon Canadian barley, that the Canadian
farmer undergoes that much loss, and so pays a large amount of money into the treasury of the
United States. If that be true, why all this row about the imposition of one cent on the pound
of tea ? Why, according to the Doctor, that comes out of the Chinaman. My view is the con-

sumer pays it ; but if the Doctor is right, the Chinaman pays it. If the Doctor is right, the tax
on broadcloth is paid by the English manufacturer, and that on cottons by the manufacturer of

New England. Why, then, this complaint of the burdens of taxation ? We are, according to
Dr. Orton's views, simply taxing the foreigners who trade with us. Our opponents are wrong
upon one point or the other. Well, if we pay the tax that is imposed upon the products of

other countries, we certainly do not pay the tax upon the products of Canada going into the
United States.

What Official Returns Show.
I have been looking over the returns for the last twenty years of the trade in the various

agricultural products of this country, and I purpose giving to-day the prices received by the
farmers of this country for the various years, and you will see that the fiscal policy of the
United States has not interfered in the least possible degree with the prices which rule in

Canada. It is said we ought to retaliate, that we ought to impose upon the people of the
United States the same taxes that they impose on our products ; but, to show that tkis would
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not benefit us in the least, I will give you the statistics I have already mentioned. In 1875 we
exported into the United States 5,400,000 bushels of barley, for which we received $5,359,000.
We did not import in that year 5, 000 bushels from the United States. What use would it be
to tax this amount of barley ? In 1875 we exported 100,000 bushels of beans, receiving there-
for $109,000 ; but we did not purchase a bushel from them. Of what use then would a tax
upon beans be to the farmers of Canada ? In 1875 we exported of peas to Great Britain 2,247,-
O00, bringing us $2,138,675 ; and to the United States 579,000 bushels, for which we received
$502,176. The Americans put a tax on our peas, while England admits them free. We re-

ceived as much per bushel from the American buyer as from the British, who put no tax on
these peas. Well, did this tax come out of the Canadian farmer or the American consumer ?

We sent in the same year to the United States 1,350,000 bushels of oats, and to Great Britain
1,500,000 bushels, the prices being the same at the same points of shipment. The Americans
put a tax of fifteen cents on each bushel they imported, and yet we got as much from the United
States as from England. Who paid the American tax ? In 1875 we exported from Canada to
the United States 4,299 horses, receiving therefor $442,000 ; we sent thither from Ontario in
the same time 2,167, for which we received $243,000. We imported into Ontario in the same
time from the United States 174 horses—that is, we sent from this Province 2,167 horses, and
we bought from them 174 horses. Well, now, could we tax these 174 horses so as to realize as
much as they did from the 2,167 ? In regard to cattle, we sold the Americans in 1875 25,357
head for $601,000 ; we bought from them, mostly for British Columbia and Manitoba consump-
tion, 6,397 head, for which we paid $164,497. We exported from Ontario alone into the United
States in the same time 14,919* receiving $301,349, and bought from them 369 head. Does it

matter at what rate we tax American cattle as regards the price we obtain for our own ? Would
a tax affect the prices you receive or benefit you at all ? The people of Ontario sold last year
to the Americans 85,628 sheep, and we bought from them three sheep. Now, Dr. Orton says
that you are ruined by American competition, and that you ought to impose a tax upon Ameri-
cans by way of retaliation or protection, and keep these three sheep from ruining the prosperity
of the Canadian farmers. (Laughter.)

The Wool Question.

Then if you look at wool : it is said the Canadian farmer is subjected to unfair competition*
for while the Americans impose a high tax upon Canadian wool, we permit wool from the
United States to come in free. I shall be able to establish to your satisfaction that it is to your
interest, as well as to the interest of the manufacturers, to permit wool to come in free, and
that it does not affect in the slightest degree the Canadian farmer. I am speaking on this with
some competence, for I am a farmer, and would not be disposed to adopt a policy detrimental

' to the interest of the class to which I belong. In 1875 we sold the people of the United States

2,636,521 pounds of wool, receiving for it $917,000 ; we imported 4,885,818, or more than
double what we sold, for $814,673—that is, for $102,327 less than we sold our own. In short,

we received two pounds of wool for one of our own, with an addition of $102,327. It will be a
long time before the people of this country oppose such transactions. The wool of Canada is

from Cotswold, Leicester, and other long-wooled varieties of sheep, and is not used in the manu-
facture of tweeds and the finer kinds of cloth. The manufacturers who use our wool reside in

the United States, and we send it to them. I will show you by the returns that the taxation

imposed by Congress has in no way affected the prices, but that the Canadian farmer receives as

large a price now as when wool was admitted duty free into the American market. We permit
our manufacturers to import American wool, as they prefer the shorter wools for manufacturing
purposes ; and they are enabled to produce tweeds at a cheap rate, and not only to control the
Canadian market, but also to send them into the American market successfully.

Protection to Manufactures.

In looking over the census and trade returns of the United States since 1860—that is, since

the protective policy has been virtually inaugurated—I find, upon a fair estimate, that the people

of the United States have contributed toward the building up of the manufacturing industries

there by way of taxation the enormous amount of $6,000,000,000, and the result of that is that

last year, of the $522,000,000 worth of exports sent abroad, but $28,000,000 was of manufac-

tured goods. I ask you whether that has been at best a wise policy which would take from the

pockets of those to whom the money belongs $6,000,000,000, in order to encourage manufacturing

industries, which, after all, were enabled to produce but ten per cent, of the entire exportations

of the country ? You have been frequently told by our opponents that the American manufac-

turer is supplanting the Englishman in his own market. What are the facts ? Last year England
purchased from the United States $220,000,000 of their products; of this but $6,000,000 were

the products of the manufacturers of the United States, I ask you whether this is any evidence

that a protective policy has been successful in the United States. My hon. friend the Finance

Minister has told you of the mischievous effect a protective policy has on the morals of a

Legislature, in creating a system of lobbying and bribing members to secure protection for

certain manufactures. The money used in this bribery eventually came out of the consumers

of the goods protected.
Who Pays the Duty on Exports ?

It is said the Americans have been injuring us by sending into Canada wheat, flour and
Indian corn, and I wish to call your attention to this question. Before doing so perhaps I had
better give you some evidence of the fact that the duties imposed by the American Government
apon the various products of the agriculturists of Canada have in nowise affected the prices of

the various articles which have been sent into the American market from Canada. I have here
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toe prices of the various farm products for the twenty-two years from 1854 to 1876, during

eleven of whicn years reciprocity prevailed, and dining the other eleven our produce was subject

to hio-h duties, in 1854, the Canadians received on the average lor the horses they sold $65 27

per head; in 1855, $74 20; 1856, $77 08; 1S57, $76 09; 185S, $79 07; 1859, $84 77; 1860. $81 97;

1861. $81 40; 1862, $77 13; 1863, $75 79; 1864, $7S 46; 1865, $79 61. These were the years

durinor which reciprocity was in force. In 1866, we received for horses on an average per head
the sum of $92 79; 1867, $78 68; 1868, $82 14; 1869, $82 97; 1870, $87 97; 1871, $93 96; 1872,

$101 38; 1873, $105 01; J874, $107 44; 1875, $104 62; 1876, $102 89. Now, if the 20 per cent,

duty on horses had been paid by the Canadian farmer, he would have received smaller prices

during the years protection was in force than he did receive in the eleven years of reciprocity.

Bu" the fact was, he received higher prices. In regard to the prices of horned cattle, we received

in 1854 an average per head of $23 83; 1855, $23 28; 1856, $24 29; 1857, $26 11; 1858, $22 24;

1859, $26 56; 1860, $27 70; 1861, $24 50; 1S62, $20 31; 1863, $23 63; 1864, $30 70. These were
during the years of reciprocity. Since then, under protection, we received for horned cattle, in

1865, $29 91; 1866, $22 85; 1867, $24 86; 1868, $24 77; 1869, $21 88; 1870, $27 91; 1871, $22 62;

1872, $28 12: 1873, $25 57; 1874, $24; 1875, $21 13; 1876, $23 70; the average in these latter

years being quite as high as when they were admitted free from duty. Who, then, pays this tax

of twenty per cent, on cattle imported into the United States ? The average price per head that

we received for sheep in 1854 was $1 75; 1855, $2 16; 1856, $2 83; 1857, $2 88; 1858, $2 20;

1859, $2 29; 1860. $2 76; 1861, $2 72; 1862, $2 47; 1863, $2 75; 1864, $4 58; 1865, $3 61; 1866,

$3 40; 1867, $2 33; 1868, $2 28; 1879, $2 32; 1870, $2 63; 1871, $2 64; 1872, $2 87; 1873, $3 03;

1874, $2 74; 1875, $2 63; 1876, $3 59; the average heing just as high during the eleven years

wiien duties were imposed as when the sheep were admitted free. Next, take the prices of some
of the cereals. In 1854—and mind, this was the period of the Russian war—we received for

wheat an average price per bushel of $1 45; in 1855, $1 86; 1856. $1 39; 1857, $1 09; 1858, $0 96;

1859, $1 06; 1860. $1 10; 1861, $1 08; 1S62, $0 96; 1863, $0 85; 1864, $0 93; 1865, $0 94; 186«
t

$1 32; 1867, $1 62; 1868, $1 15; 1869, $1 13; 1870, $1 04; 1871, $1 13; 1872, $1 30; 1873, $1 37;

1874. $1 34; 1875, $1 13; 1876, $111. I will now give you the price got for our wool during the

same period: 1854, 24c; 1855, 25c; 1856, 26c; 1857, 21c; 1858, 22c; 1859, 30c; 1860, 28c; 1861,

28c; 1862, 34c; 1863, 35c; 1864, 45c; 1865, 43c; 1866, 42c; 1867, 34c; 1868, 27c; 1869, 28c; 1870,

31c; 1871, 29c; 1872, 42c; 1873, 46c; 1874, 35c; 1875, 34c; 1876, 32c. I might go over the prices

ot barley, rye and other cereals with much the same result, thus establishing the incontrovertible

fact that the duties imposed by the American Congress upon the produce of Canada do not fall

upon the people of Cauada, but are paid by the consumers of these articles in the United States.

(Hear, hear, and cheers.)

Canadian, British and United States Trade Relations.

I wish, before quitting this subject, to call your attention to certain trade relations that ex-
ist between Canada and the United States and Great Britain. There are a good many of our
people engaged in the carrying trade, and we import from the United States a considerable share
of their products, but which are not consumed in Canada, but are sent to the English market,
and the only reason for these transactions is that those engaged in the carrying trade derive a
considerable profit from the business. For the four years ending December, 1876, we imported
of animals and cereals to the value of $19,430,000, and we exported $33,638,000, a difference of

$14,208,000 in favour of the exports. During the same time we imported from the United States

$14,730,000, and exported $19,844,000, or $5,114,000 more than we imported from that country.
It may be asked why we did import this $14,730,000, and export the $19,844,000 of produce ?

Might we not have exported $5,114,000, and kept the whole of the remainder of the animals and
cereals for our own use ? We did this because it is cheapest, because it is most convenient, be-

cause a profit is to be made. We import the produce of the United States, though we raise the
like ourselves, for the same reason that we import American coal into Western Ontario although
we have large supplies of coal in Nova Scotia—because it is more convenient to export our own
produce at certain points, and more convenient to import the same products of the United States

at other points. During these same four years we imported of the products of agriculture from
Great Britain $1,943,000, and we sold thern $58,675,000, or our exports exceeded our imports in
value by $56, 732, 000. We imported in the same period from the United States, of agricultural

products, $55,000,000, and exported $34,224,062, or we imported more than we exported by $20,-

823,754. You will thus bear in mind that we actually exported to Great Britain in those four
years $56,732,000 of farm produce, although of that amount $20,822,754 was the produce of the
United States—it was not of our own raising. Why did we import into Canada and export into

Great Britain ? Simply because we were interested in the carrying trade, and our forwarders in-

terested in it realized a profit. And if they realized a profit I see no reason why the Govern-
ment should interfere with this trade. Are not so many Canadians better off than before? I
don't see that the Canadian farmer is injured because the parties who are engaged in the carry-

ing trade are becoming prosperous. I think that in this matter there cannot be too much freedom ;

and I think we ought to take as much interest in the welfare of those with whom we trade as a
merchant takes in the prosperity of his customers. There is no merchant who wishes to see
his customers become impoverished. There is no nation becoming prosperous by the impover-
ishment of those who are trading with it. The prosperity of the United States contributes to

the prosperity of England as well as other countries ; and if Canada has not been so prosperous
of late as she was a few years ago, it is because or serious embarrassments that have overtaken
those countries with which we have been trading.
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Wheat and Flour TraCe.

I wish to call your attention to the trade in wheat and flour with the United States and Eng-
land. We have imported from the former during the four years ending December, 1876, beyond
what we exported to them $23,057,000 of wheat ; of flourwe imported beyond what we exported

to the value of $6,069,000. Well, has that injured the Canadian farmer, or has it made the

carrier prosperous at his expense ? I think it has done neither. That excess was no*" consumed
in Canada, but purchased for a foreign market, and not in the least affecting the prices received

by our farmers. In the same time we have sent to England an excess of wheat to the value of

$36,500,000, and of flour worth $5,344,000. We imported from the United States of the two in

this time $29,126,000 worth, and sent to Britain $41,844,000. It will be seen that we did not

send to England of our own produce more than $12,718,000 worth—that is, instead of sending to

England $41,844,000, we only sent from Canada $12,718,000. Has this excess of $35,000,000 for-

warded to England through Canada damaged us ? It has in no way injured the farmer of Canada.
The prices that he receives have been in no way affected by American taxation. What profit has

there been in this importation of upwards of thirty millions during those years ? It means that

our buyers have made a profit, and that they have been giving employment to our shipping. Our
lower taxation has given us the advantage over the Americans in the carrying trade. And why ?

Because we have not pursued that mistaken policy that has been pursued by the protectionists of

the United States, and as a result we have shared largely in the benefits of the carrying trade of

that country. All this is to the advantage of Canadian farmers.

The Question of Corn.

With regard to corn, it is said American corn enters into unfair competition with the coarse

grains of Canada ; that you are getting a less price for your peas and oats than what you would
get were ib not for this trade in corn. In 1874 we purchased 5,331,000 bushels of corn for

$2,676,751, and we sold of it 2,680,000 bushels for $1,708,000. We bought the whole for forty

cents, and sold a little more than half of it for sixty cents per bushel, so that what remained
in Canada cost but thirty cents. Was that a bad transaction ? In 1875 the results of the trade

were the same. In f876 we imported 3,335,000 bushels of corn, costing $2,356,000. Of this we
exported 2,000,000 bushels, receiving for it $1,439,000, retaining in Canada the balance, princi-

pally for the jjurposes of distillation. We paid 60 cents per bushel, and got for what we export-

ed 71 cents. What remained cost us 55 cents per bushel—certainly not unprofitable to those

engaged in the trade, and I am inclined to think money put in their pockets is so much added to

the capital of the country. Let us look at some of the other transactions in the purchase and
sale of cereals. The farmers have during the past four years received 75 cents per bushel for

barley, and have paid an average price of 45 cents for corn. A bushel of corn is worth as much
for feeding as barley, and if a farmer chooses to sell his barley for 75 cents and buy corn at 35
cents, is it anybody's business? If he can save by so buying $100,- is the country injured by
that transaction ? Should not the farmer be permitted to exercise his judgment on this matter
without Government interference ? It is perfectly clear that no interference by our Government
would benefit the farmer, and it is also clear that, however well Dr. Orton may be qualified to

administer physic, he is not qualified to further the interests of the farmers by dosing them with
his trade nostrums. .(Cheers and laughter.

)

Coercing the Americans.
These gentlemen say, " Oh I we will coerce the Americans into reciprocity by retaliation.

"

We admit that reciprocity is a good thing, but we cannot get it. I don't think we are likely

to coerce forty millions of people into free trade by such means, but if we are able to show
that under our system the farmers of this country are more prosperous than theirs, that our
woollen manufacturers are more prosperous than theirs, we will have done a great deal towards
coercing the Americans into the adoption of a truer economical policy. It is very extraordinary
that these gentlemen, who gave to the Americans, without any equivalent, and notwithstanding
the opposition we offered, the use of our canals, the navigation of our rivers, the use of our
fisheries—the only means by which we could possibly influence the electors of the United States
—should favour a retaliatory policy, that they should complain that we have not adopted a
policy which would coerce the Americans into granting us more favourable terms.

Causes of the Depression.
A great deal has been said against us. The hard times have been charged against the

Canadian Government. I think that during the last four years the Canadian farmers have had
little difficulty in disposing of their produce. The dulness of the lumber market had a great
deal to do with the depression ; but are we to be held responsible for the revolutions that exist
in some of the Republics and States of South America—when peaceful, good customers of ours for
lumber—the inability of the people of the United States to purchase the products of our forests,

for the civil war that at present exists in Cuba, all of which prevents the people of these coun-
tries from purchasing largely of our lumber ? We have sold as much as $36,000,000 of lumber
a year, and this money found its way into the pockets of all classes of the community ; but
owing to the present inability of our principal customers to purchase from us, the annual income
of the people of Canada has been correspondingly reduced, and we must suffer such depression
until that trade revives. I ask you what policy the Government of this country could adopt that
would relieve this stagnation in the lumber trade ? Last year we had a Parliamentary Com-
mittee, and made inquiry into this subject, and we asked the lumbermen if they had any
remedies to propose—any suggestions by which the lumber trade could be restored. They told
us they had nothing to suggest. Nor could they. It was impossible that that trade could be
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revived until those people who formerly purchased from us had become more prosperous than

they had recently been. Dr. Orton has told you what taxes you have paid as farmers into the

treasury of the United States. I have pointed out that you paid nothing, and I have given

ocular evidence of the truth of the statement that in no department have the farmers been in-

jured by the fiscal policy of the United States. The reason why we should favour reciprocity Is

that trade would thereby be extended. Under the present relations twenty per cent, on tie

cost of all Canadian produce is paid by the American consumer into the United States treasury.

Were there reciprocity it would permit of an increased purchase of goods. There would be a

larger market than at present, and both parties would be benefited. What is now paid into the

American treasury in the form of taxes on Canadian barley, would then be paid to the Canadian

farmers for new produce. And so with other articles. Those gentlemen who talk in favour of

retaliation forget this fact—that if retaliation is a good thing they ought to tell us why the

Conservative Government of England don't adopt it. They are more affected than we.

They send nearly $300,000,000 of their manufactures into the United States. Why don't the

people of England adopt a retaliatory policy ? Because they believe it would not be wise policy
;

because retaliation would hurt them ; and it is because it is against the interest of the people of

the United States that we expect in a reasonable period of time their fiscal policy will be changed.

American Opinion Changing.

It is a mistake to suppose that the people of that country are largely in favour of protection.

Governor Tilden, the Democratic candidate in the recent Presidential election, ran as an avowed
free trader, and you will find on examination that the people of the United States are not, as a
whole, favourable to a protective policy. The advocates of protection here say to us, " Look at

the wise people in Washington, and follow their example." "We have no such extraordinary
admiration for their system, or so much confidence in the superior wisdom of the Congress of

the United States, as to travel in their steps. We choose to think for ourselves, and we do not
choose to adopt a policy, wrongly named a national policy, in imitation of the United States ; we
choose to adopt a truly national policy, one which we can defend before an intelligent people
like those who are prepared to support the present Government throughout the Dominion. Let
me say here that this question of retaliation, many years ago, was discussed in the House of

Commons in England. When Sir .Robert Peel proposed to repeal the Corn Laws, he was asked by
some of his friends to see what other countries were disposed to follow his example of free trade.

Sir Robert Peel told them he did not believe that the people of other countries were sufficiently

well informed upon the subject, or had studied it sufficiently to adopt the principles of free trade
to the same extent as he proposed England should adopt them.

What Sir Robert Peel said about Retaliation.

On that occasion he said :

—

" I have no guarantee to give you that other countries will immediately follow our example. I give you that art-

vantage in the argument. Wearied with our long and unavailing efforts to enter into satisfactory commercial treaties
with other nations, we have resolved at length to consult our own interests, and not to punish other countries fur
the wrong they do us, in continuing their high duties upon the importation of our products and manufactures, by
continuing high duties ourselves, encouraging unlawful trade. We have had no communication with any foreign
Government upon the subject of these reductions. We cannot promise that France will immediately make a corres-
ponding reduction in her tariff. I cannot promise that Russia will prove her gratitude to us for our reduction of
duty on her tallow by any diminution of herduHes. You may therefore say in opposition to the present plan,
' What means this superfluous liberality : you are going to do away with all these duties, and yet you expect nothing
in return?' I may, perhaps, be told that many foreign countries since the former relaxation of duties on our part—
and that would be perfectly consistent with the fact—foreign countries which have benetited by our relaxations,
have not followed our example : nay, have not only not followed our example, but have actually applied to the im-
portation of British goods higher rates of duties than formerly. I quite admit it ; I give you all the benefit of that
argument. I rely upon the fact as conclusive proof of the policy of the course we are pursuing. It is a fact that
other countries have not followed our example, and have levied higher duties in some cases upon our goods. But
what has been the result upon the amount of your exports ? You have defied the regulations of these countries

;

your export trade has greatly increased. Now, why is this so ? * * * * But your exports, whatever he
the tariff of other countries, or however apparent the ingratitude with which they have treated you—your export
trade has been constantly increasing. ***** i say, therefore, to you that these hostile tariffs, so
far from being an objection to continuing your policy, are an argument in its favour. But, depend upon it, .your
example will ultimately prevail. * * * * In spite of the desire of Government and Boards of Trade to
raise revenue by restrictive duties, reason and common sense will induce relaxation of high duties. That is my firm
belief."

And the increased trade and prosperity of England and the improved condition of the agri-

cultural classes is evidence of the wisdom of the views Peel entertained. He was told by Lord
George Bentinck that the agricultural classes would be found begging their bread throughout
the kingdom if free trade were adopted. But how different was the result ! Sir Robert Peel's
expectations turned out correct, and there is not at this hour a single protective duty remaining
in Great Britain. The agricultural labourer is better paid, and he is more prosperous to-day
than before, and the various manufacturing industries have increased more than three hundred
per cent.

The Balance of Trade Illustrated.

It is said that under our system we are importing more than we export ; that the balance of

trade is against us. I do not know anything upon which there is so much said with so little

sense by our political opponents in their speeches as upon this subject of the balance of trade.

The people of England have annually an average of £100,000,000 as a balance of trade against
them. If this was an evidence that she was growing poorer every day, she would be £1,600,000,-
000 poorer in 1876 than she was in 1860. But the fact is, she has been growing more wealthy all

the time. These statements in regard to the balance of trade are misleading. Suppose a man
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chartered a vessel to start out from some port of Ontario with $100,000 worth of wheat, which
would be entered at the Custom House, "Exports, $100,000." He sells it for $150,000, and
buys dry goods for this amount, which would be entered as "Imports, $150,000," and thus
giving rise to the idea that there is a balance of trade against him of $50,000, whereas that $50,-
000 is profit. That balance of trade may represent no more than what he might have realized
in the carrying trade of the Dominion, and this being the case, I don't think you are likely to
be misled by these representations in regard to the injurious consequences of having a balance
of trade against you.

Not Afraid to Face the Electors.

It is not my purpose to detain you further in the discussion of this subject. Dr. Tupper is
anxious for a general election. While enjoying the confidence of the Parliament of the country
we have no reason for going to the electors before it is necessary ; but I have no doubt that
when the time comes that the views of the present Government are to be contrasted with those
of our predecessors, that we will not suffer for our action. 1 don't admit that the present Gov-
ernment has been a failure—that we have falsified the promises of the past, and have failed to
meet the reasonable expectations of the country. I maintain that the present Government has
been successful in its efforts which have been made in the interest of the people. I deny that tha
Reform party is in Canada a failure. I maintain that it is still in its youth as a governing party,
still full of life and vigour, and when the opportunity oflers it will be sustained by the people.
(Cheers.)

THE PREMIER'S SPEECH.

Hon. Mr. Mackenzie was then introduced, and was received with hearty cheers. He said:
Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, I am delighted to have an opportunity of meeting so
many of the ladies and gentlemen of this county, and I am glad to observe that in point of
numbers this meeting is nearly equal to the vast assemblage we addressed two days ago at
Clinton—a meeting which even the Mail admits was attended by 10,000 of the people of Huron;
so, making the usual allowance for that newspaper's estimate of Reform gatherings, you can
form some idea of the vast number who were present. (Hear, hear.) At the present time it is

peculiarly desirable that in the place where a political gathering was held by our opponents we
should have an opportunity of expatiating somewhat on those public questions which have
become the subjects of general discussion over the whole country. I have remarked at other
meetings that it was not my purpose to discuss at every gathering of this kind all the various
questions which have been referred to during the last few weeks, but to take up at each meeting
some particular questions of the number which we propose to discuss in the course of the series

of meetings we are now holding.

Members of Government Willing to Defend Themselves.
I freely admit at the outset that it is rather the function of the members of the Administra-

tion to defend and justify their own policy than to attack the policy or the acts of those who
are opposed to us. I admit that it is peculiarly the function of the Opposition of the day to

criticize the policy of the Government if they disapprove of it, and attack particular acta of the
Administration if they consider we are blameworthy in these acts.

Opposition Cannot Complain if Application of their Reasoning is Made to Themselves.
But in reply to the asseverations of our opponents, it is always just and fair to compare the

transactions which they condemn with those in precisely the same line in which they them-
selves took a part. We have therefore at the meetings which we have attended not only
defended our own policy, but we have defended it by a fair comparison with the policy of the
late Administration. Let me give you a single example. We were blamed at some of their

meetings because we loaned the Canada Central Railway a few tons of iron rails on which we
had a lien ; in other words, we allowed them to use the rails, which were their own property,

but on which we had a lien. We were told in angry terms that this was an unconstitutional

proceeding. I never admitted that, because I contend that in certain circumstances the Govern-
ment have a right to lend even the public credit.

Lending Rails, or Cash. •

For example, we gave the sum of $20,000, without the immediate authority of Parliament,
to alleviate the distress which followed the St. John fire—(hear, hear, and cheers)—and I believe

that under the circumstances we were right in doing so. (Hear.) 1 contend that we had a
perfect right to lend, or allow the Canada Central Company to use a portion of the rails on
which wehad a lien, in order to finish the road to a point to which it was of the utmost
importance in the public interest that it should be completed by a certain time. It was of the
greatest necessity to the trade of the country that the road should reach the town of Pembroke.
But I say furthermore, " Assuming that you are right in denouncing us fordoing so, how can
you conscientiously find fault with us when you yourselves lent $10,000 in cash without any
parliamentary authority to a city gas company to enable them to complete their works?"
(Hear, hear. ) I will not discuss the question of whether they were right or wrong at the present

moment. I merely take their conduct in illustration, and say, even ifc we were wrong, it cer-

tainly does not lie in your mouths to condemn us; though I maintain that intrinsically our act

was not a wron^r one. (Hear, hear.) I will now allude briefly to one or two other strong accu-

sations which they make against us, and then pass on to other topics.
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Increase of Taxation by the Two Governments.
One of their charges is that we increased the burden of taxation. I showed at a former

meeting that if we increased the taxation in the same ratio that the late Government did, we
would have an increase at the present time of $5,910,000, whereas we have not increased it at

all. (Cheers. ) They increased it, as Mr. Cartwright has shown, in six years of office, from
thirteen to twenty-three millions. I notice that Senator Macpherson is out with a pamphlet
republishing his speech in the Senate, in which reference is made to this subject; and Dr.

Tupper and :SirJohn Macdonald are perambulating the country, each in his own way and manner,
trying to make it patent to the country that we have really belied the promises we have made.

Ta fhairson.

Senator Macpherson's appearance on the public arena as an essayist or debater, with two
others in the persons of the late Premier and Dr. Tupper, reminds one of a passage in Aytouu's
poems, hall English and half Gaelic, which describes the feud between the clans Macpherson and
MoTavish :—

"F'hairson swore a feud
Against the clan MeTavish;
Marched into their land
To murder and to ravish :

For he did resolve
To extirpate the vipers,

With four and twenty men
And five and thirty pipers.

But when he had gone
Half way down Strath Canaan,
Of his fightin' tail

But three were remainin*.

They were all he had
To hack him in ta battle,

All the rest had gone
To drive off ta cattle."

(Loud laughter.)
In the present case Senator Macpherson becomes an essayist, and Sir John A. Macdonald
and Dr. Tupper are

M The only twa that's left

To back him in ta battle."

(Laughter.)
And before this redoubtable triumvirate we are expected to vanish, as an Administration, into
thin air. Like Davy Crockett's celebrated coon, we must "come down" when the gun is

pointed at us. (Laughter.) I think the Finance Minister has shown you conclusively to day
that one branch of the Administration on which we have been strongly assailed is in the safest
possible condition. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) I am quite sure, too, that Mr. Mills, a close
student of political economy, has satisfied you as to the political wisdom of the course we have
pursued in reference to what threatens to become, in the eyes of the country, rather a large
object for discussion.

The Revenue Requires a High Tariff, which Exists.
It is true, as I have stated before, that the question of protection as a principle does not

really rise in the present discussion, because it is absolutely necessary that we should raise a
revenue by the imposition of customs and excise duties, or else adopt the alternative of a direct
tax upon the people. A revenue must be had, and therefore we have adopted the principle of a
revenue tariff, though that tariff does give a large protection to those engaged in manufacturing
pursuits. And I need not point out to a people of whom nineteen out of twenty are farmers,
dependent on the product of their labour in the soil for a living, that they themselves necessarily
pay by far the largest proportion of any tax that is imposed, whether in the shape of customs
and excise or by direct taxation. (Hear, hear.)

A Protective System Fatal to Industrial Interests.

Nothing could be more fatal to the farming and industrial interests of the country than to
impose a system of protection upon the country ; a system which would have for its object the
taxation to an extreme degree of the only classes who are now the producers of the country

;

those who make the wealth of the country, such as it is. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) Nothing as-

tonishes the agricultural mind, and the country generally, so much as to find that in a fine farm-
ing county like this, it is possible for a medical gentleman, talented and clever in his profession
though he may be, to persuade a majority of the farmers here that his policy is one which would
benetit them, when the fact is it would absolutely ruin them. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) Mr.
Mills has proved by the most irrefragable evidence that not only would such a system be in-

jurious, but that the opposite policy has been extremely beneficial in the Old Country.

The English Farming Interests and the Anti-Corn Law League.

I remember when I was a boy listening to George Thompson, Cobden, and other great leaders

in the Anti-Corn Law agitation, and I recollect well that the farming population, the great landed
interest of Britain, were in a state of the greatest alarm, believing that while free trade might
benefit the striving millions of the town population it would prove ruinous to the agricultural

class. I pointed out at Clinton what the result had been—that at the time the Corn Laws were
repealed the wages of agricultural labourers or ploughmen were £8, or £10, or perhaps £12 per
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annum. I have no doubt I am now addressing .many of the Old Country ploughmen who re-

ceived these wages. (Hear, hear, and cries of "That's so.") Two years ago I passed a con-
siderable portion of my time in the agricultural districts of England and Scotland, and I found
that where £12 was the highest wages paid in corn law times £24 was now paid, while
their houses were much better, and the general prosperity much greater than it was formerly.
(Hear, hear, and cheers. ) I found that land which was held at a rental of £1 10s., rents now for
£2 or £3, and land which then rented for £3 now brings £5. 1 found that horses that sold then
for £50 now readily bring £100, and so on through other agricultural products. These are facts

which cannot be disputed ; and it would be such a miserable example of political folly to believe
that we would be benefited by the imposition of more taxes on everything we buy, that I think
any one who attenrpts to persuade you to adopt such a doctrine must be blessed with a good
deal of assurance. (Hear, hear.) Let me say this much, that there is no more principle in the
demand of Sir John Macdonald for protection, than there would be if he should all at once de-
mand a republic. (Hear.) No, Sir John Macdonald is as much as I am a thoroughly free trade
man. It is simply impossible that a man like him should have gone through as long and as dis-

tinguished a course of public service as he has, and spent almost thirty years in Parliament,
without having imbibed the ideas of progress so prevalent in our age.

No Matter of Principle Allowed to Stand between Tories and Office.

But I know at the same time that there has never been a principle he advocated that he was
not willing to set aside and trample in the dust if he could thereby climb over its ruins into
office. (Hear, hear. ) If time only permitted, I could start at the beginning of his career and
trace up the measures he opposed one day and proposed the next. I could show, for instance,

that he delivered strong speeches at one time in denunciation of religious equality and civil

freedom, and at another time his utterances were such that on the strength of them Dr. Tupper
the other day at Kingston proclaimed him the champion who carried the flag of civil and reli-

gious equality all over this country. (Hear, hear, and laughter.) The contortions which these
gentlemen make in their political deliverances are positively grotesque, but it is at the same
time pitiable that men of great ability should so prostitute their abilities as to make themselves
the mere laughing-stocks of the country—the jumping-jacksof a political system. (Cheers.) I

have no time to-day to enlarge on this subject, and I propose now to devote a few minutes to a
discussion of some matters which these gentlemen do not discuss. Sir John says it is my busi-

ness peculiarly to defend, and theirs peculiarly—yes, sometimes very peculiarly—to assail

(laughter) ; and I find no fault with them for assailing us, provided always that they don't
stretch things quite so far as they have been doing. (Hear, hear, and laughter. ) But, sir, there
are two or three matters upon which I feel that I shall be at perfect liberty to attack ; or in

other words, to use Dr. Tupper' s phrase, I shall venture to carry the war a short distance into

Africa. I don't deny the abilities of our opponents.

The Kind of Criticisms Made by Opposition.

it is quite true they decry us. They tell people everywhere that I am a signal failure
;

that Mr. Cartwright is a blunderer ; that Mr. Blake is no lawyer and no statesman ; that he is

somewhat of a Chancery practitioner, but nothing more, and that there is nothing whatever in

the Administration which could justify them in assuming the role of political leaders in any
country. I shall leave the appreciation of our respective abilities to a discerning pubjic, be-

lieving that they will estimate each of us at our proper weight. (Loud cheers.) But there is

one remarkable feature about the speeches of these gentlemen. They all agree thus far : to wit,

Sir John says a thing, Dr. Tupper swears to it, and William Macdougall comes afterwards and
gives a certificate of correctness to both of them. (Laughter. ) Of course I admit at once Mr.
William Macdougall's capability of giving a certificate for anything under the sun. (Loud
laughter. ) At the same time it is but fair to Mr. Macdougall to say that we can get him at

any moment that we choose to whistle for him. (Hear, hear, and laughter. ) But assuming
this to be all correct about our lack of ability, our want of political wisdom and of intellectual

and financial power, how in the world is it that in the course of a few years the gentlemen whom
I lead, and I myself as the leader of the party, have succeeded in placing these men in a
minority ?

The "Poor" Ability of Reformers enough to Defeat the Able Tories.

What can be the abilities, what can be the power, financial or otherwise, of a set of men
who were defeated and are kept out of power by such ninnies as we are ? (Hear, hear, and
laughter. ) If we are so bad. how very bad must they be. But I know the whole secrr-t. Your
average Tory is never content, in school section, in township, in county, or in city, in Provincial

Parliament, or in Dominion Parliament, unless he is fattening on the sweets of office. (Hear,

hear.) I know what that party can endure, what sacrifices they can make for the sake of show-

ing what they call their true patriotism. They are willing to sink any principle, no matter
how precious it may be to them—and we all know how precious all principles are to the Con-
servatives. (Hear, hear, and laughter.)

Tories always willing to Serve their Country.

There is nothing in their profession or the doctrines -which they hold that they are not wil-

ling to sink in order that the country may have the inestimable benefit of their services as a

Government. (Hear, hear.) It surely ought to make every Canadian proud to feel that there

is a political party who are actuated by motives so pure and patriotic as to be willing, for the

country's sake, to forget anything and everything they have ever done in order to be in a

position to serve the people. (Hear, hear, and laughter.) I scarcely think it would be fair in
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us to take advantage of patriotism so pure as that ; it would be too hard to ask them to make
such a wonderful sacrifice on the altar of their country, as a whole stock-in-trade of Tory-

principles and professions. (Laughter.) No! We should rather say to them, "You have
suffered enough for your country—(laughter)—for any sake don't feel called upon to do any
more in that line ;

go in peace, and the country will forgive you." (Hear, hear, and laughter.)

But supposing they were again to resume the reins of power—what will they do ? We have
a fair right to ask this question, and to look to the antecedents of those who aspire to the Gov-
ernment of this country. (Hear, hear.) Now, I admit that if they went through the country
opposing some of the measures or the policy of the Government, endeavouring to convince the

people that we are entirely wrong in our policy—and an honest policy, if a wrong one, may be
as bad for the country as a dishonest one—then I say that they would be occupying at least a

good position, however successful or unsuccessful they might be in proving their statements.

Beginning, Middle and End of Opposition Speeches.

But when they come before a meeting, in the first breath they say, " Well, gentlemen, we
are delighted to know that there is a reaction in the country, and that in a few months we will

be in office and these fellows out. " And that is the preface, beginning, middle, and end of

their policy—to get into office. (Hear, hear. ) They begin then to show why we should not be
in office. But reasons might possibly be shown why we should not be in office, and still that

they ought not to be in our places. The people believed in 1874, almost unanimously, that the

political leaders of the Conservative party had become defunct, and that it only remained for

respectable members of the party to gather up the fragments of the wreck, and endeavour to

put the ship together by some new means, and launch it on the political sea with a respectable

captain and crew. But now they come to us with the same old wrecked ship, and the same
captain and the same engineer who let the engine get out of order before ; they ask the Con-
servative party to trust themselves in that ship once more, with a captain whose certificate of

competency was withdrawn in '74, simply, it appears, because there is no other person in this

country capable of leading the Conservative party but Sir John Macdonald and his locum tenens,

Dr. Tupper. If that is the case, then I offer my sincere condolences to the Conservative party
—(hear, hear, and laughter)—and I know they will receive them in a proper spirit, knowing
how sincerely I feel for them in their affliction. But let us examine those whom we are now
told are the great leaders of that party.

Everything Forgiven to Tories, Pacific Scandal Included,

They say that all the past is to be forgotten ; all accusations of former misconduct are

dubbed foul slanders, and that piece of political iniquity, the Pacific Scandal, is spoken of as a
passing cloud which has passed away, and left the sunshine of a Conservative reaction beaming
brightly and strongly on Sir John Macdonald's head once more. It was supposed that this was
the only political iniquity of which they were guilty, and it was bad enough to consign to
political perdition one-half of their own supporters, but it was not the only transaction of the
same kind of which they were guilty, and I shall take up a few minutes in referring to another
transaction or two which bear almost as black a stamp as that which marked the Pacific

Scandal.
The Northern Railway.

You have all heard of the Northern Railway of Canada. Most of you have seen Grip's

wonderful picture of the Northern Railway cow— (laughter)—in which the various Conservative
leaders are represented in various attitudes drawing the milk from that forlorn and hapless

animal, or carrying it off in dishes of every kind and shape. Ridiculous as the picture is, it

represents a serious phase of our public affairs. The Northern Railway had lent to it a large

amount ofjnoney for the purpose of helping to build the road—something like £500,000 sterling,

if I remember aright. It got into difficulties, and we agreed to put the lien we held for this

amount behind an amount which was required in order to put the road in good repair. Some
English gentlemen took up this sum and became bondholders, and thereby acquired the right to

vote, their voting power exceeding that of the ordinary shareholders. There was a good deal of

uneasiness in the country about this road. It was known to be paying considerable dividends
to the bondholders, but none to the shareholders, and very little interest to the Government

—

none on the lien proper, though some on the amount of £50,000 of bonds for a time.

The Amount to be Taken by late Government in Payment of Lien and Bonds.
Immediately before this Government came into power the late Government proposed to

cancel the entire debt of the Company for the £100,000, though they held bonds to the amount
of £100,000 nominally, so that they were receiving a mere trifle for the entire lien. We opposed
that proposal as an inadequate settlement. Shortly after we came into office the question came
up again. In the meantime some of my colleagues investigated the matter pretty fully, and we
found that there was reason to believe that the Company could well manage to pay double the
sum that the late Government agreed to take in settlement ; in other words, that they might
obtain one million dollars instead of half a million. We introduced a Bill into Parliament to
take this amount. The Bill was carried through. They were unable to pay at once, and we
introduced a Bill to extend the time.

Information given of Frauds in Payment of Monies belonging to the Government.
In the meantime an officer in the Company submitted to me a statement which showed

there were gross frauds perpetrated by the directors of that Company. The Government im-
mediately issued a Commission of Inquiry, and we were assailed for so doing as if we had com-
mitted a terrible act of wrong. The Commission, however, developed facts of an extraordinary

character.
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Senator Macpherson and the Northern Railway.
It was found that the leader of the Government, who had agieed to take £100 000 for the

entire debt of the Company, had himself received from Senator Macpherson $2,500 te his
testimonial out of the funds of the Government in the hands of the Company. It was found
that another Conservative gentleman, Mr. Cumberland, had received many thousands of dollars
for the direct and avowed purpose of paying his election expenses. It was found that Mr. John
Beverley Robinson, another light in the Conservative ranks, and a worthy representative of his
elass, had obtained many thousands of dollars to carry his election.

Cumberland's, Robinson's and Hindis' Election Expenses Paid,

Then Sir Francis Hincks was taken into the Government in 1869. Ke had no seat, so they
got Mr. Rankin, of North Renfrew, out of the way by making him a Custom House officer, and
put up Sir Francis to run for that constituency. In order to raise money for his election ex-
penses, Sir John drew for $1,000 on the Northern Railway Company, and it was sent to Sir
Francis to help in carrying the election. Though Sir John was a trustee for the public, he ap-
propriated for an improper purpose the money which really belonged to the people of Canada—

•

paid it over to his partisans to obtain them seats in Parliament to oppose us on the Opposition
Bide of the House. And all the time that the Commission was sitting in Toronto, before the
facts became public, we were assailed with the grossest abuse by the Mail and the other organs
of the Conservative party because we dared to inquire into these iniquities. My colleagues and
myself found it necessary to have the matter submitted to a Parliamentary Committee ; and so

strong was the evidence adduced before that Committee—showing, as it did, that beyond the
transactions, which have not been investigated, but which may be yet—beyond the amount of

money loaned to the Couchiching Hotel Company, the sum of nearly $30,000 of the public

money of Canada has been taken out of the funds of this Company for political and partisan
purposes—that we provided by an Act of last; session, that before the sum of a million dollars

was paid they should pay into the Treasury the sum of $27,000 and assign to us the mortgage
on the hotel property.

Company Compelled to Refund Money.
I ask if anything could be more scandalous than for a Ministry who had a Company of this

kind practicalhr in their hands, who knew that the profits from the trade of the Company
should have gone to pay interest, to engage in such transactions? (Hear, hear.) They must
have known that the people of Canada would some day or other bring these things to light ;

yet such was their political necessity, that in order to carry elections which were supposed to

have been carried by the free, unbiassed will of the people, they deliberately put their hands
into the public coffers and took this money—just as much as if they had taken it from the Trea-

sury proper. (Hear, hear.) It astonishes me beyond measure that men who could be guilty of

transactions of this sort are not afraid to face a public audience (hear, hear) in Ontario, and it

does say a great deal for the long-suffering forbearance—or something else—of the Conser-

vatives in the various places wheie their meetings have been held, that these gentlemen have
come and gone without anyone having been found bold enough or honest enough to ask a single

question of these men in regard to such transactions. (Hear, hear.) I have found that when
Conservatives come to our meetings they are extremely anxious to get explanations about the

purchase of the steel rails, but, wonderful to say

—

No Enquiry by Tories abaut Northern Railway Matters.

—though I have on sevei al occasions explained that matter freely, and I believe to the satisfaction

of every fair-minded man—(hear, hear)—they stick to that question, and never put their enquiiies

in the direction of Northern Railway matters (Hear, hear, and cheers.) 1 have been delighted

to have had the opportunity of giving the clearest possible explanations about steel rails and
other matters connected with any branch of the public service. Yet I have never heard a word
or a whisper of enquiry from the loyal, the super-loyal Conservatives in regard to Northern
Railway matters. (Hear, hear.) What can it mean? Has somebody case a glamour over

them ? "Have they been dosed with chloroform—(laughter)—or some other mysterious and potent

drug which binds their tongues to eternal silence on these subjects ?

The Secret Service.

Then there is another transaction about which they are equally silent, and that is the Secret

Service money. (Hear, hear.) I have frequently found fault with the manner in which that

money was disposed of. It has always been suspected that a great portion of the large sum

—

—nearly $200 000—voted for Secret Service purposes was not expended in any service that was
beneficial to the State. But if the Conservatives defend by their silence the policy of taking

tens of thousands of dollars of the public funds through the Northern Railway exchequer, they

are not likely to find much fault if Secret Service money has been used for a similar purpose. I

don't say it has been so spent, but I will show presently that there has been an ominous silence,

a withholding of information, which bodes no good as to its destination. (Hear, hear.

)

Cash in Bank to Credit of Committee of Council.

Let me state the simple fact, that about a year ago we found out that there was at the time

we came, into office about $32,000 in the bank standing to the credit, not of the individual mem-
bers of the late Government, but standing to the credit of the Minister of Justice, the Finance

Minister, the Minister of Inland Revenue, and the Minister of Militia, who were designated in

the Order in Council, not by their names but by their offices. I never knew before that moment
that there was a dollar of that money in the bank. I came to know first before the meeting of
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the session of 1876 that Sir John had drawn $6,600 of this money to pay what he called obliga-

tions incurred before he went out of office, and had paid back $25,000 into the Treasury. Well,
the matter was in the hands of a Committee of the Privy Council, and he had no more right to
touch that money than any one of you had. (Hear, hear.) It no more belonged to him than it

did to the Emperor of China. But the banker, supposing that the leader of a great political

party, and a high-minded statesman, would not be guilty of drawing the money without proper
authority, allowed him to draAV it out. An investigatiou was held before the Public Accounts
Committee, and that Committee decided by a vote of 36 to 13 that the money was improperly
taken, that no portion of it was in tne hands of Sir John Macdonald and his colleagues, but be-

longed to a Committee of Council, who were designated by their official titles in the Order in

Council. Has the money been paid back ? No, it is still held or disposed of in some way. I

do not know what may be proposed to be done in this matter. Parliament has ordered that the
money shall be collected, and what shall be done in the case has yet to be determined. Dr.
Tupper is the only man who has had the assurance to say anything about secret service at any
of their meetings, and I can tell you it would be a dreadful thing indeed that he would not have
the assurance to speak about. He says :

—

" What was the result ? Why, in a House where the Government have a majority of fifty still, * • * •

when they had to vote one Government supporter after another went out of the House, ashamed of standing1 before
the people as having attempted to fasten such a charge upon my right hon. friend. One Minister left his seat vacant
because he was not willing to follow his Premier in such a proceeding, and their majority of 50 dwindled down to 22."

Hon. Mr. Smith's Vote on the Secret Service Matter.

Then he says that Mr. Smith, one of my colleagues, went out to avoid voting with him. That
is a Well, I need not characterize it—(hear, hear, and laughter)—you can apply whatever
word you use in ordinary cases, when a thing told you is not true. (Hear, hear. ) Dr. Tupper
knew he was stating what was not correct. He knew that Mr. Smith went out to get Mr. Archi-
bald, one of our whips, who had gone out in search of another member. But before Mr. Smith
got back to his seat the Speaker had put the motion. He would have been only too glad to have
voted on the question, but it is a rule of the House that no man may vote unless he hears the
motion put from the chair. The division was taken a very few minutes before six o'clock, and
most of the members, under the impression that a vote would not be taken until after the
dinner recess, had left the Chamber. The division showed a majority of 22 in favour of adopt-
ing the report of the Public Accounts Committee ; and had the vote been delayed until after

dinner the report would have been adopted by a majority of 56. (Hear, hear, and cheers.)

A Mode of Testing Views of House on the Secret Service Misappropriation.

I have only to say this, that if Dr. Tupper or Sir John wish to have another vote on that
question they can have it next session, and then they will see what the majority will be. (Hear,

hear, and cheers. ) I was astounded that any one, Conservative or Reformer, would have voted to
maintain Sir John Macdonald's position—that any one would vote that it was right for a mem-
ber of the late Administration to dispose of public moneys after he had ceased to have any re-

sponsibility to Parliament. (Hear, hear. ) Our theory of government is this : that no man can
dispose of public moneys unless he is a Minister of the Crown, responsible to the Crown itself

and to the people. ^Cheers.

)

A Man not a Minister Spending Public Money.

But here is a man who was out of office for several years, holding secretly in his hands thou-

sands of dollars belonging to the public, and disposing of it in defiance of Parliament, in defiance

of constitutional law, of equity, and of every principle that can be imagined to exist in connection

with our system of government. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) These are the men who are so vir-

tuously indignant in accusing us of wrong, who want to come into our places, and were prophesy-

ing all over the country that we are about to step out by virtue of the public opinion of Canada.
They are highly incensed that we should accuse Sir John of anything improper in relation to

this Secret Service matter. My hon. friend the member for Waterloo gave his attention to this

matter some years before they went out of office, and in May, 1872, he prepared a resolution to

be passed in Parliament, which laid down that no Secret Service money should in future be paid

unless entered in a book, this book to be audited by two members of the Ministerial party and
two of the Opposition of the day. I remember when I was speaking at London just before the
general election, and I pointed out the impropriety of the manner in which the Secret Service

fund was dealt with, and that in England the Ministers who had it at their disposal had to take
an oath that every sum was entered in a book, which was submitted to a proper audit.

Sir John at St. Thomas, in 1872, on Secret Service Money Expenditure.

Sir John Macdonald spoke a few days afterwards at a meeting in St. Thomas, and said that I

had spoken in ignorance of the truth, and of what I knew to be untrue. That caused my
friends in St. Thomas to call a public meeting. I went there, and gave the English authorities

chapter and verse, showing that I was absolutely correct in my statements. (Hear, hear.) But
Sir John stated further that not only was I incorrect as to the mode of paying the money in Eng-
land, but that it had always been the custom there that when a Minister went out of office he
always carried with him what was left of the Secret Service money—(hear, hear, and laughter)

—

and devoted it to his party purposes. You may find, in the reports of that speech in their own
papers, whether I am stating correctly what Sir John Macdonald said on that occasion. How can

any man be trusted who would deliberately state to a public meeting that that was the proper

course to deal with the Secret Service money ? And if he avowed that this was the proper way
of dealing with that fund, is anything more natural than for his opponents to believe that a

considerable portion of the money did not find its way to protecting us from Fenian outrages

wherever they were ? (Hear, hear.

)
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Business off a Minister only to Pay Public Money.
I became a Minister in 1874, and the money remained to the credit of the late Ministers

without our knowledge till December, 1875, and it was my buisness, if it was any one's, to pay
the money to the parties to whom they say it was due ; and Sir John Macdonald, by taking
this money surreptitiously and improperly, declares that it is right for a man who is responsible to

no one to dispose of these funds in any way he may choose, and that I and my colleagues, who
are the responsible advisers of the Crown, are not to be trusted with the secret of the names of

the parties to whom this $b',G00 is to be paid. I think I need say no more, after giving you these

two examples of the manner in which we may fairly expect these gentlemen will administer
the affairs of the country if they should ever regain their old position. (Hear, hear, and cries of

"They never will.") Whoever may be the rulers of Canada in the near future, if the present
Government are so incapable as they say, turn them out by all means, but do not put in our
places men who have appropriated the public money of the country for their own personal and
political purposes. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) If you do believe that we are incompetent or dis-

honest, by all means turn us out, but select men to fill our places who will administer the affairs

of the country in consonance with the sentiments of the people and with those great constitu-

tional principles which are recognised as the groundwork of our political system. (Cheers.)

It is the solemn duty of the electors of Canada never to return to office men who have com-
mitted the gravest crimes, and who, after being found guilty of these crimes, come to you and
say they were no crimes at all. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) I think there should be a statute of

limitation on political offences, just as I believe that men who have served a term in the
penitentiary in Sir John's constituency—(laughter)—have a right to come back to society if they
behave themselves. If public men who have committed great political crimes crme back to the
country which has condemned those crimes, and honestly avow the wrong, admit that they have
violated the law of the land, and say they are penitent, however long I should feel disposed to

keep them on the cutty-stool—(laughter)—I should at the same time forgive the offence.

But that is not the case with them. They not only go oyer the country and say that there was
nothing wrong in what they did, but they accuse of slander those who say they committed a
wrong.

Tories Defend the Secret Service Misappropriation and Northern Railway Abstraction
off Government Money.

They defend the Northern Railway iniquities, and say their disposal of Secret Service money
was legal and proper. I venture to say that they would not find in the whole of broad England
a political man possessed of a particle of integrity who would dream of justifying their acts in

those two cases. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) Said a distinguished member of the English Par-

liament, whose name is a household word in his country, when I met him in the Old Country,
" Ah, Mr. Mackenzie, your opponents were rejected for their vices ; our party was rejected for

its virtues." (Hear, hear, and loud cheers.) Sir, I do not expect that Canada will put any party
into power for their vices, or reject another party for their virtues. (Hear, hear, and cheers.)

But if I am mistaken; if that is the tone of public opinion in this country; if we are to be subject-

ed to this kind of treatment at the hands of the electors of this country— (cries of " Never")

—

then, sir, I say that you have no security left for this country, no security for our noble system
of government, no security for any of our vaunted institutions which exist under the general

Government, no security for the virtue of our public men. (Prolonged cheers. ) You may de-

pend upon it that if you once relax the laws of public morality in high places, the contagion will

spread like a plague all over the community, you will induce social and financial disorder, and
an utter want of principle will be infused not only into our Federal and Provincial Govern-
ments, but into the very centre of our municipal and school systems, which will bear its fruit

for many years to come, and prove disastrous to our boasted system of self-government. (Loud
cheers.) I find, however, that I cannot venture longer to trespass either on my own time or

yours, and I will say, in conclusion, that I trust that at our various meetings we have satisfactorily

demonstrated that our administration of affairs, whether right or wrong, has at all events been
controlled by motives of high honour— (hear, hear, and cheers)—that no charge which could
affect the personal honour of any member of the Administration has been formulated and much
less sustained by our opponents ; and that if you do deem us unworthy of your confidence, they
at least are not the men whom Canada would wish to see in our places. (Hear, hear, and loud
cheers. ) And I have to say here, as I have elsewhere, that if our opponents think that what I

have just said is not borne out by the facts ; if theyimagine they can establish a charge of wrong-
doing, or self-seeking, or dishonesty against the Government, or against myself or any of my col-

leagues, let them do as we do—bring it up in Parliament before a Committee of the House of

Commons, where witnesses can be put on oath and every statement put to the test of truth.

(Cheers.) I thank you most sincerely for having turned out in such large numbers to hear us
address you to-day. I shall long recall with the greatest possible pleasure the happy faces I
have seen to-day, the hands which have so heartily graspe 1 my own, and the pleasant, cordial

greetings which I have to-day received from you. (Prolonged cheers.) I hope you will bring
your kindness into still fuller play by sending some one to Parliament to support the cause of

Reform and the course which this Government is pursuing. (Loud cheers and cries of "We will.")

I hope you will declare by your votes that you do not support the course which thelate Adminis-
tration pursued while they were in office. This I have no doubt will be the general verdict of

the country, and to me it would be exceedingly gratifying if it should also be the verdict of Cen-
tre Wellington. (Loud and long-continued cheers.)

The meeting closed with cheers for the Queen, for Mr. Mackenzie and for the Chairman.



THE DEMONSTRATION AT COLBORNE.

MONDAY, JULY 9th.

Speeches of the Premier and the Finance Minister.

The Demonstration at Colborne by the Reformers of Northumberland closed the series. Close

upon ten thousand people attended, including all the prominent Reformers of the county, and
very many also from neighbouring constituencies. The Chair was occupied by the President of

the Reform Association, J. H. Dumble, Esq.. and on the platform were:—Hon. Mr. Mackenzie,
Hon. Mr. Cartwright, Hon. Mr. Mowat, Wm. Kerr, M.P., J.L. Biggar, M.P., Lewis Ross, M.P.,
W. H. Burke, M.P., W. Hargraft, M.P.P., and Jas. M. Ferris, M.P.P. An Address was read

to the two Premiers, on behalf of the Reformers, by the President, Mr. Dumbie, to which both
honourable gentlemen responded, after which addresses were delivered by the Hon. Mr.
Mackenzie, Hon. Mr. Mowat, Hon. Mr. Cartwright, W. Kerr, M.P., and J. L. Biggar, M.P.

SPEECH OF THE FINANCE MINISTER.

Hon. Mr. Cartwright was received with loud cheers. After a few introductory observations
he said :—I do not doubt that you are all aware of the main reasons which have induced Mr.
Mackenzie and his colleagues to address various similar assemblages throughout the western
part of Canada. I do not mean to say that we would not have been very glad of the opportunity
to unfold to such an audience as this is our views on the present state and probable policy—pre-

sent and future—of this country. But having been publicly assailed before similar audiences,
largely, it is true, composed of our own friends collected together from curiosity to see the men
who were assailing and belittling us, and having found that we were the objects of a great many
charges and misrepresentations, it was plainly a duty my hon. friend owed to those who placed
him in power that he should promptly supply a triumphant answer to the charges levelled

against himself personally, and that his colleagues, each in his turn, should reply to those

charges specially affecting their respective departments.

Reference to other Speeches.

It would be idle to go through all these charges in minute detail on each occasion, and
therefore we have decided that at each of the several meetings which we have addressed we
would speak on some particular branch, or some particular subject, and would so deal with it

that, when full reports of our speeches are published, our friends might be able to judge for

themselves (and that is what we always want you to do) how far these charges are true and
founded on fact, and how far they were the mere baseless allegations of angry and disappointed

place-hunters. Therefore, with respect to those very important questions which I had occasion

to discuss in Newmarket, and also in the county of Wellington—that is to say, the question how
far our Administration compared favourably with the Administration of the late Government,
and how far our theory of the true fiscal policy suited to this country compared favourably

with their fiscal policy—I shall not now do more than recite the leading facts I then advanced for

the consideration, in the first place, of the electors of these counties, and afterwards, through the

columns of the press, of the people of Canada. I may be pardoned, however, for briefly calling

attention to certain well-known facts which you can all bear in mind, though for the full details

I will refer you to those speeches to which I have alluded.

Difference of Policy.

It is perfectly true that the policy of this Government, of which I am the official exponent,

differs very widely and very markedly from the policy advocated by our opponents. I am glad

that it is so. It is always a misfortune in political life when there are no distinct questions of

principle dividing the men in power from the men out of power; and, therefore, although from

their antecedents we could not expect it, we were rejoiced in one sense when we found that Sir

John Macdonald and Dr. Tupper had at last avowed some sort of policy and hoisted the flag of

more taxes on the farmers of Canada as the sole and only panacea for the distress which has

spread over certain sections of this country.
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Quack Remedies.

I have heard a great many remedies proposed by a great many quacks for the welfare of the

body politic, but 1 did not think we should be told at this time of clay that the true royal road

to wealth and prosperity for Canada is to lay more taxes on the people—that we can grow rich

by taking money out of" one pocket and putting it in the other—that it was wise and states-

manlike to pass laws which, while they apparently doubled wages, were steadily trebling the

prices of the articles for which these wages were exchanged—that we should depart from the

policy of the British Empire, for which we profess to have such a feeling of loyalty—that we
should go back on the policy of Bright and Cobden,of Gladstone and Peel, and of every man of

ability and intelligence throughout the boundaries of Great Britain, and that we should be
invited to do this—by whom ? By men who impertinently arrogate to themselves the right to

speak as if they were the only loyal men in Canada—the only ones having a true regard for the
well-being of Her Majesty and the Empire of which she is the head. I say the mere fact that

we should now be asked to believe such a creed is a curious sign of the times, and a proposi-

tion which certainly will not be acceded to by any considerable part of the intelligent electors

of Canada. Now, gentlemen, the way in which that policy would affect us, the extent to

which the policy of this country ought to be regulated by a regard to the interests of the whole
mass of the people, and the injustice it would be for the sake of a small fraction of the people

to levy monstrous taxes on the great majority, has been discussed in full detail at previous

meetings. I have shown—and I hope that will be pondered a little—how vital the advancement
of the interests of the agricultural community are, not only to the agricultural community
itself, but to the whole people of Canada, who all more or less derive profit and make a living by

the success and prosperity of our agriculturists.

Canada's Real Wealth.

I don't want to flatter you, or depreciate the good that other classes may do to their country,

but I do desire to point out that in this present time and day there are but three great sources

of wealth in Canada—our farms, our forests, our fisheries and our ships; and that although
others may be and are important in their degree, that at present these are the things from
which our wealth mainly comes, and that in regulating the policy of this country we must look

first and foremost to see how far any policy will affect the welfare of the men who are actually

engaged in adding to the real and substantial wealth of the country.

A Growing Evil.

And although I give full credit to the value of the services which the commercial classes

afford, I also deem it my duty, in so far as my poor voice and influence can do so, to call atten-

tion to what I believe is just now more or less of an evil throughout Canada, and that is the

unfortunate tendency that exists among the most promising of our agricultural population to

forsake the honest and respectable pursuit of agriculture for the doubtful and precarious gain

which they can extract from overcrowded occupations common in towns and cities, and from

ill-paid professional work. I think we should be very much better off on the whole if we had
fewer shopkeepers, fewer physicians, and fewer lawyers, and more farmers and more artizans.

These are the men who produce the real wealth of the country, and as an intelligent friend of mine
said to me some time since, "I see they are talking about commercial distress in this country.

I can tell you that our real commercial distress is that we have three men trying to do one

man's work." 1 believe this is very near the truth, and that in this respect perhaps the system

of education which we now possess, and of which we are justly so proud, is possibly somewhat
defective. I would deem it the best result of our excellent educational system if its efiect be

not to make our young men less but more disposed to honest toil, and so better able to utilize

the great wealth which still remains unheeded and undeveloped from one end of our country to

the other. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) Depend on it that for a very long period to come Canada
will prosper or decay according as the yeomanry of Canada prosper or decay. (Cheers.)

Political Perils of Protection.

One thing more : it is worth your while to bear in mind how great the perils will be which
will most assuredly environ the highest political interests of this country if you turn our legis-

lative halls, as has been the case to some extent in the United States, into organizations em-

ployed in carrying on a system of lobbying for the purposes of obtaining legislation designed to

make the few rich more rich, but the many poor yet poorer than to-day. That has not been

sufficiently weighed by those who are so earnestly exhorting us to readjust our tariff, and intro-

duce a protective system under which everybody is to grow rich at everybody else's expense. I

repeat, that consequence has not been sufficiently weighed, and had these people done as they

should have done—watched the course of events in the neighbouring Republic, and seen how
much of the corruption—of which these very men are never willing to cease talking as regards

American affairs—how much of this depends upon and is directly due to the unfortunate fiscal

policy of the United States, I think that lesson alone would have gone far to disabuse the

minds :f the people of Canada of any hankering that they might have after a protective system.

Moreover, if there be any who believe that Sir John Macdonald and Dr. Tupper, were they re-

placed in power, would be able to carry out their promises, would be able to give the protection

of which they talk, let them remember that Sir John has been prudent enough under all circum-

stances never to commit himself by any possible vote, or by any resolution which could not be

contrived to read both ways. (Hear, hear.)

Careful not to Commit Himself.

Sir John is a very able man, and Sir John never showed his ability more than in this, that,

although he was spurred—I might almost say kicked—on from behind, he never would commit
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himself in the House of Commons by anything like a thorough advocacy of the so-called pro-
tective system. Sir John was far too clever a man to be able even to appear to believe in
the doctrines which he was advocating—(hear, hear)—and I pay a great tribute to his intelli-
gence in saying so, although he, perhaps, would not appreciate the compliment quite in the
spirit in which it is offered. I never felt more convinced of the clearness of his intellect than
after I heard the miserable exhibition he made.of himself when he rose to propose his laBt pro-
tective resolutions—of which, I may add, my honourable friend Mr. Mackenzie disposed most
effectually in a speech of eight minutes by the clock in replying to Sir John's one hour so-called
oration on that subject. For further information on that question I must refer you for proof in
detail (drawn in part from the state of things in the United States, as shown by the speeches of
their own representatives on the floor of Congress) to the speech which I lately delivered on that
question.

Charged with Extravagance.
As regards the charge of incompetency and extravagance, more particularly in the adminis-

tration of the public finances, I desire to call your attention to a few plain facts, which you will
find on record in the public accounts of this country, which cannot be denied, which cannot be
gainsaid, and which in themselves will serve as a sufficient defence of this Ministry, not perhaps
in all points to the people of Canada, but at any rate in comparison with the administration of
those gentlemen who brought the charge. And recollect that if in the course of this discussion
I appear to deal not so much with the absolute merits of the question as with a comparison
between our acts and those of the gentlemen who preceded us, I do it for this reason : from one
end of Canada to another these men have pursued a most peculiar and extraordinary course.

They do not come forward and say : The present Government have made mistakes; they have
committed errors, and therefore we ask you to turn them out ; but they come forward and say :

These men are far worse than we were, and your only salvation is to turn out that incompetent
crew headed by Mackenzie, and put in power gentlemen who were unfortunate enough to be
turned out for no better reason than because they inadvertently accepted the too extravagant
liberality of Sir Hugh Allan. (Hear, hear, and cheers.

)

Comparison of Expenses.

So intelligent an audience as this must be aware that if you take the cost of administering
the Government during the year 1867—the first year of Confederation—and compare it with
the sum which had been attained when we came into office, you will iind that in these six years
the late Administration had increased the sum total of the public expenditure from $13,500,000
in round numbers in 1867 to $23,316,000 in 1873-4—that is to say, these frugal, economical,
wise statesmen had added nearly ten millions of dollars to the total annual expenditure of the
people of Canada within a period of six or seven years. Nay, more, they had incurred certain

additional liabilities which I have enumerated in detail elsewhere, which require a further

annual outlay of very nearly three millions—that is to say, they had added practically as nearly

as might be thirteen millions of dollars, or absolutely doubled the public expenditure within
about six years; whereas we, on the 1st of July last, when the public accounts are completed,
will be found, unless the reports which have so far reached us turn out to be seriously in error,

to have only exceeded the sum we found being expended on entering office by from three to four

hundred thousand dollars, and that, too, though we had to provide for these three additional

millions, and discharge a great variety of public services which did not exist at the time we
assumed office. Now, I ask you to consider the result. This Administration in three years
have added the sum of three or four hundred thousand dollars to the gross annual expenditure,

for the purpose, as I have shown, of defraying the expense of certain public works which were
placed under contract by these men before we took office, while our opponents had on their

own showing added practically thirteen millions, or say even ten millions; and say, if you think
the adding of $300,000 to the annual expenditure wa3 a proof of the grossest extravagance on
eur part, while for these gentlemen to add thirteen millions is proof in them of wise and far-

seeing statesmanship. But I am informed that some of these worthies—presuming on the

imagined ignorance of their countrymen—have had the audacity to say that because we took

office in the latter part of 1873, we were therefore fairly and justly responsible for two-thirds of

the expenditure of that year, which, as I dare say you all know, exceeded the expenditure of

1872-3 by about four millions of dollars. Now, I think that this audience, or any other

audience in Canada, or any man who understands the very first rudiments of our Parliamentary

Government, will only require to be reminded that the expenditure of 1873-4 was based upon
the estimates brought down by Mr. Tilley in 1873; that it was further carried out under con-

tracts made by these gentlemen, and in virtue of measures they had placed in the statute book,

to see at once how utterly false such an assertion would be. But lest there might be some here

who might fail to appreciate the force of that circumstance, I will briefly recite the chief items

of which that so-called increase was composed and I will leave it to any intelligent man in

Canada—whether a supporter of the Opposition or of the Ministry—to say for himself whether
this <Tovernment could be held responsible in any shape or way for one jot or tittle of that

additional expenditure. (Hear, hear.) Of these four millions the first and by far the largest

item is $820,000, which was added to the interest on the public debt by the assumption of the

debt of the Provinces, and by paying the sum of $150,000 to the Province of New Bruuswick,

which sum of $150,000 is to this day the sole aud only benefit—or raiher the privilege of paying

that money is the sole and only benefit—which has resulted from that wise treaty formed by

Sir John Macdonald and his English colleagues at Washington. It is a great privilege truly.

Let us prize it as it deserves, as the one and only advantage which has as yet accrued to any
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part of this Dominion from the treaty-making talent of " our own illustrious chieftain, onr own
beloved John A." (Hear, heai*.) Only, I trust you will remember that both Mr. Mackenzie
and myself were strongly opposed to that grant, because we felt, whatever might be said for

part of that proposal, Canada was in no position at that time to be generous to the Provinces
which composed it, at the expense of risking the inability to fulfil our own existing obligations.

We opposed it tooth and nail, and it was carried over our heads by Sir John and his supporters ;

and now, because we came into office before the first year in which payment fell due had expired,

we are to be held responsible for two-thirds of that $820,000 which these gentlemen voted in

our very teeth ! So also by the admission of Prince Edward Island under a treaty arranged by
them the sum of $500,000 was added to the gross annual expenditure of Canada. By the loan

which Mr. Tilley contracted the sum of $250,000 (representing the first half-yearly payment of

interest and sinking fund on that loan) was added to the interest on our debt. The cost of the
Mounted Police—a sum of $200,000—was charged to the expenditure of that year, and that does
not represent fairly, by any means, the whole sum that should have been charged to this item
for 1873-4. Then there was for treaties with Indians, $100,000, an expenditure of which I do
not complain. Then they increased the indemnity to members, and made additions to the Civil

Service amounting to $050,000, and all this was done by statute. They had further increased
the expenditure in the Post-office Department about $300,000, and had added a great variety of

miscellaneous expenses, which I will not recite in detail, amounting to about $850,000. Now,
theyhad in this way, chiefly by Acts placed on the statute book by themselves, by Acts over which
we had no control, by Acts we had continually opposed, added over four millions over which we
neither did nor could possibly have exercised any supervision.

Impudent Effrontery.

Yet because in 1873 they left office five months after the commencement of the year, they
have the effrontery to ask the people of Canada to hold Mr. Mackenzie and his colleagues re-

sponsible for that addition ! .Now, gentlemen, what I have to ask you on my own behalf, and
on behalf of the Government, is this : I don't want you to take my statements implicitly by
any means. I ask you to take our speeches, to go to the public records ; records prepared by
themselves ; records which were inspected from day to day by men appointed by them, by men
in whom they had confidence ; look over them yourselves, weigh them carefully, each for him-
self, and from those and from the statute books judge which of the two parties are more
worthy of belief, which are the more accurate, which the more truthful.

Bitterness of last Session.

I dare say that those of you who scan over, as I believe all the intelligent people of this

country do scan with care, the existing records of the doings of Parliament during the late ses-

sion, may have marked with regret, as did my hon. friend and myself, the tone of extreme and
personal bitterness which disgraced the annals of that session. It is always a matter of great

regret when the relations between leading public men on both sides become so embittered as

they unhappily have become in this country. We felt at the time of the Pacific Scandal that

one of the worst consequences of that transaction was that it had almost rendered it impossible

for us to deal with men on the opposite side of the House as we would wish to deal with those

in whom any considerable number of our fellow-countrymen reposed even a measure of con-

fidence.

The Origin of this State of Feeling.

That, however, was not our fault ; it was one result of the sin they committed, and they

must bear the penalty of their own crime and take the consequences. Now, during the last year

Sir John Macdonald, Dr. Tupper, and their followers brought many and grievous charges against

my hon. friend the Premier, which charges they could not prove, which charges they were
afraid to prefer on the floor of Parliament, and which charges my hon. friend twice over asked

them to refer to a Committee, but they utterly declined to do so. (Hear, hear, and cheers.)

Unhappily these idle but ill-considered charges had left a very sharp sting behind ; and when
it turned out, not from any action of my hon. friend, but from the records brought before

Parliament, that Sir John Macdonald had misappropriated large sums of the Secret Service

funds, that he and his friends had embezzled the funds of the country through the medium of

the Northern Railway—I say when they found that the consequences of their own iniquities

were coming upon them, they determined to divert the attention of the people of Canada from
the acts which were proven against them by their own testimony, and, as I said, they imported

an element of bitterness into our relations to an extent which I, in my thirteen years of political

life, or my hon. friend in his longer experience, I venture to say, never saw equalled. Now,
though I have no sympathy with the sin, I have a certain amount of sympathy for the sinners,

and especially for that veteran sinner, Sir John A. Macdonald, and I have no hesitation in say-

ing that for no political object and for no gain to either party can it be a desirable thing that

the chief leaders of any political party, and especially men who have held such high offices

among the people 1 of Canada as Sir John Macdonald held for many years, si ould be lightly held

guilty of the crimes which have been laid to his charge. But I also say that if there is one thing

which would be still less desirable, it would be that the people of Canada should forbear to exact

a fitting punishment from those who committed such crimes when fairly proven guilty. (Hear,

hear. ) And if I am obliged to dwell on those things, I don't do it in any spirit of vindictive-

ness, but in a spirit of sincere regret * that Sir John Macdonald should have so far forgotten

himself—should have so far tainted his former record as to be obliged to admit out of

bis own mouth the things he admitted before the Public Accounts Committee in reference to
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the management and disposal of the Secret Service Fund, and before the Northern Railway
Investigation Committee in reference to his dealings with the Northern Railway Company.
(Hear, hear.)

The Secret Service Money.
Now, with respect to the Secret Service, you are aware that Sir John received large sums at

various times, which he was allowed to account for precisely as he pleased until a very late

period, when a resolution was obtained that from that time forth Sir John or whoever had com-
mand of that fund should account to the Parliament of Canada for its disposal in a special way
—that is to say, by keeping a book in which the payments on that account should be entered,

and which should be submitted to a confidential audit by two members supporting the Govern-
ment and two of the Opposition of the day. That was consented to by Sir John, with this

reservation, that it should not apply to money already spent ; and as he was strong enough to
carry that reservation against us we were obliged to submit.

Refusal to State Disposal.

Three years after he left office, and when he had no more right to meddle with the money
than any man here to-day, we found that he had actually taken $6,600 of the money which
stood, not to the credit of his individual name in the Bank of Montreal, but to the credit of the
Minister of Justice, whoever he might be, and had expended it for certain obligations which he
alleged he had incurred, and that he utterly refused to trust my hon. friend the Premier with
the smallest information as to how he had expended that sum. Now, in dealing with Sir John
Macdonald, you must remember that you are dealing with no inexperienced novice, but with a
constitutional lawyer, who is boasted by his party to be the best, if not the only, constitutional
lawyer now sitting in the House of Commons. No man knew better than Sir John Macdonald
when he drew that money that he was sinning against British constitutional principles, against
British precedents, against the law of the land, against the resolution of the House of Commons.
(Hear, hear. ) Yet in defiance of all these restraints he drew the money, and refused my hon.
friend any information, though he was asked to do so again and again in order that we might, if

possible, be spared the disagreeable task of dragging his name before the public. Though he was
appealed to by letter and on the floor of the House of Commons, he refused all information, and
forced us to bring down the item in the Public Accounts, and to this day he has not given
the first particle of information.

Uselessness of all Safeguards.

"Now, I need not pursue that subject much further, for you are men of sufficient intelligence

and capacity to see and understand for yourselves how utterly constitutional safeguards and all

other safeguards are gone, if three years after a man leaves office and becomes a private citizen,

it is a fit and right thing for him to draw this money from the Government bankers and
employ it as he sees fit. (Hear, hear.) I don't say he spent it improperly, but by his own act

he has discredited himself—(hear, hear)—and I can conceive of no purpose that he could have
spent that money properly for which he could not trust my hon. friend sufficiently to reveal to

him. (Hear, hear.) Surely the present advisers of the Crown are just as able to tell whether
that money was properly spent in the public service as Sir John Macdonald ; and if he complains
that an unworthy suspicion is thrown upon his character, remember it is caused by his own
deliberate refusal to trust his successors in office with the details of the employment of the
money he has illegally possessed himself of. I am not quite sure of the total amount of this

money, but to the best of my recollection $200,000 in all were placed in his hands for Secret

Service, and I ask who can know or tell bow that money is expended, if when questioned upon
it he would not give a particle of information ?

Northern Railway.
Now, as I said before, though I think that Sir John Macdonald was grossly in the wrong in

regard to the Secret Service Fund ; though I think he clearly and plainly violated his duty in

dealing with that fund, yet that shrinks into positive insignificance when compared with that

most unhappy and unfortunate state of affairs which was brought out in the investigations of

the Northern Railway Committee. (Hear, hear.)

An Illustration from Nature.

Philosophers tell us that the only way we can judge of the size and extent of those buried

continents which form the basis of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans is by the small portions that

remain above water in the shape of the various islands that stud these oceans ; and that the

existence of these islands is clearly a proof that huge mountain chains once stood where the

sea rolls miles deep to-day. And surely the facts which were arrived at in the course of the

Northern Railway investigations show just as clearly that there was a vast mountain of corrup-

tion, a vast amount of improper use of public money, a vast mass of impropriety festering below
the surface, if only we could for once lay bare the*miserable secrets of the ways and means
which enabled Sir John Macdonald to enjoy his twenty years of office. Perhaps it is just as

well that we should not know, and perhaps you may think these words are very strong ; but if

you bear in mind the circumstances of the crime ; that when Sir John Macdonald, the man wrho
took that money, or for whose benefit it was taken, permitted, it to be taken he was the

Minister of Justice—the Premier of this Dominion—sworn to protect the interests of this coun-

toy ; that that money was formally placed in trust to be administered in a particular fashion

and applied to the discharge of certain specified obligations, and that the surplus was to be

placed in the public treasury, and that despite the law, despite every ostensible precaution, it

was used not merely for Mail subscriptions and for a testimonial for Sir John's benefit, but to
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pay Mr. Cumberland's expenses in one county, Mr. John Beverley Robinson's in another, to
help to elect Sir Francis Hincks in Renfrew, and for every conceivable purpose to which it

should not have been applied— I say when you consider these facts, and remember that it was
Sir John Macdonald's especial duty to see that the trusts he himself had created were faithfully

carried out, you have such a glimpse of the mode in which Sir John Macdonald carried on the
government of this country as fully justifies the use of the language which I have employed.
(Hear, hear.) What this system would have cost you had we not interfered I shall presently
show, but before doing so I wish to say a few words as to the conduct of the parties chiefly con-
cerned in this transaction. I dislike exceedingly to have to deal severely with my political

opponents. I would rather meet them on questions of public policy than discuss those iniquities,

but it is our duty as free electors, as administrators of a free Government, when we see acts of
this kind committed, to call things by their proper names.

Highly Respectable Receiver of Stolen Goods.

Of the three culprits—Mr. Cumberland, the Managing Director of the road, who was the im-
mediate instrument in the embezzling, or the stealing (to speak in plain English) ; that highly re-

spectable individual, Mr. Seuator Macpherson, the highly respectable receiver of the stolen

goods, well knowing them to be stolen ; Sir John Macdonald, who wisely and judiciously, and
with that acumen which he had so long practised, declined to know whence the money came,
declined to have anything to do with it, but had it placed in the hands of his wife's trustees, and
now does not even pretend to say that the money was honestly got, but pleads that he is un-
happily too poor to make restitution—of these three I say it is a difficult matter to say which is

the worst, but if there is any difference at all, I think the man who so astutely kept himself clear

of the possible penalties of the law was the worst of the party. Mr. Cumberland, the manager
of the railway, might plead that he at least was acting in the interest of the shareholders, and
might say to them, " J did it in your interest ; I was in the power of the robbers, and had to

submit to what robbery they chose to inflict." You will bear in mind that this money was as

much the property of the people of Canada as any item of taxes which is paid in at the Custom-
houses. It was so prescribed by Act of Parliament.

Sir John's Caution.

They all knew they were taking the money of Canada except Sir John, and that good man
said, " I will take the money, but I will take good care to be able to say that I know nothing
about it." (Hear, hear. ) I am willling to believe that a considerable portion of Sir John's tes-

timonial fund was honestly obtained, was bestowed by people who thought that his long public

service deserved that he should not be exposed to the danger of want and penury, but I say

that if a testimonial is to be given to a public man at all, everything should be open and clear as

the light of day—(hear, hear)—for the sake of that man's honour—for the sake of hia country

—

for the sake of all concerned.
Their Delicacy.

And if any dare pretend that feelings of delicacy forbid mention of such matters as these. I

say there is no room for delicacy here. Delicacy, forsooth ! These gentlemen were not too deli-

cate to receive stolen goods, but they were too delicate to tell from whom they had stolen them.
(Hear, hear.) If there be among this multitude any Conservative gentleman of the fine old breed
—(laughter)—any man who holds fast to what was once at any rate one of the leading doctrines

of all true Conservatives—and I hope of all true Reformers, too—that the stainless honour of the

public men of a nation should be dear to every man of that nation, then I say it is the clear

duty of such a man, and of all honest supporters of Sir John Macdonald, either that they should

make good the money that was thus so improperly taken from the public, or else withdraw their

confidence from the man who is living on the proceeds of that theft, and apparently is not

ashamed to do so.

Duty of Honest Conservatives.

Were I, as I was in time past, a supporter of Sir John Macdonald, I would mortgage my best

farm to pay the money, or I would cease for ever to support Sir John Macdonald, sooner than

allow a great party to be dishonoured by leaving it in the power of their opponents to say to

them that their chief is actually living, actually owing his daily bread, to the proceeds of money
dishonestly obtained from the people of Canada. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) I say again I am
very unwilling to believe that there will be found any man within the ranks of the Conservative

party who, if challenged, will deliberately say that that party is so small and poor that they will

leave their chieftain—if indeed he be so poverty-stricken that he cannot make restitution

—

in.

the position of lying open to the taunt that he is living on the proceeds of money dishonestly

obtained. And I say without hesitation that if you can find in any Court of Justice in this Do-

minion any such ground of accusation established against my hon. friend, or against any member
of his Government, we should be the first to say we deserved tenfold punishment for such au

offence, and I advise you not to trust us one hour or one second with the reins of power after

any such charge is established against us.

Utter Demoralization.

I have dwelt on this, I admit, a little severely. 1 have dwelt on it because I feel it is a kind

of thing which is more than anything else calculated to demoralize the whole tone of our public

men, and to demoralize the public feeling of the country. If it can truthfully be said that any

great political party will stand up and sustain their leader in such acts, then I ask on what

ground of justice are you to send to the penitentiary or to prison the paltry criminal who has

taken, not $2,5v0, but twenty cents from the till of some wealthy neighbour ? (Hear, hear, and
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cheers. ) Now, bear in mind that wherever you find members of Parliament, or political leaders

justifying such vile acts, or when you find men occupying high positions condescending to act as

the receivers of stolen goods, depend upon it the canker is spreading deep, and a keen surgical

operation is needed to restore anything like a semblance of health to the body politic.

Details of Embezzlements.

Just think for a moment of the sums which under various pretexts were wrung out of Mr.

Cumberland, and the several purposes for which they were expended. First we have a sum of

$2,000 for the Mail newspaper—and perhaps, if the whole truth were known, a great deal more,

for the Mail is too noble an institution to be content with small pickings—besides, we are all

shareholders in it—(laughter)—though I grieve to see that the property of the whole people of

Canada was lately put up at auction and bought in for about as much as it got from the Northern

Railway. Then I find from the precious volume I have here, containing the evidence taken

before the Northern Railway Committee which sat in Parliament, at which these gentlemen had
the fullest opportunity of showing their innocence, that Sir Francis Hincks was aided in his

election by the sum of $1,000, for which Sir John draws on Mr. Cumberland, and which was
paid out of the public funds—improperly paid out of the moneys which were applicable in

payment of the Government claims. Then we have a sum of $2,500 paid to a certain testimonial,

and the way in which these gentlemen charged this money is so interesting I will read it :

—

New System of Double Entry.
" We find that during the latter part of 1870, or beginning of 1871. Mr. F. W. Cumberland, Hon. John Ross, and

Hon. John B. Robinson, Directors of the Northern Railway Company, by previous arrangement between themselves,

and without the consent or knowledge of the other Directors, subscribed to a testimonial fund to the Right Hon.
Sir John A. Macdonald, the two former $1,000 each and the latter $500, and that on the 14th January, 1871, a cheque
of the Northern Railway Compaq for $2,500 was paid to the Hon. D. L. Macpherson, Treasurer of the Fund (who
called at the office of the Company therefor), which cheque was in settlement of the above-mentioned subscriptions

;

that this amount was charged to the Hon. D. L. Macpherson, and appeared in the books of the Company as an asset

until the amalgamation of the said Company with the Northern Extension Railway, when it was, on the 30th June,
1875, charged to municipal bonuses and Government subsidies. Subsequently that amount was re-charged to the
Hon. D. L. Macpherson, and so stands at present, and that these entries were made without the knowledge of the
Hon. D.'L. Macpherson."

Then the report states :—
A Triple Entry System.

" We find that in 1872 several sums, amounting altogether to $5,440 68, were paid out of the funds of the Northern
Railway Company to defray the election expenses of the Hon. J. B. Robinson, then President of the Railway, in his
contest at the general election held that year for a seat in the House of Commons for the Electoral District of
Algoma, and that by direction of Mr. Cumberland this amount was charged in the books of the Company, one-third
to contingencies, one-third to parliamentary expenses, and one-third to legal expenses, in instalments of one-twenty-
fourth per month to each account, and that the said amount of money was improperly paid out of moneys which
were applicable in payment of the Government claims."

Then we find another further sum of $1,000, which was a general contribution towards the
election fund of the supporters of the Government of that day—perhaps Mr. Biggar had the
benefit of some of that money in his constituency. (Laughter.) Then Mr. Cumberland had
$4,166 "in payment of his election expenses as a candidate for Parliament for Algoma and Card-
well." Mr. Cumberland and Mr. J. B. Robinson appear to have been allowed a very convenient
arrangement, as they overdrew their accounts in the books of the Company, all which money
has not been paid to this day. Adding all those amounts, you had a sum total of $27,000 paid
out of the moneys due the people of Canada for the direct benefit of Sir John Macdonald and
his followers.

The Unjust Steward.

You all know the parable of the unjust steward, who told his master's debtor to write down
fifty measures when they owed one hundred. This was pretty well, but as Mr. Biglow once
observed

—

" John B. Robinson he
Says, ' They don't know everything down in Judee;'

"

and we have more than a parallel for that case in these latter days. Our unjust steward
says to the debtors of Canada, "You owe us several millions of dollars, and you could
very easily pay one million, but pay us $27,000 for certain special purposes and we will let you
off for $500,000 of the amount you owe." (Hear, hear.) This is actually what occurred in my
hearing and in the hearing of my honourable friend. They brought down a Bill to Parliament in

1873 to wipe off all our claims upon the Northern Railway for the various amounts they owed

—

amounting to more than $4,000,000—proposing to take the sum of $500,000, and give them a
receipt in full.

Cost to Country.

Fortunately the attention of my honourable friend had been directed to the matter, and he
opposed the proposal so vigorously that the Government, who at that time had the Pacific

Scandal hanging over their heads, were obliged to withdraw the measure, and two years ago
$580,000 in round numbers was paid into the public treasury for the worst part of the debt—for

the lien which ranked subsequent to all the other encumbrances ; and probably before this year
is out we shall have received one million dollars over and above the sum of $27,000. in payment
of the debt for which in 1873 the Government were willing to take $500,000. (Cheers.)

Cumberland's Harvest.

Mr. Cumberland knew very well what he was about. Never did husbandman sow grain to
better advantage than Mr. Cumberland, if he had had his way, would have sown that $27, 000.

(Hear, hear, and laughter.) I don't know what the average yield is here, but unless your land

9
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is exceptionally fertile, I think you will say that when Mr. Cumberland prepared to realize

$500,000 for his Company by the judicious expenditure of $27,000, he was expecting a tolerably

rich harvest. (Hear, hear.) It was about as good an investment of money as I remember to

have heard of. Gentlemen, you may depend upon it that if the Ministers of State are permitted
to deal with the public creditors in this fashion, and it is not remembered against them as a
damning crime, for every $27,000 going improperly to the Ministers, the country will in some
shape or other, whether in the guise of protecting native industry, or under the guise of a national

policy, or in such easy compositions with its debtors, fiind itself forced to redeem every $27,000-

so got by the loss of $500,000 or more on each and every case. (Hear, hear.)

What of Other Railway Contributions ?

If one small railway could contribute $27,000—and, mind you, that is all we found out; we
never will be able to get at the actual facts elsewhere, and we have no reason to believe that we
got at the bottom even here—I say if one small railway of 150 miles long finds it worth its

while to subscribe to testimonials to public men, to bonus newspapers, to pay election expenses,
and so on to the extent of $27,000, what do you think might be done if they had the manipula-
tion of the Grand Trunk, or the Pacific, stretching not for 150 miles, but 3,000 miles, across an
unknown region ? (Hear, hear.)

What Sir Hugh Allan Expected.
Consider that question, and you will know some of the reasons which induced Sir Hugh

Allan and his friends to be willing to pay Sir John Macdonald $363,000, if they could by
expending that money establish friendly relations with the men who voted the supplies for and
controlled the expenditure upon that huge enterprise. (Hear, hear.) You may rely upon it

that the thirty millions for which they falsely stated they could build the Pacific Railway would
have proved but the first instalment of the sums which would have been saddled on the country,
and that Sir Hugh Allan's $363,000 would have been as expensive a luxury as the $27,000
which were received from tbo Northern Railway would have proved, costing us, as it would have
done if their measure had become law, the sum of $500,000.

How the Premier Answers Charges.

Now, it is not my part to review in detail the numerous charges that have been levelled at my
honourable friend the Minister of Public Works, with reference to the purchase of steel rails and
other matters, but I will just call attention to this one fact : that when one man dared to put in
print the specific charge that my hon. friend had improperly given information to a friend or
relative of his from which profit might be made, he at once appealed to the legal tribunals of

his country, and that already the culprit has tendered an ample apology for the slander he
uttered—(hear, hear, and cheers)—although for the sake of clearing his own honour and that of

his colleagues my hon. friend has determined that the Courts of Law shall say, that the judges
shall record, how false and malignant that slanderous assertion was.

The Late Loan.
Now, as regards one charge, more especially affecting my own department, which these gen-

tlemen have preferred over and above those which I have already dealt with, referring to the
rates at which I recently borrowed money in the English market, and to the mode which I

adopted for borrowing it, I may simply say as regards that recent loan it was made on better
terms than have ever before been obtained by any Canadian Finance Minister, be he who he may.
(Loud cheers.) I say further, that the general net result of these operations, so badly managed,
so incompetently discharged by me, has been that not only has the average rate of interest on
the whole public debt of Canada been considerably lowered, but as regards that part of our debt
payable in England, and with which I had especially to deal, whereas when we entered office for

every $100 you borrowed you paid in round numbers $5 37, you are now paying for that $100 the
sum of $4 64. (Cheers.) In other words, we have reduced the average rate upon our indebt-
edness very nearly 12 per cent., and I hope that, if we are not embarrassed by complications
arising from causes over which we can exercise no control, before two or three years are gone I

shall be able to report to you officially still further reductions. (Loud cheers.

)

Two Facts.

Now, it would be utterly improper for me to weary assemblies like this by minute details as

to the precise mode in which I effected the floating of this loan. But I will just call attention

to two facts, to two significant and important facts, which I think will show that I would have
been justly censurable by the intelligent people of this country if I had ventured to risk any-

thing last November in such a crisis as then occurred. Speaking as Minister of Finance, as one
who has a special right to speak authoritatively on this subject, I say it was utterly impossible

to effect a loan earlier than I did. In fact, in last July and for several months succeeding no
loan could be made, nor did a fair opportunity offer for effecting the loan until within two or

three days of the time when I did effect it, when the armistice was signed between the contend-

ing powers of Servia and Turkey ; and so short was the time I had to operate in that the

subscription books had been closed for barely forty-eight hours before the speech of Lord
Beaconsfield at the Mansion House, and the reply of the Czar at Moscow, had shown to the

capitalists of Europe that in all probability a great and bloody war was impending, and I have
the authority of the most experienced financiers of England for saying that had 1 then brought

out my loan I would either have had to withdraw it, or would have received three or four per

cent, at least less than I had actually received. (Hear, hear.) I felt that the condition of

Europe was most perturbed, and that no man could be sure that the flames of war might not

spread from one end of Europe to another. Had I put it off till after.the session of Parliament,
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it would have been impossible to obtain a loan, or at all events I should have have had to pay
an enormous rate to secure the floating of one dollar of that loan. Only two months ago two of
the very best and wealthiest corporations in England, who have peculiar facilities for raising
money which Canadians do not enjoy, attempted to raise money in London, and the result was
a complete failure. The security known as the Metropolitan Consols of London, which are back-
ed by the credit of the richest city of the richest country in the known world, was one, and
failed to secure tenders for more than one-half of its issue. The city of Birmingham attempted
at the same time to obtain a loan by tender, but it failed completely, and it did not venture to
renew the application. Two of our best colonies, Natal and one of the Australian colonies,

attempted to negotiate a loan in the same way, and they also failed. I leave it, in face of these
facts, to all candid men to say whether I did right in floating the loan in November instead of
waiting till now ; and, secondly, in floating it in the particular way in which I did, and which
secured, success, instead of risking such failures as those to which I have alluded. Now, gentle-
men, I am not going to detain you much longer. As I said, our object and purpose is to state our
case, to set you examining the evidence, and when you have examined it, to weigh our statements
with those of the men who preceded us, and then to go to the polls as free and intelligent

electors ought to go, and record your votes for those men to whom in your free and independent
judgment you may most safely trust the destinies of the country. I will say a few words with
regard to the fiscal policy, knowing that this country is in a state of considerable depression
arising from causes over which we can exercise no control—a depression which we could not fore-

see, and which has been unexampled in our history. I say that it will be our duty to impose
no taxes upon the people of this country unless we are called upon to do so by imperative
necessity. (Hear, hear.)

Taxes Imposed.

And when last year I felt it my duty to impose a small additional tax—a tax which has been
objected to, I know—I took exceeding good care that by the remission we made in the duty on
coal oil we should return to the pockets of the people, and eminently to the poorer classes, a sum
exceeding two, and perhaps three or fourfold the sum we took out of their pockets. It is quite

true that we were obliged to impose a tax of some five hundred thousand dollars additional—

a

sum of two cents per pound on the article of tea—a tax which amounted to something like

twenty-five or thirty cents per family ; but while we did this, we took off a tax of something like

nine cents per gallon on the entire quantity of coal oil consumed in this country ; and I put it

to you how many of you have found your tea dearer since that tax was imposed, and I also put
it to you if you have not all found your coal oil decidedly cheaper since that change in the tariff ?

(Hear, hear.)
Taxes Remitted.

Sir, I don't want to exaggerate, but I am told that in one way with another about eight mil-

lions of gallons of coal oil are now consumed in Canada. I am told further, that although it is

true that we only reduced our taxes about nine cents per gallon, the result was to break up all

the rings and monopolies which had been formed and which controlled the market, and to give

you the benefit and more than the benefit of that reduction, and that from that day to this the

price has been at least twenty-five cents less than it has been on the average during the last two
years. I don't make this statement on my own authority, but on the authority of men well

conversant with the trade ; and if it be true, then the result of our extravagance and incom-

petence is that when we put on a tax of $500,000, we at the same time made a reduction which
put two millions of dollars into the pockets of the people of Canada. (Cheers. ) I don't mean
to say that it is desirable for the Government of a great country to allow their own theories of

political economy to interfere too much with existing institutions or vested rights, but I call

your attention to this. I admit frankly and freely that, so far as my own individual opinion

goes, I have always believed that all taxes were a necessary evil—(hear, hear)—that the best

-thing we could do was to reduce your taxes, as I propose to do whenever I can get the chance.

Folly of Protection.

I also admit that, so long as we are obliged by the necessities of our position to raise a large

revenue, we must have a revenue tariff, and therefore that this tariff in some way or other,

whether you call it incidental protection or something else, must accrue to the benefit of our

manufacturers ; and I would just point out that Sir John Macdonald and Dr. Tupper and those

who join with them in saying that protection is the one and only cure for the prevailing distress,

never raised their little finger to do anything for the cause which they now profess to have so

much at heart ; and if for a moment they tried such a fiscal system, and attempted to found a
" national policy," they trampled on their policy before the infant was a year old, and buried it

ignominiously in the short interval between the speech of Sir Francis Hincks and the attack

made after dinner by some of his quondam supporters. That is the way they have done in the

past, and that is the way they would do again. In a community where there is such a diversity

of interests as in ours, you must consider not what is good for one interest, or one class, or one

Province, but how every measure will affect the whole of this great Dominion, and for this reason

it is utterlv impossible for these men to carry out the theories which they now profess. If they

attempted"to do such a thing, they would array in one solid phalanx all our rural population

throughout the Dominion, and the whole of the Maritime Provinces as one man, against any

Government which would attempt to tax them for the benefit of a few manufacturers scattered

throughout the older Provinces. I must apologize to you for having so long trespassed on your

patience, and I will now leave to Mr. Mackenzie the task of meeting such charges as have

been specially levelled against him. (Loud and long-continued applause.)
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EXTRACTS FROM THE PREMIER'S SPEECH.
Pacific Railway.

* * * * In the meantime we took the ground that the first thing to be done
was to open up a highway to these north-west territories through our own land. We were
obliged, as it is now, to send all our own emigrants through the United States ; and I saw that
until we got a large population to inhabit these steppes and prairies we could not hope to have
great success in building the railway, and we at once pushed the surveys in that direction. As
soon as we had any portion of the line surveyed we let out the contracts with the sanction of
Parliament. I might say, however, that the Opposition did not oppose a single one of these
contracts. In the meantime we also established a telegraph line across the continent, building
that line on the direct route where the railway was to be built, and as fast as the survey went
forward the telegraph line and the operator went with the surveyor. We have now our telegraph
system very nearly established to the foot of the Rocky Mountains, while in places where there
are woods the woods are cleared to the width of two chains. We have 228 miles between
Thunder Bay to Red River under contract, and under our wise system of contract we are build-

ing these 228 miles of railway in a countrywhere no white inhabitant ever lived, where only the
foot of the Indian and the trapper ever trod, for a little less than one-half of what the late

Government built the Intercolonial. (Cheers.) Under the Carnarvon Terms we were bound
to build a road as soon as possible between Nanaimo and Esquimalt, a distance of about
70 miles in round numbers. We have these 420 miles from Lake Superior to Red River, and
about 100 miles of Pembina Branch to connect with the United States line. We have already
graded in the Red River district about 120 miles, furnished and ready for the rails ; we have
the rails laid on the roadbed about ready for nearly 60 miles west of Lake Superior.

Responsibility of the Chief Engineer and the Minister.

I pointed out at one of these meetings that when we do act in these matters on the advice of

Mr. Fleming or Mr. Page, or some other engineer, they find fault and say that we shelter our-

selves behind the backs of our engineers ; whereas, if we happen, in questions which are not of

a strictly technical or professional character, to act upon our own responsibility they complain
because we do not follow the advice of our engineers. You see it is utterly impossible to suit

them. (Hear, hear.) I might say here for your information, that 1 have invariably, in all

matters requiring a scientific or professional knowledge, acted on the opinion of the Chief
Engineer of my Department. I have looked on myself as the political head of the Department.
They are really responsible to the public through me, and if I find a Chief Engineer giving me
wrong advice, then I will be held to acconnt if I do not dismiss him or deal with him in some
other way. Mr. Fleming went to the Old Country lately. He has been engaged uninterrupt-

edly for thirteen years on the Intercolonial and Pacific Eailways. The great responsibility and
the enormous amount of labour have reduced his physical system so much that he felt it abso-

lutely necessary to get leave of absence in order to go to England for a few months.

Specimen of Tory Malignity.

The very moment that he put his foot on board, the Toronto Mail and the Halifax Herald,

papers owned and controlled by Sir John Macdonald and Dr. Tupper respectively, immediately
insinuate that he left the country because he found it impossible to get on with Mr. Mackenzie.

They knew that a few weeks must elapse before the lie could be contradicted, and they thought
that possibly this particular patch of mud of the many which they throw would stick so fast in

some place that it could not be scraped off before the general election. So all the Tory papers

from one end of the Dominion to the other announced what a dreadful fellow that Mackenzie
was. There was Mr. Fleming, the first man in Canada in his profession, who had accomplished

such marvels of engineering on the Intercolonial, who had conducted (so far as he was allowed

to do so) the operations on the Pacific Railway with such great success—here was a man like Mr.
Fleming interfered with by Mr. Mackenzie, and he had to go to the Old Country to get rid of

the intolerable burden of being under him. I read a letter from Mr. Fleming the other day in

which he complains of this misrepresentation, states that he was never interfered with, that he
never had a difference, of opinion, and that he was far more interfered with by the previous

Administration. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) I don't expect these people to print Mr. Fleming's

letter. I have no idea of receiving anything like fair play from them, either for myself or mj
Administration. It is by such means as these that they hope to carry the conviction to th\

hearts of the people of Canada, that they and they alone are fitted to govern this country.

Farmers and Protection.

The question may be asked why we send grain to the United States, if they have enough. It

is because of some local wants. They may require, for instance, to buy our wheat for seed, and
we may want some of theirs for similar purposes. We buy their grain as a rule for the purpose
of exporting to Europe, and they buy some of ours to mix with theirs for flouring purposes.

They buy their peas and barley because we can grow these grains to greater advantage than they

can. A trade is thus kept up between us. Now, during the time we had a duty on grain, we
realized about $100,000 in the course of a year and a quarter, and the next year had the duty been

continued we would not have realized a cent. The manufacturers, finding that they are not

of themselves strong enough to force us into imposing a 20 or 25 per cent, duty, go to the farmers

and hopt to gtt them to join them by telling them that if they had a duty on their products
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they would get higher prices. There never was a greater delusion. (Hear, hear. ) If you go to
the Western States you will find the people paying nearly 50 per cent, more for agricultural

machines than you are— at all events they were some short time ago—as well as for their boots
and shoes and other manufactured articles. The result of a thorough protective system in the
United States has been to almost ruin their foreign trade and throw that trade into British

vessels. Their country is less prosperous than our own at this moment ; the wages of their

mechanics and labouring men are less ; and the prices of commodities which they have to buy
are higher. The matter may be summed up by saying that the more highly protected a country
is, the worse off and the less prosperous it will become. You cannot protect one class of the
community without doing an injustice to the other. If you protect all alike, you are just so

much the worse off by the cost of doing it. (Hear, hear.) Now, I feel that a Minister of the
Crown, in coming before an intelligent audience like this, should endeavour to devote some time
to subjects of general interest to the whole country at large. I have felt it impossible, however,
to adopt the plan of discussing the subjects which we may yet have to legislate upon, because
much time had to be taken up in disposing of the insinuations made against us by our opponents,
and because I believed it was better that we should meet the electors face to face and discuss

thoroughly those matters upon which some blame was sought to be cast upon us. But there are

many subjects of great interest yet to be legislated upon. Sir John Macdonald and Dr. Tupper
say they have dealt with very few matters in the way of legislation.

General Legislation.

I should like these gentlemen to point out some measures upon which we failed to legislate

which we advocated as proper subjects for legislation while we were in Opposition. We have at-

tended to every measure which we proposed to attend to when we came into office ; we have pre-

pared a thorough Election Law, and a complete Extradition Act ; we have put the Controverted
Elections Law in proper shape, and so on through a score or two of other important public
measures.

The Temperance Question.

I have observed that some measures are still asked for by the public. One of these has re-

ference to a question which relates very much to our social system, to the advancement of the
morals of our people, and to the restriction and prevention of a system of degradation which has
spread to a vast extent an innumerable train of evils through the country. In a land of peace and
plenty like ours there must be some governing cause for the destitution which is so prevalent in

some places, the demoralization in others, and for the insanity, which appears to be increasing to
such an extent in others. All our asylums are full, our prisons and penitentiaries are overflowing,
and there has been for many years a growing sentiment in the country that the cure for all

these evils to a great extent must rest in limiting if not in destroying the sale of alcoholic liquors.

(Hear, hear, and loud cheers.) So far as I am concerned, I recollect very well, exactly thirty
years ago, that I published my first address to the people in my own locality in the shape of a re-

Eort from a Temperance Society in favour of the principle of prohibition, as one which is justi-

ed by all the claims that the people have on legislation by their rulers ; and from that day to
this I have never ceased to believe in the absolute right of the people to enter on a course of

legislation which would have that effect. (Loud cheers.) At the same time, I have always taken
the ground that until public sentiment had reached such an advanced stage of maturity that we
would be quite certain of a very large majority in favour of such a measure, it would be un-
wise and impolitic to attempt to enforce a total prohibition of the traffic. Whether that time
has now come or not, rests with the electorate of the country to say. Some years before Con-
federation, a Bill, such as is called in England a Permissive Liquor Bill, was passed by the late

Parliament of Canada, which put it in the hands of the people to determine in their respective
localities whether they would prevent the licensing of houses for the sale of liquors. A vote has
been taken on that measure in many counties in Canada during the last twelve months. In
some cases it has been defeated ; in others it has been carried, sometimes by small and some-
times by large majorities, but in every instance it is quite apparent that the agitation in the
direction of prohibition has acquired considerable strength. I was greatly amused last session

to find that some prominent gentlemen on the Opposition side of the House were willing to vote
that the Government of the Dominion should legislate on this subject. Sir John Macdonald
voted for it, and I have no doubt he delivered a speech when he was here strongly in favour of

it. (Loud laughter.) I must assume that he did, because he deck red by his vote last session
that we should have some legislation on the subject, and I know he is too honourable a man to
ask us to do what he would not be prepared to do himself. (Hear, hear, and laughter.) I

have not the least doubt that if you ever have a contest on the temperance question pending in
this county, the cause of prohibition or restriction will derive additional strength from Sir
John's having so ably advocated it here last year. (Benewecl laughter. ) There was one amus-
ing incident occurred in the House last session with regard to this question. Mr. Appleby,
member for Carleton, N.B., a clever young lawyer and a strong temperance man, got up im-
mediately after Sir John Macdonald had made his speech, and said: " Will thehon. member for

Kingston bind himself, in Parliament and out of it, to advocate the enactment of a Prohibitory
Liquor Law ? If he will get up in his place at this moment and say he will, I pledge him my sup-
port, notwithstanding our political differences." Up to the present moment Sir John has not, I

believe, made any response to that question. (Hear, hear, and laughter. ) If he has, I have not
heard of it ; but you may ask him the next time becomes here to deliver a speech. (Hear,
hear.) The motion in the House to which I have referred was set aside by an amendment
moved by Mr. G. W. Boss, one of my supporters in the House, the representative of West Mid-
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dlesex, a constituency adjoining my own, and one of the ablest and most effective advocates of

temperance in Canada. (Hear, hear, and cheers. ) His amendment was to the effect that until

the Courts had decided where the jurisdiction lay in such matters, it was inexpedient to pass such
a vote. Every one in the House knew that the question was then before the Supreme Court to

decide whether it was the Local Legislatures or the House of Commons which had the right to

legislate on the subject of the trade in alcoholic liquors. If the Premier of Ontario finds that
the decision of the Court is that the jurisdiction lies within his Province to deal with the matter,

he will doubtless deal with it in accordance with the expressed wishes of the people. If it

comes within the province of myself and my colleagues we shall be equally bound and equally
glad to give effect to the popular will in the matter. My impression at present is that in which-
ever of the two Legislatures the jurisdiction may ultimately be found to lie, legislation in the
first place should be in the direction of making your Permissive Bill better adapted for its pur-

poses than it seems to be at present—(hear, hear, and loud cheers)—and whenever the country
seems to be ready for further advances in that matter, no doubt the Legislature of the time, aud
the Ministry of the time, will prove themselves equal to the occasion. (Cheers.) It is a serious

thing for a Minister to pronounce dogmatically at thi3 stage of the temperance question what
shape legislation may take in the course of a few years ; but I can say this much, that my col-

leagues and I take the deepest interest in the matter, and shall endeavour to do in this, as in

other matters that come under our review, what is best in the interests of the people. (Hear,
hear, and cheers.) I do say that I never shall resort for my own sake, or for the sake of my
party, to anything that I cannot defend and produce to the public in the full light of day.
(Loud cheers. ) I am glad to know that I belong to a party who would not permit me to do so

if I were ever so disposed ; that none of those who are associated with me in Parliament would
go one step with me in the path of wrong-doing. (Cheers. ) It is that spirit in our ranks, that

esprit de corps in the Liberal party, which gives us our strength and our cohesion.

Sir John's Attempts to Divide Liberals.

Sir John Macdonald tells us that many Reformers have come to him to ask his advice, and
have proffered their assistance at the coming election. I would just like him to trot them out.

(Hear, hear, and laughter. ) I have failed to come across or hear of one of that class. I do
know, however, that one of the means which the Conservative leaders have always laid great
stress upon to help their party is to endeavour to introduce the wedge of division between the
Liberal party and their leaders. They are always getting up the cry that we are divided.

Ours is a party that must always be progressive. (Hear, hear.)

Liberals must be Progressive.

We are no Liberal party if we say that we have done all that can be done, for reform will

never cease so long as this world is peopled by sinners, and controlled as it is sometimes by
sordid motives. It rests with the Liberal party not merely to initiate such legislation as the
party as a whole demands, but it rests with individual members of that party to give their

special consideration to such particular views as they may hold ; and our real danger is not in

advocating, as individuals, measures which the party as a whole has not yet learned to value and
respect, but in pursuing our hobbies so far that we detach ourselves from the main body on the
march, and so expose our flank to the enemy's fire. Let us as Liberals combine together ; let

us at such meetings as this discuss the public measures that may be or should be introduced,

and the policy that ought to be followed. If we cannot carry all the particular measures we
want, let us carry such as we can carry, going on step by step and keeping together.

Divisions Fatal.

But as soon as we open our ranks and divide into sections, the enemy will pour in his fire and
accomplish the destruction of our party. (Hear, hear.) I ask any Conservative to name a

single measure of Reform which that party initiated.

No Remedial Measure Ever Proposed by Tory Party.

I ask them to name a single great reform which they did not oppose, until they found that

the Liberal party were going to carry it over their heads, and then they turned round and
voted for such portions of these measures as they thought they might vote for without harm to

themselves. Their real aim and their object is to oppose all reform ; to stand still ; to keep
what they have ; to allow no innovation, no reform. They used to consider the word " reform "

as synonymous with "license," and regard every new measure as a mischievous innovation ; and
we used to have to fight our way as Liberals step by step in this new country, where every man
has a hold on the soil, until at last they were compelled to give the franchise to almost every man
in the community. Such has been their policy ; it is their nature and belongs to them ; it is

the part they have to play in the body politic . They are like an enemy behind a citadel of

error and darkness, and when the invading army of Reformers have crossed the trenches and
forced a passage to the heart of the citadel, they are amazed to find that the whole garrison

have deserted their works and are fighting on the other side. (Hear, hear.)

A Great Country to Govern.

We have a great country to govern, and we have no doubt great measures to deal with in the

near future. We have half a continent in the Far West under our control, to be filled up with
industrious people. Few countries have a more magnificent destiny before them than have the

people of Canada. "We have to vindicate the rights of the people of British origin, owning al-

legiance to Britain's Queen, and believing our system of responsible government is more demo-
cratical, more like true liberty, than the boasted Republicanism of the United States. We have
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it in our mission to vindicate that system of government ; to carry it over the whole of this

continent, and carry with it as we will, as we have in the prairies of the Far West, equal rights

and ample justice even to the red aborigines of the country of which we have taken possession.

(Cheers.)
Measures and Policy the Gauge of Party Life.

Let us not falter under these circumstances ; let us not waste our whole time in seeing

whether Sir John Macdonald is the worst man living, or Alexander Mackenzie the wickedest on

the face of the earth ; let us devote ourselves to principles ; let us defend policies. If our policy

is not right, let our Conservative friends announce a clear and definite policy ; let them disown

their old leaders and disavow their acts ; let them adopt some name by which we may know
them, and if their policy is the best by all means adopt it, and let me and my colleagues go.

This country is large enough and its people intelligent enough to furnish men capable of gov-

erning the country if both the Government and the Opposition were swept from their places.

But if you consider that we have to the best of our power, and with a fair measure of success,

carried out a policy which you have already stamped with your approval, all I can say is that we
shall continue to devote our earnest and careful attention to the promotion of the interest of the

farming community, which is a large and important one in this country, as well as of all the

other classes that go to make up our population. We may look forward to such a measure of

prosperity as will at once settle up our waste regions, people our older counties more fully, and

give life and energy to our manufactures and all branches of our foreign trade.

Our Governmental System to be Vindicated.

To these things we ought to devote ourselves with increasing assiduity, and I have no doubt
that we shall be able at once to vindicate our system of government on this continent and to

pursue uninterruptedly the career of progress that is before us, showing to the world that our
political system is one that ensures the perfect and equal prosperity of all classes of Her
Majesty's subjects. (Cheers.) In conclusion, I would say to the electors of Northumberland,
Don't be led astray by any specious cries when the general elections come on. Don't believe

any man who tells you that any Government can make any particular class prosperous without

inj ury to some other class in the community. You may depend upon it that any one advocat-

ing such a doctrine knows he is propounding a policy which he knows will be emphatically dis-

avowed, and it will afford you little consolation to find that you have been defeated by' your
own credulity, and defeated to no purpose. (Hear, hear.) I thank you sincerely for your
kindness to me, and I hope that when the time comes you will continue your kindness by re-

turning to Parliament the gentlemen who now so well represent your county in the House of

Commons. (Loud and continued applause.)



SECOND SERIES OF DEMOiSTRATUS.

The second series of Reform Demonstrations for the season was, if possible, even more suc-
cessful than the first. At all of them the attendance was large, the speeches delivered—only-
some of which, and extracts from others, space permits to give—were received with marked ap-
probation, and the other evidences of popular approval of and unimpaired confidence in the two
Reform Governments, their policies and their leaders were alike numerous and unmistakable.

ORANGEVILLE, SEPTEMBER 18th.

The first Demonstration was held at Orangeville, County of Cardwell, on Tuesday, September
18th ; and despite the extremely Conservative surroundings, the assemblage numbered from four
to five thousand. After being escorted by a large procession to the Agricultural Hall, the Hon.
Mr. Mackenzie was presented with an Address on behalf of the Reformers of Dufferin, Card-
well, and Eastern Wellington, by the Chairman, Mr. Joseph Pattullo, Mayor of Orangeville,
and the Secretary, Mr. F. Munro. A similar Address was presented to the Hon. 0. Mowat, on
behalf of the Dufferin Reform Association, by its President, Major Parsons, and Secretary, Mr.
George Dodds. Both Addresses having been replied to, speeches were subsequently delivered
by Col. Higginbotham, M.P., Hon. Mr. Mackenzie, Hon. Mr. Huntington, Hon. Mr. Mowat,
andD. Guthrie, M.P.

EXTRACTS FROM THE PREMIER'S SPEECH.
A Personal Charge Replied to.

* • * * Sir John Macdonald has ventured within the past few days to speak
in a somewhat personal manner of an offence alleged against myself. He told the people of

Amherstburg that when I went to England in 1875, I went there for recreation, but that you
had to pay the expenses of the journey ; and another gentleman, Mr. W. H. Gibbs, stated that
as my wife accompanied me, I must have paid her expenses also. (Laughter. ) This is the style

of speaking indulged in by these gentlemen, who call themselves the leading statesmen of this

country, and I sincerely condole with the Conservative gentlemen present who are induced to-

follow through Coventry such leaders as these. But, sir, it might be worth while, as Sir John
Macdonald has questioned this matter, to tell you the real state of the case. I endeavour in-

variably to avoid doing anything that would be personally offensive to my political opponents.
I respect Conservative opinions when I know they are honestly held. I respect a Conservative
leader who tries to give effect to those opinions by legislation, and who tries to argue Liberals

into a belief in Conservative principles. But, sir, when any person occupying the position of

leader of the Conservative party travels outside of the record, as Sir John does in this instance,

I think it but fair that I should show the contrast between the travelling expenses of his Ad-
ministration and those of the present Administration.

Travelling Expenses under Late and Present Government Compared.

In 1868 one of them visited England ; another in 1868-9 ; two others in 1869-70 ; another in

1871, and another in 1873-4. These five visits to England are shown by the Public Accounts to

have cost $20,040 80, or an average of $4,008 16 per visit. Under the new regime there have been
four visits to England, at an entire cost of $5,461 72, or an average of $1,820 per visit. (Cheers.)

You can see from the evidence who has been burdening the country by visiting England. Be-
sides, I was not visiting England on private affairs. I had none to attend to there. My health
was as good then as it is now ; and I may say to them that I feel perfect confidence that my
health will be quite strong enough for a good many campaigns in the future. (Cheers and
laughter. ) I went to England on public affairs, and neither my wife nor any one else connected
with me ever touched a dollar of the publie money. (Hear, hear, and cheers. ) These gentle-

men will perhaps give an account of their own expenses when they next visit Orangeville, and
I hope you will ask them to explain these figures. It is their funeral—not mine.

Other Expenditures of Late and Present Government Contrasted.

• * * * But I must pass on to other topics, and I shall first refer

to some statements made at the Conservative gatherings regarding the increase of taxation

by the present Administration. It has been stated that some of those increases in the

public expenditure were such as we could very easily control. Now, I will read you from

official papers what the expenditure has been for the Civil Service of the Government

—
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that is, for the offices connected with the Government Departments and the outside ser-

vices of Customs and Excise. Take Civil Government first :—In the year 1873-4 (the

last year of the late Government) it cost $883,685 53 to pay those salaries. In our first

year, 1874-5, it rose to $909,265 73. You know that my opponents have always claimed

that they were not responsible for the year 1873-4. Although they were the governing

party — although they introduced the estimates and provided the works for which the

money was to be spent, yet, because they went out of office rather suddenly, when that little

unpleasantness arose about the Pacific Railway in November, 1873, they claim that they are not

responsible for that year. Ws say they are wholly responsible, unless, indeed, it be the item

for a general election in January, 1874—an expenditure which I am sure all my Reform friends

will consider to have been a perfectly justifiable and very necessary one. (Hear, hear, and
cheers.) It will be seen from the figures I have given that our expenditure was about $25,000

higher the next year. That increase we are bound to explain, and I am prepared to explain it.

In the first place, the late Government before going out of office made some large increases to

the salaries or bounties, and made many appointments in view of their early retirement from
office, many of which were wholly unnecessary in the public service—many of which were
cancelled at a later date.

Summary of Officials Appointed by an Expiring Government.

Let me read you a short summary of what had been done in this way from January 1st, 1873,

to the date of their final departure from office, viz., the 7th of November of that year. They
appointed during that time 629 officials, having salaries of $322,943. (Hear, hear.) They
increased the salaries of 1,381 officials by an aggregate of $152,350 47. Amongst the other
engagements for which they are responsible was one which gave an increase of $50, after a
certain period of service, to all the clerks in the Civil Service of the Government. The increase

under their own Act during this year, by the statutory increases of $50, amounted in round
numbers to $14,000. Then there were some creations of office in connection with the Presidency
of the Council, amounting to $3,857 51. There was paid in that year, for new appointments
made by our predecessors in 1873-4, a sum of $21,618 80. The total amount paid under these
heads, and included in the sum of $909,265 73, was $39,676 31.

Saving Effected in Contingencies and Salaries.

Then, sir, we saved in contingencies during that year the sum of $14,096 11, which makes
up the difference between the total amount of $39,676 31 and the apparent increase of $25,580
20 of 1874-5 over their last year, 1873-4. So that an apparent increase of salaries by us turns
out to be a real decrease of $14,096 11 from their last year, as you will see by a consideration
of these figures. Then in 1875-6 we decreased the expenditure to $841,905 39, or $42,000 less

for these salaries than during the last year of the late Administration. (Loud cheers.) These
figures are obtained from official sources, and are certified by the proper officers of the Depart-
ment. We are really carrying on a vastly increased system, while we are expending less money
than was required to perform a much smaller amount of work during their last year of office

.

^Loud cheers.

)

EXTRACTS FROM HON. MR. HUNTINGTON'S SPEECH.
* * * * But there was one gentleman who took a prominent part at these

Conservative pic-nics of whom he wished to say a word or two ; he referred to Mr. William
Macdougall. (Laughter,and cries of " Wandering "Willie.") There were probably some respects
in which Mr. William Macdougall was like a great man, but there were others in which the like-

ness was not so clearly marked. (Hear, hear, and laughter.) During the reforms which had
followed the administration of Lord Eldon in England, the Kadicals had got rather aroused, and
had held meetings at which the speeches were somewhat exciting and the cheers very vociferous.

On one of those occasions Lord Eldon was noticed going out at the back of the building, and
one in the meeting shouted, "There goes Old Eldon; let's give him a cheer, for he never
ratted." Whatever cheers might be given to Mr. William Macdougall, that gentleman was not
likely to be cheered for the same reason as Lord Eldon. (Hear, hear, and laughter.

)

Mr. Huntington and Annexation.

He (Mr. Huntington) had known Mr. Macdougall many years ago, and he observed that he
had stated at a recent meeting that he knew him to be a pronounced annexationist for years.
He (Mr. Huntington) did not know whether his audience cared whether he had been an annexa-
tionist or not, but he would just say that he had never spoken or written a word in favour of
annexation in his whole life—(loud cheers)—and had probably pronounced more speeches

—

relatively to the public life he had led—in opposition to that view than on any other subject.

(Cheers.) These facts Mr. William Macdougall knew, but it seemed to be fashionable to call

him an annexationist, and Mr. Macdougall was not the first to call him falsely by that name.
There never was the slightest justification for the cry ; and he challenged any man here or else-

where to prove that, directly or indirectly, he had defended the annexation of this country to
the United States. He was no enemy of that country; he believed it to be a great country, and
to be solving problems based on British law and constitutional freedom in a way of which the
world would yet be proud. But he believed at the same time that they lacked the constitutional

freedom which Canada enjoyed ; that we were free from the dangers of a too large immigration
from which they suffered ; and that our system was freer and better adapted to develop our
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individuality than was the American system. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) In consequence of
these things, he believed we were building up successfully a better Parliamentary system than
they enjoyed. He had long believed that it was better "that each nation should work out its

own system ; and when Mr. Macdougall accused him of favouring annexation, he made a charge
which was belied by all his public utterances on the subject.

Opposition Anxious to Create Divisions and Prejudices.
There was a 'disposition among these people to create disabilities against the public men of

the country by constantly thundering against them, and he himself had not escaped their malig-
nity. It always afforded him pleasure to express views which he considered beneficial in a
patriotic sense, but his statements had been grossly misrepresented . Sometimes he was repre-
sented as an ultra Protestant, sometimes as an ultra Catholic ; sometimes as following one game,
and sometimes another. His idea of politics was perfect and complete equality. He had never
made any declarations, either in public or in private, which were inconsistent with political and
religious liberty for all classes of people. He represented a county in which dwelt Protestants
and Catholics, both of whom supported him as a man having a patriotic desire to promote the
interests of the country without pressure from one church or another. (Hear, hear, and
cheers.) It would be well, he thought, if all the people of this country were imbued with that
desire. Let there be a united struggle to perform those duties which were higher than party
principles. Let our children be taught the doctrine of toleration in all things. Let them be
taught that their duty as Canadian citizens would be to look to the future of this country on a
broad basis, that everybody might be rendered better as the country should grow older. (Loud
cheers.

)

BEAMPTON, SEPTEMBER 10th.

The Brampton Demonstration was one of the finest of the series, and much the largest and
most successful political gathering ever held in the County of Peel. The Premier and Post-
master-General were met at Charleston, en route from Orangeville, by Robt. Smith, M.P. ; James
Fleming, Esq., President County of Peel Reform Association; Dr. Pattullo, R. Dick, and others,

and thehce escorted in carriages via the Caledon Mountains to Brampton, the procession having
been meanwhile augmented until it extended about four miles in length. At Claude an Address
was read to the Premier by Dr. Robinson, on behalf of the Reformers of the village and locality;

and at Brampton another was presented by the President, Mr. Fleming, for the County Reform
Association. A similar Address was also presented to Hon. Mr. Mowat. Besides the speakers
—the Hon. Mr. Huntington, Hon. Mr. Mowat, and Hon Mr. Mackenzie—the following mem-
bers of Parliament and of the Assembly were present :—A. H. Dymond, M.P., W. McCraney,
M.P., Robert Smith, M.P., R. Chisholm, M.P.P., W. D. Lyon,M.P.P., and J. H. Hunter, M.P.P.
The attendance was estimated at from ten to twelve thousand.

EXTRACTS FROM HON. MR. MACKENZIE'S SPEECH.
Mistake in Locating the Intercolonial Railway Route.

* * * * Now, I may tell you that under the management of the late

Administration the Intercolonial Railway was built in the wrong place. It should have ascended
the valley of the St. John River, and crossed the country from that river to Riviere du Loup

;

but it was built by the base of the Gaspe Peninsula, the Bay of Chaleur, and on to Moncton, thus
involving an additional expense to reach the same objective point of eight or ten millions of

dollars—some say twelve millions. This was done in spite of the opposition from Ontario ; and
at that time we pointed out not merely that it was the wrong route, but that, by crossing the
estuaries of so many rivers it would be necessarily much more expensive. It cost as nearly as

may be $48,000 per mile to build that railway, though there were the greatest facilities for land-
ing rails and other materials all the way from Riviere du Loup to Ste. Flavie, again at the
Restigouche, the Nepisiguit, the Miramichi, and so on by Shediac and Pictou.

Pacific Railway being Built at Half the Cost of Intercolonial.

Now, the 228 miles of the Pacific Railway, beginning at Thunder Bay, now under contract,

we are building with as good a road bed as the Intercolonial, only our bridges are of wood instead
of iron. We have a great many of the famous steel rails there, and they are the best ever made

—

better even than those on the Intercolonial, and they were good. We have 228 miles under con-

tract, and forty or fifty miles of that distance is over an extremely difficult country. We have
one tunnel seven or eight hundred yards long through a very hard rock ; and the road costs us,

under our wise and economical system of contracts, including an ample allowance for rolling

stock, $24,535 per mile, or about one-half of the cost of the Intercolonial. (Loud cheers.)

Purchase of Intercolonial Supplies by Late Government.
* * You will remember, no doubt, that I caused an investigation to be

made into the working of the Intercolonial Railway shortly after I came into office.
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Free Passes for Everybody A Carnival of Corruption.

1 found the expenses of working that railway to be enormous ; 1 found that almost everybody
that pleased, if he had influence, got free passes on that railway ; I found that materials were
bought at fabulous prices from men who were political friends of the Government ; and I found

that the working of the road, which at that time extended only from St. John to Halifax, and
from Truro to Pictou, cost a great deal more money than was necessary.

Contrast of Running Expenditure.

During the year ending 30th June, 1874, the cost of working that road was $1,025,830 83.

Under my first year, ending 30th June, 1875, when there was more work to be done, the entire

cost was $850,777—or, in other words, I saved $170,000 in one year in working that railway.

(Hear, hear.) The next year—that ending 30th June, 1876—when I had over 200 miles more in

operation, the entire cost of working the road was $943,854, still about $80,000 under what it

cost to work 200 miles less railway before I came into office. I give that as an example.

Late Government's Dealings with Political Friends.

Now I will give you some information which will show what caused that extraordinary ex-

penditure. There was a firm in Halifax dealing in hardware called Fraser, Reynolds & Co.

Mr. Alpin Grant, a member of that firm, appeared before a Committee of the House of Commons
and stated :

—

" I was not connected with the hardware trade previous to joining Mr. Fraser. For
twenty-six years I was proprietor and ediTor of the British Colonist, and I was Queen's Printer

twice during the Conservative Administration. * * When I commenced
business I made application for the Railway business. * * I based my application

to him (the Superintendent) on the ground of my political position, not at all on account of my
acquaintance with the hardware business. * * Mr. Fraser contributed to the

election in Halifax. I urged on them (my partners) doing all they could at that time. I think

they were a good deal influenced by me in this. I think Mr. Fraser contributed before he be-

came my partner, but not to any important extent. I took an active part in all the elections

down there, and would know pretty nearly how much each man gave. * * We
contributed pretty well all round to the elections."

No Tenders Invited—False Invoices.

You will find that from January, 1872, to this political firm's end in 1873, they supplied

goods to the Government to the amount of $83,217 05, nearly all of which they succeeded in hav-

ing entered at the Custom House free of duty, and they charged the full market price. No
tender was ever invited. To remonstrances made by the general storekeeper that the prices

were excessive, the reply was that "Fraser & Reynolds are not to be criticized," and they were
given to understand that no complaint was to be made when Fraser & Reynolds did overcharge.

This was the evidence given by Saddler, one of the storekeepers on the road. Comparing these

with the prices paid by the Grand Trunk Company for similar goods furnished to them, and
also the prices charged for similar articles by a very respectable firm in Montreal—Morland,
Watson & Co. , respectable Conservative business men—it is found that the charges of the

Halifax firm in that very year were $18,413 78, and to this we have to add an average duty of

10 per cent., which would have amounted to $7,000. When the prices in the invoices of the

firm, which were produced before the Committee, were compared with the prices charged, the

profits were found to be from 46 to 140 per cent. These goods were delivered immediately, and
mostly in bulk, from the Custom House, the transaction being thus made wholesale in its

character, while the prices charged were avowedly retail prices.

Some of the Details—Enormous Profits.

Now, let me give you a few details. In that year there there was one principal invoice of

bar iron which cost $2 28 per hundred weight, and they charged the Government $3 65 for it,

making it cost about 8£ cents per pound, or reaping 69 1-10 per cent, profit. During the same
month that this was bought they charged the Government for bar iron at the rate of 4£, 5|, 5|,

and even 6 cents per pound, when the retail price in Halifax for the same kind of iron was 3

cents per pound. The profits on this iron were enormous, averaging 71§, 75, 83|, and 100 per

cent. In March they laid down bar iron at 2| cents per pound, and the following month the

Government paid 4| to 6^ for the same article. In May an invoice of spikes, bolts, and nuts

cost $1,122 66, while the Government was charged $2,295 88, or considerably more than double.

In the same month they supplied some brass tubes, the invoice value of which was $2,219 81,

for which they charged the Government $4,895 50, or 120 per cent, profit. In May they paid a

little over three cents per pound for iron, and charged the Government from 4£ to 6 cents. For

plates and bars they paid $753, and charged the Government $1,189 26, or an advance of 59.80

per cent. They paid 32 cents per gallon for coal oil, and charged the Government 60 cents. For

another kind they paid 62 cents, and charged the G overnment 97^c. In Septemberthey charged the

Government $287 65 for locomotive plate, for which they paid $121 50, or a profit of 137 per cent.

In November they paid 58 cents per gallon for lard oil, and charged the Government 92| cents. In

same month the Government was charged $1,442 91 for engine axles, which cost the firm $860.

Not to weary you with any more details, I will give you one more transaction from the long list

which I intended to read had time permitted. One of their last transactions before the Govern-

ment fell was the purchase of car springs from this political firm. They charged the sum of

$4,533 33, or 21 cents per pound, on a quantity of car springs, the springs really costing them

only ten cents per pound, so that they paid in all only $2,138, thereby making a profit of

$2,415 on that one transaction. We purchase our supplies of these articles by tender. We get
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bar iron for less than two cents per pound ; cast iron from 1£ to 2f cents per pound. We ara
receiving at this moment for $6 70 car springs for which the late Government paid $21 50. On
the first contract for car springs, immediately after we came into office, we paid nine cents per
pound, while they had been paying twenty-one cents to this firm (Hear, hear.)

The Advantages of Publishing a Conservative Newspaper.
You will please bear in mind that this firm were the publishers of a Conservative newspaper.

They tell us themselves that they contributed liberally towards paying the expenses of the Tory
party at elections and for political objects. (Hear, hear.) The truth is, however, that we—the
public of Canada—contributed that money, and not they ; it all came out of our pockets. (Hear,
hear.) So you now have some idea of how contractors were dealt with in the olden times.
(Hear. ) Now, I challenge the leaders of the Conservative party or any member of that party,
to find a contractor or storekeeper who has received business or contracts at our hands who
has ever been asked, or has been known, to contribute a cent for election purposes. (Cheers. >

GALT, SEPTEMBER 20th.

The Gait Demonstration followed next day that at Brampton, and was similarly successful.

A very large procession was formed opposite the Young Men's Eeform Rooms shortly before noon,
and accompanied the Premier and friends to the pic-nic grove, a distance of about a mile out, on
the banks of the Grand River. Here the Chair was taken by James Young, M. P., and Addresses
were presented to the two Premiers by Mr. John Watson, President, and Messrs. J. Gordon
Mowat and M. Moyer, Secretaries of the South Waterloo Reform Association. Mr. Thomas
Hilliard, Secretary of the North Riding Reform Association, also read an Address to the Hon.
Mr. Mackenzie. Upon the platform were Jas. Young, M.P., chairman ; Hon. Mr. Mackenzie,
Hon. Mr. Huntington, Hon. Mr. Mowat, Isaac Bowman, M.P., Col. Skinner, M.P., Joseph
Rymal, M.P., Gavin Fleming, M.P., Col. Higginbotham, M.P., Isaac Masters, M.P.P., Moses
Springer, M.P.P., Dr. Macmahon, M.P.P., W. Sexton, M.P.P., Isaac Clemens, ex-M.P.P., and
Robert Christie, ex-M. P. P. The speakers of the day were Hon. Messrs. Mackenzie, Hunting-
ton and Mowat, and Messrs. Bowman and Rymal, M.P.'s.

EXTRACTS FROM THE PREMIER'S SPEECH.
Senator Macpherson on Immigration.

* * * * I was a good deal amused with some of the matters discussed

by the writer of Senator Macpherson 's little pamphlet—(laughter)—and especially with his treat-

ment of the question of immigration.

Reason why Immigration has of late been Restricted.

You are aware that during the last few years the immigration into Canada has been some-
what more restricted than before. Indeed, we have not hesitated at all to inform our agents in

London to send no artisans and labourers to this country, but to send only those who would
cultivate the soil and thereby become producers ; because the depression in our towns and cities

has been such as to throw a great many of the artisans and labouring classes out of employment.
The immigration was therefore necessarily less, for by bringing out vast numbers of labouring
men we would only have increased the difficulties unfortunately experienced for two years by
many of our people in obtaining as good a livelihood as they enjoyed a few years ago. That
difficulty, however, is likely soon to pass away—(hear, hear, and cheers)—and we shall have a re-

turn of the time when we can urge the immigration of all classes of men and women into this

country to settle its untilled lands and supply the labour market as well. It is tolerably clear

to any honest man that we could not reduce the expenditures under a certain limit, but that
we would have to maintain our staff in London and many of our agents in Great Britain ; in

other words, that we must continue to keep Canada permanently before the emigrating class

—

those who would be profitable to us, and whose immigration to this country would be profitable

to themselves. (Hear, hear.) It is very obvious, under these circumstances, that our expenses
must be greater in proportion to results than in previous years.

A Contrast of Immigration Expenditures per Capita.

I will read you a statement I have obtained from the officers of the Department, by which
you can make a contrast between the expenditures. The gentleman who wrote Mr. Macpher-
son's pamphlet—(laughter)—states that the total cost per head in 1873 was $7 76, and he calls

that year the last of the* late Government. You will not find 1873-4 there at all. Then in our
first year he says that the cost per head was $18 90, and in our second year $26 55. Now, the
Secretary of the Department states that in 1875—our first year—the average cost per head was
$10 83, instead of $18 90, while in 1876 the cost per head, instead of $26 55, was only $10 82.

Now, the cost in their last year was $6 37, or as near as may be $4 per head less than during
our second year, when 'the number of immigrants was diminished by the causes—unavoidable
causes—mentioned j but besides these there is another fact which they are very careful not to
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mention. In 1873, just before they went out of office, there was, I am informed, an additional
payment of $5 per head practically given to the Allan Steamship Company, and this is added,
of course, to the expenditure in our second year, but does not appear in the expenditure for
their year. (Hear, hear.)

Total Expenditures Compared.
The total expenditure in 1873, according to Mr. Macpherson's pamphlet, was $277,368 ; the

Secretary of the Department says it was $304,000. Mr. Macpherson tells us that the total ex-

penditure in 1875—our first year—was $302,770; the Secretary of the Department tells us it

was $296,692. The expense of agents' salaries, and other expenses, not including the London
office, was, in 1873, $70,487; in 1874, $60,453 ; in 1875, $61,450 ; in 1876, $51,935. The cost

of the London office was in 1873, $138,119 ; in 1874, $149,078 ; in 1875, $177,000 ; and in 1876,

$136,000 ; so that in our last year this item was $2,000 less than in 1873, and $13,000 less than
in 1874. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) The year 1875 was the largest of these years, because in

1874 we thought it desirable that the Canadian Government should have something in the shape
of a London office for general purposes, and we rented a larger house in a better part of

London than before, and we appointed Mr. Jenkins agent. And speaking of that gentleman, I

am bound to say, in the interests of truth and justice, that while he acted as our agent he was
most indefatigable in promoting the interests of Canadian emigration. But, besides, we formed
a Canadian library, so that any Canadian going to London can have access to spacious rooms
where the leading Canadian newspapers are to be found, where a list of Canadian visitors is

kept, and a library of reference on Canadian affairs. It necessarily cost a considerable sum of

money to get this office into full operation. That, however, was an expenditure that I consider

not only a wise one, but one we were bound to make in the public interest, even if it was a
larger amount than the London office had previously cost. (Cheers.)

EXTRACTS FROM MR. RYMAL'S SPEECH.

A Challenge Accepted.
* * * That gentleman (Sir John Macdonald) had stated the other day

that he defied any one to point out an instance, during his whole political career, in which he
had allowed any one of his political friends to be benefited to the extent of a dollar out of

the public funds. He would like to refresh his memory in regard to one transaction.

A Case in Point—A Black Political Intrigue.

They had all heard of Sir Allan McNab, who was a rival of Sir John's in 1854 for the leader-

ship of the Conservative party. Sir Allan had been the leader, and Sir John wanted to be, and
he effected his object by decapitating his rival during the time the latter was ill in bed with the
gout. Sir Allan had told him (Mr. Rymal) at the time that the day would come when he
would pay Sir John off for his ingratitude, and when Colonel Prince died Sir Allan offered him-
self as a candidate and was elected to the Legislative Council. Among his old Tory associates

of former days he had a good deal of influence, and Sir John Macdonald saw that Sir Allan
could give him considerable trouble, and that it was necessary to heal the breach in some way.
He made Sir Allan Speaker of the Legislative Council with a salary of some $3,000 ; but he did
more. He pretended to buy a property called Dundurn, in the city of Hamilton, from Sit

Allan McNab, and paid him a large sum of money for it, and after it was bought the Govern-
ment had no more use for it than any person present had. How was this managed ? Sir Allan
appointed the late John Hillyard Cameron as his agent for the sale of the property, and Sir

John made the same gentleman his agent for its purchase. There were no confidences liable to
be broken in such an arrangement, and the consequence was that Sir Allan got his money and
the people got nothing for it. Yet Sir John Macdonald had the hardihood to say that no friend

of his had ever been benefited at the public expense. He (Mr. Rymal) had had. a Committee
struck to investigate the matter, and the transaction was unanimously condemned as a repre-

hensible one. If Sir John Macdonald wished to have a copy of the Committee's report, he should
be happy to forward him one. The people of Waterloo and of Canada should look at the con-
duct of the leaders of the two parties, and jmdge in whose hands their interests might most
safely be entrusted.

[

8IMC0E, SEPTEMBER 21st.

The grandest Demonstration of the year was that at Simcoe, by the Reformers of " Glorious
Old Norfolk. " The crowd was enormous—quite equal to that at Clinton—the procession miles
in length and specially imposing, the decorations tasteful and appropriate, and the general
arrangements unsurpassed. In fact, a political demonstration in all respects more successful
it would be difficult to imagine. At Woodstock the Premiers and party were delayed for some
time to permit of Addresses being presented on behalf of the Reform Associations of North and
South Oxford, by their Presidents, Mr. John Douglas and Mr. James Brady, respectively.
Short speeches in response were made by the Hon. Mr. Mackenzie, Hon. Mr. Huntington, Hon.
Mr. Mowat, and Joseph Rymal, M.P. Arrived at Simcoe, the party were escorted to the grove
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—a remarkably beautiful one, and admirably adapted for pic-nic purposes—and an Address
from the North Norfolk Reform Association was presented to the Hon. Mr. Mackenzie by the
President, Mr. Richard McMichael, and Secretary, Mr. A. J. Donly ; Mr. H. W. Allan,
President, presenting one to the Hon. Mr. Mowat from the South Norfolk' Reform Association.

Dr. Baxter, M.P. P., also read an Address to Hon, Mr. Mackenzie, from the Reformers of
Haldimand. Speeches were thereafter made by John Charlton, M.P., Hon. Mr. Cartwright,
Hon. Mr. Mackenzie, Hon. Mr. Mowat, Hon. Mr. Huntington, and Joseph Rymal, M.P. Among
those on the platform, besides the speakers, were T. Oliver, M.P., D. Thompson, M.P., JE.

Irving, M.P., Col. Skinner, M.P., John Clarke, M.P. P., and Dr. Baxter, M.P. P.

EXTRACTS FROM HON. MR. CARTWRIGHT'S SPEECH.
Sir John Macdonald's Veracity

!

* # * But he (Sir John) has had the audacity to declare that he had a letter of

mi le which would show that I refused to support Sir Francis Hincks because he was a Reformer.
Now, in the House of Commons I had stated that I refused to support Sir Francis Hincks be-
cause I believed he was unable to command the Reform support. That was the ground I gave in
Sir John Macdonald's own hearing, and he did not dare to contradict the statement then.
When I challenged him toproduce the letter he had spoken of, he read to the electors here a letter

in which there was not one word about my objecting on the ground that Sir Francis Hincks
was a Reform representative, and he went on to ask, what possible ground could he have for
supposing that I objected unless it was because Sir Francis Hincks was a Reformer ? Here are
his words :

—

" To me he gave no reasons for his withdrawal from the party ; he simply said he could not support the Government
that Sir Francis Hincks was brought into. What could I suppose ? I had a right to draw the inference, because he
gave no other reason."

Sir John Violating Private Confidence—Thieves' Logic.

Sir, there was not a man in Canada who knew better than Sir John Macdonald did when he
made his statement what my reason was for withdrawing my support. He had written to me ;

I have here his letter—a huge letter of six foolscap sheets, rilled, from the " Dear Cartwright "

with which he commences to the "Dear Cartwright" with which he closes, with a series of

reasons why Sir Francis Hincks was likely to be accepted as a leader by the Reformers of

Canada. Now, I entirely agree with Sir John Macdonald that all private correspondence

should be held sacred, on one condition : that both parties to that correspondence shall con-

tinue to keep it sacred ; but I say that it was an infamous act for Sir John Macdonald to refer

to my correspondence, and not to dare to publish the whole. (Hear, hear.) I say that when
Sir John Macdonald brought a false and malicious charge against me he knew I had in my pos-

session a letter of his convicting him of falsehood in bringing that charge, and that for him to

dare to say that a man may make a false and malicious charge against another, and then say,
" Although you have proof in my own handwriting that that charge is a false and malicious one,

you must not use it because I marked it private "—I say that this is about as fine a specimen of

thieves' logic as I ever remember to have heard. (Hear, hear. ) I do not intend, to-day at

any rate, to inflict this long letter on you, but I will give you a synopsis of its contents, sparing

the private names and references which it contains ; and if Sir John Macdonald impeaches the

truthfulness of that synopsis—if he dare deny that I have stated truly what it contains, then I

will publish the whole letter, and every man in Canada will then have an opportunity of judg-

ing for himself who speaks the truth. (Hear, hear, and cheers.)

A Bit of Secret Political History.

It contains six mortal foolscap pages. The first page is chiefly devoted to Sir John's un-

dying gratitude to the Reformers in Canada for having in 1855, and afterwards in 1864, put

him where he was. It is to be wished that that gratitude had borne a little better fruit. The
second paragraph is devoted to a short description of my friend the Premier and Mr. Blake, with

a very ingenious resume of the reasons why he could not at that time "put salt on their tails."

(Loud laughter.) The third paragraph goes on to show in detail what " steeped to the lips in

corruption " means, used from one public man to another, and that it is rather a complimentary

phrase than otherwise. Then he goes on to dilate on the advantages to the old Reformers of

Canada of Sir Francis Hincks going into the Government, to deliver them from the tyranny of

George Brown and The Globe, and on the immense rally there would be around him—as in the

general election of 1872, for instance. (Laughter. ) Then follows a lecture on the best way to

keep in power, which I think my honourable friend the Premier might take a lesson from. Then
there is a general valedictory to myself, and a summary of the qualifications of Sir Francis

Hincks. In truth, it is really a long argument to show that Sir Francis Hincks was a real

Reform leader, and an unanswerable proof, in six pages, that Sir John, when he denied that I

stated the exact fact when I said that I objected to Sir Francis because he was not a Reform

leader, was making a statement precisely as valuable as when he told Lord Dufferin, on his

honour and his fealty as a sworn Minister of the Crowi], that he was absolutely innocent of all

the things laid to his charge by my honourable friend the Postmaster-General. (Hear, hear.)

Now, I will tell you the reason why I did not use that letter before. I wanted Sir John

Macdonald to make that charge in the House of Commons, where there were men around us who
knew every incident and fact connected with the matter. I had intended myself to have made

use of these men to have refuted him as I have to-day. But I waited in vain all last session
;
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and though he was challenged again and again to make good the statements he had made on
public platforms, he sat dumb. As he has again repeated that slander, though I have so far
spared him the publication of the details of that letter, I say again, let him, if he dare, deny the
authenticity of this letter or the correctness of the statement I have made, and you will have an
opportunity of judging of just how truthful a man our ex-Premier is.

Withdrew from Sir John when in the Zenith of Power.
If I did support Sir John Macdonald in 1863, I supported him when his cause was desperate

when every man with a gleam of political sagacity knew that he had not a chance of bringing
back a dozen members from Ontario at the general election in 1864. When I left him, remem*
berthat it was in the zenith of his power—when, if he had exercised common prudence, he would
not in all human likelihood have been dislodged from the position he occupied in 1869 and 1870
for many years. It was at that time that I chose, publicly and openly, to withdraw my support
and allegiance from him. Now, of all these things I purpose speaking, and perhaps in some
detail, in my own county, among those who know both of us best, and who will decide again
as they have done before, what amount of credence is to be put in me and what amount in Sir-

John Macdonald, I promise that when, in my own county, I have occasion to deal with this
matter, I will give Sir John Macdonald what he little cares to hear, and what he never manages
by any chance to utter—the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. (Loud
cheers.)

EXTRACTS FROM HON. MR MACKENZIE'S SPEECH.
A Specimen Statement of Sir John's.

* But I observe that in that speech he (Sir John Macdonald) uses the
following extraordinary language. He says my Administration as to legislation has really ac-
complished nothing. These are his words :

—"If you look at the Dominion Statutes of last
session you will find, although it is a volume of reasonable size, it is principally made up of Im-
perial Statutes, Orders-in-Council, proclamations, and private local Acts. The general Acts
passed last session are about the size of Scobie's Almanac. * r

Hun-
dreds and thousands of dollars have been expended in getting three or four Acts and the Supply
Bill passed, and that is a specimen of the reform that was to be brought about as soon as Sir
John Macdonald and his corruptionists were got rid of, and these heaven-born statesmen
brought in." Well, sir, I preserved this assertion, and I prepared a statement of the legisla-
tion accomplished by both Governments from the year 1867 down to the present time both as
to the number of pages of public and private Acts published in the Statutes, and as to the num-
ber of Acts themselves.

Comparison of Legislation Accomplished.
In his first year there were 300 pages of public Acts and 36 pages of private Acts 17 public-

Acts altogether and 4 private Acts ; in his second year there were passed 58 public Acts and 10
private Acts, making a total of 379 pages ; in 1869, he had 45 public Acts and 28 private Acts
making a total number of 528 pages ; in 1870 he had 40 public Acts and 19 private Acts, or 211
pages ; in 1871 there were 34 public Acts and 24 private Acts, or a total number of pages of 205 •

in 1872 there were 43 public Acts and 74 private Acts, or 523 pages ; and in 1873 there were 6Q
public Acts and 60 private Acts, or 523 pages. In our first year, 1874, there were passed 53
public Acts and 67 private Acts, or 580 pages altogether, the largest volume of legislation that
had taken place since Confederation. (Hear, hear.) In 1875 we had 56 public Acts and 42
private Acts, or 486 pages ; in 1876 we had 39 public Acts and 36 private Acts ; and in 1877 we
had 50 public Acts and 38 private Acts, or 359 pages. In our time we had passed an average
of 435 pages of Acts and 97 Acts during each session. During the period of our predecessors'
administration the legislation showed an average of 386 pages, or 50 pages less than our average,
and an average number of Acts of 74J, or 23 less than our average. (Hear, hear, and cheers.)
And yet he gravely told the people in this quarter that we had no legislation, and that there
were only four Acts passed in a single session—a session in which, as I have shown you, we
passed 56 public Acts. (Loud cheers.

)

AYLMER, SEPTEMBER 22nd.

The Reformers of East Elgin held their Demonstration in the town of Aylmer, the number
present being estimated at eight thousand. Besides Addresses read by the President, Mr. T.
M. Nairn, Reeve of Aylmer, to the two Premiers, from the Reform Association of the Riding,
Mr. A. Blue, of the Journal, presented an Address to the Hon. Mr. Mackenzie on behalf of the
Young Men's Reform Club of St. Thomas, as follows—

The Young Men's Reform Club to the Premier
" To the Hon. Alexander Mackenzie, M.P., Premier of Canada

:

" Sir,—On behalf of the Young Men's Reform Club of St. Thomas, we tender you a cordial welcome to the East
Riding of the County of Elgin. Formed only last spring for the purpose of promoting the advancement of Reform
principles, our club has had but a brief history. A humble auxiliary of the East Elgin Reform Assoc ation, it is the
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first club of the kind organized in the county. We believe, however, that there is reason to hope that other similar
i i istitutions will shortly be formed, in time to be of some material assistance at the next elections to the political party
which is proud to acknowledge you as its leader. Five years ago, when a Conservative Government was in power at
Ottawa, our county was honoured with a visit from you, shortly after receiving a visit from the then Premierand one
of his colleagues. Our people had then an opportunity of comparing the leaders of the opposing political parties,

and, notwithstanding the desperate and unscrupulous means used by the Conservative leader to retain his hold on the
constituencies, both ridings of Elgin, by decisive majorities, cast in their lot with the Reform party. That decision
the county has seen no reason to regret. On the contrary, it has seen, in the improved tone of public morality under
the new regime, in the excellent legislation initiated and earned into effect by your Government, in the economy
and upright dealing introduced into the management of the public works, and in the able and honest administration
of public affairs in general during the last four years, every reason for continuing to you and the party you lead the
same confidence and consistent support it has extended to you in the past. As Canadians, we rejoiced at the over-
throw of that party whose leaders had trailed the honour of Canada in the dust. We were pained, but not surprised,
at the recent revelations which have shown that the Pacific Scandal was but an incident in a long career of public
criminality on the part of those leaders. We have been proud of having at our head men such as yourself and youi
colleagues, whose characters, both public and private, have so well stood the test of four years of power and of an Op-
position that has hesitated at nothing but at offering proof of the charges it has invented ; and we venture to hope
that we shall continue to see our country's affairs administered for many years to come by the Reform party, and
you as its honoured leader. To further that object our club has been organized, and towards it our best endeavours
will be directed.

" Signed, on behalf of the Young Men's Reform Club of St. Thomas,
"WM. MURCH, President.

"St. Thomas, 22nd Sept., 1877."

Replies having been made, speeches were delivered by Hon. Mr. Huntington, Hon. Mr.
Cartwright, Hon. Mr. Mowat, Hon. Mr. Mackenzie, and Mr. W. A. Thomson, M.P. ; besides
whom there were on the platform Colin Macdougall, M.P., G. W. Casey, M.P., Dr. Wilson,
M.P.P., Thos. Hodgins, M.P. P., and Dr. Clarke, M.P. P.

EXTRACTS FROM HON. MR. CARTWRIGHT'S SPEECH.

The Question of Testimonials—Opposition Enraged.
* * * And, by the way, talking of testimonials, that reminds me that I

had a few Avords to say on a recent occasion with regard to this question. Dire was the wrath
I provoked in every quarter of the Opposition camp by these remarks. The Mail, in sheer
despair of bringing me to reason, has recommended that if I should repeat these statements, I

should be met with a shower of brickbats and bludgeons. (Laughter. ) It has been intimated,
indeed, that Sir John Macdonald and Senator Macpherson will demand satisfaction in mortal
combat. Let them come. (Hear, hear, and loud cheers.) I have always laid down this rule in
my public career—if I had made an unfounded charge, or spoken too harshly of any one, and
my error is shown me, I will be willing and ready to make prompt and ample apology. But
under no possible circumstances, when I have had occasion to denounce a wrong, will I, on
account of threats levelled at me by any man, or by any body of men, cease to use my right
as a citizen to denounce wrong-doers, nor will I, if their crime be a great one, hesitate to
describe that crime as it deserves. (Loud cheers.) What was my offence

?

Three Principles Right in the Abstract, but Unpleasant when Applied.
I laid down three simple propositions. I said that, according to the traditions in which I

had been brought up, and according to my reading of the Decalogue, it was dishonourable to lie,

it was dishonest to steal, and dishonourable also to follow leaders who did both. (Hear, hear,
and cheers. ) To these propositions, in the abstract, I do not doubt that all good men of all

parties would yield their cordial approbation, but I fear that while they admit their truth in
the abstract, they have a great disinclination to them in the concrete. As Mr. Biglow
observes :

—

" They are willing a man should go tolerably strong
Against wrong in the abstract ; for that kind of wrong
Is always unpopular, and never gets pitied,
Because it's a crime no one ever committed.
But he must not be hard on particular sins,
For then he'll be kicking the people's own shins.'*

(Laughter. ) That is my crime. I have been " hard on particular sins ;" I have been "kicking
the shins" of the Opposition members, and dire is their wrath and terrible are their threats
against me. What I said then, I say now, and I speak with deliberate purpose. I regard the
whole transaction as most grave—in short, as one of the worst things which has ever come to
light affecting the Macdonald Administration, and I denounced it not because I wished to hurt
their feelings, but because it is only right that the people of Canada should know—and no better
illustration has ever been given—what were the means by which Sir John Macdonald kept power
so long, and what he intends to do if he gets back into power once more. (Hear, hear.) Now,
with respect to the testimonial itself, I have always held that it was defensible. ' I know that
^nany persons whose opinions are entitled to very great weight have stated as their opinion that
under no oircumstances should any man, while he continued in a high position in public life,

and especially while he held office as a Minister of the Crown, allow himself to receive presents
of any sort on any pretext whatever. But I thought then, as I do now, that there were circum-
stances which rendered it excusable in this case. Great sympathy no doubt was felt for Sir
John Macdonald when he was seized with what threatened to be a mortal illness some years
a20.
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rSenator Macpherson and the Testimonial,

I admit frankly that I believe Senator Maepherson's motives in getting up the fund were at
any rate partly good, though I fear that he acted with some degree of ostentation—that he did
not much regard the Scriptural injunction, not to let his right hand know what his left was
doing, and also that there was an element of shrewd calculation in the whole business. If you
want to bestow charity, you know from very high authority on what class of people to bestow it;

nor do I read that you are instructed to go very far out of your way to bestow charity on Pre-
miers of the Dominion. (Hear, hear.) Premiers have a great many good things in their gift

;

Premiers can put a man into high offices, such as Lieutenant-Governorships, and so on ; Pre-

miers can give fat contracts—that is, if they administer affairs as they would "in the good old
days of prosperity and corruption." (Vide Sir John A. Macdonald's speech at Simcoe last year.)

(Laughter and cheers. ) It may be contended, indeed, that Mr. Macpherson did not get the
Lieutenant-Governorship of Ontario or the Pacific Railway contract, but then it may also be said

that it was not for want of trying on his part.

Sir John's Duty to Know where the Money Came From.
Moieover—and it is a point of the very gravest importance as bearing on the conduct of all

public men—I hold that it was Sir John Macdonald's duty not to have accepted—he being a
public man—any testimonial unless everything connected with it was clear and aboveboard,

and capable of being published to all the world. That was his clear duty, and that he should
have insisted on from the first. Sir, I will not tolerate the poor pretence that he did not know
who had subscribed to his testimonial. Before he took that money he should have taken care to

prove that it came from " clean hands," and that he could take it without a smirch on his. One
hundred thousand dollars is no small gift, and Sir John knew—no man better—that the very first

principle of all agency is that no agent, of any kind or degree, has the smallest right to receive a

present from any of his principal's customers or clients without the full knowledge of that prin-

cipal. Sir John Macdonald was the agent of the people of Canada ; he was a public man ; he

ought to have known better, and he did know better, than to allow any testimonial to be pre-

sented to him without the fullest publicity attending it. Does this seem a harsh rule to impose

on a public man's conduct ? One moment's reflection will show you not only that it is most just,

but most necessary and inexorable. Do away with this, and you throw wide the door for every

kind and shape of bribery in disguise. Do away with this, and you may at once and for ever

blot out every law against tampering with the independence of Parliament. (Hear, hear.) Such
testimonials, unless they are made publicly, are, I repeat, a most dangerous precedent, one which

no man is justified in accepting, and one which should not be permitted to be given by any peo-

ple having a regard to their own interests Well, Sir John Macdonald shut his eyes, and know-

ing only too well what sort of money would be taken to get up this testimonial, declined to in-

vestigate the matter, though he did not decline to receive the money. (Hear, hear.)

Sir John Ought to Pay Back the Money.
Well, let that pass. I have given you my opinion of his conduct in that respect, but after-

wards, when it was revealed to him by the proceedings before the Royal Commission that at

least $2,500 of that testimonial consisted of money improperly taken out of a fund belonging

to the people of Canada, I say most emphatically that it was his duty to have at once refunded

the money, or seen that the money was refunded; and if it be true that he was unable to pay it

back himself, then I say that every consideration of good feeling and propriety required that

his friends, of whom he boasts so many, should have come to his assistance, and should not

have allowed him to be exposed to the taunts and reproaches of his adversaries for so small a

sum as that. (Hear, hear.) Now, consider what the result of all this is. Unless Sir John
Macdonald, or Mr. Macpherson, or the party to which they belong, choose to return that money,

you must assume that they have laid it down as a plank in their platform that the theft of

public money is an honourable thing, and that the application of such money to private ends

is an honourable thing, or else they must admit that Sir John Macdonald is acting dishonourably

in continuing to live on the proceeds of money so obtained. (Hear, hear.) From that there is

no possible escape. The facts are plain as day.

Betrayal of a Public Trust toy its Trustees.

Bear in mind that a large sum of money was granted to build this railway ; that in 1869,

under Sir John Macdonald's Administration, with his full knowledge and concurrence, a formal

Act of Parliament was passed by which your claim was postponed, by which certain rights

were given to the English bondholders, and by which certain regulations were laid down and
trusts created as to the application of the railway receipts. These men held the railway in

trust—first, to defray the legitimate working expenses ; next, to pay the interest on the English

bonds ; and lastly, to pay the interest on the money due to the people of Canada. These terms

were well known to Mr. Macpherson. He was a member of the Senate, a member of the Railway
Committee which passed that Bill ; he lived in Toronto ; he knew all about the Northern

Railway ; he knew its creditors, and to whom the money really, belonged ; and yet Senator

Macpherson dares to stand up in his place and defend that embezzlement; he dares to say that

he sees no harm in it. Sir, I tell you that all these parties were trustees, formally created by
Act of Parliament. Mr. Cumberland was the agent of the bondholders ; he was a trustee to

see that the terms of the Act were carried out. Senator Macpherson, first, as a citizen, waL
bound to see that the law was fulfilled, and next, as a legislator, was doubly bound to see that

he did not aid or abet in any possible shape or way the infraction of the law he himself helped

to place on the statute book; and lastly, and c.iiefest of all, Sir John Macdonald, Minister ol

10
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Justice and Chief Executive Officer of this Dominion, was specially charged to see that that law-

was put in force, that the people of .Canada were not defrauded, and that the terms of the Act
which he passed himself were fulfilled to the letter. How did they redeem their trust ? No
man caD deny the facts I have stated ; no man can deny the existence of that trust.

Taking, Receiving, and Living on Stolen Money.
We find that one trustee took the money, another trustee received the money knowing it to

be stolen, and the third and the chief trustee of all is still living on the proceeds of that money
so obtained, and can see no harm in the transaction. Now, I confess till very recently, bad as

I believed him to be in many things, I thought a great deal better of Sir John Macdonald than
this. I did not believe, I can hardly bring myself to believe yet, that Sir John Macdonald, a

man who for twenty years exercised so potent a sway on the destinies of Canada, could have
stooped to so small a transaction as this. Moreover, I know Sir John Macdonald has not been,

on the whole, a man greedy of mere money gains, and therefore I am the more astonished that

when these facts were revealed, Sir John's own common sense, his self-respect, or, at all events,

his self-interest, did not lead him to insist on returning that money.

Probable Reason Why Sir John Does Not Return the Money.
I can offer but one explanation—that Sir John Macdonald knew, or was told, that a great

deal of this money came from tainted sources, and that if he began to return all that was
improperly taken there was no knowing where he would have to stop. (Hear, hear, and laugh-

ter.) It has been asserted in the newspapers, and it has not been denied, that part of that

testimonial money came from the coffers of the Grand Trunk Railway, an insolvent corporation,

and part from the Great Western Railway, a corporation constantly seeking legislation, and
which would therefore have a direct interest in propitiating Sir John and his friends. It has
also been asserted—and if it is not true, let Senator Macpherson formally deny it over his own
signature—that Senator Macpherson was so lost to all sense of propriety and decency that he
attempted to levy contributions for this purpose on the judges of the land and the ordinary
civil service of the country. I hope this is not true ; but it has been publicly asserted, and it

is time, if false, that it should be publicly denied. I say that the proof of the nefarious manner
in which a part of the money was obtained leaves but one remedy open to them—let the whole
list of subscribers be published to the world ; let us see how many subscribed from fair and
honourable motives, and also how many public contractors—how many insolvent railway
companies—how many public debtors, contributed to swell the Macdonald Testimonial.

Defending the Transaction.

As I have said, there is one thing in all this business which astonishes me much, and that

is the extraordinary stupidity evinced by these men and their partisans in attempting to defend
what is utterly indefensible. I have never been able to understand how it was possible for

men, many of whom we must believe are honourable men, to get up and say there is no harm
in this kind of thing. Really the matter assumes the proportions of a psychological phenome-
non. Here is Mr. Dalton McCarthy, who declines to give an opinion on iiie subject. He says

he is "not going to say whether the taking of the money is right or wrong." I can quite

understand Mr. Dalton McCarthy's position. I am told that he is rather an eminent criminal

lawyer, and perhaps if he were to say rashly that it was wrong to take money that did not
belong to one, he might be offending the feelings of a very valuable class of clients. (Hear,

hear, and laughter.) But Sir John Macdonald is an ex-Minister of Justice, he is a public man,
he is an able man, and he must know, theoretically at least, that it is wrong to steal. Mr.
Macpherson has, I understand, a good deal of this world's goods; and if I know that gentleman,
there is not a man in all Canada to whom a practical application of the communistic system
would be more repugnant than to Mr. Senator Macpherson, though he seems to think it all

right in the case of the Northern Railwaj". Now, this has puzzled me exceedingly. I don't

know whether what I am going to say is another evidence of the brutality for which the Mail
advises a shower of brickbats.

The Darwinian Theory of " Survival " Applied.

You have all heard, gentlemen, of Mr. Darwin and of his principle of the survival of original

instincts to late dates. I have come to the conclusion that this is one of those curious traces of
" survival " which he illustrates so well in his famous work. Sir John Macdonald and Senator
Macpherson are both distinguished members of ancient and honourable Highland clans. Doubt-
less their predatory instincts are hereditary. (Lou* laughter.) You know, gentlemen, what
Sir Walter Scott said long ago :

—

" Show me the Highland Chief who holds
That plundering Lowland flocks or folds,

Is aught but retribution due:

Seek other cause 'gainst Roderick Dhu."

Or against Senator Macpherson or Sir John Macdonald. (Loud laughter.) I wish to be just,

and I believe that the present is a very curious instance of the truth of the saying that instinct

is stronger than reason. The ancestors of these gentlemen, in times gone by, stole many a head
of black cattle, and if they got caught they were sometimes hanged for it. Their descendants

milk the Northern Railway cow on the sly, and get presented with a testimonial. (Loud laughter

and cheers. ) And this is the progress of the age we live in—though whether that progress be

apwards or downwards I really do not know.
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A " pre-Adamite Tory."

Sir John Macdonald is very fond of telling you that one of the reasons I could not agree
with him was because I was a Tory of the Tories—a fossil Tory—because I was, as he said in
another place, a pre-Adamite Tory ; though what that may mean is only known to himself.
(Loud laughter.) There may be some crumb of comfort to me in that case ; for, as a clerical

relative of mine once observed to me—"Take comfort, brother Richard, for if you were a
pre-Adamite Tory, you were a Tory before the fall. " (Loud laughter and cheers. ) Sir John
Macdonald has insisted that I am an old Tory, and that he is one of that precious breed of

"young Liberal Conservatives" to whom Canada owes so much. It maybe so. Permit me
to mention one little anecdote. When I was before my constituents in the County of Lennox
for the first time, one of the charges brought against me—and it was one not so very easy to

answer—was that one of my ancestors many years ago sentenced a poor fellow to be hanged for

stealing a watch. I don't know whether the story was true or not, but at all events I had
some trouble in convincing the electors that if it wa3 so my ancestor only carried out the stern
and terrible law that was in f'oi'ce in those days. But when I heard Sir John Macdonald declar-

ing that the reason I did not like him was because I belonged to the old Tory stock, while he
was a "young Liberal Conservative," I could not help thinking that perhaps, after all, Sir John
was lucky in falling into my hands, and not into the hands of my stout old grandfather. (Loud
laughter. ) Had Sir John Macdonald come before Richard Cartwright, the first of that name who
ever lived in Canada, on evidence one-half as grave as that which he has given against himself
out of his own mouth, gentlemen, I shudder to think what the consequences might have been to
Sir John A. Macdonald. (Loud laughter.)

Senator Macpherson's Moral Indignation.

Now, gentlemen, there is one thing tolerably clear, and that is, the great worth and value of

the moral indignation which Mr. Senator Macpherson expressed pretty publicly when he found
Sir John Macdonald was not going to give him the Pacific Railway contract, but was going to

give it to Sir Hugh Allan. "You will understand from this little transaction what right Sen-
ator Macpherson had to feel indignant ; and I think the country will now become tolerably well
aware that we did not lose much by Sir John's assigning the contract to Sir Hugh Allan, and not
to Senator Macpherson. The difference between them is this : that Senator Macpherson was
quite willing to bribe Sir John Macdonald with other people's money, while Sir Hugh Allan took
the bolder, and perhaps the honester—if you can use that word in this connection—course of

bribing him with his own money. (Hear, hear. ) There is a serious side to this business, how-
ever, and that is this—nothing can more thoroughly mark the extremely demoralizing effect of

Sir John Macdonald's rule and precepts upon the members of his own party than this fact, that

although I well believe there is not one honest man in Canada belonging to the Opposition party
who does not feel in his heart of hearts that this was a crying shame and scandal, I have, up to

this time, seen no supporter of Sir John Macdonald rise and denounce it ; I have seen no mem-
ber of the Opposition press bold enough to say that Sir John Macdonald should not have taken
the money of the people of Canada for his own private profit.

No Doubt about the Facts.

And, remember well, there is unhappily no doubt about the facts I have narrated. They are

on record in the statute books of Canada ; they are proved by the evidence of these men them-
selves. I bring no slanderous charge : I state the facts ; I draw the inevitable conclusion ; and
I ask you and every honest elector in Canada whether I have dealt too severely or too strongly
with so heinous an offence as that which these men have committed or have been parties to, and
in which they still profess " to see no harm ?" All their defence, so far as I have yet seen, is first

to howl at my hon. friend for appointing the Royal Commission which exposed these frauds, and
then at me because I denounced these acts, as I will continue to do, in the terms which properly
belong to them. I say that in one sense these things are worse than the Pacific Scandal. It rose

perhaps nearly to the dignity of high treason, but this is no better, though perhaps it may be
worse, than an ordinary case of petty larceny. (Hear, hear.)

Sir John and Mr. Auditor Langton—Contradicted by his own Witness.

I would like to pause here, but there is still one matter connected with this business which
I must bring before you. When Sir John Macdonald was assailed for these acts in th.e House of

Commons last session, he rose and made the following defence, in reply to a certain portion of

Mr. Blake's speech. It is known to you all that the late Government consented to take $500,000
in relinquishment and extinguishment of all claims against the Northern Railway Company,
whereas we are about to receive one million of dollars for the self-same claim. Sir John Mac-
donald saw what a terribly damaging circumstance that was to him, and this was the defence he
made in the House :

—

What Sir John Said.
"His hon. friend from Cumberland, to whom he must return his most grateful thanks for the manly defence he had

made in his behalf, had truly said that the effort made to receive half a million dollars from the Northern Railway
Company, by the late Government, and brought down to the House by Mr. Tilley, was done after careful consideration

by the Auditor-General. The Government was so anxious that the matter should be fully considered, that although
the railway laid all their statements before them, and used all the aiguments that ought to be required in order to

obtain the Government sanction, the Government refused to accede. The report as to the road was made by
Mr. Langton, and he was known to be both honest and capable. He, at all events, was not bribed by the Northern
Railway ; he, at all events, had no election expenses to be paid ; he, at all events, had no testimonial given to him.

He went to Toronto to examine the books as a public officer, and on his report the Government felt itself satisfied in

coming down with that proposal."

I was by some accident absent from the House when those statements were made, but as soon as

I saw them recorded in Hansard, I asked Mr. Langton to state officially to me the circumstances
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under which he had reported that $500,000 would be a sufficient sum to receive in relinquishment
of the Government claims. Here is what Mr. Langton says. On the 6th April, 1877, he writes
me an official letter containing this statement :

—
How Mr. Langton Contradicts Sir John.

"I may as well state that the nature of the investigation at Toronto has been somewhat misconceived. We did not
t,M:rtake any examination of the books. My instructions were not to make an;/ elaborate investigation. Mr. Cum-
berL<.id submitted to us a statement of the financial position of the Company, with the various claims in their order
of priority, and we made an approximate estimate of the value of the Government claims against the road."

That was the laboured examination and investigation on which those gentlemen relied. Mr.
Cumberland told Mr. Langton what he thought the road should pay, and Mr. Langton, not being
allowed to investigate the books of the Company—which might have been very inconvenient,
which might have ante-dated the report of the Royal Commission—accepts the statement, hav-
ing indeed no other alternative and no other evidence to go upon, and that is the way the Gov-
ernment proceeded when they wished to present half a million of your money to the Northern
Railway Company. Now, gentlemen, you have heard from Sir John Macdonald's own lips his
excuse ; you have heard from the very witness he appealed to a flat contradiction of the state-

ment which Sir John Macdonald made in the House. I leave it to you to judge, as I left it to
the electors of Norfolk yesterday to judge, when, on the evidence of Sir John Macdonald's own
'letter, I exposed the other falsehood of his statement that I opposed the entrance of Sir Francis
Hincks into the Government because he was a Reformer—I say I will leave it to you, as I left

it with the people of Simcoe, to judge what reliance can be placed on Sir John Macdonald's
statements when his object is to damage a political foe, or to screen himself from an incon-
"v enient charge. This is no light matter.

Arriving at a Settlement—Probable Colloquy between Sir John and Cumberland.
Understand distinctly the position you were placed in—how you were dealt with in this

transaction. Here were two agents making a bargain for their respective principals. On one
side stands Mr. Cumberland, the agent of the bondholders, desirous of making the best bargain
he could for the English capitalists whom he represented ; on the other side are your agents, the
then Government of Canada, whose duty it was likewise to do the best they could for you, their

clients. How does Mr. Cumberland, who is a pretty adroit railway manager, open the trans-

action ? He says to one of your agents, " Before we discuss how much the Northern Railway
is to pay, allow me to remind you that I paid on a certain day $1,000 to defray the expenses of

your election." To another, " Bear in mind that I subscribed $1,000 to your general election

fund, that I subscribed $2,000 to help to carry on your paper, and it cost $10,000 to provide
seats for two of your best supporters—mj'self and the President of the Company, Mr. John
Beverley Robinson—that I have always given you the benefit of all the political influence of the
Norfhem Railway Company." Then, turning to our chief agent, " You will please to remem-
ber, Sir John Macdonald, that you are now living on the proceeds of $2,500 of Northern Bail-

way money." And then he would go on, " Now, those are the facts, here's my little bill. Put
this through with what formalities you please. Send Mr. Langton to Toronto as often as you
like, but understand he is to accept my statements. As for the books, I would advise you, for

your own sakes, don't let him examine them too closely. It might be awkward—for you.
(Laughter.) You got $27,000 in one shape or other for political ends ; now you have to accept

my bill." And, gentlemen, they did accept Mr. Cumberland's little bill, even if they were not
able to pay it at maturity, as they intended. (Hear, hear.) They did bring down their resolu-

tion—it stands on record in our journals yet—proposing to take $500, 000 for what was well worth
a million, and but for the resolute opposition of Mr. Blake and Mr. Mackenzie, and the fact that,

with the Pacific investigation hanging over their head, they dared not prolong the session, that
infamous proposal would have been made law, and the result of that $27,000, so judiciously ex-

pended, would have been to defraud the people of Canada of full five hundred thousand dollars.

The Damaging Effect oi these Revelations in England.

There is another consideration to be taken into account. All of you know—and no men
have been more desirous of impressing it on you than the leaders of the present Opposition—how
important it is for us to preserve a good understanding with the Imperial Government—how
important to stand well in England—how important that the honour of our public men should

be looked on there as a thing to be as highly respected as the honour of English } ublic men.
So far they are right. There is no doubt it affects you in everv way—in your credit, in your
reputation, and directly in your pockets ; nothing is more closely looked at or watched with

more jealous eyes by English capitalists than the conduct in such matters of leading public men
in those States with which they have transactions. They may not, and very often they do not,

know nearly as much as they ought of our public affairs generally; but they do know and they

do take into account whether the public men of this or of any other country to which they lend

money are personally honest men or rogues. How stands the case ? Here is this record of the deal-

ings of the then Government with the Northern Railw ay known of necessity to very many promi-

nent capitalists in England, and—which I perhaps regret more than anything else—known to at

least one officer of State of the highest rank in the Imperial Cabinet. How can we preserve a
fair record with the Imperial Government? How can we expect ihem to respect our pubic
men as they ought to be respected, while these things are done—that is, if the people of Canada
permit such things to be done with impunity ? Look to it well, for it concerns you narrowly.

(Hear, hear, and cheers.) Sir, I believe it would have been better if Sir John Macdonald had
taken that half million of dollars and flung it into the sea than to have allowed that miserable
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$2,500 to appear in his testimonial as taken out of the Northern Railway funds, though belonging

properly to the people of Canada. Now, I admit it is a most desirable thing that the people of

Canada should respect the leading men of both sides. I desire most earnestly that the)' should

be able to do so, but I have to add, that we must take care on both sides that public men shall

be worthy of respect ; and I say that no man who does such things can be worthy of your
respect, your confidence, your trust, or your esteem.

Repentance must Precede Absolution.

And if I am told that I am repeating these things too often, that a generous foe would not
constantly reiterate these charges, my answer is ready. I am as prepared to be generous as any
man, but on one condition. I demand, before being asked to be generous, that these men should
show some signs of penitence for the wrong they have done, not only to themselves, but to

their party and to their country. (Hear, hear, and loud cheers.) The moment these men show
that they do really repent, my advice will be to forgive them, and to abstain from all further re-

proach, lout not to place them in power or positions of temptation until they have had a reason-
ably long probation and purged themselves of their iniquities. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) I

repeat, when they confess that they have done wrong, and that they are sorry for their crimes,

1 will be the first to ask my friends not again to allude to these transactions. But, though I

grant it may be our duty, as we are ourselves fallible mortals, to forgive an erring brother if he
comes to us and says, " I have sinned ; I repent ; I will make such restitution as I can," what
1 cannot find recommended in Holy Writ, or in any moralist, heathen or Christian, whom I

have ever read or heard of, is that it is our duty to forgive him while he persists in his evil-

doing. No, sir ; no. And I say, on the contrary, that it is our duty to stamp the mark of public
reprobation, as I now do, on men who have been pro\ed out of their own mouths thus false to
the high trust you had committed to their hands—men who (as far as in them lies) have dis-

graced the name of Canadian statesmen to the level of the worst and most unscrupulous of the
politicians of the United States. (Loud and long-continued applause.)



THE TEESWATER DEMONSTRATION

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 24th.

Illness prevented the Premier from attending the pic-nic at Teeswater by the Reformers of
South Bruce. His colleagues present were the Hon. Mr. Blake, Hon. Mr. Cartwright, and Hon.
Mr. Huntington, all of whom, besides the Hon. Mr. Mowat, delivered addresses. At Wingham,
en route from London, Hon. Messrs. Cartwright and Hun'mgton responded to an Address read by
Mr. Ellis from the Reformers of the village ; and upon airiv J at Teeswater a similar Address was
presented from the Reformers of the South Riding of Bruce. The President of the Reform
Association, Mr. H. B. O'Connor, also read an Address to the Hon. Mr. Blake. Besides the
gentlemen named, there were on the platform the Hon. Speaker Wells, M.P.P., Jno. Gillies, M.P.,
D. Sinclair, M.P.P., Thos. Gibson, M.P.P., and D. D. Hay, M.P.P.

HON. MR. BLARE'S SPEECH.

Mr. Blake, on rising to address the meeting, was received with loud and prolonged cheers.

He said :—Mr. Chairman and men of Bruce, more than two years have elapse'd since I was
permitted to address yoa, on my acceptance of the office I have lately been obliged to quit ; and
our altered relations, the new sphere of duty in which I have been involved, and the recent change,
have naturally produced a mutual anxiety that we should meet, for the purpose of those explana-
tions which it is the duty, and should be the pleasure, of a representative from time to time to
make to his constituents. And yet I could have wished, had it been possible, that our gathering
had been deferred even a little longer, since enfeebled strength and lessened force make it doubt-
ful how far, and at what cost, I may be able to accomplish the task which is before me. I shall

not attempt to address you at great length j nor do I propose to discuss some topics of transcen-

dant importance, with our views on which you have been already familiarized through the re-

ported speeches of leading Ministers, and on some of which you will doubtless shortly hear my
distinguished colleagues who have favoured us with their presence to-day. It is rather my pur-

pose to render some account of my stewardship of the office I lately held, and to consider certain

charges recently made at Opposition meetings.

The Number of Cabinet Ministers.

We have been repeatedly attacked because we have not reduced the number of Ministers, and
the expenses of administration ; and it has been asserted, with my entire concurrence, that
departmental expenditures, even though the totals be not large, are fit subjects for criticism, and
furnish fair grounds for comparison between different Administrations. You will remember that

it is not we, but our adversaries, who have instituted these comparisons ; and while, but for their

attacks, I should, perhaps, have left the subject untouched, you will recognize the propriety, not
to say the necessity, of its discussion in defence against repeated charges of inconsistency, in-

capacity, and extravagance. I have no cause to shrink from the controversy—(hear, hear)—and I

enter with confidence on the investigation to which we have been challenged. It is quite true

that in 1867, when the number of Departments was fixed at thirteen, I objected to the arrange-

ment as too extensive, arguing that for the Federal work of the Dominion, then comprising only
four Provinces, a fewer number would probably suffice ; that it would be easy to increase the
number should experience demonstrate its insufficiency, but almost impossible to reduce it, even
if it should be found too large ; that the principle of sectional and proportional representation

avowed as the groundwork of the Cabinet of thirteen was most mischievous, incapable of appli-

cation in case of the addition of new Provinces, and yet extremely difficult to ignore once it should
have obtained for any length of time ; and on these grounds I contended that our first Cabinet

after Confederation ought to have been fewer in number than it was. It is equally true that since

the present Administration took office in the close of 1873 no proposal has been made for a re-

duction in the number. For this, we are charged with inconsistency. Sir, the charge is uncandid,
unfair, and baseless. Altogether apart from the difficulties engendered by the creation and con-

tinued existence for more than six years of the Cabinet on the principle to which I have re-

ferred, the circumstances had in the interval wholly changed. Independent of the growth of the

original Provinces, not less than four or five new Provinces had been added to the Dominion
;

British Columbia, Prince Edward Island, Manitoba, and the great North-west Territories, out of

which was subsequently carved the district of Keewatin.

Largely Increased Work—Opposition Testimony Thereon.

These additions involved a corresponding increase in the legislative and executive labours of

the Administration. So obvious was this to the minds of the late Opposition, that in the spring
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of 1873, when the late Government proposed large increases to the salaries of the civil function-

aries, including the Ministers, we made no objection to the continuance, even at increased
salaries, of thirteen Ministers, and thus recognized in the most pointed manner that change oF
circumstances which our opponents now altogether ignore. (Hear, hear.) But, sir, they forget

that they themselves once thought differently. They forget that in October, 1873, at the com-
mencement of that short but eventful session which ended in their resignation, they proposed,
doubtless with the highest and purest motives, an increase to the Cabinet, holding out to the men
who were met to try them that inviting prospect in these words which they put into His
Excellency's lips :

—

"The extension of the hounds of the Dominion has caused a corresponding increase in the work of administra-
tion, and seems to call for additional assistance in Parliament as well as in Executive Government. A Bill on this
suhject will be laid before you."

Had they not fallen you would have seen the Bill; and the men who are now attacking us for

not diminishing the Cabinet would have been vehemently defending its increase on the score of
absolute necessity. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) Notwithstanding the large augmentation in

the executive and legislative work of Government, we are to-day conducting the affairs of

this country with the original number of Ministers—with that number which our opponents four
years -ago proclaimed too small. Now, those who are doing a great deal more work at the same
cost are really working at a great deal lower cost ; to do much more work with the same number
proves that a smaller number would have done at first ; it proves that we were right when we con-
tended that the number was formerly too large ; but there is no proof whatever that for the
present work the number is excessive, and the charge to which I have referred is utterly broken
down both by the obvious facts and by the confession of the accusers. (Loud cheers.) I am, how-
ever, of the opinion that, without increasing the number of Ministers, a reorganization of some of
the offices would be advantageous to the public service. The political work of the Department
which 1 have recently quitted is acknowledged on all hands to be very onerous. During last

session a leading member of the Opposition declared in his place that no one man could
efficiently accomplish that work ; and I think that the political management of the office should
be divided—some of its business being assigned to one of the lighter offices.

Increased Business done at Reduced Cost.

I have obtained for your information some statistics showing the increase of work in recent
years ; and I may say that the business of that office approximately indicates the general increase

of work in the other heavy Departments, inasmuch as its business largely consists of references

from the other offices. The registered references in the office of Justice in 1869 numbered 1,693
;

in 1872 they numbered 1,971 ; making an increase of 278 onlv in the four years. But in 1873
they ran up to 2,753 (hear, hear) ; in 1874 to 3,403 ; in 1875 to 3,320 ; in 1876 to 4,344. In the
first half of 1877 the number was 2,821, and assuming the same proportion for the last half, the
number for the current year would be 5,642. Thus you will observe that the references for the
current year will be almost threefold those for 1872. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) This increase is

attributable partly to the growth of the older Provinces, partly to the business coming from the
newer Provinces, whose work is far in excess of their proportion by population, as for example in

the North-west territories and Manitoba, where we manage the whole land business
;
partly to

the alteration of the patent laws, and partly to other circumstances. Another test is furnished
by the number of letters. In the fourteen months from February, 1872, to April, 1873, there

were 3,000 pages of correspondence ; in the thirteen months from November, 1875, to December.
1876, there were 9,000 pages, showing that the work had more than trebled. (Hear, hear, and
cheers. ) These figures are independent of the arduous and complicated business connected with
the North-west Police, which was for a short time conducted in the office ; and of the very serious

extra labour involved under the reorganization of the Penitentiary administration. On the whole,
I am confident that the work of the office has more than trebled since 1872 ; and this increase, I

repeat, necessarily indicates a very large increase in the work of the other heavy offices. Now,
sir, I turn to the question of expense ; and I ask you confidently whether, having regard to the
results I have established, it would not be in the last degree unfair to complain of an increase in

the expense of administration ? (Hear, hear.) If there had been no needless expense in salaries

and contingencies in managing the smaller volume of business done in 1872, is it not reasonable to

conclude that the work could not be trebled without, to a considerable extent, increasing the cost ?

Could any of you, whether farmer or tradesman, treble your operations without at the same time
increasing the charge for management of your farm or your trade ? The answer is obvious.
(Hear, hear.)

Work Dreadfully in Arrears Under Late Government.

But what I have stated is only half the truth ; for I have been assuming that the work w:as

formerly kept up to the mark, but in truth it was dreadfully behind-hand, the arrears in some
cases extending back for years, and a most painful system of delays had grown up ; so that, not
merely had the work increased, but the existing arrangements were inadequate to the efficient

conduct of the smaller volume of business which formerly flowed in. You will see, therefore,

that there appeared to be no alternative but to propose a very large increase in the cost of manage-
ment. But before I point out how the exigency has been met, a sense of justice—in whien. I

hope I shall never be wanting—impels me to say that my predecessors were circumstanced some-
what differently from myself*. The first incumbent of the office held also the post of First

Minister, which necessarily absorbed a large portion of his time and attention, and my more
immediate predecessors each held office for but a short period, insufficient for the accomplishment
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of any large measure of reform. It was not till my second yea" that I was able to complete tlie

work of reorganization, involving as it did, among other difficulties, the retirement or transfer

of various officers, which could be accomplished only by degrees.

Economies Effected.

Now I will give you the results of that reorganization. The staff had been increased in 1873,
and in November of that year, at the resignation of the late Government, the annual rate of charge
for salaries, including bonuses and an officer charged on contingencies, was over $13,500. Several
changes subsequently took place, and the rate of charge when I took office in May, 1875, was
over $15,750. 1 was, as I have said, unable to make a reduction in salaries during the first year ;

but the reorganization which, with the assistance of my colleagues, I was enabled to effect was such,
that in June last, when I left the office, the rate of charge for salaries was only $10,750—(loud
cheers)—a reduction of over $5,000, or about one-third of the rate when I took office, and of

$2,800, or about one-fifth of the rate when the late Government resigned. (Renewed cheers.)

This great reduction in the annual charge upon you for salaries has b en effected, you will bear
in mind, notwithstanding the enormous increase in the work, to which I have already called

your attention. (Hear, hear, and cheers.

)

A Comparison of Contingencies Accounts.
"But," it may be said, "you have accomplished this by transferring to contingencies the

regular charge for salaries." That is not so. I quite agree with the argument which is frequently
presented, that the contingency account should be jealously looked to, and as it is one of which
a great deal has been made by the Opposition, and it has been alleged that in every department of

this Government the contingent expenses have been enormously increased by scandalous waste
and incapacity on the part of Ministers, I propose to show you the working of the contingent
account of the office of Justice. In the fiscal year 1872-3, which I shall call for shortness 1873,

the whole contingencies for that office were $9,470 39 ; in 1376 they were reduced to $4,996 37,

and in 1877 they were.-.reduced to $2,787 78. (Loud chews.) Of the items which go to make up
these totals thsre are four or five, such as stationery, printing, binding, books, subscriptions to

and advertising in newspapers, in which no large reduction has yet been effected. These and
some other small items made a total of $2,351 52 in 1873, which was reduced to $2,265 86 in

1877. The remaining items (those on which it was found possible to effect a large reduction)

were telegraphing, cab hire, travelling and postage. In 1873 the telegraph account
was $4,371 88 ; in 1876, $1,164 69 ; and in 1877, $330. (Loud cheers.) In 1873 cab
hire was $1,035 50; in 1876, $38 80; and in 1877, $14 80. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) In
1873 the travelling expenses were $1,218 12 ; in 1876 $322 66; and in 1877, $51 35. In 1873 the

postage account was $493 37 ; in 1876, $228 53 ; and in 1877, $125 77; although, as I have pointed

out, the correspondence has greatly increased. The totals of these four items were : for 1873,

$7,118 87 ; for 1876, $1,754 68 ; and for 1877, $521 92. (Loud cheers.) In 1876 the telegraph

account was cut down to about one-fourth ; travelling expenses to about one-fourth ; cab hire to

less than one-twenty-fourth, and postage to less than one-half. In 1877 telegraphing was cut

down to less than one-thirteenth ; travelling expenses to about one twenty-fourth ; cab hire to

one-seventieth ; and postage t© one-fourth. The total saving on the four items for the first year

was $5,364 19, or three-fourths of the whole amount ; for the second year, $6,596 95, or about

thirteen-fourteenths of the whole amount. (Loud cheers.)

Results of the Several Savings Accomplished.

The saving on telegraphing alone was $4,040 out of $4,371 ; on cab hire alone $1,020 70 out

of $1,035 50; on travelling alone $1,166 77 out of $1,218 12; and on postage alone $367 60

out of $493 37. The saving in telegraphing alone would pay the whole of the present contin-

gencies, and leave a surplus of $1,250. (Hear, hear, and loud cheers.) The savings in cab hire,

travelling and postages, would pay nearly the whole of the contingencies. The total saving on

the contingent account was for the first year $4,474 out of $9,470, or nearly one-half; for the

second year $6,682 out of $9,470, or nearly three-fourths of the whole amount. Combining the

charges for salaries and contingencies, the total charge for the contingencies of 1873 and the rate

of salaries for November of that year would be over $23,000. When I took office they would be

over $26,600; and for 1876 they were reduced to less than $21,000; when I left office

they had fallen to $13,537, about one-half, or a saving of $13,000 on the rate when I came
in, and five-twelfths, or a saving of $9,500 on the rate when the late Government re-

signed, and this, mark you, once again, in the face of an enormously increased volume
of work. (Loud cheers. ) Now, sir, I do not propose at this moment to enter into an inquiry

as to how the large sums I have named came to be expended by our adversaries in 1873 in

the execution of the comparatively small work of that time. Our opponents at any rate will

not contend that their expenditures were wrongful or wasteful ; they will argue for their

propriety and necessity ; they will tell you that they could not conduct the business of the State

more economically than they did. Assuming for the moment, without at all admitting the

accuracy of this view, I leave you to contrast the figures I have given, and to determine whether

they furnish any ground for charging us with extravagance or incapacity in the management of

these departmental matters, which it has been rightly said are peculiarly under our own eye and
control, and in respect of which, therefore, we have a special responsibility. Nay, sir, I go

further—I retort the charge upon our adversaries ; I say these figures put them, and not us, on

the defensive ; that they lead to inferences the very opposite of those which have, been urged

against us ; and that we may fairly ask you to decide that we have been able to walk in a more

excellent way than that followed by our loud-mouthed accusers. (Hear, hear, and cheers.)
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Economy and Efficiency Combined.

But it may be said we have sacrificed efficiency to economy. That I emphatically deny.

The business of the office has been promptly done on business principles ; long-standing arrears

have been wound up ; and when 1 left the Department my officers reported that there was

nothing behind-hand. (Cheers.) It has been found and will be found possible to manage the

office with efficiency upon the present scale of expenditure, though the increase of business in

the future may perhaps necessitate some small additions to the staff. T cannot part from the

subject without saying that what has been done could not have been accomplished without the

assistance of a most efficient deputy, and of other officers who took a pride and pleasure in their

work. I make no boast of these results. It was my duty—my special duty—to improve the

organization of my office. In response to the charge of neglect of duty I have spoken ; and I

shall expect candid Conservatives here and elsewhere to cease these attacks for the future until

they have examined, and unless they can belie, my figures. (Hear, hear, and cheers. ) Besides

the changes which I have mentioned, others have been made in the same department.

The Penitentiary Board Removed—Its Results.

The Board of Penitentiary Directors was composed of three members. It had a good deal of

power, and involved a good deal of expense. Its work was not satisfactory ; and you may perhaps

remember an investigation before a Committee of the House in connection with some transactions

at St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, which did not reflect credit on the Board or its superiors.

Mr. Fournier abolished the Board ; substituting for it one inspector, who is an officer of the

Department of Justice. It is true that by this change more work was imposed on the Minister,

but at the same time greater economy, a more direct responsibility, and a higher degree of

efficiency have been produced. The financial results have been that whereas the annual charge

for the years 1870 to 1874 was within a trifle of $9,000, the charge for 1876 was $4,614, or about

half the former amount. (Hear, hear, and cheers.

)

The Dominion Police-Useless Officers Removed.

So again with reference to the Dominion Police, who are under the immediate surveillance of

the Minister of Justice. The annual charge under this head for the year 1878 was about $17,200
;

the vote for the present fiscal year is $11,000, a saving of over one-third, or about $6,200, the

bulk of which was caused in this way : I Sound there was an officer at Montreal called a Commis-
sioner of Police, whose sole duties were to receive his own salary and the salaries of two

constables (who themselves had nothing to do), and to send returns to Ottawa of this transaction.

(Laughter.) We superannuated the officer, abolished his office, dismissed the constables, and

saved the money. (Laughter and cheers.)

General Result of these Changes.

The general result of the economies to which I have referred is, that whereas the aggregate

annual charge for departmental salaries and contingencies, for police, and for penitentiary

administration was in the time of the late Government $49,200, it has been reduced to $29,100

—

a saving of more than two-fifths, or over $20,000 a year.

The Mulleins' Superannuation. ,

As I have mentioned the word "superannuation," I take the opportunity to advert to a charge
lately made by one of the leaders of the Opposition with reference to a superannuation which took
place in my office—that of the late chaplain of Kingston Penitentiary, Mr. Mulkins, who was
said to have been superannuated in order that he might marry, and that a place might be found
for the Rev. Mr. Cartwright, a brother of the Finance Minister. It was remarked with equal wit
and delicacy that, having become too ill to act as chaplain, he took the opportunity of marrying,
and that having nothing better to do, he had since died, whereas if he had remained in the office

he Avould have been still doing duty as chaplain. With Mr. Mulkins' private affairs I am not so

well acquainted as the speaker, but I am told that he had been married some six years before his

retirement. He was nearly sixty- five years old, and had served twenty-five years when superan-
nuated. His health had been impaired for some years, owing chiefly to typhoid fever, which he
had contracted while visiting the prisoners, and to repeated attacks of which he was yearly sub-

jected from the slightest causes. He submitted some years ago that it was not fair, under these
circumstances, that he should be forced to continue in his office at the peril of these attacks, after

his health had already been impaired and his constitution undermined by their recurrence ; and
he applied for leave of absence, which was granted on condition of his employing a substitute
approved by the Board of Penitentiary Directors. The Board reported to the Minister that Mr.
Mulkins had nominated the Rev. C. E. Cartwright, which arrangement was satisfactory to them,
they having ascertained from the Warden that Mr. Cartwright was a clergyman in good standing,
and well qualified to discharge the duties of chaplain to the Penitentiary. In the course of the
inquiries prior to that transaction, Dr. Lavell, the Penitentiary surgeon, certified that Mr. Mulkins
had had repeated attacks of typhoid fever within the preceding six or seven years ; and that he
was subjected to relapses from the slightest causes. The Rev. Mr. Dobbs, a respectable clergyman,
also gave a certificate to the same effect. Mr. Mulkins went abroad for some time (Mr. Cart-
wright discharging his duties as chaplain), and on his return in June, 1875, he brought a certificate

from his English physician that he had treated him for an attack of bronchitis, attended with
severe congestion of the lungs, and that he considered it essential that Mr. Mulkins should have
absolute rest, and that he should resort to a warmer climate. He applied to be relieved from his

duties ; but he also applied for the addition to his allowance of some years of service, which it was
in the power of the Government to grant. I refused that addition, but I thought it my duty,
under the circumstances I have mentioned, and having formed the opinion that the duties of
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chaplain could not be efficiently discharged by Mr. Mulkins, to agree to his superannuation. I
recommended that act ; I am responsible for it, and I am quite prepared to defend it. After the
superannuation of Mr. Mulkins, it became my duty to recommend some one for the vacant office.

Having ascertained that the expectations which the Board of Directors had formed with reference

to the suitability of Mr. Cartwright had been more than realized, I believed him a fit person for

the office of which he had been discharging the duties ; I therefore offered it to him ; he accepted

it, and was appointed. This, gentlemen, is a plain history of a transaction which took place

before the late session of Parliament, which was never- challenged there—(hear, hear)—about
which no papers were asked for, but which is now, on the occasion of the death (within a few
months of his superannuation) of the late chaplain, brought forward as a gross and indefensible job

—on the false statement that we had superannuated a man who was in perfect health in order that
we might appoint a Minister's brother to his office. These may be small matters, but they are

doubtless legitimate grounds of attack if wrong ; and if attacked it is our right and our duty to

defend ourselves in small things as well as great. (Loud cheers.) It is therefore fitting to make
public the facts which, if our accusers had acted with fair play, they would have demanded where
they had a right to demand them—in Parliament ; and to make them public at the earliest possible

moment after the false charge has been thrown broadcast over the land.

Administration of Justice—Natural Increase of Expenditures.

There are some items in the expenses of the Administration of Justice which must necessarily

increase. Every effort to economise has been made, but while the tide of crime runs so high, as

unfortunately it has risen in Canada of late years ; while the number of our convicts increases so

rapidly ; while it is necessary to erect new penitentiaries in the remote Provinces of Manitoba and
Columbia for the reception of small numbers of convicts ; while improvements are being made in

other penitentiaries, it is impossible to keep at the same level the charges for services that are so

increased. (Hear, hear.) All I can say is, that although these are not so immediately at the com-
mand and under the control of the Minister as the other services to which I have referred, every

effort has been made by systematization and organization, by rigid inquiry, by improvements in

the modes of tendering and of accounts, by the most efficient use of the staff at our disposal, by
the utilization, so far a3 practicable, of the convict labour, to reduce these expenses to the lowest

point compatible with the public service. Some of these improvements are only beginning to bear
fruit. The reorganization of St. Vincent de Paul, which was in a disgraceful condition, is, I am
glad to say, acknowledged to be satisfactory. The completion of the new penitentiary for the

Maritime Provinces will put matters in those quarters on a footing very much better than the

present ; and the sale of Rockwood Asylum for about $100,000 has provided us with a fund, the

interest on which will more than pay the expense of maintaining the criminal lunatics.

Increase in the Judiciary.

The remaining great item of expense with which the Department of Justice is concerned is the
salaries of the judges. You know that under our constitution there is unhappily a divided power
with reference to the judiciary, the Local Legislatures organizing the Provincial Courts, while the
Federal authorities appoint and pay the judges. We have, under these circumstances, but a very
limited degree of control over this expenditure. The fact that it has increased has been made the
subject of a very ignorant attack, not, indeed, in the House of Commons, but elsewhere. The
increases are due to the following causes :—First, to the additions made to the salaries of the
judges in the spring of 1873 ; secondly, to the creation, by several of the Provincial Legislatures,

of additional courts ; thirdly, to the retirement, through infirmity, of some of the judges ; and
lastly, to the creation of the Supreme Court. With the first oi these we have nothing to do ; over
the second our control was, as I have pointed out, hardly appreciable, and no hint of dissatisfac-

tion at our action on this or on the third head has been expressed in the House ; and as to the
Supreme Court, that institution had been proclaimed as a necessity by our opponents, was
recognized as such by us, and has been established on the most economical basis consistent with
its efficiency. Something has been said adverse to the change made by the Legislature of this

Province in the Ontario Court of Appeal. I learn that my friend the Attorney-General of Ontario
is to be here to-day, and I hope he may address you in vindication of that measure, which, for my
part, I should, under other circumstances, be very ready to defend, believing, as I do, that a
change was absolutely necessary, and that the plan adopted was the simplest and most economical
which could at the time be devised. I entertain the hope that at some future day the appeal may
be direct to the Supreme Court, and it will be found in such case that all the present judicial

strength of the Province can be utilized to advantage. However, with this I have, as a Canadian
Minister, no direct concern ; and I will only add that I am prepared, when our assailants con-

descend to details on this subject of judicial salaries, to meet them, and to establish that we have
done nothing which was avoidable, or of which we have reason to be ashamed. (Hear, hear, and
cheers.

}

The Dispensation of Patronage.

Now, with reference to the patronage which belongs to my late office, you cannot have failed

to observe that from time to time the basest motives have been insinuated as the grounds for ap-

pointments, the merits of which could not be disputed. I shall make no long comment nor engage

in any retort on this accusation. I have simply to say that these appointments were made with

the most earnest desire on the part of my colleagues and myself to choose the very best and fittest

men for your service. (Hear, hear, and loud cheers. ) It is of comparatively little consequence

who fills a political office, because if the man who fills it fails to meet your expectations, or turns

out incompetent, you can very soon turn him out, and so end the trouble ; but the man who is ap-
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pointed a judge, and as such may at any time hold in his hands the fate, whether as to fortune,

freedom, or good name, of any one of us, this man holds his office by a tenure practically not far

removed from life. He may be a blessing, but again he may be a curse, to his country for twenty
or thirty years ; and therefore it is a most sacred duty on the part of a Government to search for

the very best men to administer these tremendous responsibilities. Now, I say that the very best
men have been sought, and I believe that as a rule the very best men have been found, and I am
glad to know that the appointments have given general satisfaction. I may add that the same
principle has been applied in the selection of the other public officers whom I have been called on
to lecommend, and that I have in no case permitted political claims to supersede the consideration

of efficiency, which should, in my opinion, be the one thing needful in a candidate for the public

service. (Hear, hear, and cheers.)

Commutation of Sentences.

Another ground of attack, out of session, on the administration of justice, was as to the ex-
ercise of the prerogative of mercy in capital cases. I am spared the necessity of any vindication of
my course in that regard, because my accusers, bold and blatant as they were behind my back and
before the session, did not when we met venture, although repeated opportunities occurred, to re-

peat the gross charges which had been made that the prerogative had been sold for money ; or to

question, I do not say the integrity, but even the discretion, with which that prerogative had been
administered in any one case. No less than three bills were introduced, and one or more returns
were moved for, on the subject of capital punishment, each furnishing fair ground for the discussion

;

besides this the question might have been raised any day on a motion; but no man was found to

say a single word, or utter a single whisper, of condemnation or disapproval, or even of enquiry.

(Hear, hear.) The pain and anxiety attendant on the decision of these cases is very great ; indeed
it is hardly conceivable to those who have not been called onto deal with them ; and 1 do not dis-

guise from you that that pain and anxiety was aggravated by these unworthy charges. But, as I
have told you, they were not heard in that place in which they could be met ; I am vindicated by
the silence of my opponents ; and having now no attack to answer, I pass from the subject. (Hear,
hear, and cheers.

)

Legislative Work Accomplished.
Without detaining you by a more extended reference to the executive and administrative work,

departmental and general, of the last two years, and being anxious to turn to the legislative work,
I think I have said enough to show you that we have been fully engrossed with the pressing duties

of our offices, and that there is reasonable cause for our inability to be much amongst our con-

stituents, or to engage in the discussion of topics which, I am free to say, would be much more to my
taste than the work which was before us. As to the legislative business of Parliament during the
last two sessions, I propose to confine my remarks to some of those measures with which I was more
immediately connected, without touching at all en the many important Acts passed during those

sessions under the auspices of other Ministers. I must in the first place remind you that in

previous sessions the Government had dealt with three capital pieces of legislation—namely, the
Election Law, the Insolvent Law, and the Supreme Court Law.

Tory Claims to Election Act.

All the merits of the Election Law are now claimed by our predecessors. They say they gave
most of them, and were quite prepared to give the rest. Now, we had proposed these improve-

ments several times before the election of 1872. We proposed the trial of election petitions by
judges; they voted it down. (Hear, hear.) We proposed simultaneous polling; they voted it

down. We proposed the ballot ; they voted it down. We proposed the appointment of certain

classes ©f permanent officials as returning officers, instead of the system of the late Government,
by which they chose whom they pleased to act as returning-officer, as arbiter and judge between
themselves and their adversaries ; they voted it down. (Hear, hear.) All these reforms which are

now embodied in your law were proposed in Parliament before 1872, and were, on one pretext or

another, voted down by the late Government. They were forced after that election to give the

trial of election cases by judges. As I happen to know, several of their own candidates were
obliged to pledge themselves to that reform during the election, and the Government was thus

forced to yield. They now tell us they would have given the rest in good time. Well, I don't

doubt that they would have given you the rest as soon as they found themselves compelled to do
so. (Hear, hear. ) Having held off as long as they could, I have no doubt that we should have ex-

torted as the price of their continuance in office the surrender ofsome of those means by which they
were used to maintain themselves in power. But to claim your gratitude and confidence for good
intentions so very tardy, and produced by such influences, is too audacious. You owe these

reforms to the Liberal party, and to them alone. (Cheers.)

The Ballot—Its Satisfactory Operation.

With reference to the ballot, I told you in 1874 that I believed it was not required except for a

small minority of our people, but that it was important to all of us that the vote of each of us
should be free ; and while, for my own part, I have never concealed my desire for the open vote

when the st \te of society and of public feeling shall be so improved that the open vote shall be
free, I am still of opinion that, in our present condition, the ballot tends more than the open vote
to that result, and therefore is a beneficial reform. (Hear, hear. ) It has been whispered, indeed,

that for a considerable class of our fellow-citizens the ballot does not insure secrecy. That, however,

has not been established, and the discussion of the serious consequences which might flow from
such a state of things would be at present premature. As things stand, I believe the working of

the ballot so far has shown that it is, upon the whole, suited to the present condition of the country,

and that it is likely to stand ftysome time as a political institution. (Hear, hear.)
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The Electoral Franchise.

It was and is the policy of our opponents to frame a uniform franchise all over this wide
country, and to engage a horde of Government employees, at a great expense, to make the lists and
determine who should be the voters. We, on the other hand, by the law which is now in force,

gave to each Province the franchise which that Province considers best suited to its circumstances,
and this at comparatively no expense, the local lists being used for the Commons elections. (Hear,
hear. ) This talk of uniformity of franchise is to my mind preposterous. Uniformity in words
would mean diversity in fact—(hear, hear)—for the circumstances and occupations of the people,

and the form and distribution of wealth in each of the Provinces, is very different. To lay down one
uniform rule would suit the condition of no one Province accurately, and would thus dissatisfy

all ; it would create two different franchises in the same Province ; it would cause enormous ex-
pense ; it would place the control of the lists in the hands of Government employees ; and it would
be to my mind on all grounds a mistake. Remember, too, that if at any time Parliament is dis-

satisfied with a local franchise, it retains power to frame one according to its own views. Mean-
time it is the policy of the Liberal party to adopt the franchise of the Local Legislature.

The Farmers' Sons Act—A Word to Young Men.

I am glad to know that the Ontario franchise has lately been much improved. (Hear, hear, and
cheers.) One of my suggestions, in a speech in 1874 which evoked some discussion, has found its

way into the statute book. A class of our population, which as I thought was entitled to the fran-

chise by its intelligence and by its real though unrecognized stake in the country, but which by its

practical exclusion from the benefits of the income franchise was deprived of its right, has received

it under the Farmers' Sons' Franchise Act of last session. (Hear, hear, and loud cheers. ) The
true tests of the franchise to my mind are citizenship and intelligence. (Hear, hear, and cheers.)

I don't think we can uphold the franchise of any of the Provinces as perfect ; but the nearer we can
approach to the practical adoption of the rule that every good citizen possessing a reasonable share
of educated intelligence shall have a vote, the nearer shall we approach to what is my idea at least

^ of the true basis of the franchise. (Loud cheers.) I rejoice that the men of this Province, are ad-

mitted to the franchise while still young. I have always believed that the exercise of the franchise

is in itself a very great educator, and that those who were about in a very few years to wield by
their votes their country's destinies should be initiated into the discharge of that duty while yet
their votes, though powerful, do not predominate. Being thus called on to take an early ami active

interest in the politics of the country, they will be the better fitted for the discharge of the duties

of citizenship when they in their turn shall form a majority of the electors. (Loud cheers.) I

congratulate the young men of Canada upon the right which has been recognized as theirs. 1 trust

and believe that they will use it wisely ; that they will use it as true Canadians ought—for the in-

terests of this country in which they were born, in which »they expect to live and die, and which
holds within its bounds what is most dear to them, whether of substantial or immaterial things.

(Renewed cheers.

)

The Election Act—Penalties for Corrupt Practices.

It soon became apparent that the Election Law did not secure the trial and punishment of of-

fenders against its provisions, and that a long series of penalties on the statute book was but a

solemn farce. We have, therefore, passed a law making it the duty of the judge, on finding a
prifiiajaeie case of breach of the Election Act, to try the supposed offender early and summarily
without a jury, and to inflict on the convict imprisonment as well as fine—not fine alone, because,

the mere infliction of a fine might be no punishment to a wealthy man, and does not involve the

disgrace which attaches even to a short term of imprisonment. I believe that those who have
hitherto either recklessly or corruptly broken the law will be afraid to break it now, and that we
will find ourselves on the approaching occasion nearer a pare election than ever before. (Hear,

hear, and cheers. ) It became apparent that the law was defective also in that it did not provide

sufficient means for the prosecution of enquiries into certain cases where yet corrupt practices pro-

bably prevailed ; and we have accordingly made provision by which a Parliamentary Commission
may issue for a full enquiry into cases in wThich, by the judge's report or otherwise, it appears that

the investigation before him was stopped by the action of the parries, and that there are grounds
for believing that further enquiry would be desirable. By these means the breakers of the law
will be discovered, and it will be in the power of Parliament, if the corruption shall appear wide-

spread and an example become necessary, to resort even to the extreme and somewhat arbitrary

step of delaying or declining to issue a new writ. (Cheers.

)

An Untrammelled Vote the Highest Liberty.

You know that I have for some time favoured a change in the present system of representation,

believing that it involves injustice, inequality, and chance to an extent not creditable to this coun-

try, and which would not be endured but that long habit and practice have blinded us to its

obvious defects. You are aware that I did not think the subject ripe for Parliamentary action
;

and I should not myself have presented it at present to the notice of the House. Some progress

has, however, been made in that direction. A Select Committee was struck last session, at the

instance of a member whose illness unfortunately prevented the prosecution of the enquiry ; but

I suppose that it will be resumed next session, and I venture to believe that if that enquiry be

prosecuted, facts will be disclosed which will tend to the formation of a sounder public opinion on
the subject, and which will at any rate show that the present system is so defective as to require

amendment. Another demand of a very different character has been made from very high quarters,

namely, that we should alter the law as to undue influence. Now, the basis of our representative

institutions is that our elections shall be free. Each of us is called on to surrender his share of
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control over the common affairs to the majority, npon the ground that this surrender is necessary,

for so only can we reach a decision ; but also on the hypothesis, without which the demand would
he quite unjustifiable, that, all having a common interest, and each man speaking freely for him-
self, the view of the majority is more likely to be sound—is more likely accurately to represent

what would be beneficial to the community than the view of the minority. This is the ground-

work. Now, that ground-work wholly fails if the vote be not the expression of the voter's own
opinion, but the expression of somebody else's opinion different from his. (Hear, hear.) If, instead

of its being his opinion, it be the opinion of his employer, his landlord, his creditor, or his

minister, why, it is not his vote at all, it is somebody else's, and we have not submitted ourselves

to the free voice of our fellow-countrymen, but possibly to the voice of a very small minority, who
have determined what the voice of the larger number is to be. Thus the whole basis of our re-

presentative institutions would be destroyed if we permitted the opinions of our employers,

creditors, landlords, or ministers to be forcibly substituted for our own. (Hear, hear. ) Eor this

reason, besides the penalties which are enacted against the exercise of undue influence, we have
declared that the vote of any man so unduly influenced shall be null and void, and that elections

carried by such undue influences shall be annulled. I cannot, if a landlord, say to my tenant,

"Now, tenant, I shall turn you out at the end of your term if you do not vote for my candidate."

Though I may have a legal right to turn him out at the end of the term, yet I cannot give the intim-

ation that I will, on this ground, exercise this right. If I do, the vote is annulled as not frae. I

cannot, if a creditor, say to my debtor, " I will exact that debt at once if you do not vote as I

wish," though I may h-ve a legal right to exact my debt. I cannot, if an employer, say to my
employee, " You shall leave rny employment at the end of the current term unless you vote with
me," though the law may not oblige me to retain him in my service. It has been found necessary

in all these cases to prevent the relations to which I have referred from being made the means
of unduly influencing the vote, in order that this great cardinal principle of our Constitution—the
freedom of each man to vote according to his own opinion—may be preserved intact. (Hear, hear.

)

True, the landlord, and the creditor, and the employer have each the right to speak and persuade

by arguments ; and the confidence placed in them may be such that the voter's opinion may be
changed ; but between the argument, the persuasion, the confidence which may conduce to a

change in the mind and opinion of the voter, and that coercion which compels him to vote con-

trary to his mind on the threat of some loss or penalty, there is a broad and palpable distinction,

and that is the distinction which the law lays down. Now, if there be a form of religion under
which the minister is supposed to have the power, by granting or refusing certain rites, or by mak-
ing certain declarations to affect the state of the voter after death, is it not perfectly obvious that
the threat of such results to the voter unless he votes in accordance with the opinion of the
minister, might be infinitely more potent than any of the other threats which I have named—the
exaction of a debt, the ejection of a tenant, or the discharge of an employee ? (Hear, hear. ) And
would not such a threat be obnoxious to just the same objection ?

Christian and Political Principles—Their True Relations.

I am far indeed from implying that politics should not be handled on Christian principles.

Whatever difficulties and differences there may be as to Christian dogma, there is, fortunately, very
little difference concerning Christian morals. We are, fortunately, all united in this country in the
theoretical recognition—however far we may fail in the practical observance—of the great doctrines

of Christian morality which are handed down to us in the Gospels ; and I believe it is on the basis

of those doctrines that the politics of the country should be carried on. (Hear, hear, and loud
cheers.) Dim indeed would be our hopes, and dark our expectations for the future, if they did
not embrace the coming of that glorious day when those principles shall be truly, fully and
praetic illy recognized—if we did not look forward to the fulfilment of the promises that " the
kingdoms of this world shall become the kingdoms of the Lord ;" and that "nation shall not make
war against nation, neither shall they learn war any more ;" if we did not watch for the time when
the human law of sell -interest and hate shall be superseded by the Divine law of self-sacrifice and
lo^e. But while we hope and strive for the accomplishment of these things, we must not forget

the lessons of the Great Teacher and Exemplar. When interrogated upon secular things—when
asked as to rendering tribute to Caesar, He said, " Render unto C<esar the things which are
Ccesar's, and to God the things which are God's." He laid down the principle, and He left the
people—the querists —to make the application. So again when He was called upon to settle a dis-

pute between two brothers about an inheritance, He said :
" Man, who made Me a judge or

divider over you ?" Such was the view He took as to the duty of a minister, as to the work of the
pulpit ; and while I do not hesitate to say that to all ministers I would freely accord the right as
citizens of voting, of expressing their opinions, of arguing and persuading, and influencing if

they please, my own opinion is that the pastor of a floek divided on politics will be much more
likely to retain the fallest confidence of all the members of that flock, and so to discharge effectually

his great task, if he abstains from active interference in those political affairs on which there is and
will be great division of opinion among them. (Hear, hear, and loud cheers.) But, sir, it has been
argued in some quarters that the free exercise of one form of religion amongst us is impaired by
this law. That would indeed, if true, be a serious thing. But if it were true, we would still be
bound, in my opinion, to preserve tlu fundamental principle of the freedom of the elector. (Hear,
hear, and cheers.) No man, any article oi whose creed, should make him a slave would be fit to

control either his own destiny or that of ,ree men. A slave himself, he would be but a proper
instrument to make slaves of others. Such an article of religion would, in a word, be inconsistent
with free institutions, because it would not permit that liberty of opinion in the individual, which is

their very base and corner stone. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) But we are not confronted with that
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difficulty. The public and deliberate utterances of high dignitaries in more than one Province of

Canada have shown that the assertion is unfounded, and have recognised the right of every elector

to vote according to his conscience ; and the recent statement—comnmuicated to the public through
Lord Denbigh—of the head of that Church, shows that the United Kingdom, where the law as to

undue influence is precisely the same as ours, is perhaps the only country in Europe where the pro-
fessors of that religion are free to practise it. If this be the case in the United Kingdom, it is so

here, and it is not true that there is any form of religion, the free and full exercise of which is im-
paired by the preservation of the great principle to which I have referred. I trust, then, that the
ill-advised pretensions which have been set up will be abandoned; but should they be pressed, I

take this opportunity of declaring that for myself, whatever be the consequences, I shall stand by
the principle which I have laid down—(loud cheers)—and shall struggle to preserve—so far as my
feeble powers permit—to each one of my fellow-countrymen, whatever his creed, the same full and
ample measure of civil freedom which he now enjoys under these laws which enable him and me,
though we may be of diverse faiths, to meet here on the same platform, and here to differ or agree

according to our own political convictions, and not according to our religious faith or the dictation

©f any other man, lay or clerical. (Loud and repeated cheers.)

The Independence of Parliament—The Anglin Case.

My references to the Electoral Law would be incomplete without some allusion to the question
of the independence of Parliament. I have been charged with being personally responsible; for ad-

vice said to have been given, under which the late Speaker of the House, and, as it is asserted,

several other members, entered into pecuniary relations with the Government. I meet that change

with the distinct declaration that it is utterly false. (Cheers.) I never gave such advice ; I never

was asked for advice, or consulted upon the subject. I think the men of Bruce are aware from what
I have said to them and done amongst them what my answer would have been to any such ques-

tion. You know that on two occasions I have resigned my seat for this Hiding and submitted
myself for re-election, not because the letter of the law required it, but because, under the circum-

stances, I thought it more consistent with the spirit of the law that I should give you an opportu-

nity of determining whether I should continue your representative. That is the principle on
which I have acted, and on which I shall continue to act. Had I been asked to advise in this

case, I would have said it is needless to consider whether the proposal is within the letter of the

law ; it is within its spirit, and I decline to be a party to it. But I was not asked. The truth is,

that a late member of the Government ordered this printing to be given to Mr. Anglin without the

knowledge of any of his colleagues ; that the circumstance did not come to the knowledge of the Gov-
ernment until January, 1876, and that as soon as possible, within eight or ten days thereafter, the

Government ordered the arrangement to be entirely discontinued. These facts are not now stated

for the first time. They were stated over and over again in Parliament, and have been estab-

lished by the most indisputable evidence. It has been alleged that I defended this transaction in

my place in the House. I did what I believe you will approve. The Speaker of the House of

Commons happens to be the only man there who, if spoken to or about, cannot speak back—who,
if attacked, cannot reply. He is debarred by his situation from saying a word, no matter how
cruelly wounded, no matter how unfairly aspersed, no matter how complete may be his defence to

the charge against him.

A Right and a Wrong Way of Disposing of the Matter.

There was a mode of bringing up this matter by which British justice would have been satis-

fied and British fair play observed, and there was another mode by which the accused might be
judged without the opportunity of defence. Sir, the mode our opponents chose was not the
former; it was the latter. (Hear, hear.) They were called on to withdraw the motion ; they
were told that a Committee of Enquiry would be agreed to, before which the Speaker might appear
to answer the injurious insinuation that he had been purchased, might establish the facts, and
furnish the arguments and precedents which he thought material on the legal aspects of the case

—

by which, in a word, enquiry and defence might precede decision. They were called on noi to ask

the House to condemn a man unheard ; but they declined, and I was amongst those who by voice

and vote rejected such an unjust, such an arbitrary, such an unfair and uu- British motion as the

one they proposed, preferring the enquiry which was promised during the debate, and which was
ordered within five minutes of the defeat of the motion. (Hear, hear, and cheers. ) On that

enquiry Mr. Speaker had an opportunity of defending himself. The charges which had been made
against him of having sold his position, of having made a bargain unworthy of him, were, repelled

by him ; the circumstances were stated, the precedents on the strength of which he acted were

quoted by him, and his case was fully and fairly brought before the public and the House. The
Committee determined that the precedents did cover the case, but that they were erroneous, and
that on the true interpretation of the law the seat was vacated, and they reported accordingly '. It

has been charged against the Government that they deferred the presentation oi the report of that

Committee. Sir, that is a most unjust charge. In the first place, the Government had no power
to defer the presentation of the report ; and secondly,- the Committee themselves unanimously
agreed in my presence on an instruction to their chairman to defer it to the last moment before

prorogation ; and for having complied with this instruction, men who are led by members who in

Committee gave the order, say that the chairman and the Government are at fault. The report

also unanimously found that the law passed by our predecessors on this subject was defective

and required amendment, and I have no doubt that the Minister enti listed with that duty will be

prepared with such amendments as may be necessary to put the law on a proper footing.
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The Insolvent Act-Its Amendments.
The next matter of legislation to which I would refer for a moment is the Insolvent Act. It

had been passed before I took office.^ It is a very difficult subject. It is impossible to frame an
Insolvent Law which shall work satisfactorily or even tolerably, unless by the active and earnest
co-operation of creditors. Several alterations have been effected, I trust for the better. An effort

has been made to secure for the creditors further control over the estate ; to secure to them
some estate to control ; and to provide additional safeguards against the misconduct of assignees.

J am far from saying that the law is even now perfect, but I hope it is improved.

The Supreme Court Act—That "Little Bird" a Mocking Bird.

Then there was the Supreme Court Act, which was also passed before I took office. A promi-
nent leader of the Opposition had declared in the House that that Act would be disallowed ; later

he stated publicly that he had been told the same thing by a little bird. (Laughter. ) He said

that this Act had struck a blow at the connection. I do not disguise my sentiments on this

subject. I am of opinion that our disagreements as to the construction of our own laws can be
better decided by our own Courts, filled with men familiar with our Constitution, customs, and
jurisprudence, than by any foreign body of jurists, however eminent. (Hear, hear, and cheers.)

I am certain they can be so decided much more economically and expeditiously ; and my opinion
is that the appeal to the Privy Council should be abolished, or, at any rate, that the minimum
amount for which an appeal can be made should be raised very high. These men are crying out
that we are interfering with the "connection,'; Do they know what an expensive affair this so-called

link of the " connection " is ? I had occasion to enquire a short time ago, and I found that the
average total costs on both sides of an appeal from Lower Canada are about $5,000 ; while the
average time which is taken up between the initiation of the appeal and its decision is between
two and three years; so that whether you gain or lose, you are kept in suspense during this period,

and perhaps have to pay the enormous sum I have named for the privilege of preserving this so-

called link. It is indeed a golden band ! Why, the average cost of an appeal to the highest
Court in your own Province is perhaps $400, and that of an appeal to your own Supreme Court
should be only a trifle more, perhaps about $500, while the time occupied in reaching a decision
should not exceed a very few months. I believe that those of you who may be unfortunate enough
to be involved in litigation will hardly thank the Opposition for their efforts to preserve this

expensive privilege, which is really a privilege to the rich as against the poor suitor, and which
has been greatly abused in some of the Provinces. (Hear, hear.) I believe you will be quite
prepared to say that if we are fit to determine what our laws shall be, we are fit to interpret those
laws after they are made. And this is the whole question involved in the appeal to England.
(Hear, hear, and cheers. ) But, -sir, this was not a question really raised by the Act, because the
prerogative right of Her Majesty was expressly saved ; but the subject was so confused by the
attacks of the Opposition that some difficulty was felt regarding it, and I was requested by' the
Colonial Secretary to proceed to England to confer with him on the subject. 1 did so, and the
result was that the Act was not disallowed ; it was left to its operation, and so the little bird on
this, as on some other occasions, did not sing true. (Hear, hear, and laughter.

)

Criminal Statistics—Legislation Thereon.

Another subject of recent legislation was that of criminal statistics. We are constantly
passing laws on the subject of crime and its punishment. The tide of crime has been rising fast

;

and the problems involved are fraught with painful interest to the whole community. It is not
creditable to us that we should have been so long without an efficient system of statistics, which
should show how* the laws work ; how far punishment follows crime ; the effects of different modes
of punishment ; the increase or diminution in the different kinds of crimes ; and the growth of
the class of habitual criminals ; thus pointing out the cases which require remedial legislation, and
to a great extent indicating the appropriate remedy. We have provided at a small expense for the
collection and registration of these statistics ; and I hope that the beneficial result of that measure
will soon become apparent. While touching on this subject I may add, that we have provided for

the collection also of insolvency statistics, which are of great importance to the commercial and
to the whole community. I may say generally, that it is unfortunate that Canada should be so

imperfectly supplied with machinery for the collection of statistics on many other subjects of
interest. My colleagues, in common with myself, are fully alive to that fact, and it is only the
question of expense which, in the present condition of the country, deters us from proposing the
creation of that statistical machinery which every free community must feel to be material to
intelligent, sound and progressive legislation.

Rights of the Subject to Sue the Crown Recognized.

Another piece of legislation important to a considerable class is the law giving the subject the
right to sue in respect of claims against the Crown. Until lately there was no such right in

Canada; no matter how plain and just might be the dernind, the subject could not take it into

Court and pray for judgment against the Crown. By an Act introduced by a private member in

1875 such claims were submitted to the decision of Provincial Judges : but to that [dan there were
obvious objections, which became remediable after the organization of the Supreme Court ; and it

became our duty to introduce another law placing this matter on its present footing, and providing
for the disposition of such cases by that Court.

The Labour Laws—Sir John's Bungling Legislation Rectified.

Another subject which attracted our anxious attention was the condition of the labour laws.
The old law with reference to combinations of working men and of employees was not satisfactory,

and in the session of 1872 the then leader of the Government passed an Act which was claimed.
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by him, and was supposed by the working people of that day to be an immense boon to them.
No long time passed, however, before they found it was a fatal gift ; and they became as anxious
for its repeal as they b,ad been grateful for its enactment. A temporary law was promoted by my
predecessor in 1875 ; and in 1876 a permanent law was introduced, by which the subject was
removed from the list of class-legislation. The law is no longer directed special iy against
employers and workmen, but is general, and applies to all persons using violence or threats to
compel others to do what they have a legal right to abstain from, or to abstain from what they have
a legal right to do. Under this law such acts of violence or threats are punishable, and so the
freedom of action of each individual is guarded ; but it is not criminal for any person, whether an
employer or a workman, to combine with others for the accomplishment by lawful means of such
objects as the raising or depressing of the rate of wages.

Workingmen Protected in their Rights.

Those workmen, therefore, who wish, can unite and co-operate for this purpose ; but they are

not permitted to injure or threaten a fellow-workman who may choose not to enter their combina-
tion. No doubt there remains to them considerable power of coercion, by means of which the law
cannot take cognizance. The acts which are restrained are those palpable wrongs which are the
proper subject of criminal legislation, and their definition has been carefully framed, so as to avoid
as far as possible injustice either to the union or the individual. Provincial laws remained in force

until last session which made breaches of contract of service criminal, though no other breach of

contract was a crime. If I contract to pay a man a sum of money, a breach of that contract is

simply a civil wrong ; it is Dot treated as a crime ; and there is no reason, according to our more
modern and juster notions, why an employee who, having contracted with me for a month's laBour,

breaks that contract, should be regarded as a criminal. (Hear, hear.) This remnant of class

legislation has been removed, and ordinary breaches of contracts of service are no longer criminal.

There are some cases, however, of breaches of contract, whether of service or otherwise, which do
obviously partake of the character of crimes, as where a man wilfully breaks a contract knowing
that the consequence will be great public loss or inconvenience, or the destruction of valuable pro-

perty. These breaches we have kept in the list of crimes, specifying the cases of contractors with
gas and water companies who wilfully break a contract knowing that the consequence will be to

deprive the town of gas or water, and those of contractors with railway companies carrying mails

who wilfully break their contracts, knowing that the consequence will be to delay or prevent the

progress of trains, and so cause loss and inconvenience to large numbers of passengers, besides stop-

ping the arteries of commerce and the despatch of the mails. It has been our desire to secure the

abrogation of all class privileges, and so to legislate as to place all classes of Her Ma-
jesty's subjects within Canada on precisely the same footing before the law. (Cheers.) It has

been a great satisfaction to us to learn from our communications with both employers and workmen
that the general scope of these measures is acceptable to both, and to observe -"hat while our legis-

lation is in the same direction as that which has taken place in England, it is more liberal, and
exhibits a bolder application of the principle to which I have referred than they have yet been
able to attain. (Cheers.

)

The Grand Trnnk Strike—The Government's Course.

Great interest has been aroused on this subject by the strike on the Gran^ Trunk Railway,

when Mr. Mackenzie was blamed for not ordering the troops to various points ;.. which the men
on strike were collected in considerable numbers with riotous intent. I am responsible for this

action of the Government, for as its law officer I was called upon to advise, and I advised that we
had no power to send the troops as proposed. It is now conceded that we had no such power ;

the contrary has not been even pretended latterly. I shall not detain you by discussing the con-

stitutional principle underlying the statute on which my advice was based ; but I may §ay that

the old law as well as the new was founded on the view that the local authorities were and ought

to be responsible for the preservation of the public peace, so long as the breach of the peace did

not assume the character and proportions of a rebellious or insurrectionary movement ;
and that

to the local authorities was, or should be, committed ample power—by swearing in special con-

stables, or, if necessary, by calling out the militia—to discharge this duty. But there was this

difficulty in the case of a railway riot—that the cause of disturbance might be a general one, ex-

tending all along the line, not originating in any particular municipality, while the expense of

quelling it would fall upon the municipality, perhaps a weak one, within which the rioters might

choose to gather, and naturally those in authority there would be reluctant to call out 200 or 300

militia, when their own small municipality would be called on to pay the cost of what was not in

reality a local difficulty. We remedied this to some extent by providing that in certain cases of

riots, causing obstruction to mail trains, the Government of Canada might pay the whole or part

of the reasonable expenses of calling out the troops ; but we left the responsibility and power

where they were before, with the local authorities, both on the constitutional principle which for-

bids our trusting the Executive Government with the calling out of the troops, and also on the

view that in a country such as ours it would be impossible for the Executive Government, with the

necessary promptitude and exactness, to ascertain whether the case were one requiring the calling

out of the militia, or to act upon their information. In the case supposed, the mails are stopped ;

the telegraph may be stopped ; the riots are at one or more distant points. The Executive can

neither judge nor act upon its judgment. We therefore left the power and responsibility with the

local authorities. (Cheers. ) This subject has attracted renewed attention from the recent exten-

sive disturbances in the United States. Some of the large centres of population in that great

country have been in the hands of a lawless mob for weeks ; some of its great hives of industry

have been broken up j millions of dollars worth of property have been destroyed ;
and complete
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social disorganization nas taken place. These are most deplorable events. Let ns take warning
by them. We are a sparse community, scattered over a great expanse of territory, disabled by
these circumstances, as well as by the other demands on our limited resources, from providing
bodies of trained servants for the preservation of peace throughout the land. We must trust to

our own efforts as citizens for the preservation of the peace. "We should therefore exhort our
magistracy, our local authorities, and our citizens generally, to learn their duty, to consider the
consequences in case unhappily such disturbances should get head amongst us. Celerity and de-
cision of conduct are absolutely essential. Give the riot head, and it may grow to an indefinite ex-
tent ; act at once, and it remains a trifle. Therefore it is that recognizing the possibility—^how-
ever remote—of the spread of these disorders to our shores, we should determine to disregard all

appeals for misplaced sympathy. (Hear, hear. ) It is one thing for a man or body of men to say
to their employers, " We are not paid enough for our labour ; our contract is ended, and we cease
to work for you unless you raise our wages." That is their right—a right used sometimes wisely,
often imprudently, but still their right—to refuse which would make labour the slave of capital, and
the exercise of which must be fully granted. But when they add to the strike violence ; when,
not content with desisting from employment, they, by violence or threats, coerce others of the
community not to undertake the service which they themselves refuse to perform ; when they seek
by the destruction of property to obstruct the operations of trade and commerce unless their de-
mands be yielded, they place themselves wholly in the wrong ; and society should act promptly
and sternly against them in its own defence, which, in such an emergency, in this country, can, as
I have said, be done only through each man's readiness to go out as a special constable or as a militia-

man, in order to subdue those who are making themselves outlaws, and subverting our whole
system of law and order. (Hear, hear, and cheers. ) I had purposed to say something on the sub-
ject of the relations of labour and capital, including the machinery of strikes and the schemes for co-

operation in production and distribution, and for arbitration as a mode of settling disputes between
employers and employees ; but for this and some other topics of interest time and strength fail me,,

and I must pass on.

Our Maritime Laws on the Lakes.

Another important subject of legislation was that of maritime jurisdiction on the great lakes.

Your county is bounded by one of these magnificent inland seas, bearing on its bosom an enor-
mous commerce, For ages the relations of the commercial marine of every maritime country have
been regulated by special laws applicable to the peculiar exigencies of such affairs, comprising a.

prompt procedure and a lien on the ship in respect of certain classes of wrongs and contracts. This,

code has prevailed for many years on the United States' shores of these lakes. They have there
the power of arresting one of our ships to secure the redress of a wrong ; but we had not the like

power here. A proposal was made to apply for legislation in the Imperial Parliament creating
Imperial Vice-Admiralty Courts with jurisdiction on our lakes. I did not favour that plan, think-
ing such legislation would be retrogressive ; and believing, conformably to the opinions I have
already expressed, that we are ourselves quite competent to determine what laws should regulate
our maritime concerns, and to interpret and adminster the laws we make, without resorting to the
British Parliament for legislation. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) Having been charged with the duty
of representing these views, and [having come to a satisfactory understanding with Her Majesty's
Government on the subject, I was enabled to promote last session the passage of an Act establish-

ing maritime rights and remedies, and a Court for their execution—a law which we can ourselves,

without the difficulties and delays incident to action in the British Parliament, mould and alter

from time to time as our experience may indicate ; and thus we have, at last, inaugurated a system
which should have been in operation long ago. A general feeling was evinced by the House in

favour of the extension of Canadian legislation to the maritime concerns of the sea-board ; and I

was gratified to hear re-echoed'the opinion which I had expressed, that before long these matters
also should be regulated by Canadian law.

Extradition—Important Negotiations.

Another subject with which we had to deal was that of extradition. The old Ashburton
Treaty, regulating the mutual surrender of criminals between this country and the United States,

is altogether too limited, many serious crimes against the person being omitted from its provisions,

and a still greater number of that unfortunately increasing class which may be called commercial
crimes. In all these omitted cases the offender finds a safe refuge in the neighbouring country.

Between two States whose border of 3,000 miles is in many places unmarked by any natural line

of demarcation, and where every facility exists for escape from one country to the other, the ab-

sence of fuller provision for the surrender of fugitive criminals is simply shameful. "We have no
right to negotiate directly with a foreign power ; had it been otherwise, I believe we should locg
ago have concluded a satisfactory extradition treaty with the United States ; but, as things were,

we took the only course in our power, namely, to make a strong representation to the British Gov-
ernment. We found that after negotiations had been going on in a somewhat dilatory fashion for

a number of years, they had been broken off on a point, as I judged, of no great difficulty. Soon
after came the misunderstanding between the two Governments, into the details of which I have
not time to enter, but which resulted in a dead-lock, the operation even of the old convention
being suspended. I had been charged to discuss the subject with the British Government, and it

became my duty to point out the intolerable position in which Canada was placed ; that we could
not recover our own criminals from the United States, 'while at the same time our country was
made a refuge for the rascals of over forty millions of people; and that crimes, especially on and
near the border, must greatly increase from the practical immunity afforded to the perpetrators.

I urged, therefore, the pressing necessity for concluding a new treaty forthwith, or of reverting

II
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to the old one. Negotiations were re-opened for a new treaty, and the operation of the old con-
vention was revived. While the negotiations are pending a Commission has been issued by Her
Majesty's Government to make enquiry into the whole subject, and I hope that before long our
wishes may be gratified. Meantime we have succeeded in passing for our own purposes a law
which provides new and improved machinery for putting in force the present and all future con-
rentions ; a step which had been attempted for some years without practical result. We have
thus done all that is in our power, unless we should be driven to deal with the subject by legisla-

tion independent of treaty, which I hope will not be the case.

The Governor-General's Commission and Instructions.

I was also charged to discuss with the British Government the subject of the commission and
instructions to our Governor-General. These documents are no longer suited to our circum-
stances. Under them the Governor is ordered not to act on the judgment of his responsible ad-
visers, but according to his own discretion, in all cases of commutation of capital sentences, from,

which it should follow that there might be no responsibility on the part of his Ministers. So,

also, he is instructed to act, if he sees fit, in opposition to the advice of his Council in other
matters, with the same consequences; and further, he is instructed to reserve for Her Majesty's
consideration Bills on various important classes of subjects on which we have been granted by the
Constitution power not merely to pass Bills, but to complete the legislation by the assent of the
Governor. In reply to the representations made of the anomalies contained in these instruments,
the Colonial Secretary announced a general concurrence in those representations, and his intention

shortly to forward a commission and instructions in general accordance with the views laid before

him. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) These views, as you will have observed, wrere all in the direction

of securing to us that fuller measure of self-government which becomes our station amongst the
peoples of the world. (Hear, hear, and cheers.)

Canada's Future, and its Relation with the Empire.
And here I must seize the opportunity of saying a word or two with reference to our relations

to the Empire, which were necessarily to some extent, however slightly and incidentally, involved
in that discussion. You know that I have expressed the opinion, which, I believe, is shared by
most thinking men, that these relations are anomalous, and that the present form of connection
is not destined to be perpetual. My opinion is that the day must come when we shall cease to be
dependents, as I hope, by exchanging dependence for association ; by rising from the present

position of colonists to that of partners in the freedom, the fortunes, and the responsibilities of

the Empire. (Cheers.) The subject has received a considerable impetus since its discussion

three years ago. One of the foremost statesmen of the English Liberal party, Mr. Forster, in the
fall of 1875, delivered a long address, in which he fully recognized—what some people here do
not feel disposed to recognize—the anomalous character of the present relation of England and her
colonies, and said that the choice was between separation and federation ; between partnership
and dissociation. He gave his powerful voice for partnership ; and he invited his fellow-country-

men—as I in my humble way invite mine—to look at the subject calmly from that point of view
;

and—the present tie obviously lacking the elements of permanence—to prepare their minds for

the assumption of that full measure of freedom and responsibility which belongs to us as fellow-

subjects of those Britons who inhabit the United Kingdom. (Loud cheers.) But I must leave

this great theme and turn again to my narrative of domestic legislation.

Carrying Firearms.

I am sure you will agree that a measure was required with reference to the use of firearms.

The carrying of revolvers by the disorderly or criminal classes and by young and irresponsible

persons had become a crying evil. What in former days would have been a violent, perhaps a

brutal but not a fatal blow with the stick or the fist, is now only too often a deadly pistol shot.

"We thought the time had come when we should cautiously, but still firmly, endeavour to repress

the pra ctice of carrying these weapons. Our law does not absolutely prohibit the carrying of

pistols, but places it under necessary restrictions by dealing with those who are found carrying

them without reasonable cause, or when arrested for crime, or with intent to injure another.

"We have also made it a crime to point a firearm, whether loaded or unloaded, at another. (Hear,

hear. ) You find every year perhaps as many as half a dozen cases of death arising from this

reckless practice, which will, I trust, be checked by the knowledge that those pursuing it expose

themselves to the gaol.

Gambling and other Crimes.

We have also passed what I hope will be useful laws upon the subject of gambling. Besides

making it a crime to be present at, or join in, play at a common gaming house, we have provided

for the summary punishment of persons gambling on trains or steamboats, or keeping betting

offices, or selling pools—arrangements which are so common on the race-course and other places

of public entertainment. Those of you who live in towns will know more perhaps than those

who live in the country of the demoralization and ruin which have resulted from the spread of

those gambling institutions, and will share my gratification that something at least has been done

towards their repression—(hear, hear)—though I must express my regret that the operation of

the Pool-selling Bill has been delayed and its efficiency diminished by causes over which the •

Government had no control.
Prison Labour and Discipline.

The subject of prison discipline has also occupied our attention. It is a great defect in out

present system that we have no proper plan for the employment of our prisoners in our gaols, and

the sentence of a criminal to hard labour is frequently a farce. He adds whrle serving his term
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vicious company and idleness to his former qualifications for crime, and lie too often come? out a

worse man than he went in. Policy and humanity, which in truth always chime, here do
so obviously, and teach that even in order to the repression of crime the reformation of the

criminal should be kept in view. Accordingly, we have made some, though as yet very imperfect,

provision for the employment of prisoners in the common gaols. We have also applied to the

prisoners in the Central Prison a principle hitherto confined to the Penitentiary convicts ; we have
given to the prisoner the element of hope ; we have held out to him the expectation of the remission

of a definite portion of his sentence for good behaviour and industry ; and I am confident that this

provision will have a most beneficial effect, both in furthering the reformation of the prisoners, in

facilitating the management of the gaol, and in increasing the value of the prison labour. Much,
however, remains to be accomplished in the field of prison piscipline ; and 1 hope that the next
few years will see something more done in that direction. There are several other measures to

which, without departing from the limited range in which I have been engaged, I might direct

your attention, but I must'not trespass much longer on your time, and I have perhaps said enough
to show you that the Government cannot be fairly charged with apathy or indolence in the
performance of their duty as the initiators of practical legislation. (Hear, hear, and loud
.cheers.

)

Personal Attacks by the Opposition.

I must now say a few words upon the personal attacks made on me a few weeks ago, because I

•did not go out of the Government altogether when I became unable, from ill health, longer to dis-

charge the duties of Minister of Justice. I was charged by more than one speaker on that occasion

with being guilty of dishonourable conduct because I did not follow the course suggested. I was
told that I had committed poMtical suicide by the acceptance of my present office. Sir, if I were
disposed at this time to enter on a not unjustifiable course of retaliation and retort, the materials

are plenty and convenient, and perhaps I am not altogether destitute of the power to apply them.
(Hear, hear.) I might point out to you what manner of things the men who stigmatise my action

as dishonourable have thought not dishonourable in themselves. I might show you what things

the man who announces my political suicide has thought to be in his own case consistent with
political vitality, aye, with political triumph. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) But at this time I

forbear ; I prefer to confine myself to my own vindication. Conscious of my absolute innocence,

I shall not—however amazed at such language from such lips—I shall not enquire into .the

character of my accusers, or lower myself by the argument that they are guiltier than I, or close

their mouths by the recital of their story. (Hear, hear.) Indeed, 1 understand that they consider

all such allusions as ungenteel, irrelevant, and offensive, arguing that they make no pretence to

the possession of public virtue, and that it is no part of the duty of a critic to live up to the

canons he lays down for others. (Laughter.) You are well aware that I accepted office with very
great reluctance, the grounds of which I am not here to particularize. That reluctance was but
intensified by time; and when, after a considerable interval, it happened that my health gave way,
and I found myself unable longer to discharge with efficiency the duties of my position, it did

appear to me that I might fairly claim that greater measure of freedom and repose which I should
have enjoyed if I had been permitted to return to the position I formerly held—the only position

I desired to occupy—that of your independent representative. In that view, sir, I earnestly

pressed on my friend Mr. Mackenzie the acceptance of my resignation. Mr. Mackenzie and my
colleagues, however, thought that I ought not to leave the ship at that time if it coulJ. be at all

avoided. I was referred to the example of a former holder of my place—an example which I do
not cite in order to condemn his course—when he retained it for many months while wholly dis-

abled by illness from discharging its duties. I felt, however, that the office required the presence
of an efficient head, and that otherwise much of what had been accomplished would be lost, and I

could not reconcile myself to the adoption of that course. Yielding to the earnest wish of my
colleagues, I reluctantly adopted the only alternative which presented itself, and agreed to try the
experiment for a time of a change to a lighter office. But these gentlemen now condemn me
because, as they say, my office is a sinecure, the holder of which has nothing to do except to sign

^Orders in Council and draw his salary. I was a little amused when I read that charge, and I
imagined to myself the council of war at which the line of attack upon me was settled.

A Council of War that Probably Took Place.

There were three generals in council, and I could almost hear one of them saying to another,
*' Now, you tell the people that Blake's office is a sinecure ; that he has nothing to do except to

sign the Orders in Council and draw his pay, and that it was a shame for him to take such a place."

The other would doubtless reply, "Why, I can't very well do that; I was First Minister,

and created the office. I am responsible for having assigned to it its duties and its pay, and for

having appointed its incumbents for six years ; and if I was right about the duties and the pay,

and about filling the place half a dozen times—well, I can say a great deal (laughter), but really

I don't think I can attack Blake for taking it." (Loud laughter.) I can conceive Number Two turn-

ing to Number Three and asking, "Will you say it ?" and Number Three replying, "Well, I would
like to have a dig at him—(laughter)—but the fact of the matter is, you have forgotten that I filled

the office myself—(hear, hear, and renewed laughter)—I held it for more than two years, and if it

was right for me to fill it, it can't be wrong for him. It is quite true that when I was there I did
nothing but sign orders and draw my salary—(laughter)—but wouldn't I be blaming myself if

I blamed him? I think, on the whole, I had better say nothing about it." (Laughter.) Then
Numbers Two and Three would turn to the original introducer of the subject, and tell him, " You
must say it. It is true you were a member of the Government which created the office and assigned

'to it its duties and pay, and you are therefore responsible with the rest j but then you know you
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ttc not very particular about what you say—(Near, hear, and laughter)

—

you say it and we will

hack you tip." (Laughter.) And he did say it ; and they did back him up. (Loud laughter.)

Well, the fact is that the departmental duties of the- office are very light ; but the fact also is—and
those who made the charge knew it ; I have heard them state it repeatedly—that it is important
to a Government to have some offices lighter than others, and that there is always enough work to
be done by every willing Minister ; and although there may have been some Presidents of the
Council—as I am bound to suppose from these gentlemen's own statements—who regarded their

whole duty as limited to drawing their salaries and signing the orders, there may be otWs who in-

tend to devote their time and strength and ability, such as it is, to the public service, no matter
what their office or its special work. (Cheers.) Gentlemen, depend upon it there is quite enough
for a willing Minister to do. It is my sorrow that I am just now disabled for any considerable ex-

ertion. I am labouring according to the measure of my strength—should that be increased, I shall

devote its increase to your service. (Cheers. ) And if matters are otherwise ordered, I shall feel it

my duty to resume the more private station which J never wished to quit. But I am referred to a

speech in which I expressed reluctance to accept a light office, and the opinion that the salaries

should bear some relation to the duties. I did express that reluctance ; I did hold that opinion ;

I entertain that reluctance and hold that opinion still ; and I have already stated the circum-

stances which overcame my disinclination. But, sir, when, at the proper time, on the occasion of

the readjustment of salaries in 1873, while these gentlemen were in power, an effort was made in

this direction, they objected. (Hear, hear.) They pointed out the difficulties—and I confess they

are serious—and Mr. Mackenzie, who made the suggestion, thereupon withdrew it, and the pro-

posals of the late Government were adopted without division. There is not, under these circum-

stances, any reasonable ground for the belief that a change is feasible.

It is extremely painful to me, even in answer to personal charges, to make any reference to my
personal affairs; but as I am in effect accused of sordid and improper conduct in drawing the salary

of my office, I think I ought to add that ever since 1 entered the Government I have continued to

maintain my family out of my private means, and have devoted every shilling of my official salary

to those extra expenses and disbursements incidental to my public and official position ; and this

course I intend to pursue while I remain in office. (Cheers.)

No Craven Appeals for Office.

If it be indeed true, as has been said, that iu the late change I have dug my political grave, I can
only say, gentlemen, that I am quite ready for my end ; I am not over-anxious for a longer life,

ami I am prepared to meet your Verdict, whatever it may be, with decent composure, and even
with modest cheerfulness. I make no frantic appeals, I urge no personal grounds, for a continu-
ance, such as I observe are now being made by our opponents for a restoration of public confidence.

You know that I have never asked any man's vote as a favour ; that I have sought to impress
on you that your vote is a high trust which you are bound to exercise in support u* the m«L>
whom you believe in your conscience to be best fitted to discharge the important duty of a repre-

sentative of the people. You know that, without presuming myself to institute comparisons
between the competing candidates, it was on this ground that I first approached you ; it was on
this ground that you requested me to become your member for the Commons ; and it is on this

ground, and this ground alone, that I shall ever meet you. (Loud cheers.) It is not to-day, after

ten years of service as your representative, that I shall base a claim to your confidence on any
poor professions of what I may do in the future—still less on any arrogant assertions that I have
accomplished much in the past. I know but too well how weak, how faltering, how defective

has been my discharge of the duties you have imposed on me. Yet, if on the whole you have
found me diligent ; if you have found me honest ; if you have found the general tenor of my
public conduct such as you thought best calculated to promote the public good,—on these grounds,

if on any, I shall challenge a continuance of that confidence with which you have so far honoured
me ; nor do I believe that I shall challenge it in vain. (Prolonged cheers. ) And what I say to you
as. the representative of this Riding I say to the people of Canada as a member of this Govern-
ment : that no more shall we as a Government than I as your representative imitate those frantic

appeals to which I have referred. Our record is before you. When attacked, it is our duty to

explain ; when complaints are made, it is our duty to answer them. You are to judge for yourselves;

it is not our affair, it is yoitrs. (Loud cheers.) Choose whom you will to serve you, and we shall

acquiesce—whatever may be our opinion as to the relative claims of ourselves and our oppo nents

—we shall cheerfully acquiesce in your decision, even though it should relieve us from the very
great responsibilities which beset the government of Canada. We are not here to press for a

continuance of office, but to render an account of our stewardship—to state what we have done,

to refute the accusations made against us, to discuss the policy of our opponents, and to leave

to you, without a single word of entreaty or of pressure, the free decision as to whether the con-

fidence which has been extended to us shall still be continued. (Loud cheers.)

The Goderich Harbour " Job."

Sir, I believe it would be preposterous for me in this Biding to refer at any great length to

what is called the Goderich Harbour affair. (Hear, hear.) I observe that one of my opponents
at a public meeting has misquoted a letter of mine by leaving out an important word. Another
has garbled that letter by underlining a word, in order to give it some sinister meaning. I leave

it to you to apply the fit epithet to such conduct. It is true that on the 2nd of January, 1S74,

I wrote a private note to Mr. Mackenzie in these words :

—

"Toronto, January 2nd, 1S74.

" My Dear Mackenzie,—David Moore, of Walkerton, asks me to inform you that he is about to tender for the
Goderich works, and I do so accordingly. I told ray friend Moore that an introduction was unnecessary, as you
would let the work fairlv without respect of Dersons."
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(Loud cheers.) Well, I fancy that a good many of you who hear me to-day have heard me say
just the same thing at meetings in this Hiding. (Hear, hear.) That is just the doctrine I have
been preaching to you for the last ten years with reference to the letting of contracts for public
works. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) Before I made my statement in the House, the leader of the
Opposition, though, most illogically as it seemed to me, co-operating in the imputation of cor-

ruption on Mr. Mackenzie, used as to myself these words :

—

" The letter written by the'hon. the Minister of Justice was highly creditable to him—it was a letter which Mr.
Moore had a right to ask from him. Mr. Moore supported the hon. Minister of Justice as a candidate for North
Bruce in 1867. He was, therefore, a friend of the hon. gentleman, and had a right to receive a letter stating all the
hon. gentleman could honestly state. The hon. the Minister of Justice was not in any way personally responsible
for the loss of those $29,000 to the country."

Well, sir, I could, if I had chosen, have said something in favour of Mr. Moore, but you will
observe that, in fact, I said nothing in his favour, and merely stated to him and to Mr. Mac-
kenzie my understanding of the rule in operation, which precluded favouritism ; but I prefer on
this occasion simply to read you the correct report of what I said in the House of Commons, so
that my own constituents shall have precisely the same account of the matter which I gave my
fellow-members and the country. Here it is :

—

" Mr. Blake said he would confine himself entirely to the personal matter. He desired to state to the House hia
political relations with the persons who were interested in the contract—the only test remaining to be applied to the
case. The persons who were interested in the contract were Messrs. Moore, Clendenning, and Wilson, of Walkerton.
It was true that in the general election of 1867, when he stood for the Local Legislature in that constituency, he re-
ceived the support of a very considerable number of gentlemen who had formerly belonged and professed to still

belong to the Conservative party. Upon that occasion he was elected by a very narrow majority, and the Liberal
candidate for the Commons was defeated by 150 votes, a Conservative being elected to that House. The v ote was,
therefore, in hia case not wholly a party one. Among the gentlemen who gave him their support on that occasion
were Messrs. Moore, Clendenning and Wilson, all gentlemen belonging to, and not altogether without not e in, the
ranks of the Conservative party. On the next occasion on which he stood for the Riding, viz., at the gen eral elec-

tion of 1871, Mr. Moore„voted for, and Messrs. Clendenning and Wilson against him. The next election in that Rid-
ing in which he was concerned was in the fall of 1871, upon his accepting office, when he was elected by ace lamation.
The next election was the general election in 1872, upon which occasion Mr. Moore voted for him, while Mr. Clen-
denning and Mr. Wilson did not vote. The next election was in the fall of 1873, upon his resignation on again
accepting office, at which time he was elected by acclamation. The next election was in January, 1874, shortly after
the letter, to which reference had been made, was written, when Mr. Moore voted for, Mr. Clendenning voted against
him, and Mr. Wilson did not vote. Mr. Moore told him that he and Clendenning and Wilson were about to tender
for the work, and he (Mr. Blake) told him what was said in the letter. He was not influenced by the circumstance
that Mr. Moore was a political friend. He knew that the whole of those persons were respectable citizens of hia
ceunty, and he did not conceive that the question of a man's political relation to his member or to the Government
ought in the slightest degree to affect his having every fair consideration with reference to the letting of contracts.

Upon that principle he acted. Mr. Moore having been the person who came to him, he wrote the letter for him. Had
Mr. Clendenning, Mr, Wilson, or Mr. Tolton come to him, he would have done just the same thing. He was content
that any letter he had written, or any expression that he had used, with reference to the letting of any contract from
the time he might be supposed to have any influence in such matters, should be made public, and it would be found
that they had all been after the same fashion. He was convinced that his hon. friend (Mr. Mackenzie) would let this

and all other contracts fairly, without respect to persons. He told Mr. Moore that he might depend on that, and
nothing more ; and he told his honourable friend precisely what he told Mr. Moore, so that he might understand, as
distinctly as Mr. Moore and his partners, that his (Mr. Blake's) opinion was that contracts should be let fairly, without
respect to persons. That was the last communication he had with any person in regard to this subject. He knew
nothing more about it. He observed that the Order in Council awarding the work to Mr. Ellis was made upon the
13th February, ten days after the time he left the Government. Neither by letter nor by word of mouth had he any
other communication with any person on this subject. Either this letter and the hon. gentleman's (Mr. Farrow's)
insinuations were relevant, or they were not. He was glad to notice that the insinuations in which the hon. gentle-

man had indulged had, in effect, been repudiated by the hon. member for Kingston (Sir John A. Macdonald). The
hon. gentleman introduced this letter for the purpose of supporting his argument. Inasmuch as that insinuation
had been made, he thought fit to make this short, simple, plain statement of the facts. He saw that the hon. gen-
tleman, by the course he had adopted, was endeavouring to induce the House to vote him guilty of some unworthy-
conduct ; and with this statement he would leave the matter in the hands of the House." .< .

What I said then I say to you now, and so far as I am personally concerned I place the matter in

your hands. Had Mr. Mackenzie been here I should have left to him the refutation of the charge
made against him, that he let this contract corruptly, but as he is absent I ought perhaps shortly

to refer to that charge. It is pointed out that the lowest tenderer was passed over, and it is

alleged that this was done corruptly in order to favour Moore & Co. The only ground for suppos-

ing that Mr. Mackenzie would be disposed to favour these persons is my letter ; and yet, that

letter is acknowledged to be quite a proper letter, and not, therefore, such as to lead Mr. Mackenzie
to commit a great wrong. But it is said that the fact that the lowest tenderer was passed over is

evidence of corruption. Mr. Mackenzie has answered this by showing that in scores of cases,

involving millions of dollars, his accusers themselves passed over the lowest tenderers. But they
reply, resorting to the curious argument I touched on a while ago, " That has nothing to do with.

it. You are only making the pot clean by proving the kettle black." " No," says Mr. Mackenzie,
" I don't say that this proves the kettle black. I say simply, that it proves that your inference of

corruption from the passing over of the lowest tender is a false and fallacious inference. If,

indeed, you tell me that in these cases of yours you were corrupt, the condition of things is

changed ; but so long as you say you acted fairly, so long you are not in a position to draw the
suggested inference from the simple facts brought out." But Mr. Mackenzie points out further,

by the memorandum of Mr. Page, the Chief Engineer, that the action taken was on the advice of

that officer, and on the ground, among others, that the tender was too low—aground which formed
the sole basis of like action in several cases by the late Government. "But yet again, when the
lowest tenderers were passed over, it was n©t in favour of Moore & Co., but of one Ellis, to whom,
though only $300 or $400 lower than Moore & Co., the Minister recommended the giving of the
contract. It was actually awarded to Ellis ; and it was only because it appeared that Ellis had
left the country, and he did not come forward to accept, that the contract ultimately fell to Moore
& Co. These facts of themselves rebut all inference of corrupt intent. The charge against Mr.
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Mackenzie for his action after I had ceased to be a member of the Government is therefore as
baseless as the charge against me for my action in writing the January letter, which was my only
concern with the matter

; and if I were disposed to offer advice to those who have been engaged
in disseminating these attacks through the country, it would ha that they should search for some
more plausible subject of complaint, for I am sure that the reiteration of these stale and exploded
calumnies is calculated to disgust all intelligent and right-thinking men of whatever party.
(Cheers.)

The Late Chancellor Blake—The Attack of an "Abandoned Man."
I wish I could pause here ; but, not content with assailing me, my opponents have attacked

the dead ; my father's ashes have been disturbed in a vain attempt to injure my reputation, and a
more successful effort to wound my feelings. I cannot describe to you the loathing and repugnance
1 entertain for the race of slanderers, of whom it has been well written thaW

" They that most impute a crime" .
.
;V >

Are pronest to it, and impute themselves, ':£ %
Wanting- the mental range ; or low desire ^*|
Not to feel lowest makes them level all

;

Yea, they wouid pare the mountain to the plain
To leave an equal baseness ; and if they find
Some stain or blemish in a name of note,
Not grieving that their greatest are so smaW,
Inflate themsefves wjtfr gome insane delight,
And judge all nature from her feet of clay,
Without the will to lift thejr eyes and see
Jler Godlike head, crowned with spiritual fire,

And touching other worlds."

(Cheers.) By one of these, Speaking near this place, my father was lately charged with having
acted dishonourably in accepting the Chancellorship of Upper Canada. I shall not attempt to

give in my own words the history of what ensued after Mr. Baldwin's Chancery Act was passed

by the Government in which my father was Solicitor-General, though not of the Cabinet. I prefer

to read you this account, published some years ago by a person conversant with the facts :

—

" When the measure became law, the question came who should be appointed to the seats on the Bench which had
been created. There was but one answer in the profession. Mr. Blake was universally pointed out as the person
best fitted for the post of Chancellor. It required considerable persuasion on the part of his colleagues to induce
Mr. Blake to accept the appointment. He desired to remain in public life ; his emoluments at the Bar were far

greater than they would be on the Bench, and he would have much preferred to remain at the Bar for some years-,

longer. But the pressure of his friends was greater than he could resist, and on 30th September, 1S49, he accepted
the Chancellorship. There were not wanting political opponents who declared that Mr. Blake had created the office

that he might fill it, but all who knew the man and the position in which he stood were aware that it was with
extreme reluctance he accepted the place. As his great judicial talents came to bo recognized the voice of the
slanderer ceased, and the services which he rendered on the Bench will, we doubt not, be now heartily acknowledged
by all parties." .

~>

No doubt, sir, the writer thought, but he erred in thinking, that the voice of the slanderer had
ceased. My father, after having, with the assistance of his brother judges, organized the Court,
created an improved practice and procedure, and applied the principles of equity to the conditions

of this country, was obliged to retire through illness, induced by over exertion in his office. Great
further improvements have been made by his distinguished successors and by legislation ; and
the Court has thus, notwithstanding the attacks of one individual, acquired a high standing
amongst us, flowing from a wide-spread conviction of its utility. (Hear, hear.) But my father

is charged with impropriety in bringing up his sons to the profession of the law, with the
probability of their practising in the Court of which he was a member ; and I and my brother,

who now fills a seat in that Court, are charged with indelicacy and obliquity of moral vision in
jiractising there. Sir, I am acquainted with the career of our accuser. I know well the high
sense of propriety and delicacy, and the exquisite rectitude of moral vision, which have for a long
course of years distinguished him from ordinary men like ourselves. (Laughter.) "We stand, i
quite agree, on entirely different levels, and view these matters from entirely different standpoints.

(Hear, hear.) I make no pretension to act on his principles; I altogether decline to accept his

judgment on any question of propriety, delicacy, or moral vision ; and I appeal with confidence

to that of my fellow-countrymen, and to the examples of the illustrious persons whom I am about
to name. (Cheers.) Why, sir, it has been the rule rather than the exception that sons of Upper
Canadian judges should be brought up to the law, and should practise in the Courts of which their

fathers were members. Three sons of Chief Justice Robinson were so brought up and so practised

;

two sons of Chief Justice McLean ; two sons of Chief Justice Diaper ; and a son of Chief Justice

Hagarty, of Vice-Chancellor Esten, of Judge Jones, and of Judge Gait. And is the honour
of these eminent men, who all belonged when in political life to the ranks of my opponents—is

their honour and that of their children to be besmirched for taking the course which thoy followed

in common with ourselves ? For by the same standard which is set up for my father and his sons
they, too, must stand or fall. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) I say it is perfectly preposterous to

impute wrong to him for bringing his sons up to, or to his sons for following, their father's pro-

fession.OBut it was also insinuated that our success at the Bar was due to a notion on the part of

suitors that we would be favoured by the judge. For myself, sir, I would not say a syllable in

reply to such a charge ; but in the name of him who is gone I have to denounce these as outrageous
calumnies, which 1 believe the common voice of the Canadian people will condemn. (Hear, hear,

and loud cheer.3.) As a fact, I may observe that my father was absent through illness during the
bulk of the time between my admission and his resignation. I don't believe my brother ever-

appeared before him. I did sometimes, though, as it happened, not very frequently ; but whatever
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measure of success we may have attained was due entirely to other causes, and by no means to

any such unworthy suspicion of the honour and integrity of the first Chancellor of Upper Canada
as has been so cruelly cast upon it by an abandoned man. (Prolonged cheers.) When, after a

long period of suffering, my father died, a martyr to his work, his children, humbly recognizing

his failings towards his God, yet placed upon his tomb, as expressive of his relations to his brother

men, these words :

—

" Through all this tract of years
Wearing the white flower of a blameless lif<»

"

And now, sir, now, when seven years are nearly passed, I find that the voice of the slanderer has
not yet ceased, and that we might more fitly have recorded there these other words :

—

" Now is done thy long day's work ;

Fold thy palms across thy breast
;

Fold thine arms ; turn to thy rest

;

Let them rave.

Shadows of the silver birk
Sweep the green that folds thy grave.

Let them rave.

" Thou wi^t not turn upon thy bed •

Chaunteth not the brooding bed
Sweeter tones than calumny?

Let them rave.
Thou wilt never raise thine head
From the green that, folds thy grave.

Let them rave.

" Wild words wander here and there

;

God's great gift of speech abused,
Makes thy memory confused.

liut let them rave.
The balm-cricket carols clear

In the green that folds thy grave.
Let them rave.

"

Mr. Chairman, I have done. The reputation of William Hume Blake is not my individual
inheritance ; its defence should not be my especial care. It is the common property of his fellow-

countrymen, and they should prize it highly and guard it well. (Loud cheers.) I know, past all

doubting, that to them I may confidently commit the vindication of him whose memory I hold
dearest upon earth, and whose bright example of active, fervent devotion to the cause of freedom,
truth and justice, of indomitable perseverance in the thorny path of duty, it has been my earnest
aim to follow, with steps however unequal, and at a distance however great. (Loud and Ion..*-

continued cheers.)



THE PORT ELGIN DEMONSTRATION

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25th.

The season's Demonstrations to the Reform Leaders closed at Port Elgin, the hearty reception
accorded and complete arrangements made being alike creditable to the Reformers of North
Bruce, as they must have been gratifying to the hon. gentlemen thus honoured. Upon the arrival
of the train bearing the Ministerial party at the station, an Address of welcome was read to the
Hon. Messrs. Mackenzie and Mowat by the Reeve of the village, Mr. Henry Hilker, and sub-
sequcntly the President of the Reform Association, Mr. James Rowan, presented Addresses to
the members of both Governments from the Reformers of the Riding. The speakers of the day
were Hon. Mr. Cartwright, Hon. Mr. Huntington, Hon. Mr. Mowat, and Hon. Mr. Hardy, bo-
sides whom J. Gillies, M.P., Isaac Bowman, M.P., and D. Sinclair, M.P.P., were on the plat-

form.

HON. MR. CARTWRIGHT'S SPEECH.
Hon. Mr. Cartwrtgiit was received with loud cheers. After some preliminary remarks he

said :—Now, Mr. Chairman, there are three gentlemen to whom I am specially desirous of pay-
ing my respects.

An Unholy Trinity.

These gentlemen differ somewhat in rank ; they also differ rather widely in point of ability;

and (though to a much smaller extent) in moral excellence. (Hear, and laughter.) But they
have one thing in common ; they are all bound together by one holy bond of union—they hate
the present Administration most cordially. One of them is in the habit of declaring that he is

perpetually in danger of being mistaken for a prince of the blood, and modestly insinuates that
it is no great wonder if he is, while his partisans assert that he is cheered upon all occasions like

the Queen herself. (Hear, and laughter.)

The Prince.

Him therefore we may fcirly distinguish as " The Prince."

The Peer.

The second is a member of the Senate of the Dominion, and as he is known to hold the opinion
that that august body is fully entitled to all the rights and privileges which appertain to the
British House of Lords, we will describe him as " The Peer."

The Commoner.
The third is a much more humble individual, being only a simple member of the House of

Commons like myself, so we will dub him " The Commoner," which will give us Prince, Peer,
and Commoner to deal with in due rotation. (Hear, hear, and laughter.) As a matter of course,

by all laws of heraldry we must give due precedence to the Prince. You know that Shakespeare
advises us to have

" Respect for his great place, and let the devil
Be sometimes honoured on his burning throne."

King John and Prince John.

Now, as perhaps you are aware, our Prince is called John, a title not unsuggestive to students
of English history

—

" Once in name
England enjoyed a king almost the same.'*

And the resemblance is by no means a superficial one. (Hear, hear. ) Not to speak of divers
similar peculiarities of character, you will remember that the good King John, under circum-
stances of a rather peculiar nature, was graciously pleased to become the author of Magna Charta,
the great bulwark and foundation of English liberty. Our Prince John for very similar reasons
was also graciously pleased to become the author of our Canadian Confederation ; and just as

King John and his friends were in after days wont to take great credit for the princely gene-

rosity and love of his subjects' welfare which moved the royal heart on that occasion, so 1 see

that Prince John claims the never-dying gratitude of the people of Canada for his share in Con-
federation, with equally good reason. (Hear, hear, and- laughter.) Some people do say that
King John only signed Magna Charta to keep his place, and that Prince John was actuated by
much the same motives, but they are probably pestilent Grits of earlier or later date ; and any-
how the great fact remains that King John signed Magna Charta and Prince John signed the
draft (very badly worded) of the Confederation Act. (Hear, and laughter.) But I will rind you
a closer parallel. Our prince has kindred traits with some of the royal personages of the Geor-

gian era. But we must go back a little further to find a true match for him.
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Startling Question.
Now, I have had the question put to me more than once by men of no ordinary intelligence,

" How, in Heaven's name, does Sir John A. Macdonald contrive to keep even a vestige of popu-
larity with his followers ? Had any of you committed acts one-hundredth part as shameful as
those proved against him out of his own mouth, your own friends would have been the first to
denounce you. How do you explain this phenomenon ?"

How Answered.
Gentlemen, the question is one of much moment, and it is one which is best answered by

another. Once upon a time we had a line of princes upon the English throne of whom history
has very little good to record. They were dishonest. They were profligate. They were mean.
They were cruel. They were false. They were ungrateful—even beyond the usual princely
wont. They were, in one word, if stripped of the false glamour which the genius of the great
Wizard of the North has cast about their name, about as bad a lot as ever reigned. And yet
neither Tudor nor Plantagenet, nor any one of all the dauntless monarchs whose names will live
as long as the English tongue endures, ever seem to have elicited a tithe of the loyalty, a tithe
of the generous devotion which were lavished for generations on the representatives of that
worthless race. Was this mere human perversity ?

False Idols.

Is it a law of nature that the falser the idol the greater the infatuation of the blind wor-
shippers thereof ? I cannot say, but that is the fact, proved on many a bloody field and bloodier
scaffold ; and looking back to those bygone days, one is in no small danger of more than half for-

getting the utter worthlessnesa of the princes in our admiration for the blind but gallant loyalty
of the subjects. The case is much the same just now ; and while we may pity the infatuation,
we must to some extent admire the devotion of some of Sir John A. Macdonald's supporters.
Really I am half inclined to think there is more in this than is dreamt of in our philosophy.

Sir John's Claims to "Princely Honours."
I hope it will not be set down as another proof of my irredeemable " brutality "—if it is, I

apologize in advance—but perhaps Sir John's claim to princely honours is better founded than
some of us may imagine. (Hear, hear, and laughter.) Unless old chronicles lie as much as some
modern newspapers, King Charles of sacred and merry memory, and some of his relatives, led a
very wild life in the Highlands, and perhaps our chieftain, if the truth were known, may have
some hereditary title to plunder the people by right divine, after all. (Laughter and cheers.

)

Epitaph for Sir John.

Anyhow, the resemblance here is very close indeed, and Rochester's famous epitaph—

" Here lies our mutton-eating king:,

Whose word no man relies on
;

He never said a foolish thing,
He never did a wise one"

—

might suit John A. with very little alteration. (Hear, hear, and laughter.)

Mr. Cartwright's Misfortune.

Now, it is my special misfortune to have incurred the royal displeasure in a very marked
degree. No doubt my crimes have been great. I have failed to recognize the royal privileges.

I have questioned the royal prerogative to apply the public funds at the royal pleasure. I have

denied the royal right to tell fibs when it suited the royal convenience, or to levy forced bene-

volences for the royal benefit, and for all these offences the royal wrath has descended on my
head in no stinted measure. (Hear, hear, and laughter.) Four years ago the royal self did me
the honour to pay a special visit to my constituency, with results, I have been told, not exactly

satisfactory to the royal mind. Subsequently (I proving contumacious), the Royal Grand Vizier,

in the person of Dr. Tupper, was specially commissioned to bring me to reason, or annihilate

me. (Laughter.) Well, perhaps bringing anybody to reason is not exactly Dr. Tupper's forte

—(hear, hear, and a laugh)—but if we are to believe the Mail, Dr. Tupper has been quite suc-

cessful in utterly annihilating me, not once, but many times over. Then, not content with this,

the royal scribes—to wit, Messrs. Patteson, of the Mail, and Thomas White, Jr., of the Gazette—

have hung, drawn, quartered and burnt me m effigy—on paper—on an average once a week for

a considerable period, and more recently—not to speak of a terrific onslaught by Lord High
Treasurer Macpherson, of which more anon—we have had the royal self again making a pil-

grimage to Napanee, and there striking terror into my disloyal soul at the head of a right royal

retinue of one and thirty waggons—including buggies. (Laughter and cheers.

)

(V [Goliath Macpherson.
' And now, gentlemen, descending (a long way) from prince to peer, this reminds me that I

have something to say of our sapient and ponderous friend, Mr. Senator Macpherson. Mr.

Macpherson, though his name is David, seems disposed to figure as a sort of Opposition Go-

liath. (Hear, hear, and laughter.

)

Lord Bacon on Tall Men.
I am not aware whether Mr. Macpherson is a man of extensive reading, though I can certify

that if he has ever read the Public Accounts of this Dominion he has signally failed to under-

stand them ; but I presume he has heard of Lord Bacon, and it might have been worth his while

to peruse a certain famous saying of that nobleman, wherein Lord Bacon, who was a very

shrewd observer of men and things, has left it on record that "it is commonly noted of tall
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men, as of tall houses, that the upper story is not unfrequently the worst furnished." (Laugh-
ter.) However that may be, Mr. Macpherson, neither regarding Lord Bacon nor yet the patri-

arch Job, has written a book, or perhaps I should say has caused a book to be written. (Laugh-
ter.)

merits of Mr. Macpherson's Book.
This book has two merits. It is well printed. It is also a most capital illustration of the*

profound wisdom of that provision of our Constitution which makes Senators incapable (quoad

Senators) of dealing with questions of trade or tinance.

His Own Merits.

Now, I am quite ready to admit that up to a recent period I have always looked upon Mr.
Macpherson as a pompous but highly respectable sort of Philistine. (Hear, hear, and a laugh. >

I knew he had not done much except that once on a time he exchanged a charter for a fat con-
tract, and bought a Senatorship with part of the proceeds, but nobody, as far as I was aware,,

ever questioned his general respectability.

Position Altered.

i am very sorry to say that the revelations made before the Northern Railway Committee
have very seriously altered all this, and that henceforward Mr. Macpherson must stand on a.

much lower level in the eyes of all honest and intelligent men. (Hear, hear.) I see that Mr.
Macpherson has had the effrontery in his place in the Senate to declare that he did no wrong in
taking money from the Northern Railway for Sir John's testimonial. He, a Senator of this Do-
minion, a member of the Legislature which passed the very law which declares in the most ex-
press terms that it shall be the duty of the Managers of the Northern Railway to pay to the
people of Canada every penny they earn, after defraying the interest on certain bonds and pay-
ing their legitimate working expenses, can see no harm in this Company, whose interests were •

openly and notoriously in direct antagonism to the people's, taking this money, which did not
by law belong to them at all, and therewith subsidizing the chief agent of the people of Canada

.

—the very man of all others whose sworn duty it was to see that the Northern Railway obeyed'
the law and paid the just balance of its earnings into the public treasury ! (Hear, hear.) Two-
trustees combine together to plunder their ward for the benefit of that ward's lawyer, and one-

trustee publicly declares that it is ail right

!

Probable Fate Elsewhere.
Well, I will only say that there are many countries in which Mr. Cumberland and Mr. Mac-

pherson, if they had been proved guilty of such acts as they have publicly admitted themselves
to have committed, would have had an opportunity of reconsidering their views as to the rela-

tions of meum and luum throughout a period of enforced seclusion of considerable duration..

(Hear, hear.)
Attitude Here.

Here these gentleman blossom into political moralists of an especially rigid type. They
mourn over the degradation of our politics. They regret that they have been disappointed in;

the present Ministry. They, speaking from a lofty moral standpoint, exhort their countrymen
to select more honourable men as their leaders. They tacitly offer themselves as apt examples,

and indeed Mr. Macpher-son may perhaps be able to inculcate one useful moral lesson if he will

only teach his hearers not to do as he has done. (Laughter.)

Why deal Severely.

You may ask why I treat this matter so severely. I do so because I know best how great is

the mischief these men have done. If there is one thing more than another which will damage
the credit of Canada abroad, it is such proceedings as these. My official duties compel me more
than most men to understand how gravely these revelations affect our standing on the Stock
Exchange and in Downing-street* and I can assure you that the mischief is incalculable. As a

mere matter of business, I had rather the half million of dollars we so narrowly escaped losing

in this transaction had been flung into the sea than that prominent capitalists in London and
men in high office in the Imperial Cabinet should have become familiarly acquainted with these-

shameful details. (Hear, hear.)

Demoralization of the Opposition.

I say nothing of the demoralization of the Opposition themselves. So far I have not seen
one Opposition newspaper, I have not heard one Opposition speaker, venture to censure conduct
which they know to be inexcusable. (Hear, hear.) They may indeed murmur among them-
selves, and express a not unreasonable opinion that as Mr. Macpherson got them into this ex-

tremely awkward scrape he ought at least to have refunded the money when he was found out,

but that is about the highest flight of virtue of which they are capable.

Why Notice Pamphlet ?

To return, however, to the pamphlet itself. Under ordinary circumstances, I should not
have deemed this worth formal notice. The errors it contains are so gross, the malicious inten-

tion is so plain, that I would have left it to work its own cure, which it would soon have done
in the minds of all intelligent men. But I find that this precious document is being used as a

regular campaign missile ; that it haa been circulated broadcast through the country ; that the

responsible leaders of the Opposition quote it in every public utterance ; that the Opposition

press clamour for an answer ; and, in fine, that there is some danger that the more ignorant and
careless of our population may be deceived by a pretentious publication like this, coming as it

does irom a member of the Senate, who is also a recoguized leader of Her Majesty's loyal Qppo*
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sition in that body, and, as 1 am informed, considered by many of the said Opposition as an au -

thority on matters of finance only second to that distinguished political economist, Mr. Senator

Head, of Belleville. (Hear, hear, and laughter. )
'

I say, these considerations, and not its in-

trinsic merit, alone warrant me in taking up your time to-day by discussing it.

Its Whole Object.

1 may say briefly that its whole pith and substance consists in a deliberate attempt to saddle

us with the result of our predecessors' sins. Under a thin pretence of impartiality, utterly con-

tradicted by fact and by every line of the venomous preface which forms the introduction, there

is but one end and one object kept steadily in view, and that is, by dint of much speaking, or

more properly, of much tabulation, so to muddle and confuse the ordinary reader as to make
him believe that we have done what we accused Sir John A. Macdonald of doing—that he might
be bad, but that we were worse than he was. New, all this has been answered, and all these

fallacies have been exposed again and again. Mr. Macpherson'3 speech was replied to most ably

and conclusively on the spot by Mr. Scott in the Senate. The whole general scope of his argu-

ment was disproved in detail by myself at Newmarket and elsewhere, but still, for surety sake,

I propose to-day to point out to you a few of the grossest and worst blunders contained in this

pamphlet, and thereafter to give you in brief outline such facts and proofs as will, I think, fully

satisfy you of the utter and absurd falsity of the accusations levelled at us, on the score of ex-

travagance, at least. (Hear, hear, and cheers.)

Fundamental Error.

The fundamental error of alleging that the present Government are, or can by any possi-

bility be, justly held responsible for two-thirds of the expenditure incurred in the fiscal year
1873-4, simply because they took office on the 7th November in that year, I have already ex-

osed ; and were it not that I see that this foolish and dishonest assertion is continually repeated

y Dr. Tupper, by Senator Macpherson, by Mr. McCarthy, and, in fact, by every Opposition
speaker and paper, I would not waste another word upon the subject. As it is, 1 may remind
you that the vast bulk of the total outlay in this, or indeed in any ordinary year, is always fixed

in advance, long before the expenditure itself is actually incurred. The items over which any
Government, taking office in the middle of any given year, can exercise control, are very few in-

deed. In our own case we took office, as I have said, on the 7th of November, 1873. Imme-
diately thereafter we were occupied with our own individual elections, which were scarcely over
before the dissolution and general election of 1S74. Following almost instantaneously upon this

came the session of Parliament, commencing in March and terminating in June, within a few
days of the close of the fiscal year.

Question for Critics.

Now, I put this plain question to you and to our critics :—What would you have had us do ?'

Obviously, under the circumstances I have detailed, it would have been utterly impossible to
make a thorough or careful examination of the several items of expenditure actually in progress.

It is equally obvious that to have ordered the stoppage of any public works or contracts then in

progress, or to have interfered materially with existing arrangements without a thorough and.
careful examination, would have been a most improper and arbitrary act upon our part. Every
man possessing the least experience in public affairs must know that the year's outlay necessarily

went on as previously arranged by our predecessors, and that it is as absurd as it is dishonest

.

to attempt to hold us responsible for expenditure contracted under estimates we had not pre-
pared, or by virtue of contracts formally completed before we took office. (Hear, hear.)

Blunder No. 1.

But letting this pass, I proceed to deal with a series of very grave misstatements which I find'

contained in Mr. Macpherson's pamphlet ; and first, I observe that Mr. Macpherson, on the 61st
page thereof, and elsewhere, makes the following statement :—

" This shows that Mr. Tilley had brought down supplementary estimates, the items in which, and in Acts of Par-
liament, made the increased expenditure of the session of 1873 amount to $1,542,000, according- to Mr. Tiiley. And,
to show that that amount was substantially correct, I shall quote the following- words from Mr. Cartwright's budget
speech of 1874 :— ' The legislation of last session added over $1,500,000 to the fixed charges of the country.'

"

On page 31 he says :

—

"Then the legislation to which I have just referred was passed, and the expenditure for the year under the Actsr

of Parliament and by supplementary estimates was authorized to be increased (according to Mr. Tilley) by $1,542,000,
making the total estimatesfor that year $22,483,183 ! The Senate will thus see that the Government of that day
provided for the additional expenditure ordered by Parliament in the session of 1873. Mr. Tilley evidently supposed,
he was making ample provision for all requirements."

As also on page 38, in two places, where he says expressly :

** Mr. Cartwright stated the additional amount at $1,500,000."

Now, the assertion that I stated that a sum of $1,500,000 would cover the whole addition^
made by Mr. Tilley is utterly and entirely incorrect. What I did say was a wholly different

thing, and Mr. Macpherson has fallen into this very absurd error by confounding the statement,
that Mr. Tilley had added $1,500,000 to the "fixed" annual expenditure, which is quite correct,

with the equally correct but quite different statement that the true estimate should have been
$1,500,000 over the ascertained estimate prepared for Mr. Tilley by the officers of his own
Department, and which, properly enough,'only included those items which could be determined
with reasonable accuracy at the moment. Had Mr. Macpherson taken the trouble to read ray-

budget speech of 1874, from which he professes to quote, he would have seen this whole subject
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fully discussed in detail on pages 10 and 11, in which I show that Mr. Tilley's estimate for
the year 1873-4 ought to have been s\me $24,100,000, being an excess in round numbers of near-
ly $4,000,000 on the estimate of the preceding year, and $1,500,000 over his "ascertained"
estimate of $22,586,000 ; and this is the more noteworthy because no small part of Mr. AJac-
jmerson's argument is based on this blunder. (Hear, hear.)

Blunder No. 2.

A »second, and if possible still graver, misstatement of Mr. Macpherson is the declaration
.•several times repeated that "Mr. Tilley's estimate was $22,4S3,183, and that it provided for
.all things." Let me call your special attention to this assertion. I have sat opposite to Dr.
Tupper tor four years, and no one who has sat opposite to Dr. Tupper for that period is likely
to be easily astonished at any statement, however wild and reckless, affecting matters of
finance. But the Commons from this time forth must yield the palm to the Senate, and even
Dr. Tupper be content to see himself completely eclipsed by Mr. Senator Macpherson. (Hear,
hear, and laughter.) I presume that Mr. Macpherson had access if he chose (and indeed he
^actually speaks of these documents by name) to Mr. Tilley's several estimates, as also to his
budget speech, and to the Public Accounts and Dominion Statutes for 1873. These are not very
recondite authorities, and yet he had only to consult them to ascertain for himself that Mr.
Tilley either got or took authority to expend the following amounts in the year 1S73-4 :

—

1. By original estimate §20,941,183
2. By 1st supplementary estimate 36S.340
3. By 2nd supplementary estimate 57,300
4. By 3rd supplementary estimate 100,000
5. By 36 Vic, caps. 30 and 41, and New Brunswick subsidy (assumed Provincial

debts) 819,349
6. By 36 Vic, cap. 31 (provided increased salaries, &c.) 300,555

$22,5S6,727
7. By 36 Vic , cap. 40 (provided admission of P. E. Island) 418,000
8. By 36 Vic, cap. 35 (provided organization of Mounted Police) 200,000
9. By balances carried forward under Order in Council 4S0.2S2

1,09S,2S2
(Public Accounts, 1873, page 300.)

$23,CS5,009

This makes in all a total of some $23,685,009 which Mr. Tilley was authorized to expend, or
-which (as in the case of the last item) he chose to authorize himself to expend.

Remarkable Circumstance.

And the most extraordinary part of the whole affair is that, as you will see by reference to
page 31 of his pamphlet, Mr. Macpherson did actually know of the existence of all these items,
•except perhaps the last two ; but never having read or properly studied Mr. Tilley's original
•estimates, he has in some bewildered and bewildering fashion muddled up Mr. Tilley's several
statements, made at several different times and under various different circumstauces, till he has
finally landed himself in this computation of $22,483,183, quite oblivious of the fact that it

•could not on his own showing cover the several items he has himself enumerated, and that no-
-where from first to last in Mr. Tilley's supplemental or in his original estimates will he find one
word in reference to the additional expenses authorized by the Acts of Parb'ament, except in the
one solitary item of $100,000 taken to cover contingent expenses on the admission of

Prince Edward Island to the Union. (Hear, hear.) Now, this is a case of downright sheer
^stupidity, aggravated, however, by his obstinate refusal to accept Mr. Scott's correction made
on the spot, and by the self-eonceit which made him set up to be a better authority on a ques-
tion of this kind than the responsible officers of Government. If Mr. Macpherson had ever read
my budget speech (which he quotes), he ought to have hesitated before disputing my formal and
-authoritative statement, to which I have already referred, and which he might have been very
^sure was not made without due reference to the officers of the Department. The mistake itself,

though it appears to involve a marvellous inaptitude for simple addi Lion, is not so very bad ; but
made in regard to a question of such grave importance to his own argument, and persisted in

-after repeated warnings, it affords a very fair indication either of the care or of the capacity
which Mr. Macpherson has employed in his very pretentious onslaught on the general financial

administration of this Government. (Hear, hear.) As to the main point, I have further to
•observe that, apart from the item of election expenses, the late Government had further ordered
•a large expenditure to be made for coal cars and engines on the old Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick railroads—that they had left us very heavy extra bills to pay for expenses incurred
on the Dawson route, and on account of a whole shoal of minor items, most of which are set

forth in Schedule A, brought down by vis in 1874. (Hear, hear.) So far, therefore, from my
statement, "that the true estimate for 1S73-4 should have been §24, 100,000," being an exagger-
ation, it was largely within the mark—how much I will not now say, as I have no wish to give

these people a chance to raise a discussion on a side issue. Now, gentlemen, bear well in mind
•thV this most random statement of Mr. Macpherson, that "Mr. Tilley's estimate was §22,4S3,-
18o, and provided for all things," is the chief corner-stone and indispensable foundation of the
most important of Mr. Macpherson's so-called calculations, and you will, perhaps, be able to

form some idea of the real value of the good Senator's financial lucubrations.' / (Hear, hear, and
cheers. ) The slightest intelligent consideration of Mr. Tilley's estimates would have shown him
that the sum of $22,586,727 mentioned by me did not make (as I expressly stated) the smallest

provision for the additional expenditure, amounting at the lowest calculation to $4 IS,000 (over

.and above the special grant of $100,000), which was rendered necessary by the admission of
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Prince Edward Island into the Union ; nor for the sum of $200,000, being part, and part only,
of the actual disbursements incurred for the service of the Mounted Police in the North-west,,
which force was organized under a special Act, above cited, of that same session, passed by Mr.
Tilley's colleagues, and providing in detail for the number of men, the rates of pay and allow-
ance, and all other matters appertaining to the Mounted Police. (Hear, fchear.) Now,,
what say you to this gross and palpable blunder, solemnly set forth by a gentleman who pro-
fesses to be an authority on the question of Dominion finances ? Here we have him three-quarters,

of a million wrong on the vital starting point for purposes of comparison, and that, too, omitting
every possible disputed item—giving him all he claims—and omitting to debit the late Govern-
ment with many very considerable sums justly chargeable to them. (Hear, hear.)

Blunder No. 3.

A third and most grave misstatement is that contained in page 64 of Mr. Macpherson's<
pamphlet :

—

" Sir F. Hincks, in 1870, showed the debt was then $22 50 per head. In 1873, Mr. Tilleysaid the debt per head
had not increased. But in 1876 the debt had increased to $37 93 per head. The taxation (per head) had increased
from $3 50 in 1879 to $5 76 in 1870. * * * Six dollars per head is now required."

Which directly implies that the present Government have increased the debt of the Dominion
from §22 50 to $37 &3 per capita, being an increase of very nearly $15 50 per head.

Plain Meaning.

This, as you will see, is the plain and obvious meaning of the paragraph I have quoted ; but
if Mr. Macpherson should dispute this, if he should allege that he does not mean to imply that
this Government are responsible for such increase, then I say that this paragraph is most
dishonestly put. (Hear, hear.) Take, however, his apparent meaning—the meaning which has
been placed upon this paragraph by all his readers, and by all the press who have discussed the
subject. Our population to-day is probably quite up to 4,000,000. Mr. Macpherson alleges-

that we have increased the total amount of the debt by $15 50 per head ; in other words, that
(discarding for the moment all question of increased population) we have added $62,000,000 to
the debt of the Dominion !

Actual Fact.

How stands the fact ? Since we came into office we have borrowed in all some $40,000,000>
(nominally $44,000,000), out of which we have, however, paid off old debts, or have
invested at higher rates of interest fully $20,000,000, leaving a total nominal addition of

$24,000,000 to the public debt, without deducting one single farthing for the natural increase of

population from 1873 to 1878. What additional burden we have thereby inflicted on the people
of Canada I will show you presently, and also who are the parties properly responsible for this

additional indebtedness, such as it is: Meantime I may briefly say, that whereas Mr. Macpherson
has either asserted or dishonestly implied that we had increased the average indebtedness at the
rate of $15 50 per head, being $82,000,000 on the estimated population of 4,000,000, the actual

fact is that at the very outside the debt per capita has increased between two and three dollars,

or, in all, from ten to twelve millions (making due deduction for the increase of our population,

and computing 7>e?' capita) during our administration, and that here very literally you have eleven
men in buckram grown out of two. (Hear, hear, and laughter.)

Figures from Public Accounts.

The actual figures from the Public Accounts show that we owed in gross $141,163,551
(including Dominion notes and cross accounts) on the 30th June, 1874 (without including any
sums borrowed by the present Government), and possessed cash assets amounting to $32,883,586;

that on the 30th June, 1876, we owed in gross $161,204,687, and possessed cash assets $36,653,-

173. The gross addition to our debt, therefore, up to the 30th June, 1876, is nominally

$_»),043,158, and the net nominal $16,273,569, deducting the actual cash bearing investments

added since 1873-4. This brings us down to the date named by Mr. Macpherson, and though
we have since made another loan, the actual result is precisely what I have given you above,

namely, an addition of $20,000,000 (nominally $24,000,000) to our actual debt, and an increase

of from $2 to $3 per capita.

Blunder No. 4.

A fourth, and if possible still more absurd error, is the statement that we have increased the
taxation from $3 50 to $6 per head. Now, if this were true, it would be a most serious reflection

on Mr. Macpherson's own friends, inasmuch as the increased taxation imposed by us was put on
solely to provide for additional expenditure incurred by them—the necessity for which they had
themselves iDublicly admitted before they left office.

Rashness of Opposition.

But as I shall presently show you, it is not even approximately true ; and the mere fact that

Mr. Macpherson should have been ill-advised enough to make, and other parties indiscreet

enough to repeat, so very foolish an assertion, is perhaps one of the very best proofs I can give

you of the utter recklessness with which the most unfounded charges have been scattered broad-

cast against this Government. I presume that Mr. Macpherson's arithmetical powers will

enable him to understand that if we are now paying $2 50 per head—on a population of

4,000,000—more than we did in 1S70, we are paying just $10,000,000 additional taxation (over

and above the amount fairly due for our increased populat'on) more than we did in 1870.
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Troop of Errors.

This single statement contains a whole nest of blunders. The fact itself is quite misstated.
"'The increase of our population from natural causes and the admission of new Provinces is

wholly ignored. A considerable amount of interest on investments accumulated since 1870 ia

overlooked, as also a large amount of additional receipts not properly to be treated as taxes.

Actual Fact.

And here, again, how stands the fact ? Says Mr. Macpherson, in the passage I have already
quoted, "The taxation had increased from $3 50 in 1870 to $5 76 in 1876, and $6 per head is

now required." Now, here there is some difficulty in ascertaining exactly what year is meant ;

whether the year 1869-70 or 1870-71. Both are years for which the late Government are wholly
responsible, but to prevent cavil, and to give Mr. Macpherson every possible chance, I will give
you the results from a comparison of both, which are briefly as follows :—In 1869-70 the esti-

mated population was almost exactly 3,400,000, the gross revenue $15,512,225, and the average
per head $4 56. The receipts from actual taxes, Customs, Stamps, and Excise were $13,087,881,
and the average per head $3 85. In 1870-71 the population by census was nearly 3,500,000
souls. The gross revenue was $19,335,560, and the average per head $5 52^. The receipts from
taxes $16,320,387, and the average per head $4 66. In 1877-78, the estimated population was
supposed to be over 4,000,000. The gross estimated receipts are $23,400,000 (from which are to
be deducted some $250,000 interest on investments not existing in 1870), giving an average per
head on $23,150,000 of $5 79 nearly. The estimated tax receipts are $19,150,000, giving an
average per head of $4 79. It results, therefore, that the increase per head as between 1877-78
and 1869-70 is upon gross receipts $1 23 per head ; upon tax receipts proper, 94 cents per head.
And as between 1877-78 and 1870-71, upon gross receipts 26^ cents per head : upon tax re-

ceipts 13 cents per head. And that Mr. Macpherson is in error as between 1869-70 and 1877-78
to the extent of $1 27 per head on a comparison of the gross receipts, or say $5,080,000 per
annum ; and as to the actual tax receipts to the extent of $1 56 per head, or say $6,240,000 per
annum out of $10,000,000. (Hear, hear, and loud cheers.) Further, that as between 1877-78
and 1870-71 Mr. Macpherson is in error, on a comparison of the gross receipts, to the extent of

$2 23J per head, or say $8,940,000 per annum ; and on comparison of the actual tax re-

ceipts, to the extent of $2 37 per head, or say $9,480,000 per annum. (Hear, hear.) I reserve
comparison with the years 1871-72 and 1872-73 till a later period.

Give Mr. Macpherson his Choice.

Meantime Mr. Macpherson may take his own choice of his starting point. When the smallest

possible blunder involves an error of $5,000,000 per annum, it seems hard to deny him the

benefit of the doubt. (Hear, hear.) As to the fui'ther question, Who is responsible for this

increase of taxation or expenditure ? whether it be 94 cents or $1 23, or 13 cents per head, I shall

have again a word to say before concluding my remarks.

Blunder No. 5.

The fifth error to which I will call your attention is one contained in this remarkable para-
graph, page 61 :

—

"The sum of two millions of dollars in Schedule A of the Supply Bill of 1874, charged against revenue, I believe
was altogether for increased expenditure which the revenue did not cover, and for which the present Government
is responsible."

Now, here you will see that the learned Senator commits himself pretty unreservedly to the

statement that Schedule A, 1874, means the addition of $2,000,000 made by us, and for which
we are directly responsible. Our Senator should remember that a little knowledge is a very
dangerous thing. I presume that Mr. Macpherson has occasionally looked at the Public
Accounts, but he must have read them to very little purpose when he committed himself to such
a statement as this. Take the very first and largest item, one of $480,282 42, under the head
of " Balances carried forward. " Does Mr. Macpherson presume to say that the present Gov-
ernment are responsible for one penny of the expenditure here described? Had he turned to

page 300 of the Public Accounts for the year 1S73, he would have found that each ?nd every one
of these unexpended balances had been carried forward by Orders in Council passed by the late

Government long before we entered office, and that they were, in point of fact, portions of votes

obtained by them for the service of the years 1872-73, though spent in and charged to the

cervice of 1873-74. Similarly in the case of " Unprovided items," amounting to $177,332 37,

he had simply to refer to page 293 of the same Public Accounts to see with his own eyes that

every penny of this money had been actually expended by the late Government prior to the 1st

July, 1873 ; an expenditure for which, I presume, even Mr. Macpherson will hardly contend
that the present Government are responsible. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) As to the expenditure

of $280,000 for the services of the Mounted Police, in conformity with the terms of the statute

passed by our predecessors ; for the rent of barracks in Manitoba from 1870 to 1st November,
1873 ; and for additional cost for maintenance of Dominion forces in Manitoba, to which, I

believe, we did not add one man, I think that not even faction itself will pretend that we are

accountable, any more than we are for the necessity of providing funds to finish contracts on
divers public works entered into by those gentlemen; or for the cost of the funeral of Sir George
Cartier, or of the Pacific Railway Commission, or of sums paid for the Indians in reference to

their treaties of 1871-72; or for such increases of salaries made by the late Government, by
their Order in Council of October 31st, 1873, as were carried out by us; or indeed for anything
but the most insignificant portion of the $2,000,000 comprised in Schedule A, which he has seen

fit to assert " were altogether for increased expenditure which the revenue did not cover, and
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for which the present Government is responsible." (Hear, hear.) Now, gentlemen, I admit
that Senators are constitutionally supposed to know no better, though I would be most loth to

have you imagine that 1 do not know that the Senate contains many able men quite as well
• qualified as myself to discuss these questions, if only their attention was specially called to them.

Suggestion to Mr. Macphcrson.

But I would most respectfully submit that it would be as well that Mr. Macpherson should
in future read the Public Accounts of the Dominion before he proceeds to instruct the public at
large as to the extent and nature of our transgressions in reference to the management of your
finances. (Hear, hear, and cheers.)

Blunder No. 6.

Sixthly, I find that Mr. Macpherson has committed himself to the assertion that the new
taxes imposed by me in 1874 only yielded the sum of $1,700,000. I do not pretend to under-
stand the mysterious workings of the Senatorial mind ; but I would like, as a matter of mere
•curiosity, to know how Mr. Macpherson arrives at this conclusion. Mr. Tilley's estimate of the
total revenue likely to be obtained for 1873-74 amounted to $21,740,000. Adding $260,000,
which was about the sum we received from Prince Edward Island, we will have, a total of

* $22, 000, 000, the probable receipts of 1874 under Mr. Tilley's tariff. Now, there is no ground
'whatever for believing that, except for the alterations introduced by me, and the large amount
of duty paid in anticipation of the change of tariff, the revenue for 1873-4 would have exceeded
Mr. Tilley's expectations. The actual importations for 1872-3 amounted to $127,514,494. The
actual importations' for 1873-4 were $127,404,169. Our actual receipts in the year 1874-5, when
my tariff was in complete operation, amounted to $24,648,715, without taking into account the
well-known fact that from $500,000 to $600,000 of duties properly belonging to 1874-5 had been
paid in toward the close of 1873-4 in anticipation. But if jthis is not sufficient, let us take the

• actual receipts from customs and excise in the year 1872-3, which amounted on a gross importa-
tion of $127,500,000 to the sum of $17,414,845 ; while in 1874-5 our customs and excise yielded

$20,420,697, on an importation of $119,618,657, although, as I have said, a very large sum
properly due to 1874-5 had been anticipated—a sum, I may observe, very much in excess of our
total receipts from Prince Edward Island. The fact I believe to be that even in 1875-76, which
was, as you know, a disastrous year, we obtained about two and :

a half millions from our new
-taxes ; and that in any average year we may confidently rely on receiving at least $3,000,000,
more especially as, owing to the great fall in the value of staples, it is thoroughly well estab-

lished that the imposition of the new duties had not in point of fact in any way reduced the
consumption.

Blunder No. 7.

Seventhly, I perceive that Mr. Macpherson is continually charging us with expenses incurred
under contracts for Goderich Harbour, Chantry Island, Bayfield, and many other works entered
into by our predecessors. Now, I desire to protest once for all against the gross unfairness of

attempting to hold us responsible for expenditure incurred in completing works actually com-
menced and put under contract by our predecessors. But in order that you and the public at

large may understand what an enormous mass of obligations was left behind them by those
gentlemen, I have here a statement of the total amount spent in public works "chargeable to

income " during the three years 1874-5, 1875-6, and 1876-7. These amount respectively to

$1,757,075, $1,948,941, and $1,314,000, making a total of $5,020,016. Of this expenditure about
$500,000 a year consists of items which may be described as absolutely fixed, and practically

out of the control of any Government, being the sums expended in keeping existing buildings

in proper repair, and for arbitrations, awards, dredging, and other needful services. If,

therefore, you deduct for these three years the sum of $1,500,000 of absolutely necessary
charges, you have a balance of $3,520,016 to be accounted for.

Amount due Action of Late Government.
My returns show that of this sum there was expended in works actually commenced by the

late Government, in 1874-5, a sum of $1,116,643 ; in 1875-6, a sum of $1,106,687 ; in 1876-7, a
sum of $587,000, being a total of $2,810,330 out of $3,520,016; while we have expended in
works originated by ourselves an average amount of $236,582 per annum. (Hear, hear, and
cheers.) Now, I need hardly tell you that every Government—no matter how economical, no
matter how desirous to reduce expenditure—must of necessity incur some outlay from time to
time for the public works of such a widely-extended Dominion as ours. But I leave it in perfect
•confidence with you to say whether our bitterest enemy can accuse U3 of gross extravagance in

view of an expenditure like this. (Cheers.

)

Cause Why we Could Not Reduce.
Permit me to add, that it is in just such expenditures as those I enumerated above, and which

were literally forced upon us by our predecessors, that you will find the reason why it was utterly
impossible for us at any earlier day to reduce our ordinary expenditure within more moderate
limits ; a fact which I have pointed out many times in the course of my budget speeches, and
which any honest and intelligent enquirer might have ascertained for himself by a very cursory
examination of the ordinary estimates. (Hear, hear.)

Commonplace Mistakes.
•*" Lastly, Mr. Chairman, anybody who chooses to analyse Mr. Macpherson's statements will

find an almost unlimited quantity of commonplace blunders : as when he states on page 37
*hat the service of the Mounted Police began in 1874, in .happy ignorance of the fact that this
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force was created by an Act of Parliament passed in May, 1S73, and that the whole force was
organized, and its pay, numbers, and allowances were settled, long before we took office at all.

Also, when, on the same page, he speaks of the Boundary Survey as having been begun in 1874,
when the fact is, that it was begun several years before, and was conducted and the whole ex-
penditure incurred some time before the close of the fiscal year 1873-4. (Hear, hear, and
cheers.)

Pause in Review.

And now, Mr. Chairman, I must stop here in my review of Mr. Macpherson's errors.
Human endurance is limited, and neither my voice nor your patience will permit me lo go on
instructing that gentleman in the very A 13 C of the finances of the Dominion.

Hint to Senate.

I shall only venture in all humility to suggest that if members of the Senate do feel a vo-
cation to instruct the general public in matters of finance, it would be advisable (always sup-
posing that Mr. Macpherson is to be regarded as a fair representative specimen) to provide in

future that all individuals of that august body entertaining such intentions should be required
at stated intervals to pass an examination in the simpler rules of arithmetic, in order to insure
that they know, or have not forgotten, so much of the rules of division and. multiplication as

might prevent a repetition of the blunders to which it has to-day been my unpleasant duty to

call your attention. (Hear, hear, laughter and cheers.

)

Practical Facts.

Coming, however, to matters of more practical moment, I propose to lay before you a few
simple facts, from which you will be able to draw your own conclusions. When we took office

in 1873-4, the total population of this Dominion was estimated not to exceed three and three-

quarter millions. Our present population for the year 1877-8 is estimated by the best autho-

rities to be fully equal to four millions, the fact being that the natural increase of papulation
in Canada is always very considerable, and, moreover, that the emigration to the United
States has been all but entirely stopped since the year 1873. As it is well known that that

emigration cost us previously at least 40,000 people a year, and that in spite of it the population

of Canada always steadily continued to increase, there does not appear to be any possible room
for doubt that the figures I have given you are rather under than over the mark. JSow, I

propose to show you :—
First, that the total burden of interest yearly accruing on our debts and subsidies, mea-

suredper capita, has hardly increased at all since we took office.

Secondly, that the amount of the debt itself, measured by the same standard, has in-

creased very little.

Thirdly, that the total taxation per head has not increased, but, on the contrary, has

materially diminished under our Administration. (Hear, hear.

)

Fourthly, that taking these gentlemen on their own ground, and comparing their expen-

diture for their last complete year, 1872-3, with our estimated expenditure for 1877-8,

and deducting those increases only which are obviously and admittedly due to the

action of the late Government, we are administering the affairs of this country abso-

lutely cheaper by about one-and one-quarter millions, and relatively cheaper, applying

the per capita standard as proposed by themselves, by something between three and
four millions per annum.

(Loud cheers.) I have to ask you, will this suffice? (Renewed cheers.)

Only one Point not Absolutely Certain.

And bear in mind that there is only one point—that of the relative population—which lacks

absolute certainty. Still, apart from "the reasons urged above, the fact of the increase in our

population is established beyond any moral doubt, and I think that.no one who travels much
in Canada will 'deny that, whatever other manufactures may have slackened, the manufacture
of the human race in this Dominion requires very little fostering or protection. (Laughter and
cheers.)

Calculation.

Now, as regards my first statement, that the burden of interest annually accruing on our

debt and subsidies, measured per capita, has hardly increased at all from 1873-4 to 1877-S, I

beg to submit the following calculations :—When we took office we found that the total amount
due for interest on that debt and subsidies (including, of course, the second half-year's interest

on Mr. Tilley's loan) amounted to the sum of $9,657,193, which, divided by 3f millions, will

give you as nearly as possible an average rate of $2 57^ per head. In 1S77-S the sum required

lor the same services amounts to $10,317,021, which in turn divided by four millions will give

you a quotient of $2 58^ nearly. If you prefer to make the calculation including sinking fund
and ordinary charges of management, you will find that the sum total for 1873-4, including as

before the additional half-year's charge on Mr. Tilley's loan, amounted to $10,505,798, which,

divided by of millions, gives some $2 80 nearly, while the charge for 1878 (deducting from it

the interest which we actually receive in hard cash on sums invested since 1873, which I pre-

sume not even Mr. Macpherson will pretend can be considered as an additional burden, or as

anything but a fair deduction) amounts to the total of $11,230,059, which, divided by four mil-

lions, gives a net result of $2 SO and 7£ mills per head, being, as nearly as may be, a net in-
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crease of the absolute burden of our debt and subsidies at the rate of one cent per head, or five

cents per family—(hear, hear)—an increase at which, I perceive, the worthy Senator professes

himself "appalled." (Hear, hear, and laughter.)

Mr. Macplierson Appalled.

Possibly he is. We know that there are some persons who are " appalled" at the necessity

of swallowing gnats who have no difficulty in bolting several camels, and I can only say that it

would have been very much more to the purpose if Mr. Macpherson and his fiiends had been a
little more " appalled" at the proposals introduced by the late Government in the sessions of

187*2 and of 1873 under which we were committed to expenditures of many millions for canals,

public buildings, and Pacific Railroads, to the assumption of the Provincial debts, to the in-

creases of salaries, to the admission of Prince Edward Island on terms involving an enormous loss

to the Dominion, and to divers other very onerous engagements which I have not now time to

specify in detail. (Hear, hear.) Had Mr. Macpherson done his duty then—had he co-operated
to the best of his ability with those who, like myself, were struggling with might and main to

put a curb on the wanton extravagance of the late Government— 1 might have admitted his right
to appear as a censor on the present occasion. As it is, Mr. Macpherson sat mute when he
might have raised his voice with some small chance of doing good, and now he is "appalled" at

the average increased burden for interest on the public debt of one cent per head. (Cheers and
laughter.

)

What ought to Appal us.

I must confess that I am not appalled at all at the amount of additional expenditure in this

direction. What I am appalled at is the depth of ignorance displayed, not merely by himself,

but by those who have been re-echoing his statements in parrot fashion from one end of this

country to the other, and also at the thought that under our Constitution important measures
may be decided by the votes of persons as ignorant and as prejudiced as Mr. Macpherson has
shown himself to be in every page of his pamphlet, and persons too who are by law divested of

all responsibility to the people of Canada. (Hear, hear, and cheers.)

How Interest Kept Down.
Should you desire to know how we have managed to keep the rate of increase so low, the

explanation is simple enough. It arises partly from our success in lowering the average rate of

interest by borrowing money at lower rates, and partly from the fact of the natural increase of

our population to which I have referred, and also in some small degree from the firmness of the
Government in insisting on such reduction in the subsidies to the Provinces as could fairly be
made. (Hear, hear.)

Second Statement.
Coming to the second statement—that the absolute amount per head of our debt has been

very slightly increased—it will suffice to remind you that although we have borrowed a nominal
amount of forty-four millions since we came into office, yet, as we have paid off some twenty
millions in the shape of the reduction of debt or of subsidies, which amounts to precisely the
same thing, and have also invested a moderate amount in interest-paying securities, the actual

effective addition to our public debt is barely twenty millions (nominally twenty-four millions),

from which if you deduct the proportionate amount for the estimated increase of one-cruarter of

a million between 1873 and 1878, \ou will find that our effective increase does not exceed $10,-

000,000, which, per capita, would amount to about $2 50 per head, a considerable but not by
any means overpowering increase in our indebtedness, more especially as it has not been, as I

have shown, accompanied by any appreciable addition to the average amount paid by way of in-

terest and subsidy, and an amount which, even taking it at the highest possible figure, is ridi-

culously disproportionate to the amount of $15 43 per head, which Mr. Macpherson l'epeatedly

implies that this Government have added to the national indebtedness. (Hear, hear, and cheers.)

Third Statement.

In the third place, I told you that the total taxation per head for which we were in any way
responsible had not increased, but decreased, since we took office. Now, I entirely repudiate
the idea that we can be justly held responsible for taxes which we were compelled to impose in

order to meet obligations incurred in defiance of our most emphatic protests. (Hear, hear.)

Grave Financial Crime.

So far from this, I hold that it was one of the gravest crimes, financially speaking, which the
late Government committed, that they deliberately and wilfully incurred vast new charges,

which they well knew would result in a heavy deficit, without imposing at the same time a
sufficient amount of new taxes to meet the new expenditure. (Chef rs. ) No rule of fiscal policy

is clearer or better established than this : that if a Government allows itself to be forced into

new expenditures without at the same time putting on new taxes, it deprives itself of the only
safeguard which any Administration possesses against the continual pressure of its own sup-
porters for special favours ; and in our case it is very unlikely that anything like the amount of

new charges which were imposed in the fatal session of 1873 could have been carried had this

elementavy rule of true statesmanship been adhered to. (Hear, hear.

)

Actual Facts.

As it was, you will remember that in 1873-4 we found that the ascertained expenditure in-

curred under the acts and estimates of the late Government had run up to $23,31 6, 3 16*, which,
divided by three and three-quarter millions, gives an average of $6 22 per head. Our estimated
expenditure for the present year, 1877-8. deducting, as it is but just to do, that portion which

;
•>
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is derived from actual cash investments not existing in 1872-3, amounts to $23,128,000, which,
divided by four millions, gives an average of $5 78 per head, being a reduction of 44 cents per
head in our favour on that estimate, or nearly two millions per annum. (Cheers.) It may be
observed that this statement is very unduly favourable to the late Administration, inasmuch as
the expenditure actually incurred in 1873-4 was nearly $600,000 in excess of the amount recorded
in the public accounts, the fact being that the whole expenditure for the Boundary Survey,
amounting to $255,846 additional, had been incurred prior to the close of 1873-4, although, ow-
ing to the delay in the verification of the accounts, which were in the hands of the Imperial au«
thorities, the money was paid and charged in the two subsequent years. Similarly, near $100,-
000 additional should be added to the expenditure of 1873-4 on account of the expenses incurred
by the Mounted Police in that year, and charged subsequently ; as also the remaining half year's
sinking fund and interest due on Mr. Tilley's loan, amounting to something like §225,000, all of
which items I have omitted for the purposes of this calculation.

Fourth Statement.

Fourthly, I repeat that if you will compare the expenditure of the late Government for
1872-3 with our estimated expenditure for the present year, 1877-8, you will find that upon de-
ducting those increases which are unmistakably due to the acts of the late Government, our total

expenditure is very nearly 1£ million less than their expenditure for 1872-3, and our relative expen-
diture, taking the per capita standard, between three and four millions less than theirs. (Loud
cheers.) On turning to the public accounts, you will perceive that in the year 1872-3 the total

expenditure amounted to $19,174,647. Now, our estimated population in that year, which,
bear in mind, was prior to the admission of Prince Edward Island, amounted to 3,600,000 sou's,

a.nd our expenditure per head was therefore, as nearly as may be, $5 32£. Now, if you will

take our estimates for the current year, 1877-8, you will find that the total amount that we
demanded for all services was $23,378,000, of which some $250,000 formed a cross entry repre-

sented by interest on investments made since 1872-3, leaving an estimated amount—to be pro-

vided by taxes of one kind or other—of $23, 128,000, showing a difference between the ascertained

expenditure of 1873 and the estimated expenditure for 1877-8 of $3,953,353. Since 1872-3 our
ordinary expenditure has been increased by the following items :

—

Provincial Debt and Subsidy of New Brunswick $ 820,000
Prince Edward Island, including railway and steam ferry 820,000
Mr. Tilley's loan, say 450,000
Post-office increase (by Mr. Tilley) 300,000
Increase of salary and estimates 350,000
Workinjr expenses (Intercolonial Railway) 500,uOO
Interest on capital for works up to end of 1877-8 1,200,000
Mounted Police 330,000
Indian treaties, say 330,000

Total fc 5,100,000

Which deducted from $23,128,000

Will give a sum of $18,028,000

Result.

Which amount, divided by four millions, is as nearly as possible $4 50£ per head. In other

words, were you to deduct those increases which are directly due to the action of the late Gov-
ernment, you would find that we were administering the affairs of this country some 82 cents

per head cheaper than they were able to do in 1872-3, or, in round numbers, for $3,280,000 lesa

a year, taking their own standard of measurement. (Hear, hear, and loud cheers.)

Items of List.

Now I call your special attention to the items composing this list. Of them all I can imagine

but two—that is, a part of the cost of new Indian treaties, and a small part of the item for in-

terest on capital expended on public works—as to which it is even possible to raise a question

as to the liability of the late Government. Can anybody pretend that this Government are re-

sponsible for the assumption of the Provincial debt or the additional subsidy to New Brunswick ;

for the admission of Prince Edward Island ; for the loan contracted by Mr. Tilley ;
for the al-

teration in the mode of keeping the Post-office accounts, resulting in a nominal addition of

$300,000 ; for the working expenses of those portions of the Intercolonial Railway opened since

1872-3 ; for the interest upon capital sunk in carrying out public works commenced by these

hon. gentlemen ; for the expenditure caused by the Mounted Police, which they organized, and

whose numbers and pay we have not increased ; or for the system of Indian treaties which they

had inaugurated, and which we were of necessity obliged to carry to completion ? I have pur-

posely taken no account of several other items, such as weights and measures, such as statutory

increases made in accordance with Acts of Parliament passed by them, nor of the heavy expen-

diture on public works chargeable to income, nor of sundry minor matters which might be fairly

used to swell the total against them. I have dealt with items of permanent increase alone ; and

though I do not pretend to say that all of these were unnecessary or uncalled for, I do say that

it is the height of injustice to debit us with the increased expenditure fairly and directly due to

the acts of our predecessors ; and that in any comparison made between the present and the

late Government, the least you can do is to compare our expenditure, after deducting these

items, with theirs under similar circumstances. (Hear, hear.

)

One More Calculation.

I shall only trouble you with one calculation more. You will observe that Mr. Tilley, in

his budget speech of 1873, declared that he was about to alter the mode of keeping the publio
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accounts, by causing the Post-oface Department to pay a considerable sum of money into the
hands of the Receiver-General which hitherto they had received and disbursed without that forma-
lity, and which amounted, as he states, to nearly §300,000. Now, if you will add that amount
to the actual gross receipts for the year 1872-3, which amounted to $20,813,469, you will rind

that that sum, divided by 3, GOO,000, the then population, gives an average amount, collected in

one way or another from the people of Canada, of $5 SGh per head ; while, if you take our esti-

mated gross revenue for 1877-8, which amounts to $23,400,000 and deduct the $250,000 interest

on our cash investments since 1872-3, you will find that our gross revenue on a population of
four millions is $5 79 per head nearly, being absolutely 1\ cents less than theirs in 1872-3, with-
out making one single deduction on any account. Or, better still, taking the actual receipts for
stamps, customs, and excise, which amounted in 1872-3 to $17,0*15,000. and which are estimated
for the present year at $19,159,000, you will find that our real taxation for 1877-8 is as nearly
as possible $4 79 per head, as against $4 90 in 1872-3, being a difference on the actual taxation
of nearly half a million in our favour, measured per capita. Work the sum which way you
please, and the results are always more or less in favour of the existing Administration. (Hear,
hear.

)

Summary.

Putting it broadly, although in 1877-8 we are providing for the wants of a quarter of a million
people more than they did in 1873-4 ; although we are paying half a million more into the
Sinking Fund in direct reduction of our debt ; although we have to provide for a great many
more services ; and although we pay a very large sum annually as interest upon works to which
these gentlemen committed us irretrievably before we took office, yet our gross estimated expen-
diture is barely $62,000 over their gross nominal expenditure for 1873-4, while if we deduct our
receipts for interest, and charge them with the genuine expenditure properly belonging to 1873-4,
there would be a balance of fully three-quarters of a million in our favour on the real cost of the
two years compared together. (Hear, hear, and cheers.)

Easily Refuted, if Wrong.

This, in fine, is our case. You will observe that these statements depend for proof on very
plain and simple facts. If I am wrong, nothing can be easier than to detect and expose my
errors, and probably there is not one man among you who cannot easily verify my calculations
for himself if he likes to take the trouble.

Consequences, if Right.

But if what I say is true, then, not only are Mr. Macpherson's allegations utterly disproved,
not only is he individually convicted of having played the part of a bitter and dishonest partizan,
but what is much more important, the whole general policy, financial and other, of the Mackenzie
Administration is triumphantly vindicated, and the responsibility justly attaching to the men
who entangled this country in a nec-work of most onerous and most uncalled-for obligations is

placed where it deserves. (Cheers. ) There is a good deal, therefore, involved in these four
simple propositions, and I am not making a very unreasonable request in bespeaking your best
consideration for the statements I have been making.

Another Suggestion for "Drum-Major" Macpherson.

And now, Mr. Chairman, in bidding farewell to Mr. Macpherson, and in cordial acknowledg-
ment of the really important service he has rendered us in enabling me to call yon.r attention
to these exceedingly useful facts, and in supplying us with such an excellent standard whereby
to measure the relative economy of the late and present Administrations, I would venture to
express a hope that the next time it pleases him to pose as drum-major in advance of Sir John's
ragged regiment—(loud laughter)—a post for which, I admit, he has very special gifts and
graces—he would kindly contrive to get his various wind instruments into somewhat better
harmony. (Hear, hear, and renewed laughter.

)

Sorrows of Dalton McCarthy.

It remains only for me to say a few words regarding Mr. Dalton McCarthy. I am sorry to
observe that very little time remains at our disposal, and had not Mr. McCarthy made it a
subject of special complaint that I would not notice hi3 criticisms in the House, I do not know
that I should have deemed it necessary to trouble you with any remarks on the present occasion.

His Position—Sir John's Little Weakness.

It may be as well, gentlemen, to explain briefly the exact position which Mr. McCarthy occupies
in the ranks of the present Opposition. Ycu must know that Sir John, great and good man as
he doubtless is, has still one little weakness. He is, like many good women, old and young,
apt to be a little jealous. Pie is even —tell it not in Gath—somewhat jealous of the reputation
and ambition of his illustrious friend Dr. Tupper. I am bound to say that I regard his alarm
as quite needless ; but, nevertheless, it is somewhat notorious that this jealousy has existed,

and that Sir John has been long looking about for some one whom he may use as a sort of rival

and counter-check to that gentleman. (Hear, hear, and laughter.) Unhappily, his own ranks
were very bare of the necessary material. Save and except the late Mr. Hillyard Cameron, it

would have been a hard matter for him to pick out two men of fairly average ability among his

supporters—(hear, hear)—and so Mr. McCarthy appears to have been trotted out, avowedly for

the purpose of supplying the Opposition with brains—at any rate that was the statement of the
Mail, and I presume it ought to know. (Laughter and cheers.

)
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Mr. McCarthy's Mission.

Now, Mr. McCarthy, as we have been given to understand, was further entrusted with
the special mission of enlightening the House on the general position of the finances of this

country, and as he appears very anxious to understand why I did not at once reply to his criti-

cisms, I can hardly refrain from obliging him with the reasons.

Reasons for Letting him Alone.

They were mainly these two. In the first place, Mr. McCarthy had not been speaking for

five minutes before 1 perceived that he was talking what is technically called " erani," and not

with any real knowledge of his subject. In the second place, it was equally obvious that he had
been put up to endeavour to draw my fire. The hands were the hands of Ksau, but the voice

was the voice of Jacob. (Hear, hear, and laughter. ) In other words, the notes were Dr.

Tupper's, though the speech was made by Mr. Dalton McCarthy. (Renewed laughter and cheers.

)

Dr. Tupper's Habit.

Now, it was very well known to me that Dr. Tupper great'v preferred to follow on all occa*

sions in discussion. It is a pleasant trait in his character, and common to him and the charming

sex he is said to adore, that he likes dearly to have the last word, but on this particular occasion

I was not disposed to indulge him, and, in consequence, the House and the country were
deprived of an oration from Dr. Tupper of at least four hours' duration. (Hear, hear, and
laughter.) Moreover, I was very well aware that there were at least a dozen gentlemen on our

side of the House ready and eager for the fray, any one of whom, on questions of finance, was
a full match for Mr. Dalton McCarthy, and it was my clear business to leave th~se gentlemen

to deal with him, which they presently did in very effectual fashion. (Hear, hear.)

A Little Strategy.

I may add, that there was a little question of strategy involved. When your opponents are

making a false move is not the time to interrupt them. All through I have been anxious to get

the attention of the public firmly fixed on these two points :—First, which Government was
really responsible for the increase of our expenditure ? and, secondly, how docs our Adminis-

tration really compare in point of economy with that of our predecessors ? Of all possible

battle-grounds, this is the one I would choose.

Use of Dr. Tupper, Mr. McCarthy, and Mr. Macpherson.
All we want is time to place the facts clearly before the people ; and all these attacks of Mr.

McCarthy's, Dr. Tupper's, and Senator Macpherson's are, if properly used, just so many very
useful irritants of the public mind, which needed to be set enquiring on this special subject. It

may be that we have hitherto been a little too dilatory in replying, but, knowing how very

ready these gentlemen are to disown their most explicit statements when it suits their purpose,,

it is with no small satisfaction that I have seen them committing themselves so unreservedly to

Mr. Macpherson's pamphlet, which can't be explained away, and which has been so widely
circulated and so thoroughly endorsed by their press and their leaders that they cannot possibly

escape ihe discredit of his blunders. (Hear, hear.)

Mr. McCarthy a Copy of Mr. Macpherson.
As for Mr. McCarthy, it is needless to do more than read you a few paragraphs from his

harangue at Cobourg to show you that his main points are a pure repetition of Mr. Macpherson's
principal and worst mistakes, of which I have disposed already :

—

MR. MACPHERSON.

Then the legislation to which I have just referred was
passed, and the expenditure for the year under Acts of

Parliament and by Supplementary Estimates was autho-
rized to be increased (according to Mr. Tilley) by
$1,542,000, making the total estimates for that year
§22,483,183.

Sir P. Hinclts in 1870 showed the debt was then
$22 60 per head. In 1S73 Mr. Tilley said the debt per
head had not increased. But iu 1876 the debt had in-

creased to $37 93 per head.

The taxation had increased from S3 50 in 1870 to $5 76
in 1876, and $6 per head is now required.

MR. m'cartiit.

If that were correct, how did it happen that the ex-
penditure for that year (1S73-4) was .^23,316,316, while
Mr. Tilley's estimates were only for S22,4$3,1S2?
When the late (? present) Government succeeded to

power, the debt of the population of this country was
§22 50 per head. Last > car that $22 50 per head had
very nearly doubled, and the per head t< - iay, although
the population had increased, was §37 93. That was
the practical result of the whole matter. There was no
useof battling with Mr. Cartwrijrht as to this or that
set of figures ; if the people found out under which
Government they paid the least taxes, and owed the
least money, they would have no difficulty in putting
the saddle on the ri»ht horse.

In 1870, §3 50 was the tax every man, woman, and
child in the Dominion had, on an average, to pay.
How did it stand now? $5 76 was required last year,

and after all there was a deficit, and this year it will no
doubt take $6 a head, instead of S3 50, to carry on the
affairs of the country under this gentleman.

T3tere is but one point as to which I may as well say a few words.

Possible Attempt.

I may be doing the parties an injustice, but on looking critically at some of the expressions

used, I see they might possibly be construed so as to have a double meaning, and that when
very hard pressed they may endeavour to extricate themselves from the extremely awkward
position they have got into by turning round upon us and declaring that it was all a mistake ;

that they didn't mean to impute any blame to us at all, but only took up their parable against
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the general tendency to increase—say, since Confederation. You may say with perfect
truth that such a shift is impossible, seeing it would be contradicted by the whole tenor
of their speeches, and even by their own express words in many places ; but if you knew these
gentlemen as well as I do, you would be aware that small indeed must be the loophole through
which they will not try to escape, and pitiful indeed must be the evasion to which they will
not have recourse when they find they are in a scrape. (Hear, hear.) It is said to be a hard
thing for a camel—or a Mr. Macpherson—to get through the eye of a needle. (Laughter.) It
is harder, I fear, to find an average Opposition Senator who can reason intelligently on the
finances of the Dominion. (Renewed laughter.) But you may rely upon it, it is hardest of all

to name a shift which these men would disdain to make use of in an emergency. No*r, there
is no sort of mistake as to the meaning of both Mr. McCarthy and Mr. Macpherson, whom he
is here quoting, though, possibly owing to some error in the reporting, the language used by
Mr. McCarthy is a little the more dubious.

Object of Mr. McCarthy and Mr. Macpherson.

Both Senator and Commoner are trying to impress upon their hearers that the present Gov-
ernment are responsible for an immense increase of the public taxation, and both select the per
capita standard of measurement.

Dilemma.
Both, likewise, have by so doing placed themselves in this dilemma : If they deliberately

mean to charge us with these increases, they show themselves to be most grossly ignorant of

the commonest details of the finances of this Dominion. (Hear, hear.) If they know better,

and should, after this, attempt to wriggle out of the plain and obvious meaning of their words,
they have been acting with the most extreme dishonesty, and every word and every line of

their respective speeches is constructed with deliberate intent to deceive. (Hear, hear.) No
ordinary reader can possibly draw any other conclusion from their language than that the
present Government had increased the debt per capita from $22 50 to $37 93, and the taxation
from $3 50 to $6 per head ; and, indeed, when Mr. McCarthy further on explicitly declares,
" This year, no doubt, it will take $6 per head instead of $3 50 to carry on the affairs of this

country under this gentleman " (that is, myself), he would seem to most effectually bolt and
bar the door against any possibility of misunderstanding. Mr. McCarthy is said to be a clever

lawyer.
"When the Blind Lead the Blind."

He may profitably meditate, before again committing himself to statements made on no
better authority than that of Dr. Tupper or Mr. Macpherson, on this saying :

" When the blind
lead the blind, both will fall into the ditch." (Laughter and cheers.)

Abuse of Superannuation.

As to his remark upon our abuse of the Superannuation Act passed by the late Government,
I will only call his attention and yours to a few simple facts which may tend to modify your
opinion upon that subject. In the first place, the total number of employees entitled to the
benefit of that Act is no less than 2,175. Of these to-day there are nearly 500 over three score
years of age, the date at which the statute in ordinary cases begins to apply. Of these SCO,

some 200 odd are over 65 (are, in fact, over or on the verge of 70), 65 being the date beyond
which no man is to remain in the service unless on a special statement that he is fit for his
work. Our total number of superannuations out of this large number of nearly 2,200 men
has averaged between 30 and 40 a year, being about 1£ per cent, per annum. We have increased
the total sum paid for superannuation by $41,358 in three years, being the difference between
$64,442 paid in 1873-4, and $105,800 paid in 1876-7; and we had $4,000 more paid into the trea-

sury by our employees in 1875-6 than in 1873-4; and we have saved since we took office by the
abolishment of various offices, $36,450.

Net Loss Under Present Government.
The net loss to the public is, therefore, about $1,000 in three years. (Hear, hear.) The

total increase under the late Government in a similar period, say from 1869-70 to 1872-3, was'
$53,026, with very little set-off in the way of abolishing offices. Comment is unnecessary, and
I can only express my hope that Mr. McCarthy will, as I have very little doubt he will, plead
better for his ordinary clients. (Hear, hear, and laughter.

)

McCarthy's Political Brief.

Perhaps, however, he may say that as his present political brief is only marked with Sir John
Macdonald's I O U—payable when he gets into office again—the argument is quite as good as

the I O U—a point I am very far from disputing. (Laughter and cheers.)

Natural Wish.

One word more. I have been reviled not a little for expressing a wish, in a perhaps un-
guarded moment, that there was some one in the Opposition who had ever been Minister of

Finance. "Well, perhaps I was wrong to say so, but at any rate it was a natural wish enough.

One thing is certain, that had Sir Francis Hincks, Sir A. T. Gait, or Sir John Rose been acting

as financial leader of Her Majesty's loyal Opposition, though we would have had far more
formidable opponents, we would have been spared an immense amount of idle and fruitless

discussion. It may astonish Mr. McCarthy and his friends, but the post of Finance Minister

of this Dominion, even when it is no better filled than it is at present (and I am very conscious

of not a few shortcomings, which I am trying to cure), does require some little natural canacity
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and a good deal of steady, hard -work. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) Moreover, a practical ac-

quaintance with the details of the public accounts and of the financial position of this country-

takes time to acquire—more time than can readily be afforded by any one deeply engaged in the
pursuits of a very laborious profession. When Mr. McCarthy chooses to study these matters

at first hand, and will give a sufficient portion of his time and his mind to them, I shall be very
happy to discuss them with him at any length he pleases. (Cheers.)

A Real Luxury.
I may add, it would be a real luxury, such as so far I have had very little experience of, to

be able to discuss these questions with a clear-headed intelligent opponent, be he who he may
;

but a man who has had such difficulties to deal with as have beset the Finance Minister

of Canada for the last few years may be pardoned if he does now and then wax a little impatient
if he is expected to spend hour upon hour in the House and before the country in refuting every
stale re-hash of Dr. Tupper s, or Senator Macpherson's staler blunders. (Hear, hear.)

Good Wishes for McCarthy.
,

I sincerely wish Mr. McCarthy better company and better leaders for the future. And now,
gentlemen, with the most hearty thanks for the untiring attention you have given me during
this very long harangue, I shall make way with no small pleasure for my able and talented
colleague, Mr. Huntington. (Prolonged cheering.)



REFORM MEETING AT WINDSOR.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6th

On their return from an official visit to Manitoba, the Hon. Messrs. Pelletier and Mills
were invited by Mr. Win. McGregor, M.P., and other Reformers of the district, to address a
few public meetings in the County of Essex. The invitation was accepted, and the first meet-
ing was held in the Opera House, Windsor, on Saturday evening, 6th October. Although the
notice given was very short, the attendance—French and English—was large, and both Minis-
ters were received with great cordiality. The Hon Mr. Pelletier spoke in French.

SPEECH OF THE HON. MR. MILLS.

Mr. Mills, who was also received with applause, said:— Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen, this
is the first time that it has been my good fortune to appear before the electors of Essex to discuss
some of the questions upon which, since the union, parties in Canada have been divided. I am
here to defend the principles of the Reform party, of which their representatives in Parliament
have been the exponents. I am here to explain and justify the policy of the Administration.
You have recently had amongst you Sir John A. Macdonald and other leading members of the
Conservative party. You have heard what they had to say in condemnation of the Federal
Government and their policy, and also what they had to advance in defence of the conduct of

the late Administration ; and, to a very limited extent, they informed you what, in their opinion,

ought to be the policy of the future. From the brief reports of their speeches which have come
under my observation, I notice they tell you that some of us are indolent, some are mercenary,
some are corrupt, and all are incapable ; and, having given us a bad name, they have under-
taken the task of hunting us down. They say that, since the accession of Mr. Mackenzie and
his colleagues to power, the country has been far from prosperous ; that this want of prosperity
is mainly chargeable to the conduct of the present Ministry ; and that if Sir John Macdonald
and his friends again had the supreme direction of affairs, the stringency of the times would
cease, trade would revive, and the age of Saturn again return.

Taking Issue with the Opposition.

Now, I take issue with these gentlemen upon all these propositions. (Hear, hear.) The
policy of the Government was clearly indicated in the address of the First Minister at the
general election. We have sought simply to embody in our public policy the views which were
set forth while in Opposition. In our course we were sustained by an overwhelming majority
at the polls. (Hear, hear.) The Opposition say that our policy is unwise, and that the men to
whom you have entrusted the authority of carrying it forward, and giving it effect, are incapable

and dishonest ; and they are now calling upon you to reconsider and reverse your verdict. I
hope to convince those who doubt, and to confirm in their conviction those who believe, that
the verdict pronounced in 1874 was a righteous one, and in the public interest "That's so ");

and that the charges against us, in so far as they reflect upon the honesty and integrity of the

Government, are unfounded. (Cheers.) I propose to contrast our management of public affairs

with their management by those who pi eceded us ; to contrast our professions and practices

with the professions and practices of Sir John A. Macdonald and his friends ; and I think I can
show you that the qualities which they have ascribed to us belong to themselves. (Hear, hear.)

A Fair Line of Argument.
We have been frequently told by these gentlemen, and by the newspapers which represent

them, that this is not a fair line of argument to pursue—that the misdeeds of Sir John A. Mac-
donald and those who were associated with him are not and will not be regarded by the people

as any defence for any wrong done by us—that we ought not to expect to be sustained on
account of the faults of others, instead of by our own merits and the wisdom of our measures.

Now, I admit the soundness of this proposition, whenever it is possible to place the conduct and
policy of the Government fairly before this country, unaffected by extraneous considerations.

(Hear, hear.) I admit the objection, under certain contingencies, to be valid, and the principle

which underlies it to be true, but it is not the whole truth. (Hear.) I agree with those who
maintain that it is the duty of the electors of Canada to stamp with their disapprobation every

departure from the sound principles of government, every act of political folly or political

turpitude, of which any party, Government, or public man has been guilty. (Cheers.)

A Further Duty—To Look Before They Leap.

But their duty does not cease at this point. They are bound not to excuse or to justify a

greater wrong in condemning a lesser one. They are bound by every consideration of public

duty not to palliate, much less to reward, a great political offender in order to punish a mere
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error of judgment. (Cheers.) They are bound not to support a policy essentially unsound,

politically and ethically, in order to punish those who have administered a sound policy, it may
be with little skill. When the Conservative party depose their present leaders, and choose in

their stead men whose hands are indeed clean, then the public, in holding the balances in which
the merits of parties are weighed, will not be called upon to condone the "high crimes and mis-

demeanours" of our predecessors, in order to express their disapprobation of the mistakes of the

present Administration—if mistakes can be shown to have been made. (H^ar, hear.) I affirm,

therefore, without any hesitation or misgiving, that a more untenable position could not be

taken than the one chosen by those who say that the public are not called upon to consider the

consequences of their action ; that they are not required by the obligations of public duty to ask

themselves before they leap where they are likely to alight ; that they ought not to be called

upon to consider before they turn one Government out whom they are likely to bring in. No
one in his private concerns acts upon any such principle. (Hear, hear.)

The Franchise a Trust as well as a Right.

The elective franchise, besides being the right of the sober, the industrious, the well-inform-

ed, is at the same time a great public trust, in which are bound up the interests of the

whole community now and in the future. The acts of the electors and the elected are far-reach-

ing, for through them may liabilities be incurred having the gravest influence upon succeeding
generations. In no other case, then, are the people so much required to act with a full sense of

the responsibility of the consequences as in giving their verdict at the polls upon the conduct
of public affairs. (Hear, hear.) As electors your judgment ought to be, to the best of your
ability, in consonance with your convictions of what is best in the public interest. I am glad,

gentlemen, for this reason, that you have had the opportunity of hearing what our opponents
have had to say agaiost us and against our policy. I trust you will consider well what we may
say here, and what has been said elsewhere, in our defence. This we have the right to expect

from you as a well-informed and fair-minded people ; so that when called upon for your decision

at the general election, between the representatives of conflicting opinions and the exponents ot

different lines of public policy, you may act from intelligent conviction, and with a full sense of

your great responsibility. (Cheers.

)

A Sound Principle in Equity Jurisprudence.

It is, gentlemen, a well-established maxim in equity jurisprudence, that he who would invoke
the aid of a Court of Equity must himself come into that Court with "clean hands." (Hear, hear.)

It is an eminently just maxim when applied to those=leaders of the Conservative party who, for

the time being, have laid their Conservatism aside, and now desire to be regarded as ambulatory
tribunes of the people—(laughter)—who ask for our condemnation, in "order that their own
crimes and follies may be condoned. (Cheers.) But I wish to impress this fact upon you : that

the policy of the present Government is not the only thing that the people of Canada are called

upon to consider. The Conservative party owed something to the country.

The Duty of the Conservative Party to the Country.
It was the duty of that party to have deposed their leaders when the scandals connected with

the Pacific Railway were established. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) They have seen proper to

pursue a different course. They have seen proper to retain Sir John A. Macdonald and those
who were associated with him in that transaction as party leaders, and you are asked to declare

that you were wrong in condemning the Washington Treaty, by which the interests of Canada
wei^e sacrificed for anticipated personal honours—(hear, hear)—that you were wrong in condemn-
ing the sale ot the Pacific Railway charter, by which money was obtained to enable Sir John
Macdonald to remain in office. (Cheers. ) Our opponents tell you that this was not a mercenary
act, and it ought not, therefore, to be too severely censured. They Ml you that it was the mis-

take of an ambitious man, and not the vice of an avaricious one, greedy of gain.

The Real Nature of the Pacific Charter Sale.

It was, gentlemen, a purchase of office for five years, with its attendant honours and emolu-
ments. (Hear, hear.^ I don't pretend to know which was the governing consideration. I

know the act was a great crime. I know that by the sale a great public trust was betrayed.
(Hear, hear.) I know that Sir Hugh Allan said—and in this I believe him—that he paid
upwards of $350,000 solely in consideration of having obtained the charter. (Loud cheers.)

The character of the act would not have been at all changed had the same amount of money
been taken directly from the public treasury. The money was paid by Sir Hugh Allan, not for

any valuable consideration given by Sir John A. Macdonald and his friends from their private

preperty, but because 50,000,000 acres of lands which were likely to attain great value, and
30.000,000 dollars in cash, could be got possession of. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) Sir John
Macdonald calls upon you to reconsider and reverse the verdict you gave in 1874. He asks
you to again place the direction of public affairs in his hands. He tells you that if you do him
the justice of restoring him again to power, he will not handle the money in the next sale. He
say? that to have done so was a mistake.

Why Sir John thinks it a Mistake.

5Tou will mark well this fact : that in his opinion the sale of a great public trust to raise

money with which to bribe the electors, to the end that he might continue to hold office, was
a proper transaction—that the only mistake in the sale of the Pacific Railway charter was for

the Ministers to have received the money, instead of having a political club for that purpose.
He thinks a public man ought to be above suspicion, and it was possible for his enemies to do
hhn the injustice of supposing him capable ot retaining a part of the #45,000 which he received;
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and, further, the conduct of Mr. Langevin shows that it is safer to have a pa'ty club. To get
rid, therefore, of unfounded suspicions, and to avoid leading the most generous of colleagues

into a temptation which he is unable to bear, a party club is an obvious necessity, and with it

the proceeds of future sales of public works will be deposited. (Hear, hear, and loud cheers.)

This, gentlemen, is no exaggeration of Sir John Macdonald's attitude. It is a simple statement
of his line of defence, stripped of the drapery by which its moral deformity is sought to be
concealed. (Hear, hear.) What wrong does he say was done by the sale of the Pacific Railway
charter? Only this : that by receiving the money himself the cruel injustice might be done
him of supposing that he kept any portion of what he received. He says he paid it oun—that
and "another ten thousand" included—for election purposes. Now, I don't at all question the
accuracy of this statement ; but are you prepared to agree with his view of the transaction ?

Bribery with Private Funds Wrong, font with Public Funds Right

!

Are you prepared to say that it is wrong for a man to bribe the electors with his own money,
or with the money contributed by his friends ; that he is deservedly punished by being un-
seated and disqualified under such circumstances, but that it is right and proper if the electors

are bribed and the seat is secured by the sale of a public work or the sale of a public contract ?

Are you prepared to say that it was not wrong, that it was not corrupt, to raise money in this

way in order to purchase offices of emolument ? (No, no.) I say deliberately it was a sale in

which public lands and money were to be received by Sir Hugh Allan and his associates for

three hundred and fifty odd thousand dollars paid. This sum unquestionably went to diminish the
profits of the anticipated undertaking. It was practically a charge against the funds that

were to have been received. Sir Hugh Allan paid his money, and got the charter, and Sir John
Macdonald and his colleagues kept their offices. (Hear, hear.) I confess, gentlemen I have
been not a little surprised to find such a defence made where the best possible defence is a plea

of guilty. I have been surprised to find the leader of the Opposition telling you that upon the
subject of the Pacific Scandal he has always been at peace with himself ; that the public did him
a cruel injustice at the last election by their condemnation ; that it is not he, but the electors,

who are now penitent ; that they are anxiously waiting an opportunity to undo that injustice
;

and that, when the next general elections are over, he will not only enjoy internal peace, but
external glory. I ask you, gentlemen, whether effrontery could go further? (Cheers.) I

have attended a few public meetings, and I have failed to see any indications of that penitence

of which the leader of the Opposition speaks. I have not seen the people, like Niobe, "all
tears" for his return to power. (Cheers and laughter. ) It is well for the credit of the country
that it is not so. I will not do him the injustice of saying that he holds those opinions of this

most scandalous transaction which he so earnestly desires others to entertain. And let me
here remind you that at the very time the sale of the Pacific Railway charter had been made,
when the money obtained by this sale was being furnished to the candidates contesting the
constituencies in the interest of the late Administration, Sir John Macdonald made a speech

in Perth contrasting the purity of Canadian politicians with the political corruptions which
prevailed in the United States.

What Sir John said about the Purity of Some of his Colleagues.

I regret that I cannot give you his precise words, but in substance he declared that he had
followed the example, and by his untiring efforts had succeeded in keeping up in this country
the high standard which had prevailed among the statesmen of England ; that on more than
one occasion rumours had gone abroad reflecting upon the character of some of his colleagues

;

that he had always enquired carefully into these matters ; that he had sometimes discovered

them to be well-founded ; and they had no doubt observed that some of his colleagues had
retired from his Government. The hon. gentleman did not state specifically to whom, of the

many men who had been his colleagues, he specially referred. But you will remember, gentle-

men, that this speech was made a little more than two years after Mr. Macdougall had been
unceremoniously dismissed from the Administration, and Mr. Langevin put in his place. (Hear,

hear.) You will, no doubt, remember also what Mr. Macdougall subsequently said of Mr.
Langevin. (Hear, hear.)

An Illustration—The Arab Chief and the Vermin.

You know, gentlemen, when an Arab Chief has his garments so filled with vermin as to

become no longer supportable, he spreads them upon an ant-hill, so that the one class of insects

may make war on and chase away the other. (Laughter and cheers.) Sir John A. Macdonald
adopted a similar course when he sought to get rid of useless or incompetent colleagues ; but
when I look at the list of speakers at the Tory pic-nics through the country, I observe that, in

his distress, the vermin are again upon him. (Loud cheers and laughter.)

Chages Made by the Opposition.

Our opponents say we are incompetent and corrupt ; and, as as an instance of that incom-
petency and corruption, they refer, amongst other things, to the purchase of 20,000 tons of steel

rails by the First Minister, upon the advice of the Chief Engineer of the Pacific Railway. They
say that the brother of the First Minister was a partner in one of the firms that contracted for

the supply of a portion of those rails. They allege that contracts for the construction of public
works have been let to others than the lowest tenderers. They charge Mr. Cartwright with
having disposed of Canadian securities by private sale, upon the advice of the agents of the
Canadian Government, instead of inviting tenders and selling to the highest bidder. They
allege that the straitened times are due to the fiscal policy the Government have uursued. Thev
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say that in the conduct of public affairs the Administration have exhibited a total want of

legislative and administrative capacity. It is my purpose on the present occasion to briefly

consider these charges. It is my purpose also, as pertinent to the occasion, to invite your
attention to the conduct of those who are bringing these charges—to their splendid opportunities

and disgraceful failures—to the obvious path of duty and wisdom that lay plainly before them,
from which, whenever they attempted to move, they always deviated. (Cheers.) 1 hope to
make the fact so plain with reference to their administration, that if all the things they have
alleged against us were true—which they are not—while it might justify the country in insisting

upon the correction of what was wrong, it would not justify the deposition of the present Gov-
ernment in order to replace them by their predecessors. (Hear, hear.) Admitting every
allegation and every slander, still the public interest would demand no change, unless it were a
change to new men, with a political career still before them—not a change to men whose political

course was run, and had been as mischievous as it had been dishonest. (Cheers.) I purpose,
in addressing you, to defend the Government from the charges which have been made against

them—to defend the fiscal policy they have hitherto pursued, and to show you, as clearly as it

is possible to establish any proposition in politics, that in so far as error has been committed at
all by us, it has been, not in refusing to be guided by the advice, or to follow in the course,

indicated by the ill-digested, unsettled, contradictory, and irreconcilable opinions of our political

opponents, but in not departing from them more widely in what we have so far done. (Cheers.)

The Purchase of Steel Rails.

I need not, gentlemen, detain you very long by answering the charges that have been made
against the Government, so far as those charges are pointed rather against the integrity of some
of its members than against their capacity. With reference to the purchase of steel rails, the

First Minister has himself answered his assailants fully, and as you have no doubt seen that
answer, I need not go over the ground already covered by him, further than to say that, in the
session which followed the purchase, no one complained. Dr. Tupper, who upon all these

questions puts himself forward as the oracle of the Opposition, expressed his approbation of

what had been done. The complaints that were made with regard to the wisdom of the pur-

chase were first heard at a much later period, and were an exhibition, not of foresight, but of

aftersight. (Hear, hear. ) It is said that the purchase was a corrupt transaction, and that a
contract for a. large portion was given to a firm in which Mr. Charles Mackenzie was a partner.

This has been denied by every member of the firm. Suppose it were true—what then ? Does
it follow that the transaction was a corrupt one ? Tenders were advertised for. It was open to

any one who chose to tender, and, other things being equal, it was the obvious duty of the Gov-
ernment to accept the lowest. ( Hear, hear. ) Supposing Mr. Charles Mackenzie had been a
member of the firm of Cooper, Fairman, & Co., would that have been a valid reason for setting

*side their tender ? No man in his senses will say so.

4 The Late Government Providing for their Relatives.
* The charge of nepotism comes with a very bad grace from the members of the late Govern-

ment (Hear, hear.) Sir John A. Macdonald made his brother-in.law Deputy Minister of Justice ;

Mr. Langevin made his brother, first, Clerk of the Crown in Chancery, and then Under-Secre-
tary of State. Dr. Tupper provided for his brother in the Customs, and Mr. Mitchell's

relations were provided for generally in a manner of which I shall presently speak. (Cheers.)

To some of these appointments I make no objection, but others were, on principle, certainly

very objectionable. I have no reason whatever to say that the Under-Secretary of State and
the late Deputy-Minister of Justice are not very worthy men, but I do say that it is in the

highest degree objectionable for a Minister of the Crown to put a near relative and a political

friend in an official position that brings him into close confidential relations with his political

opponents when they succeed to power. (Hear, hear.) You never can be sure that in the

intimacy of private friendship, where there is no intention to betray official confidence, some-
thing may not be said which ought not to have been spoken ; and I say that unless a
Minister i3 prepared, upon his retirement from office, to withdraw also from public life, he is

guilty of a great breach of public duty in making a near relative a Deputy-Minister. (Hear,

hear.) The men who did this are not in a position to bring accusations of nepotism against

their opponents. They tell you that these steel rails, although purchased by public tender at

$54 a ton, were still purchased at too high a rate.

The Present and Late Government's Way of Purchasing Railway Supplies Contrasted.

What have they to say with regard to their own purchases of rails for the Intercolonial

Railway ? They authorized these purchases to be made by Mr. Hawes, a brother-in-law of Mr.

Mitchell. He was at liberty to purchase Irom whom he pleased, at what price he pleased, and
in what manner he pleased. (Hear, hear.) No public tenders were asked for. He bought by
private arrangement. He was allowed a commission of 2£ per cent., so tbat the more he paid

for the rails the more he received from the Government for what he did. (Hear, hear.) Tl«e

rails he bought were purchased, not at $54 a ton, but at $84. Not satisfied with a commission

upon these exorbitant charges, he made out fraudulent invoices, overcharging the Government

about £9,000 sterling on 7,000 tons, and upon this excess he was also paid a commission.

(Cheers.) I might also speak of the enterprising firm of Fraser, Reynolds & Co., of Halifax,

from whom Mr. Carvell, another brother-in-law of Mr. Mitchell, obtained supplies for tho

Intercolonial Railway. This firm had no existence until after the elections of 1872. It had Mr.

Alpin Grant, an old political friend and supporter of Dr. Tupper, as its moving spirit, and Mr.

Fraser, a cousin of the Hon. J^mes Macdonald, who was for a short time member for Pictou,
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and who, it will be remembered, was so thoroughly convinced of the honesty of the late
Administration that he would not believe there was any sale of the Pacific Railway Charter, al-

though the facts establishing the sale were sworn to by Sir John Macdonald and others
interested in the transaction. Well, these gentlemen, although without any previous
experience in the business, established a hardware store, and they had the Government as their

most profitable customer. They did a thriving business. They were paid for what had not
been received. They sold car springs that were unlit for use. They received for springs, for

lard oil, and for other railway supplies, prices far above those of ordinary dealers. (Hear, hear.)

When the conduct of these gentlemen, of Mr. Carvell and of Mr. Hawes, was brought to light,

Dr. Tupper and Mr. Mitchell professed to have hac
1 no knowledge nor any connection with

the transaction in question. One would have supposed, then, as public men, they would have
denounced them and the parties guilty of such frauds, but, on the contrary, they have never
failed to seize every opportunity to attack Mr. Brydges for having brought these fraudulent
transactions to light. It is singularly unfortunate for these gentlemen that they should do so.

The conduct of an honest man, who endeavours to strangle the bellman that gives the alarm
when his neighbour's house is on fire, instead of trying to discover the incendiary, would not be
a greater mistake, nor more liable to be misunderstood. (Cheers.

)

The Kaministiquia Land Purchase.

Then it is said that $50,000 has been paid for a strip of land containing 100 acres, and extend-
ing two or three miles along the Kaministiquia River, for workshops, for docking, and for other
purposes connected with the eastern terminus of the Pacific Railway. It can hardly be supposed
that lands at the terminus of the Pacific Railway, wherever that may be, would not be of very
considerable value. I have no personal knowledge of the location spoken of. I have but the
information that I have obtained from others . I know Mr. Reid, one of the valuators, is a man
of probity and good judgment, and I don't believe he would be willing to fix a higher price than
the actual value of the lands. I am told, and I have no reason to doubt the accuracy of the
statement, that others have purchased in the vicinity lands less favourably situated than those
obtained by the Government, at higher prices than the. Government have been called upon to
pay. (Hear, hear.)

Another Contrast Drawn—Purchase of Lands by late Government.
But let me again compare the conduct of the present Government in this matter with the

conduct of our predecessors. Mr. Mitchell obtained, at Newcastle, where lands have no greater
value than at Kaministiquia, a sum of $16,000 for two acres, which were not required, and have
not been used by the Government, being sixteen times as much per acre as was paid for the
Pacific Railway terminus at Lake Superior ; and the Government of Sir John Macdonald paid
for the site of a post-office in Montreal, containing about a quarter of an acre, the sum of $150,-
000— three times as much as was paid for the immense stretch of river frontage at Thunder Bay.
(Hear, hear.) I need, gentlemen, say nothing more with regard to this transaction. Our
opponents have not shown that the lands were unnecessary, that the price paid was excessive,

or that the terminus chosen is not the best one, and I have given you two out of many
instances of the prices at which they purchased lands—the one purchase in Montreal, for a
public purpose ; the other, to satisfy a colleague who threatened desertion. The latter was made
at the time of the famous meeting of Parliament in August, 1873. (Hear, hear.)

The Hon. Mr. Cartwright's Loan.

With reference to the loan effected by Mr. Cartwright, the course adopted was believed to
be in the public interest, and was therefore taken. It was taken on the advice of gentlemen of
high standing in the monetary world—gentlemen of unimpeachable integrity, who were the paid
agents of the Government of Canada, and if it were necessary to say more, it could be conclu-

sively shown from what has since transpired that the advice they gave was not only honestly

fiven, but in the public interest, and was wisely followed. Dr. Tupper openly, and Sir John
lacdonald impliedly, charged the financial agents of Canada with haying given their advice

from interested motives and corrupt considerations. When the public interest will permit all

the facts to be disclosed, it will be plain to the comprehension of every elector that these accu-
sations are totally unfounded. It would be better if Canada were in a position to dispense with
financial agents. Our position would be a prouder one if we could go upon the Stock Exchange
upon our own unaided responsibility and sell our securities at a high valuation, without being
called upon to pay any wealthy and" powerful patron for his good offices. But that has not been
our position. No Finance Minister that Canada has yet had has ventured to take such a step.

It has always been felt that we would be at the mercy of wealthy speculators in securities, and
stock-jobbers, were we to do so. There is no middle course. The financial agents of Canada
were paid large sums for the assistance which they gave us. We seek their support ; we take
their advice ; and they have never sought to make prolit out of the Canadian Government in

the double capacity of purchasers and agents. Whenever they have come to our assistance as

capitalists, it has been as friends aiding to uphold the credit of the country, and not as ordinary
dealers in stock, expecting to make profit by the transaction. It is a burden and a responsi-

bility which they sometimes assume, in consequence of the advantages they enjoy as financial

agents.
A Question for Opposition Financial Critics.

I put this question to Dr- Tupper, to Mr. Gibbs, and to Sir John Macdonald, and I ask them
to tell you what justification they can offer for retaining agents who have received from Canada
for their services during the administration of its affairs by them many hundred thousand
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pounds, if they believe we can safely dispense with their advice and safely sell our securities to
the highest bidder ? Now, I tell you in advance, to that question they will not give you—they
cannot give you—a satisfactory answer. (Cheers.) If their censure upon Mr. Cartwright is

well founded, then their retention and payment of financial agents are gross outrages—a wanton
waste of the money of the people of this country. (Cheers.) Sir Francis Hincks, who certainly
cannot be accused of any strong bias in favour of the present Government, has not hesitated to
say that Mr. Cartwright is wholly right, and that Dr. Tupper and those who side with him do
not understand the subject they have essayed to discuss. (Hear, hear.)

The Commercial Depression -An Undertaker's Ideas.

Our opponents tell you that we are in the main responsible for the straitened circumstances
of the country. I am told there is in the eastern part of this Province an undertaker, an ardent
admirer of Sir John A. Macdonald, who affirms that he did a thriving business when a Conser-
vative Government was in power, but since the accession of the Reformers his business has
been very dull. (Laughter. ) He longs for a change of Government in order that his trade may
revive. (Hear, hear.) I once heard of a community in the West, where it is said that for a
long time no deaths occurred. Some did not die because they could not afford the expense of

the funeral, and some because they were largely in debt and unable to pay, and did not like to
go to the next world until they had made matters square in this. (Laughter. ) This, gentle-
men, is all nonsense, but the nonsense embraces the complaint made against us by the leaders
of the Conservative party. (Hear, hear.) If you take the trouble to enquire into the causes of

the success or failure of the various industries of the country, you will find how foundationless
are the complaints clumsily put forward by interested politicians professedly on behalf of

various classes of the population.

The Canadian Lumber Trade—Real Cause of its Depression.

There is no portion of our people that have suffered more—perhaps none so much—from the
stringency of the times as those whose capital is invested in lumber. But in what way has the
policy of the Government injuriously affected this trade ? Our large millowners formerly
found a market in the United States, in the West Indies, in South America, and in

Great Britain. Why has this prosperous trade not continued ? Is it because of the fiscal policy

of the Government of Canada? Not at all. It is simply because of the straitened circum-
stances of those who wrere once our customers. (Hear, hear.) Wherever our lumbermen here-

tofore found a market, trade has been depressed, and those who once were their customers have,

unhappily for us, found themselves unable to buy. Will those who censure us come forward
and say in what way we are responsible for this condition of things ? Can we bring back pros-

perity to the United States ? Can we induce the large manufacturing towns of New England
to resume their building operations with the confidence and vigour of past days, and buy up our
lumber as before ? (Hear, hear.) No man at once candid and intelligent will answer these
questions in the affirmative. (Hear, hear.) The only aid that it is in our power to give to the
United States is the aid which a different fiscal policy and a less painful experience during a
period of commercial depression affords. And permit me here to say that I have no expecta-
tion of an early revival of the lumber trade with the United States.

Disastrous Effects of Protection in the United States.

The fiscal policy which our opponents so greatly admire, and which they advocate with so

much real or affected earnestness, has had full play for the past fifteen years in the neighbouring
Republic. I need not tell you that its effects have been most disastrous. (Hear, hear.) Large
manufacturing establishments in every part of that country are standing idle or are working on
short time. The workmen employed are serving at greatly reduced wages ; strikes and lock-

outs are of daily occurrence in every manufacturing town throughout the Union ; large numbers
of people are without employment, and their wives and children are begging their bread through
the streets ; the more sober, intelligent, industrious and law-abiding mechanics and artisans are

quitting the branches of trade in which they have been engaged, in which they have become
skilled, to seek new homes and new employment upon the various lands of the West and South,

while large numbers are seeking relief from the charitable, and aid from the citj7" authorities.

(Hear, hear.) Those cities to which people have been so largely and so unwisely drawn by a

restrictive fiscal policy, and which were rapidly built up by the feverish excitement consequent

upon the misdirection of capital, are now being deserted. Farmers, learning of the large profits

that were being made by certain favoured industries, sold their farms at reduced prices, and
invested their money in manufactures about which they knew nothing, and lost what they
possessed. (Hear, hear.) I venture upon this prediction, and I do not regard it as at all

exaggerated, that the urban population of the United States east of the Alleghany Mountains
will not be greater in 1880 than it was in 1870. (Hear, hear.) During the past year, for the

first time in the history of the United States, the number of persons that left it exceeded the

number that emigrated to it, and therefore I say that as a lumber market it will not be so good
as it was a few years ago for many years to come. In fact, it is only by a complete change in

the fiscal policy of that country that the mischiefs which have been done by an unwise and
meddlesome oversight can be corrected. (Cheers.

)

All Men Should he Equal in the Race of Life.

And, I confess, gentlemen, it has also been to me a matter of very great astonishment *,ow

the people of the United States could be led into the adoption of a system of taxation so totally

at variance with their fundamental urincinles of government. If there is any doctrine which
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stands out prominently beyond every other ; if there is any principle, the spirit of which
{>ervades their political system and constitutes its vital force, it is that in the race of life the
aw should not prefer one man to another—that neither birth nor rank shall be the basis of any
special privilege. (Hear, hear. ) Most men here will not question the wisdom of that policy.

If it means anything, it means that all men shall be set on their feet, and in the race no impedi-
ment shall be put in the way of any one, to the end that each may succeed to the extent of his

industry and of his ability. But when we look at the fiscal policy of that country since 1860, we
see all this is changed. The Government interfere. They protect some to the extent of 20,
and others to the extent of 60 per cent. A portion of the population is among the more, and a
portion among the less favoured. (Hear, hear.) The products of one man's industry are given
to another, and the profits of one are diminished in order that the profits of another may be
increased. The industrious suffer for the idle—the wise for the stupid—the cautious for the
reckless—the fair-minded for the grasping and the greedy. (Cheer3.

)

Protection Based upon a False Assumption.
Those who advocate protection in Canada assume that taxation is a productive force. All

the arguments of Sir John Macdonald and his friends are based upon this assumption also, that
there is no science of political economy ; that such men as Adam Smith and John Stuart Mill
were mistaken ; that Cobden and Bright, Peel, and Gladstone, are only political quacks and
empirics ; that they have mistaken a temporary national policy, applicable only to the present
condition of things in England—wholly inapplicable to the past, and fast becoming inapplicable
to the future— for a true science. This is an interesting and a very important question. (Hear,
hear. ) It is so because everything now points to the conclusion that when the next general
election takes place, it is upon this broad ground that the contest between parties will be fought.
(Hear, hear.) It is to me a matter of very great interest, and of the deepest solicitude, that the
eople should approach the consideration of this question free from the influences which are
ikely to operate during a period of commercial depression—free from everything like the passion
of party. (Cheers. ) The mischievous consequences which would flow from the adoption of a
narrow and exclusive fiscal policy in Canada would be felt for a generation to come. I do not
fear that such a policy could endure for many years, for a dearly purchased experience will teach
you that freedom is better than restriction, and that the laws of nature are a safer guide than
the sophisms of protectionists. (Cheers.)

Political Considerations Against Protection.

But there are other political considerations not without their significance. A policy in the
direction of free trade was entered upon for the purpose of bringing about and establishing the
Canadian Federation. It was well known that not one of the four Maritime Provinces could
have been induced to enter the Union if they had supposed a protective policy were to prevail,

and the tariff framed by Sir Alexander Gait in 1859, and which he then regarded as a necessary
evil—to which, from our financial embarrassments, we were for a time obliged to submit—was
modified in the direction of free trade in order to induce them to do so. How can we then hopo
to retain them if we adopt the fatal course of breaking faith ? (Cheers.

)

The Extent and Value of our North-West Possessions.

"We have in our unoccupied territories of the great North-west, south of the Saskatchewan,
lands the money value of which, the moment they are occupied, will be not less than a thousa^v

millions of dollars. This capital is now latent—useless. We need no restrictive taxes to indue

people to bring it to us. We have it. It has only to be occupied and used. We have but to

invite people to come amongst us—to be of us, and to put forth their hands and take it. (Hear.

hear.) I am not, therefore, prepared to enter upon a fiscal policy which will endanger the Union.

and which will retard, if not altogether prevent, the settlement of the North-west, which wouhl
deprive us of all hope of ever being able to meet the obligations to which our opponents, with so

much recklessness and with so little judgment and foresight, pledged the faith of the country.

(Cheers. ) A protective policy would enormously add to the burdens of the great majority of the

population, and at the same time diminish the public revenues. Sir John Macdonald says that

the markets of Canada ought to be kept for Canadians. This, if it means anything, means, not

that we should tax, but that we should prohibit importations. If we had absolute freedom of

trade we would have no Customs revenue. If we have duties that amount to prohibition we
have no revenue. Sir John Macdonald's proposition, therefore, implies that we must look out

for other sources of taxation. In what way does he suggest that Canada ought to be kept for

Canadians ? He says that the farmers often have bad crops ; that they often receive low prices ;

and that when a year of scarcity comes, when there is less breadstuff in the country than is re-

quired for consumption, heavy taxes ought to be imposed upon foreign breadstufis in order that

you might v*VJome rich by the high prices that you are to receive from your fami^ug coun-

trymen.
An Old Doctrine in a New Dress.

I ask myself, can it be possible that such a doctrine is promulgated by one who is anxious to

be considered a statesman ? (Hear, hear. ) This is an old doctrine in a new dress. It is an

advice to those who constitute a majority of the population to act upon the maxim that " they

should take who have the power, and they may keep who can." (Cheers.) I rejoice to believe

that among my countrymen few will be found to avow sentiments that are as unwise as they are

heartless and dishonest—sentiments that, if consistent with the general well-being of society,

would reflect on Providence. (Cheers.) Suppose for one moment—for it is possible only in

supposition—that we did produce less of the necessaries of life than we consume ; that in this
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unfortunate condition we taxed very highly the food of those who had none, in order th«rvt w«
might put more money in the pockets of those who had abundance and to spare, do you think
that such legislation would be either wise or just, or in the public interest ?

The Question Further Considered—Effect of a Tax upon Wheat.
Let me examine this declaration of principle by Sir John Macdonald a little further. Sup-

pose the farmers of Ontario produce all the wheat necessary for their own consumption, and a
million of bushels to spare, and the Maritime Provinces and Quebec are short two millions of
bushels. You can supply them with one million, and they must obtain another million from
abroad or starve. Now, says Sir John Macdonald, has come the opportunity to make the
country prosperous. Put a heavy tax on wheat that is brought in "from abroad ; make those
that are starving pay well for bread, in order that those who have a million to sell may get a
better price. Now, gentlemen, what tax will your conscience permit you to put on? (Loud
cheers.) Twenty cents a bushel? This would give you $200,000j more than you would have
obtained without that tax, and the foreign farmer, whose wheat comes in to the extent of one
million bushels, receives just what he would have done if no tax had been imposed. Under the
circumstances supposed by Sir John Macdonald, you get twenty cents a bushel more—the price
of the foreigner's wheat to the consumer is increased twenty cents a bushel also in consequence
of the tax. You see that those who had been so unfortunate as to be without a sufficient supply
of bread will have paid $400,000 in taxes in consequence of their misfortunes—$200,000 to you
and $200,000 to the Government. (Hear, hear.) What right have you to ask that they shall
be taxed for your advantage ? To compel them to pay a tax from which you, from your more
fortunate condition, are exempt, would in itself be bad enough ; but to compel them to pay net
only taxes into the public treasury, but also tribute to you, is a proposition so monstrous that
no honest man could make it, aud no one but a robber would be willing to profit by it. (Loud
cheers.) It is well, gentlemen, that Providence has ordained that a course of conduct grossly
unjust is never consonant with the well-being of the public. How can a nation be made more
wealthy or more prosperous by forcibly taking from one man in order to give to another of the
same community ? The man whose industry you partly rob of its reward is discouraged, ? r.d

the man upon whom it is bestowed has taken from him the strongest motive to close application
and an economical management of his affairs. The policy suggested by Sir John A. Macdonald
is founded upon the essentially erroneous doctrine that scarcity is the foundation of prosperity.

If this were so, it is only necessary, in order to make a nation prosperous, to diminish the power
of production, and refuse to make the most of the natural advantages to be found in a country.
(Hear, hear.)

Some Apt Illustrations.

You should build your houses without windows, in order to increase the demand for candles
and kerosene. (Laughter.) You should choose the least healthy places for your buildings, and
erect houses without proper ventilation, to give employment to doctors. (Hear, hear, and
laughter. ) You should never pay your debts without a lawsuit, so as to give employment to

the lawyers. You should cultivate less land, and cultivate that little badly, but with tools of

such a description that it would be necessary to employ a great many men to do a very little.

You should use the sickle instead of the reaping machine, and the flail instead of the threshing

machine ; let the pit-saw find the place of the saw-mill ; and you can make everything scarce,

and, according to Sir John Macdonald's political economy, everybody prosperous—for scarcity

is to be the foundation of prosperity. (Loud cheers.) It is to our interest as a Government
that the people of Canada should clearly perceive the bearing of the financial policy which he
propounds ; and when they do so, I have no fears that they will commit themselves to the
barbarous follies of a barbarous and by-gone age. (Applause.

)

Our Mercantile Marine and Protection.

And permit me to make this further observation, which I ought to have made somewhat
earlier, in answer to the charge that we are in any way responsible for the stringency of the
times. We have a very large mercantile marine—nine times as great, in proportion to our
numbers, as the mercantile marine of the United States. During the past two or three years

it has failed to find jl roritable employment in any quarter of the globe. The member in the

House of Commons for Yarmouth, Mr. Killam, who is a very large ship-owner, when being
examined before a committee appointed to enquire into the causes of the commercial and
manufacturing depression, remarked that he did not know of a single port in the world where
a cargo could be obtained at a paying rate. The ships engaged for many years in the South
American and Mediterranean trade were obliged to return home for the want of employment.
The Nova Scotian vessels trading between American ports and the continent of Europe found
themselves for a time with nothing to do. Ship-owners were without dividends. They were
obliged to economise, for they had little to spend. The crops of the Canadian farmers were
below the average, and less money was brought in from abroad, for there was less to sell.

Imports fell off. The revenue was proportionally diminished. Necessary undertakings had to

be left in abeyance, and projected improvements for the time being abandoned. Now, I would
ask in what way was the Government responsible for these things ? Could we give prosperity

to the States of South America or to the countries bordering on the Mediterranean ? Could
we compel the people of Antwerp to buy the coal oil of Pennsylvania, or the inhabitants of

Cuba to end their civil strife? No man in his senses would say so. (Hear, hear.) This is

simply empty declamation, incapable of being sustained by facts or arguments. It is auite

sufficient to have imperfectly stated the facts in order that the absurdity of such assertions

may clearlv aouear. (Hear, hear.)
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The " National Policy."

The leaders of the Conservative party are calling aloud for the adoption of a "national

policy." They ask that the trade of Canada shall be kept for Canadians. They tell you that

we have adopted a policy by which the people of this country are compelled to pay yearly

several millions into the treasury of the United States. I deny the correctness of this alle-

gation. I affirm that one more unfounded was never made. I say that the theory embraced in

the assertion of these gentlemen is related by the experience not only of Canada, but of every

country that has had a foreign trade. In addressing the people at Fergus a few weeks ago, I

showed from our trade and navigation returns, extending over a period of twenty-two yeai*s,

that the prices received by the Canadian farmers for the products sent to the American market
were not, nor could they be, affected by the taxes imposed by the United States. (Hear, hear.)

What makes up the value of an article ? The cost of the original material, the value of the

labour spent upon it, the profits, and, if it is taxed, then this must also be added, and all these

are elements which go to constitute the price paid by the consumer. There is no such thing

as production at a permanent loss where there is no Government interference. It is contrary

alike to experience and common sense. (Hear, hear.) We have suffered incomparably less

than our neighbours during the crisis which in this country seems happily to have closed, but
which in the United States is still most severely felt. I say we have suffered incomparably
less than they have ; and the reason is not from any superiority in our natural advantages, but
because in our system of taxation we have departed less widely from the doctrines of political

economists than they have done. It is satisfactory to know that the discoveries in political

science, no les3 than the discoveries of physical science and in the industrial arts, admit of

practical application. It is gratifying to know that they are rapidly finding their way through
the ordinary channels of public opinion, are correcting popular errors, are reforming the laws
by which the people are governed, are breaking down the artificial barriers which separate

independent States commercially ; nor are they void of other beneficial results, for they at last

come home to every family that is sober and industrious in the forms of increased security to

life and property, increased intelligence., and increased comforts. The prophecies of ruin which
our opponents have recently indulged in, as a consequence of our fiscal policy, are being falsified

by the returning prosperity of the country, just as similar predictions have been falsified in

Great Britain, and in every other country where free trade has been established by able men,
and denounced by political charlatans. (Cheers.)

Quacks Sometimes Successful—Why ?

I dare say, gentlemen, you have observed that sometimes a man with a very limited amount
of information, and with little or no professional skill, undertakes to practise medicine. The
country is new, the people are poor—are unable to judge accurately of his attainments. They
employ him when they are ill, and, being temperate in their lives, having grown strong by in-

dustry and manly exercise—in spite of his treatment they recover. He acquires a reputation
for knowledge and skill which he does not possess. He is jealous of the regular practitioner,

denounces his book-learning, and endeavours to keep him out. Those on whom he has long im-
posed, for some time longer continue to listen to him. Another generation, however, is grow-
ing up. They have had better opportunities than their fathers—they are less simple-minded.
They take the exact measure of f'the man of herbs with medical instincts. They know he is a
quack, and they do not conceal their knowledge. He struggles hard against this opinion, and
complains of being persecuted, but having spent the greater portion of his life in deceiving people
into believing him what he is not, it is too late for him to begin now that study by which alone
he could be qualified to become what he desires the community to consider him ; and the place
from which he has fallen he can never regain. We have had in Canada the same type of

political doctor. You see two of them leading the Conservative party. (Cheers.) They have
lost their position and their practice. They are offering the people again their quack nostrums.
But the times have changed. A new order of things has been established, with which this class

are out of jont ; and they struggle hard, but vainly, against the public verdict. (Hear.) They
still have faith in buncombe. They still hope that the public taste for being humbugged will

return. They are prepared to embark on any sea of speculation, however untried ; they are
prepared to engage in any venture, however wild or visionary, if perchance they may regain
their old places. (Hear, hear.) They are ready to appeal to any prejudice or suggest any
policy, no matter how mischievous it might prove, if the result only were favourable to their
wishes. (Cheers.

)

Government Policy the Real National Policy.

Our opponents advocate what they call a "national" policy. We also advocate a national
policy ; and I shall endeavour to show you before I conclude my observations that the fiscal and
political policy of the present Government, and of the Reform party, is alone entitled to that
appellation. (Cheers.) Does any man in his senses believe that a few cents taxes upon bread-
stuffs, and a tax upon other agricultural products coming from the United States into this coun-
try, similar to that imposed by Congress upon the products of Canada, would be of any advan-
tage to us ? We have, as I have already stated, an immense mercantile marine, for which we
are anxious to find employment. It is growing up without protective tai'iffs and without Govern-
ment interference. It carries the products of Canada to every quarter of the globe where a
suitable market can be found. It affords to capital a profitable investment, and to many
mechanics and artisans remunerative employment. It engages the services of many thousands
of our people fond of adventure, and who are obliged to encounter those storms and perils of the
sea by which the mind not less than the body is invigorated, and by which habits of self-reliance
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are acquired. Is this immense source of wealth and prosperity of no consequence ? Are those
who invest their capital in ship-building and ships—are the hardy mariners who man them—to

be eliminated as of no account in the elements of national growth and national prosperity t

(Hear, hear.)
Agricultural Protection.

I need not discuss the effect of a retaliatory policy upon the prosperity of the agriculturists

of this country. As an agriculturist, living in a neighbouring county, the climate and products
of which are similar to your own, I shall oppose to the utmost of my ability a policy that would
prove in the last degree injurious to the farmers of Canada. You may depend upon this, gen-
tlemen, that the Government who impose a tax upon imports, to that extent at least tax their

own people. (Hear, hear.) During the past four years we imported from the United States
cereals to the value of $55,000,000, and we exported thither to the value of $34,224,620,
or we imported into Canada $20,822,754 worth more than we exported to that country.
Now, were we damaged by this excess? Would it have been a wise thing on the part of the
Government to have imposed a tax that would have kept this excess out ? I say no. (Cheers.

)

I say our people engaged in this trade because they found it profitable. Let me ask you for a
moment to consider what we did with this surplus which we imported. We imported wheat
and flour from the United States in these four years in excess of what we sent there to the
value of twenty-nine millions of dollars. We sent to England forty-two millions of dollars worth
of breadstuffs during the same period, twenty-nine millions worth of which were the product of

the United States, and thirteen millions worth the product of Canada. The American wheat
which we imported and sent to England would have gone there through American channels had
we imposed an import duty upon it, and those Canadians engaged in the milling and carrying
trades have made more than three times the gain they would have done had we adopted a policy
of exclusion. (Hear, hear.)

The Importation of American Corn Considered.
There is one product in which I am told you have a special interest—I refer to the production

of corn. I will take the year 1874 as an example, because the prices then were more nearly a
mean average, taking several years together, than were the prices of 1876. Well, in 1874 we
imported into Canada 5,331,000 bushels of corn, at about 43 cents per bushel ; 2,657,000 bushels
of this were re-shipped to Europe at about 61 cents a bushel—that is, at a profit of 18 cents a
bushel, or $477,180 on the whole transaction. Now, the country is richer by nearly half a mil-
lion dollars in consequence of the importation and exportation of these 2, 657, 000 bushels of corn.

(Hear, hear.) Let me consider for a moment whether we have gained or lost by the two and
three-quarter millions of this corn consumed at home. If we take but three quarters of a million

of bushels as the quantity that has been consumed by lumbermen and farmers, you have an equal
quantity of peas and barley displaced—peas, however, more largely than barley. The mean
average difference for the past four years between corn on the one hand, and peas and barley on
the other, is about 30 cents per bushel, or upon three quarters of a million of bushels $300,000

—

a total gain to the country each year upon the corn imported of $777,180. (Hear, hear.) Let
me ask you, gentlemen, how much corn do you export from your county in a single year ? If

your farmers were to produce on an average 100 bushels each more than they consumed—and
this is far beyond what they do in the most favoured corn-growing district on the continent—and
we were to give you a protection of ten cents a bushel, it would only amount in all to $50,000.

But I am told that you find it much more advantageous to use your corn in the production of

pork than to send it abroad, and that less than 50,000 bushels are shipped from your county
;

so that the taxation suggested would give you less than $5,000 additional profit. If this corn

was consumed in the country it would not add a farthing to the national wealth ; and if it went
abroad how could any duty help you ? for the price which the dealers could afford to pay would
depend on the foreign market, which could not be affected by any taxes imposed by us. I would
ask you in all seriousness, do you think that the Canadian Parliament would be justified in

putting a tax on corn which would give to each farmer in Essex one dollar a year more than at

present, when by so doing they would entail upon the country an absolute loss of three-quarters

of a million of dollars, not including the loss sustained by a necessary reduction of the excise ?

But no such advantage as the one I have mentioned could possibly accrue to you from such a

tax. (Hear, hear.) The indirect consequences resulting from the disturbance of a prosperous

and profitable trade would injure you much more than any such restriction could help you. Pro-

vidence has wisely constituted the world in such a way that men are mutually dependent upon

each other. No merchant would be helped by having his customers beggared ; and no more can

one portion of our people be made permanently wealthy and prosperous by the impoverishment

of those with whom they are indissolubly united. (Hear, hear.) 1 say, then, gentlemen, that

the system of taxation recommended to your consideration by our political opponents is not en-

titled to the appellation of a national policy. And here let me ask you why our opponents did

not adopt their national policy when they were in power ? The Congress of the United States

terminated the Pveciprocity Treaty in 1865. These gentlemen were in power from that period

down to Confederation, and from the consummation of the Union to the closing months of

1873. Yet they permitted a system of taxation for these eight years to continue, not differing

in any important respect from that which prevails at the present time. (Hear, hear.) It is true

that Dr. Tupper made an effort to adopt a feeble outline of the policy now advocated by Sir John

A. Macdonald. He was successful. What he proposed was assented to. Then his darling child

was born. It lived nearly a year, and was ignominiously strangled by the votes of the very men
who had assisted to give it being. (Cheers.

)
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The Conflict of a Past Age Renewed.
This question, gentlemen, of free trade and protection is not a new question. It is a renewal

upon our soil of the conflict between the exclusive spirit of a past age and the more generous
spirit of the present. (Hear, hear.) It is the renewal of a conflict between knowledge and
ignorance—between science and a short-sighted and selfish empiricism. It was fought in Eng.
land during the first half of this century, and the prosperity which has attended the adoption of

an enlightened and commercial policy there has more than justified all the predictions of its

most zealous advocates. (Cheers.) In no country in the world has an exclusive fiscal policy
had so full and fair a trial, and under such favourable conditions, as in the United States.

From 1860 until the present time a system of taxation has been pursued there which proposes
to make everybody rich at nobody's expense. The murders, the acts of incendiarism, the riots,

the strikes, and the destruction of property which have taken place of late form a conclusive
answer to those who say the system has been successful. (Hear, hear.) In that great country,
where nature has been so lavish of her gifts to man, where more than half the land within its

settled limits still remains unoccupied and unreclaimed—in that country, capable of sustaining

an agricultural population of one hundred millions in affluence, there exists at this moment an
amount of misery and suffering, of destitution and want, amongst the poorer classes of the urban
population, which well-nigh beggars description, and which can only find a parallel in the worst
governed countries in Europe. (Loud cheers.) Six thousand millions of dollars of taxes have
been taken by a protective policy from the consuming population of the United States and given
to the manufacturers since 1860. This immense sum has been taken from those to whom it

rightfully belonged under the authority of an Act of Congress, with the view of making the
nation rich and ^prosperous. Nevertheless, you find at this moment those on whose behalf it

was levied and upon whom it was bestowed still confessing their inability to stand without the
aid of the Government props—still calling upon the Government for further taxation in order

that their business may be prosperous. An illustrated paper some years ago represented Horace
Greeley offering a boy a jack-knife for a dollar, and saying to him, " This knife is worth 30 cents,

but if you will give me a dollar, and other people will do the same for fifty years, then I will be
so rich that I can make jack-knives for 30 cents, too." (Cheers.) Such establishments are very
costly charitable institutions, and they are intended to make the many poor in order that the
few may become wealthy.

Protection and Immigration.

Many of you have read of the privileges enjoyed by the aristocracy of France before the
revolution ; but, I ask you, what abuaes, what special privileges of the ancient regime were
more outrageous, were more hostile to every natural sentiment of justice, than those conferred
upon certain classes of industry in the United States ? (Cheers.) An attempt has been made
by legislation to increase their capital, not by legitimate profits upon the products of their
labour, but by forced benevolence levied upon the farmers and artisans, by which the wealth of

the one is increased and the other diminished. (Hear, hear.)

Results in the United States.

The protectionists tell you that it is important to keep our young men in Canada, and that
it is important also to induce others to immigrate. It is well to observe whether protection has
had this effect in a very marked degree elsewhere. The total immigration into the United
States, from 1820 to 1S70 inclusive, was 7,800,000. Of these, upwards of six millions were

^J
ordinary labourers, 900,000 had been tenant or proprietary farmers before coining to America,
less than 800,000 were mechanics, and not more than 120,000 of these were engaged in branches
of industry that were protected under the tariff of the United States. (Hear, hear.) So that
if it were admitted that those 120,000 were brought to the American Republic in consequence
of the fiscal policy, that is but one in 70 of the immigrant population. (Hear, hear.)

In the year 1S70, 387,203 immigrated from Europe to the United States, but of this immense
number only 6,960, or but one in 56, were trained to those pursuits which were protected indus-
tries under the tariff. It is clear, then, beyond question, that the restrictive policy pursued by
the United States has exercised no perceptible influence upon the immigration to that country.
(Cheers.) Nor has it exercised any perceptible influence in preventing the population from going
abroad. The population leaving the New England States and going into the agricultural States

of the West to engage in agricultural pursuits is larger than the population that has left Canada
for the same purpose. Our opponents tell you that as a result of restriction you are to have a
home market—that the labourer will command higher wages, that the cost of transportation

will be dispensed with, and that although something more will have to be paid for what is

produced, something more will be received also for what is given in exchange. It may be that

men will argue themselves into a belief of a statement of this kind, but an examination of the

facts shows how unfounded it is. There never was an impostor who did not in time become the

victim of his own imposition. (Hear, hear.)

The Selfishness of Protectionists.

Men whose immediate interests point in a particular direction, and who have neither the

time nor the inclination for generalization, may be brought to regard such absurdities as true,

but they will not bear one moment's honest scrutiny. Did you ever hear of a manufacturer
seeking to discourage the immigration of the class of artisans whom he employs ? If you have,

that is more than I have done. He asks that the product of labour, and skill, and capital shall

not be brought from abroad to compete with him. He asks that the Government shall prefer

him to the consumer, and compel the consumer to pay him a bounty. He says that if you do

O
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this his foreign competitor will leave his own home, bring his labour, skill, and capital into
Canada, and that prices will be as low with protection, in consequence of home competition, as
they were before without it. Do you think he is governed by any such motive ? Do you think
he would urge upon the Government the adoption of a restrictive policy if he believed the
immediate consequences would be such as thus described? Not he. It is because he does not
believe these representations ; it is because, if he has studied the subject, he knows that neither
labour nor capital is likely to flow from abroad to rival him. (Hear, hear. ) He knows that his
competitors will be in most cases discontented workmen and small capitalists at home. He has
the start of them. He does not fear them, and he hopes to realize a fortune out of the con-
sumers before any serious result can follow the adoption of the policy which he advocates.
(Hear, hear.) It is just as necessary in the interest of the community to exclude the foreign
mechanic and artisan as to exclude the product of foreign capital and labour. The one affects

\the price of labour as much as the other affects the price of merchandise. Every skilled labourer
from abroad who settles in Canada becomes a competitor with every other engaged in the same
pursuits who is already here. The labourer in the cotton factory, in the woollen factory, or in the
car-shop—and I may also say in the field—has precisely the same interest in the exclusion from
the country of his brother-labourers that the employer has in the exclusion of foreign products.
( Hear, hear. ) It must, then, be clear to you that better wage3 and better times for the working
population is not the impelling motive of those who are calling for protection ; and until Sir

John Macdonald and his partisans earnestly set themselves to work, as friends of the working
man, to put down immigration to this country, tliey can hardly be regarded as sincere in the
professions they make. (Cheers.

)

Where the Proceeds of an Increased Tariff would go.

One of the most important things for you, gentlemen, to bear in mind—important because it

is frequently lost sight of—is that the system of taxation proposed by our opponents will take
from the pockets of the people an enormous sum of money which will never find its way into the

public treasury. (Hear, hear.) The whole theory of financial reform in England, from the close

of ISIS down to the retirement of Mr. Gladstone from office, has been that a Government should
aim to tax the people only to the extent that the money finds its way into the public treasury.

Under this policy, what is paid differs but little from what is received, and the waste of taxation

is reduced to a minimum. The policy in England, therefore, is to tax only a certain class of im-

ports which are not likely to affect the prices of others that are not taxed ; or, if they do, then
an excise duty is put upon the home-produced article of a similar kind, so as to give the State

the benefit of the increased value given to it by the increased import duty. To make more clear

the idea which I wish to convey to you, let me take the case of alcoholic liquors. We put a
tax upon those that are imported, the effect of which is that those manufactured at home, such
as beer and whiskey, can be sold at an advanced price. If we put no excise duty upon them,
this advanced price goes to the brewer and distiller. So that, without an excise duty, those who
consume whiskey and beer would be paying a tax which would not tind its way into the public

treasury, and the brewers and distillers would in that case enjoy incidental protection—that is,

they would pocket a large sum of money which would not be legitimate profit upon their busi-

ness, but a necessary incident of a tax imposed by the Government upon an imported article.

Now, if the Government put 174 per cent, upon broadcloth, the importer must add 174 Per

cent, to the original price, and the sum is the primary cost of the article to him. This gives to

the manufacturer in this country an opportunity of adding 174 Per cent, to the price of the

article he produces. The tax on the foreign article goes into the public treasury. The tax on

the home article goes into the pockets of the home producer, and even under our present tariff

this sum amounts to several millions a year. The system is essentially vicious and unjust. If

we are not at present able to put an end to it, I trust we are able to take care that it shall not

be further extended. (Hear, hear.) There is one thing I do know, that when the consuming

population of this country fully understand this subject, they will make short work of the

system ; they will see that men who are anxious to acquire fortunes shall learn to rely upon their

own judgment as to the wisdom of their investment, and on their own industry, economy, and

Drudence for success. (Cheers.) »-
Our Duty as Canadians. -

I shall not detain you further by a discussion of the subject of the tariff. It was my purpose

to have spoken upon the acquisition of British Columbia, upon the acquisition of the North-

west Territories, and upon the policy of our predecessors in dealing with the law relating to con-

troverted and simultaneous elections. I shall do this elsewhere in the county. I have said,

however, enough to show you that we understand our mission—that we know our duty, and

intend to discharge it in the public interest—that we have so far acted in accordance with our

honest convictions of light, and have done nothing to give us cause for thinking that the publie

confidence has been withdrawn. (Loud cheers.) We recognize the fact that this Unien has

been established to promote the prosperity of its people, and to secure the colonization of the

immense territories of the North-west which we control. We know that without the develop-

ment here of a national spirit and a national feeling, we can have no future assured. Mr. Wed-
derburn, in speaking once against the colonization of the country north of the Ohio River, said

he hoped every man settling on the continent, not less than the merchant who for a time may
reside at Stockholm or St. Petersburg, would look to the British Isles as his home. I say the

very opposite of this. I hold that it is the duty of every man who intends making Canada hia

home to prefer her to every other land, and to do all he can to make her great and prosperous.

(Cheers. ) The man who corncs here from the British Isles must leave his country behind him,
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as well as the man who comes from the continent of Europe and from the neighbouring Re-

public. Each country of the United Kingdom has its distinct nationality. Canada, if she is

ever to have a place or name in the annals of the nations, must have hers also ; and it is a duty
that every immigrant owes to this country that he shall become Canadian in sentiment and
feeling. (Cheers.) I do not ask that he shall forget the great deeds and the great men of his

native land. It is impossible that the memory of great wrong3 successfully resisted, and great

triumphs manfully achieved, can be forgotten. (Cheers.)
^
There are great men and great

actions upon which the dust of ages never falls. But our period of childhood has gone by, and
manhood or imbecility must succeed. (Cheers.) It is our duty as a Government to develop

the growth of this national sentiment—to throw our people more largely upon their own re-

sources^—to give freer play to their habits of self-reliance—to trust to their intelligence, their

industry, their virtue, and their courage, the future of Canada. The hon. gentleman resumed

Li3 seat amid loud and long-contiuued applause.



ERRATA

In the introduction to the Newmarket Demonstration, the name of Mr. J. Pearson Wells,

formerly member for North York, should have been given as chairman ; and the name of Dr.

McMahon, M.P.P., was omitted from the list of speakers.
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